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ABSTRACT 

Although scholars have often acknowledged the spirituality in the writings of Clement of 

Alexandria (cir. 150-215 AD), a thorough study of the Platonic category 9Ecopia as it 

appears in this second century Father has never been undertaken. Most studies on 

Christian spirituality either ignore Clement's role altogether, or rush past him with little 

comment in favor of the great Origen (cir. 185-255 AD). 

Stromateis, Clement's most enigmatic work, contains over 75 occurrences of 9Ecopia. A 

close examination of these texts reveals that his use of the term is somewhat different from 

two of his greatest philosophical and spiritual mentors, Plato and Philo. Clement uses this 

term (usually translated "contemplation") to refer to a spiritual experience which occurs in 

space and time, as well as an ethereal one and one which occurs in the mind. A possible 

explanation for this difference lies with Clement's claim in the opening chapter of the 

work: he is the recipient of an oral tradition which has never been recorded, but which he 

plans to include in the Stromateis. 

This thesis demonstrates: 1) that Clement is the first Christian writer to adapt this 

philosophical category into Christian spirituality; 2) the primary purpose of Stromateis is 

to present the third stage in a spiritual pathway - to reveal 8Ecopia as the spiritual "meat" 

for the advanced believer; and 3) to present God and His contact with the Christian as 

immediate. In a radical move, going against the philosophical setting of the day, Clement 

presents this Platonic category as a means for the Christian to experience an immanent 

God. 
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PREFACE 

My interest in Early Church HistOlY began more than 20 years ago with the 
second centmy apologists. It began as a quest to find extra-biblical evidence for 
the Christian faith. Later my interest in the Ante-Nicean era was fueled by the 
desire to see how the early Church operated in hopes that the modem Church could 
"get it right." My interest in contemplative spirituality began a few years later 
when a friend gave me a copy of the devotional book, The Practice of the Presence 
of God, by the French monk known only as Brother Lawrence. Henri Nouwen 
took me a bit further with his small study on the Deselt Fathers, The Way of the 
Heart. And fmally Gruy Thomas' Seeking the Face of God convinced me to do 
research work in this area. So this thesis flows not just from an academic interest, 
but a personal one as well. 

Reading the various spiritual writers of the Church has been one of the great 
delights of my time here in St Andrews (being sUlTounded by historical ruins, the 
late summer nights and golf on the truly majestic courses would be the other 
delights). Reading Clement of Alexandria has been a great experience: first, I 
truly disliked him - I deemed him boring and verbose, droning on endlessly about 
minutiae - only evelY now and then saying something of interest. After reading 
some later spiritual writers I began to wonder if I could stand to work intensely 
with his text for any length of time. But on my second reading of Stromateis I 
began to see more clearly ... and now, having read major pOltions over and over, I 
have a deep respect for Clement and for his writings. 

The development of Clu'istian spirituality is especially interesting. The 
resurgence of interest in this topic, and how mOdelTIS are retulTIing to the 
spirituality writings of the Fathers, speaks of the enduring nature of the truth 
therein. It is my opinion that the neglect of this 'mystical' aspect of faith has been 
one the great misfOltunes of the Westem Church. The tradition probably survived 
solely because of the monastic movement. Whether or not the Fathers are hying to 
communicate a tangible experience will continued to be dabated, but celtain things 
need to be remembered: the men and women who handed this tradition from one 
age to the next were highly devoted, their lives centred on this pursuit of God. 
Also, most of those who wrote of these matters were not lacking in academic 
agility; yet these writings are full of spiritual passion and intensity. The argument 
that mOdelTIS are guilty of reading these texts anachronistically is a valid concem, 
yet it is my opinion that there are spiritual principles which transcend epochs, 
cultures and sects. It is my desire to see Clement's spirituality writing in 
circulation. I think many modems would recognise his spontaneous spirituality. 

Over these past three years I have consistently burst into song as I viewed the 
spectacular Scottish landscape either while walking on the hillsides, riding my bike 
on the winding countIy roads, or driving in the car. The lyrics of a song, already 
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one of my favorites, would echo more loudly in my heatt and mind as I worked 
with Clement's text. The combination of the Scottish landscape, certain texts from 
Stromateis, and the biblical text all converge in the lyrics; the voice of Glenn 
Kaiser and the music of Rez only enhanced the impact: 

Across these fields, where daylight travels 
I want to yield, despite this veil of tears 
When will you, when will you be retuming 
I cast my lot beyond the fear 

Across these fields, I take my pleasure 
Force of your will, no matter what may come 
Through the mist, I've found the treasure 
W Olth my life, the kingdom soon to come 

Face to face, no more alone 
I shall know, as I am known 
And with you, I am alive 
Lord with you, I am satisfied 
Across these fields, beyond the stars 
Above this pale, endless universe of ours 
Where dreams were bom 
All mysteries unfold 
Where love is a person to behold. 

Glenn Kaiser 

"Across These Fields Reprise," Lament, Rez (Chicago 1990), used with permission. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Why Clement of Alexandria, why 9cOlpia? 

Charles Bigg, The Christian Platanists of Alexandria (Oxford 1886) provides a 

good stal1ing point for the study of Clement. 1 From that time numerous studies 

were published setting the tone for Clementine research by focusing on theological 

and/or philosophical issues.2 While most scholars made mention of Clement's 

views on prayer, spirituality and even on his use of the Platonic term 8Empia,3 

these were not the major issues they addressed. The opinion voiced by Bigg 

(Christian Platanists, p.98) on this concept held the day: Clement had a mystical 

side, but this aspect of early Christianity was not developed until Origen came 

along. Thus, Clementine studies continued to develop mainly along two lines: the 

theologicaVphilosophical and the literary critica1.4 

I Bigg deals with Philo first, but his main concern was Clement and Origen. Bigg made use oftheAnte
Nicene Christian Library (ANCL), ed. Alexander Roberts and James Donaldson (Edinburgh). This is the 
translation which I have principally used as well: Clement of Alexandria, ANCL 4 and 12 (Edinburgh 
1867 and 1869), ET by William Wilson (full details in the bibliography). The Wilson translations are 
based on the PG series (ANCL 4, p.16), which now represents an inferior edition: Migne, J.P., Patrologia 
Graeca 8-9 (Paris 1857). Otto SUihlin's critical edition in the Die Griechischen Christlichen Schriftsteller 
series (GCS) from 1905 (full details in the bibliography) made the Greek text more manageable and the 
Register (Band 4) in 1936 became perhaps the single most important research tool in the study of Clement 
of Alexandria. 
2 Patrick, John, Clement of Alexandria (Edinburgh 1914) and Tollinton, R.B., Clement of Alexandria, 
Volumes I & II (London 1914) came out simultaneously. Other studies: Volker, Walther, Der wahre 
Gnostiker nach Clemens Alexandrinus (Berlin 1952); Chadwick, Henry, Early Christian Thought and the 
Classical Tradition (Oxford 1966). See the bibliography for the numerous journal articles on Clement. 
3 The focus of this study is 8emptlX, "primarily means looking at things, whether with the eyes or with the 
mind; in either sense it can be contrasted with doing things ... " The Oxford Dictionary of the Christian 
Church, ed. F.L. Cross (3rd ed. by E.A. Livingstone), Oxford 1997, pA09. See our full discussion on the 
development of this term in Chapter Two. 
4 A partial listing of works which deal mostly with theological/philosophical issues: Clark, Elizabeth A., 
Clement's Use of Aristotle: The Aristotelian Contribution to Clement of Alexandria's Refutation of 
Gnosticism (New York 1977); Danh~lou, J., Gospel Message and Hellenistic Culture, (ET) by John A. 
Baker (London 1973); Jaeger, Werner, Early Christianity and Greek Paideia (Oxford 1962); Lilla, 
Salvatore, Clement of Alexandria, A study in Christian Platonism and Gnosticism (Oxford 1971); Mortley, 
Raoul, Connaissance Religieuse et Herm(meutique chez Clement d'Alexandrie (Leiden 1973); Osborn, 
E.F., The Beginning of Christian Philosophy (Cambridge 1981); also, Osborn, E.F., The Philosophy of 



CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 

1.1.1 What is Spirituality, or Mysticism? 

We must address this question before moving on. After admitting that 

defInitions are "hotly disputed," Louth defmes it as a "union with God, a union that 

is real, and therefore doubtless experienced. ,,5 Williams refers to the concept in 

more wholistic telIDs; 

'Spirituality' becomes far more than a science of interpreting exceptional 
private experiences; it must now touch every area of human experience, 
the public and social, the painful, negative, even pathological byways of the 
mind, the moral and relational world.6 

The Oxford Dictionary of the Christian Church states this in its definition on 

mysticism; 

Psycho-physical phenomena, such as dreams, locutions, trances, VISIons, 
and ecstasies, have been frequent concomitants of mystical experience. But 
while these are recognised by Christian spiritual writers as possible 
accessories of true mystical insight, they are not held to be essential to it. .. 7 

The problem, evidenced by this defInition, is that there exists a wide range of what 

might be called "mysticism." From the heart searching of Augustine8 to the 

negative theology of Psuedo-Dionysius 9 and the visions of Teresa of Avila: 1o 

Clement of Alexandria (Cambridge 1957); Wolfson, B.A., The Philosophy of the Church Fathers: Faith, 
Trinity, Incarnation, Vol. 1 (Cambridge, USA 1956). A Partial listing of works concerned with literary 
issues: Van den Hoek, Annewies, Clement of Alexandria and His Use of Philo in the 'Strom ate is, ' 
Supplements to VC 3 (Lei den 1988); Mehat, A., Etudes sur les 'Stromates'de Clement d'Alexandrie, 
Patristica Sorbonensia 7 (paris 1966), this huge work obviously covers many topics, but literary concerns 
are prominent; Mondesert, Claude, Clbnent d'Alexandrie (paris 1944), which deals mainly with 
Clement's use of scripture. To these works should be added numerous journal articles which we will 
encounter as we proceed through this study. One particular article which reflects my assessment is, 
Osborn, Eric, "Clement of Alexandria: A Review of Research, 1958-1982," Second Century 3:4 (1983), 
pp.219-244. 
5 Early Christianity: Origins and Evolution to AD 600, by Ian Hazlett, Chapter 18, "Mysticism", Andrew 

Louth, pp.208-217. 
6 The Wound of Knowledge, Rowan Williams, p.2. 
7 The Oxford Dictionary of the Christian Church, 2nd Edition, Oxford University press, 1974, p.952. 
8 "Book X of the Confessions is a particularly passionate and moving declaration of what it is to be on the 
way and not yet arrived at journey's end." (Williams, p.72) Andrew Louth, The Origins of the Christian 
Mystical Tradition devotes a chapter to Augustine, pp.132-158. 
9 Mystical Theology 1.1. 
10 Interior Castle, VI. 8. 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 

"mysticism" comes in great variety. The definition offered above causes one to 

think of the extremes like seeing visions, hearing voices, falling into a trance, out 

of body experiences, and conversing with angels. But, there also seems to be a 

mystical faith which is not so extreme yet is quite different from the normal 

Christian experience. This kind of mysticism would include hearing an inner voice 

which would be attributed to God, or prayelful experiences which would be 

described as intimate and very personal. In addition to the more extreme 

description given above, The Oxford Dictionary also reports that mysticism is, 

... an immediate knowledge of God attained in this present life through 
personal religious experience. It is primarily a state of prayer and as such 
admits of various degrees, from short and rare Divine 'touches' to the 
practically permanent union with God ... 11 

Many believers speak of "epiphany" experiences: times where the senses are 

charged with the knowledge of the nearness of God. Perhaps a mystic would 

experience these times on a consistent basis. 

Another aspect of this defmition problem is that many are not comfortable 

with using the telm "mysticism" and prefer "spirituality" instead. In his preface to 

Gregmy's Life o/Moses, John Meyendorff states; 

One wonders, however, whether this term is adequate in the context of 
Eastern Christian spirituality. To the Western mind, mysticism is 
associated with forms of subjective, individual and necessarily esoteric 
knowledge, which, by definition, cannot be communicated to all. 12 

Meyendorff is COlTect when he says that "mysticism" is typically thought of as a 

fmill of esoteric knowledge which is beyond description. The method of gaining 

this knowlege is understood by many "mystics" to be a state beyond the senses 

11 The Oxford Dictionary of the Christian Church, p.952. 
12 Gregory of Nyssa, The Life of Moses, THE CLASSICS OF WESTERN SPIRITUALITY series, pp.xii-xiii. 
Meyendorff goes on to include the celebration of the Eucharist in the Eastern understanding of 
"mysticism." Louth (see note 5) sees this same emphasis on the sacraments. 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 

where the soul is in union with God, who is beyond description, and this is usually 

refelTed to as "contemplation," which is how 9Eropia is usually translated. 13 

Whether one speaks of "mysticism" or "spirituality," it is a concept not easily 

grasped or defined. 14 When dealing with the "mystical" aspects of Christianity it 

seems satisfactOlY to use either telID. 1S Along with the dissatisfaction of terms is 

the difficulty of diversity and of those who attempt to make the spirituality of the 

Fathers synonomous with all sorts of modern versions. Wakefield responds to this 

by saying, 

Christian spirituality may seem to suffer from an embarrassment of riches. 
Confused syncretism and retreat into 'pietistic' and bigoted sentimentality 

16 are both to be deplored. 

I agree with Wakefield and Louth: 17 the spirituality of the Fathers is quite a 

different thing from much of what passes as "spirituality" in our day. This leads to 

one fmal point concerning our study of Clement: the discussion about Christian 

mysticism or spirituality, certainly evelything said thus far in this section, is 

mostly based on writers after Clement. Historically, as we will see in the 

following two sections, studies on Clement have neglected spirituality and studies 

on spirituality have neglected Clement. This study addresses this gap in research. 

13 Many examples could be cited here: Gregory of Nyssa (Life of Moses II.162-165); John of the Cross 
(The Dark Night of the Soul 1.9.7); John Cassian (Conferences IX); Psuedo-Dionysius (Mystical Theology 
1.1). Most dictionaries use 'contemplation' in the definition for 'mysticism' and/or 'spirituality': "As 
used here, mysticism refers to experiencing God in depth through contemplation and through a deep love 
relationship that transcends human reason," A Dictionary of Early Christian Beliefs, ed. by David W. 
Bercot (peabody, MA 1998), p,469. 
14 For discussions of mysticism, other than the ones already mentioned, see Evelyn Underhill's The Mystic 
Way (London 1914), Lossky, v., The Mystical Theology of the Eastern Church, 2nd ed. (London 1991); 
W.R. lnge, Mysticism in Religion (London 1933). 
15 The Oxford Dictionary of the Christian Church says as much, "All works on Christian spirituality are 
necessarily largely concerned with Mysticism," p.952 n. 
16 Wakefield, Gordon S., The Westminster Dictionary of Christian Spirituality (philadelphia 1983), p.363. 
17 Louth, Andrew, "Mysticism," WDCS (philadelphia 1983), pp.272-274. 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 

1.1.2 Studies on Clement which undervalue the importance of 8EIDpla 

Most studies on Clement note his use of 8EIDpta, but fail to discuss it in any 

significant way. Comments about his mysticism, spirituality or prayer almost 

always mention this Platonic category, but scholars either admit some difficulty in 

knowing exactly what Clement means by this term, or they simply do not discuss 

it. A few examples will suffice, 

Clement's point of orientation is spiritual vision or contemplation, the 
8Eropia .... For Clement, the aim of true dialectic .. .is to ascend to God ... 18 

And it seems, if you count all the doctrines of Clement's gnosis, that it is a 
charisma composed of access to superior vision, a certain contemplation 
(eEropia) of truth, a wiser intellectual knowledge of things, and in a sense, 

. I 19 mystlca ... 

He uses the word gnosis for various activities of spiritual life which are 
connected with each other, but culminate in the contemplation of God, of 
truth, etc. More than one investigator has made the complaint that 
Clement does not give a clear definition of such contemplation .. ?O 

Wytzes compounds the difficulty by asserting a synonymous relationship between 

yvroO't<; and 8EIDpta.?1 We see that he is not alone: Mondesert,22 Volker,23 and 

Danielou24 appear to do the same. We will see in our study that 8EIDpta. is 

certainly within Clement's system of yvroO't<;, but in order to understand the 

18 Van den Hoek (Clement-Philo, pp.67; 142-147). 
19 Mondesert (Clement, p.l11 n4). 
20 Wytzes, J., "The Twofold Way: Platonic Influences in the Work of Clement of Alexandria," Part II VC 
14 (1960), pp.129-153; this citation, p.129. Other scholars Gust to cite a few) who note gerop\.a without 
significant discussion: Butterworth, G.W., "The Deification of Man in Clement of Alexandria," JTS 17 
(1916), p.159; Casey, R.P., "Clement of Alexandria and the Beginnings of Christian Platonism," HTR 18 
(1925), pp.92-93; Hanson, R.P.C., Origen 's Doctrine of Tradition (London 1954), " ... he claims that the 
'gnosis' handed on to the select few by the apostles assists gerop\.a (spiritual vision, or mystico-intellectual 
contemplation)," p.64; see also pp.71, 81-82. Chadwick, Early Christian Thought, " ... a way of prayer in 
which the contemplative passes beyond verbal prayer to a purely mental act...", p.54. Danielou, links 
gerop\.a completely with the ascent of the soul, (Gospellvlessage, pp.448-453). 
21 Wyztes (II, p.129 n4). 
22 Mondesert (Clement, p.lll n4). 
23 VOlker, p.316 n3. 
24 Danielou (Gospel Message, pp.447-448). 
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CHAPTER ONE: IN1RODUCTION 

impOltance of this telm for Clement we must isolate and investigate it. To 

conclude this section we will look more closely at just two studies which appear in 

all Clementine bibliographies, but which fail to go into enough detail in their 

discussion of this key telm. 

1. Volker 

Volker's study of Clement covers the same ground of ethics, theology, and 

philosophy. He does however, offer one of the best studies on the spirituality of 

Clement. In his section on "The Permanent Vision of God" (pp.403-432) he 

introduces the reader to the various irnpOltant Greek telms (pp.403-405), but his 

definitions and explanations are kept too brief. He rightly admits to difficulties 

along the way in understanding Clement's thought, but often his work is more 

observation than analysis. One aspect of Volker's study did set him apmt from the 

scholarship up to his day: he says of Clement "that he does not speak only in 

theory, but from personal experience" (p.412), and thus Volker, against Bigg and 

Casey,25 sees Clement as one who experienced something more than an 

intellectual contact.26 Although Volker sees Clement as describing a real 

experience, "Clement is afraid of too close a proximity, he has ... a vivid feeling that 

we basically only touch God's periphelY and that even the highest peaks of our 

prayers do not lead us much fmther."(p.4ll) We will see in this studl7 that 

25 Bigg's assessment that "Clement shrank from his own conclusions. Though the father of all the 
Mystics he is no Mystic himself. He did not enter the 'enchanted garden' which he opened for others," 
(Christian Platonists, p.98) is based on a comparison with Origen. This is what many scholars do when 
looking at Clement. See Volker's discussion on this point where he disagrees with both Bigg and Casey, 
pp.427ff. 
26 This comes in a discussion (Volker, pp.424-432) which is more concerned with whether Clement knew 
passive or "infused" contemplation, a term Volker admitted "the old fathers do not know" Cp.43l). 
27 Chapter Six, pp.276-277. 
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Volker has not given enough attention to this contact as revealed in Strom. VII. 7. 

Nonetheless, this is a helpful study on prayer in Clement. 

In the end it would be unfair to say that Volker "undervalues" 8ECOpia.; more 

accurately, his study fails to fully explore Clement's use of the tetm. 

2. Lilla 

Lilla's study28 is another good example of the gap we find in the field of 

Clementine studies with respect to 8EOOpia.. His study of yv&crtC; (pp.142-189) is 

full of valuable insights and cross references with various ancient texts, and he 

cettainly makes the connection with 8EOOpia.: 

... from the theoretical point of view it [gnosis] mainly consists in the ideal 
of the contemplative life .... The idea of gnosis appears therefore often in 
connection with, and is sometimes also expressed by, such terms as 
OeOJpza, bro1t-reza, ota. (p.163) 

Indeed, the translators consistently translate these three words in the same way -

but a more thorough investigation of Clement's use of these terms would have 

been helpful. 29 Throughout the section on yvrocrtC; important aspects of 8EOOpia. 

and other categories are hUlTiedly presented with a multitude of textual support, 

but little interaction with any text. 30 Lilla's study is not specifically on 8EOOpia., so 

these criticisms may be unfair, but it does show the need for further investigation 

on this topic. 

28 Lilla (Clement 1971). See note 4 for full details. 
29 Again he notes that "caraBC:la and BC:OJpza cannot be separated ... " (Ibid., p.163 n4). 
30 An exception to this is his treatment of the Tabernacle text in Strom. Y.6 which has a parallel in 
Ex. Thea. 27, (Ibid., pp.173-181). 
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1.1.3 Studies on Spirituality which fail to discuss Clement adequately 

When we look at studies which more fully discuss spirituality3} from the 

standpoint of later histOlY we find that Clement's place is either wholly ignored or 

given a poor representation. The amount of general studies offered on spirituality 

are numerous, therefore we will look at only a few. 

1. Two studies/rom the turn o/the 20th century 

Two general studies32 on mysticism which came out around the tum of the 

20th centulY actually give Clement more credit than later studies we will note. 

Inge's assessment leans heavily upon Clement's use of telms which come from the 

MystelY religions;33 this is not an accurate method for reading Clement. He does 

adopt the imagery of the hierophant in the Eleusinian Mysteries leading the initiate 

into the brilliant light, but uses it to present the Clrristian faith. 34 Nonetheless, 

Inge places Clement where he ought to be in the discussion of mysticism, between 

Philo and Origen (pp.86-89). I think lnge reads far too much into Clement's use of 

mystelY language. As we will see in our study, there is much more to Clement's 

spirituality than this bOl1'0wed language conveys, or than lnge admits. 

Underhill follows Bigg and lnge in her assessment of Clement, but also gives 

31 Only within the past 20 years has the term "spirituality" replaced "mysticism." Consequently, some of 
the studies we will mention use the latter term for what, for all practical purposes (at least for our 
purpose), is synonymous with the former. Even in 1899 W.R. lnge bemoans the use and misuse of 
"mysticism" and finally gives this definition, "Religious Mysticism may be defined as the attempt to 
realise the presence of the living God in the soul...the attempt to realise, in thought and feeling, the 
immanence of the temporal in the eternal, and of/he eternal in the temporal," Christian Mysticism 
(London 1899), p.5 [emphasis original]. 
32 lnge, Christian Mysticism and Underhill, Evelyn, The Mystic Way (London 1914). 
33 lnge's Appendix B (pp.349-355) should be consulted. It focuses on the Church's use of the Mystery 
Religions, but his discussion of Clement in the main text (pp.88-89) tends to revolve around this topic as 
well. See our discussion on Clement's use of this language, (§3.3, pp.104-105). 
34 Protrep. 12.120,1-2. See the discussion in Hort, P.I.A. and Mayor, lB., Clement of Alexandria: 
Miscellanies Book VII (London 1902), pp.l-lx. 
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him plenty of credit for his role in the development of Christian mysticism.35 

From these two scholars she takes up the discussion of the Mystery religions; she 

follows Bigg by saying of Clement that "his witness to the mystical life-process is 

rather that of a looker-on than of one who has indeed pmticipated ... ,,36 Underhill 

does, however, credit Clement with being the ftl'st to isolate a threefold pathway of 

ascent. 37 She also gives him credit for his affrrmations of contemplation, though 

she (overly affected by Bigg, I think) misreads him on one clucial point, 

Though for him the true gnosis is still ... something into which man must 
grow ... he holds out to the neophyte the promise of a more abundant 
knowledge rather than a more abundant life, [this] shows him to be already 
affected by the oncoming tide ofNeoplatonic thought. (p.283) 

As we will see later (pp.217-237 and pp.258-260), this assessment completely 

ffilsses one of the most impOliant driving forces in Clement's system: the 

gnostic38 experiences 8Erop1.<x in space and time, and must be engaged in this life 

with his fellow man. 

2. Louth 

Andrew Louth's study,39 referred to as "probably the best and most reliable 

book in English on the appropriation and transformation by Christians of the 

Platonic world of reference,,,4o deserves this praise. Louth's opening chapter is 

"Plato," followed by "Philo," "Plotinus," and "Origen." He then covers larger 

segments of history and movements until he devotes chapter VII to "Augustine." 

35 In Chapter v.n, "Alexandria and the Art of Contemplation," she discusses Clement on pp.278-284. 
36 Ibid., p.282. She follows Bigg who says that Clement is "no Mystic" (Christian Platonists, p.98). 
37 Ibid., though the text she points to (Strom. 1.27) is dubious, we must agree with her point. See the 
discussion of Clement's pathway in Chapter Four. 
38 Clement refers to the true Christian as "gnostic." This is done, in part, as a polemical device against 
the heretical Gnostics. I will refer to Clement's use as gnostic (in italics) and the heretics as Gnostics 
(Witll a capital letter). 
39 Louth, Andrew, The Origins of the Christian Mystical Tradition (Oxford 1981). 
40 Williams, Rowan, The Wound of Knowledge (London 1990), p. 185. 
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The concept of contemplation is effectively traced through various ancient writers. 

My criticism is with the absence of Clement. Origen is the staliing point for 

Louth's Christian mysticism. Clement is only mentioned in passing;41 he is not 

even credited with having been an influence in Origen' s system of thought. Louth 

has moved from Philo to Origen without even acknowledging Clement's critical 

place in the histOlY of Alexanchian Christianity! 

Interestingly, Louth does bring Clement into the picture in his conclusion. He 

cites Strom. V. 11.71 as an example of reduction and the abstraction from the 

senses.42 No doubt due to limited space, Louth has chosen to skip over Clement to 

the admittedly more influential Oligen. 

3. Jones, Wainwright & Yarnold 

This voluminous work traces the histOlY of Christian spirituality.43 Clement of 

Alexandria is featured in a chapter44 which we will discuss presently, but what I 

want to note here is that Clement is given only four pages. Origen gets about the 

same, while Augustine receives just over 10 pages. It is hue, as Louth says in his 

opening comment on Augustine, "We probably know more about Saint Augustine 

than anyone else in late antiquity,,,45 but more could have been said about both 

Clement and Origen. The Cappadocians are lumped together so that Gregory of 

Nyssa receives velY little coverage, but the amount of space given to the Easteln 

tradition is generous. It is understandable that in a survey work of this nature some 

41 "He [Origen] was not a convert from philosophy like Justin Martyr or Clement of Alexandria, and he 
had none of their welcoming attitude towards philosophy ... " (Origins, pp.53-54). 
42 Ibid., p.194. 
43 Jones, Cheslyn, Geoffrey Wainwright and Edward Yamold, The Study a/Spirituality (London 1')86). 
44 Meredith, Anthony, "Clement of Alexandria," in The Study a/Spirituality (London 1986), pp.112-111 
45 Louth, Andrew, "Augustine," in The Study a/Spirituality (London 1986), pp.134-145. 
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fathers/movements will not receive the coverage of others; this could also depend 

on the individual authors rather than an editorial decision meant to deny space to 

any particular Father. Let us now look specifically at the chapter on Clement. 

Meredith's treatment of Clement reflects the trend in scholarship which we 

observed at the beginning of this chapter. The sources listed reflect this 

philosophical/theological tendency; the only work on spirituality listed is Louth's 

study, which we have seen falls shOlt with regard to Clement. Meredith confirms 

our observation when he says of Clement's works, "Paedagogus (the Tutor) and 

Stromateis (Miscellanies), offer a wide variety of instmction on ethical and 

theological subjects.,,46 

Meredith almost completely misses the contemplative aspect of Clement's 

work. In his second paragraph, commenting on Clement's sources, Meredith 

mentions Plato, "whose contemplative ideal is perceptible in Str. vii" (p.112), but 

when he finally discusses Stromateis VII (the most spiritual Patt of Clement's 

corpus!), he completely neglects the contribution which 8ECOptCX makes to 

Clement's system.47 More, his analysis of Clement's prayer scheme is disputable: 

Clement seems to dispense with the need both for vocal and religious 
prayer.. .. Above all there is an absence of any invitation to petitionary 
prayer or to the sacraments .... there is little in Clement's conception of 
perfect prayer to distinguish it from the private intellectual contemplation 
outlined by Plato in the RepUblic ... 48 

46 Meredith, p.1l2 (emphasis mine). 
47 Although all of the texts he cites in the remainder of his article come from Strom. VII, he succeeds in 
missing all 26 occurrences of8l'.copta. See Appendix 1 (p.296). 
48 Meredith, p.115. Clement does strongly affirm silent prayer, but he also affirms vocal and religious 
prayer, Strom. VII.7.35,6; 40,4; 49;3-4. Clement certainly encourages petitionary prayer; Meredith cites 
Strom. VII.7.41,5 without acknowledging that this is the end ofa polemical attack on those who hold "the 
doctrines about there being no necessity to pray ... " Strom. VII.7.4l,1. Strom. VII.12 is filled with 
encouragement for the gnostic to pray with and for others; see the discussion in §5.7.3 (pp.258-260). 
Though the sacraments are not fully discussed in Stromateis, Clement does not neglect them; see §4.2.3, 
pp.159-167. As for the comment on Clement's prayer being no different from Plato's contemplation in 
the Republic, the entirety of our study will show this to be wrong. 
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This current study will attempt to give a more complete picture of the prayer and 

spirituality in the life of Clement's gnostic. 

4. Williams 

The approach to Clement in The Wound of Knowledge 49 is very similar to that 

of Louth except that it focuses more on the inner struggles which might have 

directed the Fathers in their quest after God. The focus is on how they "attempted 

to articulate their vision of the Christian calling" (p.2) rather than specifically on 

their theology or philosophy (although Williams certainly addresses these 

concems). 

The treatment of Clement is far more balanced than in other studies we have 

mentioned. 50 For example, 

Clement's is by no means a static model. And, although the 'gnostic' 
enjoys a spiritual vision superior to that of other believers, this does not 
exempt him from sharing the worship and life of the community. (p.37) 

The section on Clement is preceded by a shOli discussion of Philo and the 

impOliance of 8ECOP1.<x. (p.34) Williams rightly points out that Clement has a 

positive view of creation, "paradoxically, material goods can be enjoyed precisely 

because they are insignificant."(p.38) This relates to the role of discipline in 

Clement's spirituality and Williams could have done more to show its flUgal, 

somewhat austere nature (best illustrated in Paidagogus). He accurately makes the 

point that what drives Clement is the illUSOlY nature of this world, a Platonic 

concept. 51 Overall, Williams rightly anchors the spirituality of Clement's gnostic 

49 Initially published in 1979, see note 40. 
50 It is easy to present Clement from only one angle (as Meredith does on Clement's prayer, see note 48 
above) without consideration to the complexities of his thought. 
5! I would agree with the Platonic/Stoic influence, but would also add that the NT is not devoid of this 
discipline towards worldly things, though motivating factors could be debated: Matt 6: 16-21; Acts 13 :2; 
Rom 14:17-21; 1 Tim 2:9,10; 6:6-10; 1 Pet 1:13; 1 John 2:15-16. 
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in space and time. The shOlicoming of this study, like the others, is the lack of 

discussion of Clement's idea of 9E(J)pta and its place in his thought. 

1.2 The Purpose of this Study 

It becomes clear from the previous section, and my critique of the studies 

mentioned, that the purpose of this study is to examine Clement's system of 

spirituality, if indeed he had a system. The fIrst question asked was, 'How 

prevalent is Clement's use of the term 9E(J)pta?' Once it was detelmined that his 

use of this telm was more than a casual one (he uses 9E(J)pia52 more than 90 times 

in Stromateis), the next step was to examine his usage of the term to see if any 

pattelTIS emerged. Because an extremely large percentage (around 96%) of the 

occUlTences of 9Empta are in Stromateis, and because of the promise made in the 

opening chapter of that work to reveal an oral tradition, it was decided that this 

study would focus on that single work in Clement's cOrpUS. 53 

An initial survey of texts from Stromateis indicated the possibility that 

Clement's use of 9E(J)picx is either the same, or velY similar, to that of the later 

Fathers and is typically translated "contemplation." From this point, the general 

direction was to study the spirituality in Stromateis using the 9E(J)pta texts as the 

guide. Several questions gave impetus to the investigation: 'Does Clement's use of 

9Empia anticipate what can be seen in later Fathers such as Origen and Gregory of 

Nyssa?'; 'What are the background influences of his 9E(J)pta?'; even the fIrst 

cursory reading led to the question, 'Is the immaterialist characteristic (which 

52 The verb form (SeCOpeco) also occurs, therefore all discussions and listings will be inclusive unless 
otherwise noted. See Appendix 1 (p.296) for the complete listing of SeCOp1.a/SeCOpeco and all variations. 
53 A discussion of Clement's works and the literary problems can be found in Chapter Four. 
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includes not only the abstraction from the senses, but other categories such as the 

ascent of the soul) the nOlm or the anomaly in his use?'; lastly, 'Does his use of 

8ECOpt<X have any direction?,' that is, 'Does he have a plan, a scheme, or some 

kind of system?' These questions dictated the plan of the study. 

1.3 The Plan of This Study 

Because the focus of this study revolves around Clement's use of the telm 

8ECOpt<X, I begin with a survey of literalY witnesses to answer the question, 'Where 

did Clement lealn his use of this word?' Thus, Chapter Two looks at the origins 

of 8ECOpt<X and how Clement uses the word compared to the major writers/sources 

prior to his time. 

One possibility in the research of origins is that of an oral tradition. It has 

already been mentioned that the opening chapter of Stromateis helped determine 

the course of the study; Clement's claim in this chapter of a hidden oral tradition 

which he intended to reveal posits some interesting solutions to consider. This 

subject of esoteric oral traditions is a contentious one, but needs to be re-examined. 

The next question which seemed to present itself was that of Clement's 

proposed plan. At the beginning of Paidagogus (1.1.1,3) he indicates that he has a 

plan; comments at the end of that same work (Paid III.12.97,3-98,l) imply that 

Stromateis contains the more advanced teachings. If he had a plan and intended to 

reveal some special oral traditions, how might 8ECOpt<X fit into this plan? Thus, 

Chapter Four proposes that Clement did have a plan and followed it; his three 

main works (Protrepticus, Paidagogus and Stromateis) are meant to present a 
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spiritual pathway and 8c:copiu is shown to be the final stage of that pathway. 

The place of 8c:copiu in Clement's plan had become clear in Chapter Four, but 

the nature of Clement's 8c:copiu remained unclear. Thus, I inselt Chapter Three 

to attempt an answer to the question, 'What does Clement mean by 8c:copiu?' 

A listing of characteristics was made from all of the 8c:copiu passages ill 

Stromateis in order to isolate those aspects which were most fi:equent and most 

significant. These passages (along with their cOlresponding categories) were then 

carefully exatnined to determine the impOltance of both the passage itself, and the 

categories contained therein. Thus, Chapter Three identifies the categories which 

are critical in (and might define) Clement's use of 8c:copiu. Somewhere during the 

research for this chapter (coupled with the conclusions drawn from Chapter Four) 

it became clear that Clement's use of 8c:copiu was not haphazard and could be 

refelTed to as a system. 

Because Clement had stated that Book VII would be his clearest explanation of 

the spiritual man, Chapter Five began as a simple review of this data. It became 

clear, however, that there were many impOltant aspects of 8c:copiu which had not 

been recognised earlier. Thus, Chapter Five contains possibly the most important 

aspects of Clement's system; he has paradoxically and masteliully, both hidden 

and revealed his teaching in clear and simple language. We see in this chapter how 

this conceal/reveal is the modus operandi for the whole work. In Strom. VII.7 he 

uses practical aspects of 8c:coplu to reveal the immanent God of the Christian faith. 
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Finally, in Chapter Six I propose answers to many of the questions raised by 

this study, and address whether Clement's 8Eropia anticipates what was to become 

the full-fledged notion of contemplation in the later histOlY of Christian 

spirituality. 

1.4 Historical Background 

At this point, a shOlt biographical sketch might prove useful. EvelY writer 

works within a philosophical/cultural milieu; knowing that background makes it 

easier to understand the writer. 

1.4.1 The man and his city 

Almost evelything we know about Clement comes from his own writings, given 

in bits and pieces rather than handed down in biographical style. We also glean 

some items of interest from Clementine fragments preserved by Eusebius. S4 From 

his own historical chronology in Strom. I.21 we know Clement is writing in the 

reign of Septimius Severus. S5 It appears that Clement studied under Pantaenus in a 

catechetical school of some kind, then became the teacher of the school. 56 From 

the repOlt of Eusebius he must have fled from Alexandria around 202, Origen 

taking up leadership of catechetical training shOltly thereafter. 57 It appears that 

Clement's writings were used as notes for teaching catechumens. 

54 From Hypotyposeis: HE I.12,l-3; 1I.1,3-5; II.9,2; II.23,3; VI.13,l; 14,1-7; De Pascha: HE IV26,4; 
VI. 13,9. 
55 He uses the death of Commodus as his terminal date, 1.21.139,2; 139,5; 140,6-7; 144,3. Also, see 
Eusebius, HE VI.6,1. 
56 HE VIO-ll; VI.6,1; VI. 1l,6;VI. 13,2. See the discussion on the catechetical school in Alexandria 
(§4.2.3, pp.159-167). 
57 HE VI.3,1. 
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Alexandria was one of the most important cities in the Roman world. 58 

Because of its location at the mouth of the Nile it was a major exporter of grain, 

papyms, glass and other products, thus an important centre of trade. 59 By the first 

centUlY CE, the population of Alexandria is estimated at half a million. 60 From 

the middle of the second millennium BCE Alexandria had become known as a seat 

of higher lealning, boasting possibly the greatest library of the era. 61 Housed in 

the temple of the Muses, it was the intention of the curators to have the best 

collection of ancient texts in the world. It was in Alexandria that the OT was first 

translated into Greek by seventy-two Jewish scholars in the second century BCE; 

this fUl1her enhanced the famous libraly. 62 This happened in pa11 because 

Alexandria was home to the largest Jewish population outside of Palestine. 63 

1.4.2 The influence of philosophy 

Philosophy and religion were also imp0l1ant in this Greek city-state. We have 

an early witness to Platonism in the person of EudOlus. There is evidence in his 

writing of a vibrant philosophical tradition in Alexandria; Dillon concludes that 

58 See the discussion on Alexandria in Bell, H.Idris, Egypt, from A lexander the Great to the Arab 
Conquest (Oxford 1948), pp.50-54. Also, Walbank, F.W., Astin, AE., Frederiksen, M.W., and Ogilvie, 
RM., The Cambridge Ancient History, VII-l "The Hellenistic World," 2nd ed. (Cambridge 1991), 
pp.145-146. 
59 Bell, p.66; CAHVII-l, pp.134, 432-433. Also, Crook, J.A., Lintott, Andrew, and Rawson, Elizabeth, 
The Cambridge Ancient History, IX "The Last Age of the Roman Republic, 146-43 B.C.," 2nd ed. 
(Cambridge 1994), pp.322-323; and Bowman, Alan K., Champlin, Edward, and Lintott, Andrew, The 
Cambridge Ancient History X, "The Augustan Empire, 43 B.C.-AD. 69," 2nd ed. (Cambridge 1996), 
pp.694-695, 699. 
60 CAHX, pp.693-694. 
61 Bell, pp.53-54; CAHVII-l, pp.73, l70-172; CAHX, p.700. 
62 See Clement's own account of this, Strom. 1.22.148-149. Also, CAHVII-l, p.78. This translation 
became known as the Septuagent, the LXX. 
63 See Roberts, Colin H., Manuscripts, Society and Belie/in Early Christian Egypt (Oxford 1979), 
pp.54-56, especially p.55 n4; also, Pearson, Birger A, "Earliest Christianity in Egypt: Some 
Observations," in SAC: The Roots a/Egyptian Christianity, edited by Pearson and Goehring 
(philadelphia 1986), p.134. 
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EudolUs must have lealned his Platonism in Alexandria.64 The witness of Philo 

(cir. 20 BCE - 45 AD) reveals a Judaism which has absorbed Platonic thought for 

"the distinction between what is Greek. .. and what is Jewish or even Oliginal, is not 

in practice always easy to make.,,65 Throughout this study the influence of both 

Plato and Philo on Clement will be acknowledged; here we simply want to mention 

the importance of Platonism in ancient Alexandria. 

The influence of Stoicism was also significant: Philo's ethics were basically 

Stoic and Clement follows his lead.66 Bigg comments on this influence, 

[Clement's] leading principle is the Sl1v Ka't<x. <jrocrtv of the Stoics ... that 
pleasure as such is not to be desired by the Christian, and that to be 
'according to nature' it must be strictly limited to the end which God 
. d d 67 mten e . 

Clement's last exhOliation before launching into the guidelines for daily living 

(Paidagogus II and III) is velY similar to Zeno and Chrysippus, 

Everything that is contrary to right reason is sin .... But that which is done 
right, in obedience to reason, the followers of the Stoics call 7rPOCYfjKoV and 
Ka8fjKov, that is, incumbent and fitting. 68 

Clement, however, clearly distinquishes the life of his gnostic from Stoicism in 

three ways: first, the soul is led into this discipline by Christ (Paid. 1.7.53,3); 

secondly, the goal is not the disciplined lifestyle, but to become a gnostic, "perfect 

64 Dillon, John, Middle Platonists: A Study of Platonism 80 B. C. to A.D. 220 (London 1977), p.115. 
Dillon tells us that little is known ofEudorus, in fact we cannot be certain of when he lived other than he 
must have written prior to Strabo (64 BCE - 19 AD) who cites him, Ibid. 
65 Ibid., p.182. Also on this topic see Broek, Roelofvan den, "Jewish and Platonic Speculations in Early 
Alexandrian Theology: Eugnostus, Philo, Valentinus, and Origen," in SAC: The Roots of Egyptian 
Christianity, edited by Pearson and Goehring (philadelphia 1986), pp.190-203. 
66Dillon (Middle Platonists, pp.146-155); Lilla has a good discussion on the Stoic nature of Clement's 
ethics (Clement, pp.92-117). Also, Eusebius tells us Pantaenus was a Stoic, HE Y.1O,2. 
67 Bigg (Christian Platonists, p.90 n1). A few other examples: Paid. II.I.l,3; 1.16,4. 
68 Paid. 1.13.101,1 and 102,1-2. See Lilla (Clement, pp.84-87) for discussion on this text. 
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[in] knowledge of the tmth" (Paid. I. 1.3, 1); and thirdly, moderation of passion 

(J,1E'tpto1ta8Eta.) is replaced with the eradication of passion (CX1tU8c.tU).69 

In addition to the philosophical influences, there were two men, Basilides and 

Valentinus, who seem to have had a huge influence on the development of 

Christianity in second centmy Egypt. Because this study only touches the Gnostic 

problem tangentially, we will be content to give only an overview here. 

1.4.3 Gnosticism 

Just how prevalent Gnosticism was in second centulY Egypt has been the focus 

of debate;70 there are indications that various sects existed, some more Gnostic 

than others and some more Christian than Gnostic. Some of these sects are 

witnessed to by various Gnostic texts such as the Gospel of the Egyptians and The 

Gospel of Truth - curious mixtures of pseudo-Platonism, the mystelY religions, 

and biblical Christianity. Prior to Clement's time a more Olihodox Christianity 

seems to have coexisted with these more Gnostic brands of Christianity. Two 

important Christian Gnostics cannot be ignored: Basilides and Valentinus. 

The account given by Irenaeus is the closest account we have of the doctrine of 

B 'I'd 71 aSll es. Irenaeus is most concelned with his cosmological errors; Clement 

69 Strom. III.7.57-59; VI.9 (entire chapter); also see Lilla's discussion (Clement, pp.92-117). We will 
discuss the concept of cm0:8eW. more fully in §3.2, pp.97-104. 
70 Bauer, Walter, Orthodoxy and Heresy in Earliest Christianity, first English edition (London 1972), 
pp.44-60, holds to the view that Gnosticism was the dominant feature of second century Egypt; 
Lietzmann, Hans, A History o/the Early Church, Vol. I-IV (London 1960), follows Bauer (II, pp.275-
276). Birger Pearson points to their Christian sources in disagreement with Bauer's position: Pearson, 
Birger A, "Pre-Valentinian Gnosticism in Alexandria," in The Future o/Early Christianity, edited by 
Birger A Pearson (Minneapolis 1991), pp.455-466. See also, Pearson, B.A., "Earliest Christianity in 
Egypt: Some Observations," in SAC: The Roots o/Egyptian Christianity, edited by Pearson and 
Goehring (Philadelphia 1986), pp.132-156. See also, Yamauchi, Edwin M., Pre-Christian Gnosticism 
(London 1973), pp.24-28 and 170-186. 
71 Pearson ("Pre-Valentini an Gnosticism," p.461 n29). Irenaeus speaks of his system inAd. Her. 1.24,3-7 
which has similarities with theApocryphon oj John in the Nag Hammadi corpus. 
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mentions him in evelY book of Stromateis in reference to many different topics.72 

Basilides was active in Alexandria around 132-135 AD and left writings behind, 

most important his Commentaries, which Clement knew and used.73 Although 

Clement cites and disagrees with Basilides, the citations are not always for the 

purpose of disagreement.74 

There is perhaps more to say on Clement's interaction with Valentinus. He 

was active in Alexandria between 117-138 AD, then he went to Rome (cir. 136-

140) where he became involved in the ecclesiastical hierarchy.75 Ultimately there 

was controversy over his teachings and he disappears from the scene.76 

Another item which forces more attention on Valentinus is the treatise 

attributed to him, a selmon, The Gospel a/Truth. Here is Layton's introduction to 

this document, 

The Gospel of Truth is a Christian sermon on the theme of salvation by 
acquaintance with god (gnosis). One of the most brilliantly crafted works 
of ancient Christian literature, in the original Greek it must have had a 
rhetorical power that ranked with the great masterpieces of Christian 
prose?7 

In this brief overview we want to make just a few observations: first, there are 

72 Strom. 1.21.146,1; II.3.10,1-3; 6.27,2; 8.36,l; 20. 112,l; 20.113,2-3; III.1.1,1; 1.4,l; rV12.81,1; 
12.83,2-84,1; 12.86,1; 13.89,4; 24.153,4; 25.162,1; 26.165,3; V.1.4,2-3; 11.74,3-4; VI.6.53,2; 
VII.17.106,4; 17.108,1. 
73 Layton, Bentley, The Gnostic Scriptures (New York 1987), pp.417-418. Layton has isolated the only 
fragments we have from Basilides in this text, seven of which come from Clement, pp.427-444. 
74 See Chadwick, Henry, Alexandrian Christianity, LCC II (London 1954), pp.30-39, for a good treatment 
of Clement's engagement with Basilides and Valentinus. 
75 Layton (The Gnostic Scriptures, p.217). The testimony on Valentinus in Rome is disputable; see the 
notes in Lawlor, Hugh Jackson and Oulton, John Ernest Leonard, Eusebius: The Ecclesiastical History 
and the Martyrs of Palestine, Vol. II (London 1954), pp44-45. 
76 Epiphanius, Haer. XXXI.7,1-2;Adv. Haer. III.4,3; III.15,2. Lietzmann holds to this testimony as 
evidence that Valentinus was forced to leave Rome (II, pp.287-288), however Layton holds the more 
accepted view discounting the evidence of Epiphanius and Irenaeus, (The Gnostic Scriptures, pp.220-221). 
77 Layton (The Gnostic Scriptures, p.250). 
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Platonist borrowings in Valentinus.78 Secondly, it is basically Christian, alluding 

to, but modifying various biblical passages to suit his own theological 

perspective.79 This subtle elToneous usage of biblical text is precisely why the 

Valentinians were regarded as dangerous opponents of the orthodox. Clement 

becomes a valuable witness to the teachings of Valentinus because, as with 

Basilides, he does not always disagree with him. 80 

As with Basilides, Clement refers to Valentinus (or his followers) numerous 

times throughout Stromateis and in Excerpta ex Theodoto, a document dedicated to 

disputing with the teachings of the Valentinians. 81 Of the many Valentinian issues 

which Clement addresses, the triprutite division of mankind concerned him most. 

There were basically three kinds of people to Valentinus: those who were basically 

eruthly (somatics), those whose nature was soulish (psychics) to which belonged 

the "Olthodox," and the truly spiritual ones (pneumatics) - the Valentinians. 82 It 

seems clear that Clement's designation for the truly pious Christian, the gnostic, is 

a rhetorical device used against the Valentinians, whom he calls "these falsely 

named [gnostics]" (ot \jfEU()cOVUIlOl). 83 We will see in later discussion that 

Clement engages in polemics against this psychiclpneumatic position in at least 

two key texts: Paid 1.6 and Strom. V.6. 

In our study of Stromateis we can never completely forget about the struggle 

78 See Dillon's discussion, (Middle Platonists, pp.384-389). Layton thinks he must have been familiar 
with Philo, (The Gnostic Scriptures, p.217). 
79 Layton (The Gnostic Scriptures, p.251). 
80 See note 74. 
81 Strom. II.3.10,2; 8.36,2; 20.114,3; III. 1.1,1; 4.29,3; 7.59,3; 13.92,1; 17.102,3; IV.9.71,1; 13.89,1; 
Y.1.4,3; VI.6.52,3; VII.17.106,4; 17.108,1; Ex. Thea. 2,1; 6,2; 16; 17,2; 21,1; 23,1; 24,1; 25,1; 28; 37. 
82 See Strom. II.3.10,1-2; IV.13.93,1; see also Chadwick's discussion (Alexandrian, pp.32-33). 
83 Strom. IV.4.17,4. Here Clement is referring to the Valentini an view on martyrdom. His use of psuedo 
is an allusion to 1 Tim. 6:20. 
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against the Gnostics. Clement always keeps one eye on the "pseudo-gnostics" as 

he attempts to show that his gnostic is the only truly pious man. 

1.5 Methodology and Presentation 

1.5.1 Patristic Testimony 

My methodology for this study has been fairly straightfOlward: to try, 

whenever possible, to accept Clement at face value. When he says he has a plan, I 

have looked for it to unfold. When he says he intends to include a secret oral 

tradition within the pages of his work, I have not immediately dismissed him, but 

have looked for evidence of this tradition. When he has stated his intention to hide 

this teaching so that the unleatued will not find it, I have tried not to be frustrated 

with the difficulty of manoeuvering through his work; instead, I have watched for 

the subtle ways he might be canying out his announced plan. 

Our best historical data are the writings of the Fathers themselves even if their 

testimony is often our only evidence. I have already mentioned some of the issues 

which we will face in Stromateis, but there are others: the evidence given by 

Clement on the beginnings of CllTistianity in Egypt along with the evidence of 

Eusebius on the school in Alexandria. Another issue is the Eusebian testimony on 

the number of books and the layout of Stromateis. Along the way we will look at 

these and other questions; I will give the patristic evidence due weight as primary 

sources as well as making full use of modem scholarship on each subject. 

One last comment needs to be made conceming Clement's understanding of the 

biblical text: he refers to 14 NT epistles as Pauline, including Hebrews! 
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1.5.2 The Text of Stromateis 

This will be a text based study on Clement's use of gecopt<x in Stromateis. I 

will use writings from other Palts of the Clementine corpus, but my focus is on 

Stromateis. Because of the difficult nature of Stromateis, it is not uncommon for 

scholars to retrieve numerous bits of data from other works to explain a text. I will 

do this sparingly, but my first course of action will be to exegete Stromateis. It is 

my opinion that Stromateis is written purposefully, with a plan; therefore, an 

impOltant palt of my exegesis has been contextual. 

Another aspect of dealing with texts has been the use of Stahlin's Register. 84 

In all searches I have endeavored to list only the texts which were relevant (some 

have required comment), therefore some listings are not exhaustive; the majority of 

listings only give the references from Stromateis. The reader will recognise that I 

do not typically give these listings without comment; too many studies misuse 

occunences in Clement without fully appreciating how he does not always use a 

word or phrase consistently. I have tried to avoid this mistake. 

1.5.3 Presentation 

I have included numerous citations of text from Stromateis (in translated form) 

throughout the study. For those who are familiar with Clement these might be a 

distraction, but I have done this to allow the reader to follow my thought without 

the necessity of looking up evelY citation. 85 

84 Die Griechischen Christlichen Schriftsteller: Clemens Alexandrinus, Band I-IV.l (see bibliography for 
full details) has been my critical edition; this reference is to Register, Band 4 (Leipzig 1936). In all 
citations of Clement I will give the Book, chapter, and section numbers where appropriate (for example, 
Strom. 1.3.2,3). This will enable the reader to consult either Stahlin or the Sources Chn!tiennes edition. 
85 As was mentioned in note 1, I am using the ANCL translation by Wilson which is based on the Migne 
edition. In most cases Wilson provides an adequate translation which is fairly representative of the 
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Also, I refer to chapters within Stromateis as units. The division into chapters 

did not come about until the LowthIPotter edition of 1715.86 Mehat has 

demonstrated that Clement does divide the work by using KEcpaA<Xw, but his 

analysis shows that these "headings" do not coincide with our chapters. 87 These 

things understood, I refer to movements within Stromateis which can be generally 

located in the chapters; the exceptions will be noted. 

1.6 The Thesis 

My thesis is that Clement of Alexandria's Stromateis marks an important, 

though often overlooked, stage in the development of Christian spirituality. 

Clement presents for the first time a synthesis of the Platonic concept of 8ECOPt<X 

with NT spirituality. I intend to show that the presentation of the third stage in a 

spiritual pathway is Clement's primaIY reason for writing Stromateis; thus 

Stromateis is to be read as the continuation of a threefold work, following 

Protrepticus and Paidagogus. Therefore, the 8ECOpt<X system contained within 

Stromateis is of primary impOltance for understanding this enigmatic work. I will 

also show that 8ECOPt<X, in addition to an immaterialist aspect, includes a practical 

spirituality; Clement's gnostic interacts with an immanent God in space and time. 

improved GCS edition. Where I have noted a Greek word or phrase it comes from the GCS unless noted 
otherwise. In rare exceptions I have used a translation other than the ANCL; these are duly noted. 
86 Potter, J., Clementis Alexandrini Opera quae Extent (Oxonii 1715); Mondesert, C., Les Stromates I, 
SC 30 (paris 1951), p.24. 
87 See Mehat's summary of these divisions, pp.276-279. 
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THE ORIGINS OF CHRISTIAN 9£copia 

Our thesis, that Clement represents the first literary witness to the 

contemplative spirituality tradition in the Early Church, begs a couple of 

questions: Where did he get this tradition? From whom did he inherit these ideas? 

Or, was he the originator of this tradition? There are two lines of investigation 

which we will pursue for an answer: a survey of the word, 9Eropi<x,1 and 

secondly, Clement's own claim that he is not the originator of this teaching, but 

merely a recipient of an established tradition handed down to him by others. This 

view has been disputed; we will examine one representative study. It has been 

suggested by others that a non-Pauline, non-Petrine tradition existed among the 

Hellenistic Jews of the first centmy; we intend to show that this was the tradition 

which Clement inherited, what we will call a "minority apostolic tradition." We 

will also examine Clement's concept that Ttuth always has a hidden element, 

which he manifests as well. Finally, we will look at some evidence which shows 

that Clement links 9Empi<x to his tradition. 

In order to understand and fully appreciate Clement's use of 9Empi<x, we must 

first understand the development of the word. We will trace the use of 9Empl<X 

through Clement; we will concentrate our effOlis on two writers: Plato and Philo, 

who we will see greatly influenced Clement. We will then be able to more fully 

understand and appreciate Clement's use of the word. 

I The verb form (8C:COPECO) consistently occurs with much the same meaning, therefore all discussion and 
listings will be inclusive of all variations unless otherwise noted. 



CHAPTER Two: THE ORIGINS OF CHRISTIAN ElEroptU 

2.1 The Development of 8Eropta. as a Concept 

The writings of Aeschylus are the first recorded usage of ElEroptU; he uses the 

word to mean "to view something.,,2 From the ancient writers, Plato is the first to 

use 8EroptU in any significant way and with him the word began to take on new 

meaning? Several times he uses the word simply as "to look upon," or to "gaze 

upon," or "to look at intently.,,4 However, he then uses the word to indicate 

"looking" in a figurative sense; "to think about something in depth," or "to study" 

(he also uses ~AE1tro and ElEacrElUt in the same sense). 5 In addition to these, he also 

uses ElEroptU for what we would call "scientific investigation." This is the majority 

use given the word by Aristotle as well. 6 This represents an important step in the 

development of the word (one which Clement will follow), therefore we will look 

at one example of this usage in a text. The passage comes from Timaeus. Timaeus 

is giving his explanation of cosmogony in which he has just explained the basic 

elements and the numerous combinations of them, 

These, then, are the causes of the making of the uncompounded primary 
bodies. But whereas there are several varieties within their kinds, the 
reason of this is to be found in the structure of either unit, to wit that God 
did not in the beginning create either triangle of one magnitude only; he 
made them greater and lesser, and the number of these differences is the 
same as that of the varieties within the kinds. Hence the endless 
complexity of their combinations with themselveS and each other, which 

2 Michaelis, W., in TDNT S, Friedrich, Gerhard, ed. Geoffrey W. Bromiley (Grand Rapids 1983), pp.31S-
382; this citation, p.318. 8eropia comes from the root opo:ro, "to be aware of." Homer never uses a 
derivative of 8eropero (Ibid., p.318 n20). He does use 8eo:a8aL, but this is not anything like the later use in 
Plato for "seeing" with the mind, (Ibid. p.322 n42). 
3 Ibid., pp.321-322. 
4 Republic I.327B; V.467 A; 467C; VlI.529B; VlI.S37 A; VIII.556C; X.606B; Phaedrus 247C; 
276B-D, just to give a few examples. I am mainly using Republic (Rep. hereafter) because it has the 
most occurrences for our word study. The Greek text I am using for all of Plato's works cited is by 
Ioannes Burnet, Platonis Opera, Vol. I-IV, Oxonii, 1905. The various English translations are listed in 
the bibliography. 
5 Michaelis, p.321. 8eropia, or 8eropero, used for "to study:" Rep. II.372E; VI.S1lC; ex.601A 8eropeco is 
used to speak of "judging" between two options). 
6 Clark, p.28. 
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must consequently be contemplated (9ECOpOUS) by him who is to discourse 
of nature with probability.7 

Here Plato describes "seeing" something abstract, the Ideas.8 Thinking deeply 

about mathematics or other sciences is the preparation for "studying the ultimate 

unseen reality.,,9 This is an intellectual contemplation using the mind. A passage 

from Book VII of Republic is a good one to prepare us for the discussion of Plato 

and 9cropia, 

' ... instead of the vulgar utilitarian commendation of astronomy, for which 
you just now rebuked me, Socrates, I now will praise it on your principles. 
For it is obvious to everybody, I think, that this study certainly compels the 
soul to look upward and leads it away from things here to those higher 
things.' 'It may be obvious to everybody except me,' said I, 'for I do not 
think so.' 'What do you think?' he said. 'As it is now handled by those 
who are trying to lead us up to philosophy, I think that it turns the soul's 
gaze very much downward.' ' .... for apparently if anyone with back-thrown 
head should learn something by staring at decorations on a ceiling, you 
would regard him as contemplating them with the higher reason and not 
with the eyes. Perhaps you are right and I am a simpleton. For I, for my 
part, am unable to suppose that any other study turns the soul's gaze 
upward than that which deals with being and the invisible. But if anyone 
tries to learn about the things of sense, whether gaping up or blinking 
down, I would never say that he really learns - for nothing of the kind 
admits of true knowledge' .... 'these sparks that paint the sky, since they are 
decorations on a visible surface, we must regard, to be sure, as the fairest 
and most exact of material things; but we must recognize that they fall far 
short of the truth ... ' 10 

2.1.1 Plato's use of 9Erop1.a 

Plato also uses SEroPE-CD to mean "to contemplate," or "to penetrate beyond the 

senses."ll Of over twenty occunences of the word in Plato, only three or four 

7 Timaeus 57c-d. I have used the translation of Taylor, A.E., Plato: Timaeus and Critias (London 1929). 
8 See Louth (Origins, pp.8-12). This "seeing" the abstract occurs in Symposium 21Od. 
9 Rep. VII.529B. See Jaeger, Werner, Paideia: the Ideals of Greek Culture, Vol. II: In Search of the 
Divine Centre, ET by Gilbert Highet (Oxford 1944), pp.310-312 and Taylor, A.E., Plato: The Man and 
His Work (where 1960), pp.284-286. 
10 Rep. VII.528E-529D. I am using Paul Shorey's translation, Plato, The Republic - Vol. 2, LCL edition 
(London 1935). Lee notes in his introduction to this section that Plato's disparaging comments on 
astronomy cannot be taken at face value. Plato is simply advocating that the study of science should train 
the mind to think abstractly, Lee, H.D.P., Plato: The Republic (London 1955), p.297. 
11 See Rep. VI.486A; VII.517D; Phaedrus 247d. 
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point to this concept of contemplation, therefore it is clear that this usage is the 

minority one. Yet the passages where he means "contemplation" in this incorporeal 

sense are critical ones. We will consider only one, possibly the most important, 

Plato's explanation of the cave analogy,t2 

' ... the last thing to be seen and hardly seen is the idea of good .... and do not 
be surprised that those who have attained to this height are not willing to 
occupy themselves with the affairs of men, but their souls ever feel the 
upward urge and the yearning for that sojourn above .... do you think it at all 
strange,' said I, 'if a man returning from divine contemplations (9ECOpirov) 
to the petty miseries of men cuts a sorry figure and appears most 
ridiculous, if, while still blinking through the gloom, and before he has 
become sufficiently accustomed to the environing darkness, he is compelled 
in courtrooms or elsewhere to contend about the shadows of justice or the 
images that cast the shadows ... [with] those who have never seen justice 
itself?,13 

This passage sums up Plato's philosophical system: the "seeing" of "higher 

things," and secondly, trying to help others "see." The quest for "higher things" 

dominates the writings of Plato, 

It could be argued that mystical theology, or perhaps better, a doctrine of 
contemplation, is not simply an element in Plato's philosophy, but 
something that penetrates and informs his whole understanding of the 
world. 14 

The Republic, which opens with an old man's remarks about approaching 
death and apprehension of what may come after death, and ends with a 
myth of judgment, has all through for its central theme a question ... How 
does a man attain or forfeit eternal salvation? For good or bad, it is 
intensely "other-worldly." 15 

We see by these few examples and by the context of Plato's writings (being 

saturated with discussion of perceiving the unseen realities with the mind) that the 

meaning of 9ECOpia. is moving towards absh'action. It is cOlTectly argued that when 

Plato speaks of "higher things" he means not something absh'act, but something 

12 Rep. VII.514-517. 
13 Rep. VII.517B-C. 
14 Louth (Origins, p.l). 
15 Taylor, pp.265-266. 
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very real, more real than what is seen. 16 This would be a conect reading of this 

passage on the cave, 

'Even so this organ of knowledge must be turned around from the world of 
becoming together with the entire soul, like the scene-shifting periact in the 
theatre, until the soul is able to endure the contemplation of essence and 
the brightest region of being. And this, we say, is the good .. .' 17 

Plato also demands that once this "reality" has been observed the uue philosopher 

must then put action into his understanding by helping others who have not yet 

seen "the Good.,,1s From the standpoint of the world of senses, however, Plato's 

use of 8EroptU is moving towards absu'action, contemplating the unseen reality 

beyond the world of senses. The next writer we look at will take this concept from 

Plato and develop it further. 

2.1.2 Philo of Alexandria and GEroptU 

Philo is unique in the history of the Church: though Jewish, his works survived 

only because of the early Christian Fathers. 19 He is also unique because he 

bridges the gap between the Greek philosophical tradition (Plato) and Christianity, 

The scholarly discussion over whether Philo is primarily Jewish or Greek is 
actually misguided. In Philo's time much Judaism was significantly 
Hellenized. Philo's commitment to and passion for the law of Moses was 
genuine and controlling. Philo, too, drank deeply at the philosophical well 
of the Platonic tradition and saw it as strengthening and deepening his 
understanding of the God ofMoses?O 

16 This concept even precedes Plato. Fritz, von K., "NOOS and NOEIN in the Homeric Poems," CPh 38 
(1943), pp.79-93. Fritz shows how vou~ carries a sense of vision and perception in Homeric poems, " ... we 
have a vou~ which sees or is aware of things which are not present in such a way that we can see them 
with our bodily eyes .... a mental vision, which not only penetrates deeper but also 'sees farther' both in 
space and time ... " (p.91). Sullivan, Shirley Darcus, "NOOS and Vision: Five Passages in the Greek Lyric 
Poets," SO 63 (1988), pp.7-17, gives support to Fritz' study. 
17 Rep. VII.518C-D. 
18 Rep. VII.519D. 
19 Runia reminds us that the Jewish Rabbis and scholars remained virtually ignorant of Philo into the 
Middle Ages; see Runia, David, Philo and the Church Fathers, Supplements to VC 32 (Leiden 1995), 
pp.216-217. For the role of the Christian Fathers, see Runia, David T., Philo in Early Christian Literature 
(Van Gorcum, Assan 1993), pp.12-17. 
20 Yonge, C.D., The Works of Philo, (updated edition) with introduction by David M. Scholer (peabody, 
Mass. 1993), p.xiii. All citations of Philo come from this work and will be cited using the standard Latin 
name/abbreviation. The Greek text which I have used is the Loeb edition (full details in bibliography). 
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Clement is highly dependent upon Philo/1 though he rarely cites him by name, he 

refers to him over 275 times.22 In addition to his usage of 8eropia., Philo is also 

important in this discussion because of the size of his corpus, his Alexandrian 

origin, and his place in Middle Platonism.23 It is obvious why we must trace the 

use of 8£ropia. tht·ough him. However, before we investigate Philo's use of 8eropia. 

we should take a quick look at his Scripture, the LXX. 24 

2.1.3 The LXX and 8£ropia. 

There are only a few examples of 8eropia. in the LXX.25 All of the occurrences 

are translated "to look at," or "to gaze at" except Daniel 7:2 which is the prophet 

"seeing" in a dream or vision. 8£ropia. occurs only a few times and is meant as a 

"sight or spectacle" each time. Furthelmore, 8£ropia. never occurs in the 

Pentateuch, yet the Pentateuch represents over 95% of Philo's scriptural 

quotations. 26 Philo's use (this applies to Clement as well) of 8eropia. is not 

influenced by the LXX. 

2.1.4 Development from Plato to Philo 

We have a similar usage of 8£ropia. in Philo as in Plato, but we see further 

movement away from physical "seeing" towards abstract contemplation. Philo 

uses 8£ropia. 57 times;27 not once does he use the word for sense perception (he 

21 See Van den Hoek (Clement 1988). Also, Hoek, van den Annewies, "Techniques of Quotation in 
Clement of Alexandria," VC 50 (1996), pp.223-243. 
22 See Stahlin (Band IV. 1 ,pp.47-49). 
23 See Dillon, Middle Platonists and Annstrong, A.H., The Cambridge History a/Later Greek and Early 
Medieval Philosophy (Cambridge 1970). 
24 Armstrong, Cambridge History, p.l37. 
25 The following information on the occurrences of eErop1.<x in the LXX come from three sources: Jacques, 
Xavier, Septuagint Words Sharing Common Elements (Rome 1972), p.78; Lust, Eynikel, and Hauspie, A 
Greek-English Lexicon a/the Septuagint, Vol. 1 (Stuttgart 1992), p.205; and Gunter, Mayer, Index 
Philoneus (Berlin 1974), p.143. 
26 Using Yonge's index, pp.913-918. 
27 Michaelis (TDNT 5, p.335). 
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prefers apaw and ~AE1tro). 8Eropi<x is used for both the scientific thinking about 

data (as opposed to 1tpa~te;), and for spiritual "seeing.,,28 Unfortunately, most of 

the texts which seem significant for our purpose simply use the word without much 

context or explanation; Philo expects the reader to understand the meaning. 29 We 

can illustrate Philo's usage however, with the following text which does give us 

some indication, 

But the light of the mind is wisdom; as, on the contrary, the darkness of 
the soul is folly. For what the light discernible by the outward senses is to 
the eyes, that is knowledge to reason with a view to the contemplation 
(eEcopi<xv) of incorporeal things discernible only by the intellect, the light of 
which is continually shining and never extinguished. 30 

This text and the others which give no explanation can be better understood by the 

following two texts; 

This then is the sense in which we must understand this passage; he led the 
mind forth into the outermost place, for what was the use of his leaving the 
body and fleeing to the outward senses ... For it is fitting that the mind 
which is about to be led forth, and to be dismissed in freedom should be 
emancipated from all corporeal necessities, from all the organs of the 
outward senses, from all sophistical ratiocinations, and plausible 
persuasions, and last of all from itself. 31 

... the contemplation of God himself and of his most sacred powers, are 
quite sufficient for a man who is fond of contemplation .... When, therefore, 
the mind walks abroad among the affairs of the ruler of the universe, it 
requires nothing further as an object of contemplation, since the mind alone 
is the most piercing of all eyes as applied to the objects of the intellect... 32 

Here we see the role of voue; clearly described; this takes us fully into the realm of 

intellectual contemplation and away from bodily senses. Then the well-known 

28 For scientific thinking: Agr. 12; Congr. 11, 16, 17, 20, 23, 46, 49; Spec. Leg.J. 176,269; Mos. 66; 
Vito Cant. 64, 90. For clear references to "contemplation:" Leg. All. III.141; Mig. 70; 72-80; Mos. II.69; 
Vit.Cont. 1, 11-13. 
29 Armstrong (Cambridge History, p.144). 
30 Spec.Leg. 1.288. 
31 Leg. All. 1II.4l. 
32 Mig. 76,77. 
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treatise De Vita Contemplativa (On the Contemplative Life) is devoted to the 

description of a community which practices "the speculative life" C8Eropia).33 The 

passage in Sections 10-13 is an important one, 

.. .I am speaking here not of the sight of the body, but of that of the soul, by 
which alone truth and falsehood are distinguished from one another. But 
the therapeutic sect of mankind, being continually taught to see without 
interruption, may well aim at obtaining a sight of the living God, and may 
pass by the sun, which is visible to the outward sense, and never leave this 
order which conducts to perfect happiness ... they who apply themselves to 
this kind of worship ... are carried away by a certain heavenly lore ... [they 
have] desire for an immortal and blessed existence, thinking that their 
mortal life has already come to an end they leave their possessions to their 
sons or daughters ... for it followed of necessity that those who have 
acquired the wealth which sees, as if ready prepared for them, should be 
willing to surrender that wealth which is blind to those who themselves also 
are still blind in their minds. 

Vito Cant. gives us a velY practical definition of what Philo means by 8Erop1.a. It 

must be mentioned here that Vito Cant. also includes an important section where 

the Therapeutai incorporate bodily response in their practice of 8Eropiu. 34 

2.1.5 Conclusions on Philo 

From the infOlmation above, we can conclude three things about Philo's use 

of 9Erop1.U: first, his usage basically follows Plato, sometimes meaning simply "to 

look at," but other times "seeing" with the eye of the soul, or the VOUS. Secondly, 

he is not following the usage in the LXX and therefore this understanding does not 

flow from his Judaism, but from his Platonism. Thirdly, he represents further 

movement away from physical "seeing," towards something else, a spiritual 

contemplation, illustrated by the Therapeutai. 

33 Vito Cont. 1. 
34 Vit.Cont. 66.5-12; 84.2-4. See §5.4, pp.216-217. 
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2.1.6 8£rop1.cx and the New Testament 

As we continue our study of 8£roptcx we should look at one more possible link 

in the chain leading to Clement - the New Testament. Clement cites the apostle 

Paul (and the NT) more than any other writer (or document)?5 As with the LXX, 

the NT mainly uses 8£roptcx as "to look at" or "to behold.,,36 8EroPEro is used 58 

times;37 there are only two instances where the word is used for a purpose other 

than "to see," (Hebrews 7:4 and John 14: 17). Both of these verses speak of 

"seeing" in a figurative sense. 8EroptCX is used only once38 (Luke 23 :48) and is 

used more in the classical sense, refening to a spectacle. 

It is clear that 8Erop1.CX in the NT follows the usage in the LXX and is not in the 

trajectOlY which Plato and Philo represent. We have two more sources to 

investigate before we look at Clement: the Apostolic Fathers and the writings of 

the Gnostics. 

2.1. 7 The Apostolic Fathers 

We need to look at what is now known as the writings of the Apostolic Fathers. 

Clement quotes from several works which come to us in this corpus: the Epistle of 

Barnabas, 1 Clement, The Shepherd of Hennas, the letters of Ignatius, and the 

letter of Poly carp To the Philippians. Our key tellli, 8EroptCX, never occurs in these 

writings. 39 Del'ivatives of 8EroPEro occur five times, all but one as "seeing" in the 

35 From Stahlin (Band IV, 1): Clement refers to Plato over 600 times (90 from Rep.), pp.50-53; over 275 
times he refers to Philo, pp.47-49. Though his citations of these two authors combined is close to 900 
times, this does not equal his citations to the Apostle Paul (1273 times), pp.18-24. See Van den Hoek, VC 
50 (1996), p.240 n44,45,51. I have not bothered to count his NT references in full, but a quick look at 
Stiihlin's Register would confirm that no "document" comes close. 
36 Thayer, Joseph H., Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament (Edinburgh 1886), pp.289-290. 
37 Kubo, Sakae, A Reader's Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament (Grand Rapids 1975), p.275. 
Also see (TDNT 5, p.345f.), especially on John's gospel, p.361f. 
38 Ibid., p.81. A few of the passages with SEOlpeOl are similarly used; Mark 5:38; John 7:45 and Acts 9:7. 
39 See Goodspeed, Edgar J., Index Patristicus, 2nd ed. (Naperville 1960), p.105. 
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physical sense.40 It is clear that the use in this corpus follows the pattelTI of the 

LXX and NT rather than that of the literaty trajectory in which Clement belongs. 

2.1.8 The Nag Hammadi texts 

8EroptU is used around 20 times in the NH texts.41 It becomes clear upon 

reading these texts that there is little affinity with what we have seen in Philo and 

maybe a bit more with Clement. There is one example, perhaps the only 

occunence of consequence for our purpose here, from The Teachings of Silvanus, 

Futhermore, I shall speak of what is more exalted than this: the mind, with 
respect to actual being, is in a place, which means it is in the body; but with 
respect to thought, the mind is not in a place. For how can it be in a place 
when it contemplates (ElECOPEt) every place? 42 

This text has similarities with Clement; but Silvanus is not considered a Gnostic 

text. In fact, it comes from the same Alexandrian Christian background. Most of 

the occunences of SECOptU in the Gnostic texts refer to the beatific "vision," the 

moment of revelation usually connected to the ascent of the soul into the higher 

heavenly levels (see §3.5, pp.121-136). We will see in Chapter Three that 

Clement does share some words/concepts with the Gnostics, but we will also see 

that his system is quite different. We also note that SEOOptU occurs most similarly 

. . h Al d . 43 III texts WIt an exan nan provenance. For now we simply note that the 

Gnostic use of SECOptU seems to be in the same trajectory as that of Clement.44 

40 Ibid., 1 Clem 16:16; 35:8; Tral1:1; Mag 6:1; Mar 2:2. In Trallians 1:1 Ignatius uses Sc:mpem in a 
figurative sense, as he "beholds" the Trallian community in his mind's eye. 
41 Siegert, Folker, Nag Hammadi Register, WUNT 26 (Tiibingen 1982), p.182. 
42 Silvanus VI. 99, 22-28. All references from the NH texts come from lM. Robinson, The Nag Hammadi 
Library in English (Leiden 1977). Unless otherwise noted, all citations from this edition will be referred 
to as NHLE and will list the codex number, page and line. See Zandee, J., "The Teachings afSilvanus" 
and Clement of Alexandria (Leiden 1977) for a comparative study of Silvanus with Clement. 
43 Discourse of the Eighth and Ninth VI.56, 27; 59, 16; 59, 27; The Teachings of Silvanus VII.97,14; 
99,28. 
44 We will see in §5.6,4 (pp.253-255) that The Discourse of the Eighth and Ninth (NH VI,6) also shares 
this concept and has been addressed by Segelberg, Eric, "Prayer among the Gnostics? The evidence of 
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2.1.9 Clement of Alexandria and 9Eropta 

How does Clement fit into this development? Clement's use of 9Eropta 

represents further movement away from "seeing" with the senses and towards what 

is usually referred to as "contemplation." There are over 90 entries for 9Eropta 

listed in Stromateis. 45 Many of the passages (like Philo) simply use the word with 

no context or explanation, for example Strom. I.25.165,1-166,3: 

Plato the philosopher, aided in legislation by the books ofMoses ... says that 
it becomes us to philosophize with strength, and dignity, and wisdom,-
holding unalterably the same opinions about the same things, with reference 
to the dignity of heaven .... he refers to the Creator, as the Statesman ..• ~ 

.in his book of this name; . and those who lead 
an active and just life, combined with contemplation Cecropia), he calls 
statesmen .... Then, in my opinion, the end both of the statesman, and of him 
who lives according to the law, is contemplation Cecropia). 

This passage, though it tells us little about what Clement means by 9Eropta, does 

confilm what has been noticed earlier: 9Eropta (in Clement's opinion) plays a 

central part in Plato's Republic. He is also openly acknowledging the influence of 

Plato's thought on him with respect to 8ECOpta. Of over 90 occunences of 9Eropia 

in Stromateis, only a small minority are used to indicate physical "seeing." Over 

40 times the word is used without explanation where the meaning is not entirely 

clear. Clement uses the term to speak of intellectual contemplation, or "seeing" 

with the eye of the mind, over 20 times. This usage is most like that of Plato. At 

least 17 times Clement uses the telm differently from intellectual contemplation. 

These texts point to something more than what we have seen in Plato or Philo; I 

am inclined to refer to this usage as spiritual contemplation and it is this usage 

some Nag Hanllnadi Documents," in Gnosis and Gnosticism, ed. by Martin Krause NBS 8 (Leiden 1977), 
pp.55-69. 
45 Stahlin (Band IV, pp.474-476). See Appendix 1 (p.296) for a listing of all occurrences. 
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which directs the inquiry of this study. These texts include the abstraction from 

the senses, the ascension of the believer into the heavenlies, and experiencing the 

beatific vision of God.46 In addition to these clear spiritual contemplation texts, 

many of the 40+ texts where the meaning is not clear point in this direction as 

well. We will investigate these and other aspects of Clement's 8E{J)pia. in our next 

chapter and throughout this study. The ovelwhelming evidence is that Clement 

wants to move the reader beyond the intellectual 8E{J)pia. to some kind of spiritual 

contemplation. 

As with Plato and Philo, Clement sometimes uses 8E{J)pia. without explanation; 

he assumes the reader will either know what he is talking about or he wants it to 

remain hidden if the reader is ignorant.47 More than our other authors, however, 

Clement gives us several passages which help to explain and define what he means 

by 8Empia.. We will begin with a passage which is fairly paradigmatic; 

"For both is it a difficult task to discover the Father and Maker of this 
universe; and having found Him, it is impossible to declare Him to all. For 
this is by no means capable of expression, like the other subjects of 
instruction," says the truth-loving Plato. For he heard right well that the 
all-wise Moses, ascending the mount for holy contemplation ('t"v &:yiav 
8Ecopiav), to the summit of intellectual objects, necessarily commands that 
the whole people do not accompany him. And when the Scripture says, 
"Moses entered into the thick darkness where God was," this shows to 
those capable of understanding, that God is invisible and beyond expression 

48 by words. 

First, we notice Clement's quotation of Timaeus49 by "the truth-loving Plato." 

46 Strom. Iv'2S.1SS,4; v'2.14,2; V. 11.67,1 (the whole of chapter 11 really) and VI.14.108, 1 just to list a 
few which speak most clearly on these particular topics. See our discussion of how Clement makes this 
distinction using the same text in different ways, §4.3.3 (pp.177-184); also, §6.3 (pp.271-276). 
47 1.1.1S,1; VII.18.110,4. See §2.4-2.S (pp.72-84) for the discussion of the hidden nature of Stromateis. 
48 Strom. v'12.78,1-3. 
49 Timaeus 28c. This text is also cited in Strom. V, 14.92,3 and Protrepticus VI.68,1. See Danielou 
(Gospel Message, pp.l07-114) for a discussion of the patristic use of this text. See also, Dillon, John, 
"The Riddle of the Timaeus: Is Plato Sowing Clues?", in Studies in Plato and the Platonic Tradition: 
Essays Presented to John Whittaker, ed. by Mark Joyle (Aldershot, UK 1997), pp.2S-42 and The Golden 
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This reinforces what we have previously mentioned: Clement openly 

acknowledges Plato's influence in a very positive way, specifically in his 

understanding of 8Eropt<x. Next, we see that he is using Moses as his example; 

clearly influenced by Philo, Clement sees great spiritual depth in the illustration of 

Moses ascending the mountain. 50 The idea of incorporeality also has a part in 

Clement's 8Eropt<X as the following passage shows, 

Now the sacrifice which is acceptable to God is unswerving abstraction 
from the body and its passions ... For he who neither employs his eyes in the 
exercise of thought, nor draws aught from his senses, but with pure mind 
itself applies to objects, [this man] practises the true philosophy. This is, 
then, the import of the silence of five years prescribed by Pythagoras, 
which he enjoined on his disciples; that, abstracting themselves from the 
objects of sense, they might with the mind alone contemplate 
(br01t'tEU01.EV) the Deity. It was from Moses that the chief of the Greeks 
drew these philosophical tenets. 51 

Although this passage does not contain 8EroptCX, it follows a text where "mystic 

contemplation" (ll E1t01t't1.Kft 8EroptCX) is named as "the comprehension of the 

divine power and essence." (V.I0.66,2) We will see in our next chapter (§3.4, 

pp.114-121) that E1t01t'tct<X is very closely related to our key term, being used by 

Clement either synonymously with, or to strengthen 8EroptCX. 

We see that Clement's use of 8EroptCX follows, and builds upon, Plato and Philo 

in that he aims to focus the reader on "seeing" with more than the physical eyes. 

An abstraction from the body, the passions, even the senses, is part of what 8EroPt<X 

means for Clement. In the next chapter we will consider many of Clement's 

Chain: Studies in the Development of Platonism and Christianity; "Tampering with the Timaeus: 
Ideological Emendations in Plato," V, pp.SO-72 (Hampshire,UK 1990); also Nock, AD., "The Exegesis of 
Timaeus 28C," VC 16 (1962), pp.79-86. 
50 See Van den Hoek (Clement, pp.1S0-1S2; 174-176) on this text; also pp.1l6,1l7; 142,143 for 
discussion of the ascent theme. We will investigate Clement's use of Moses in §4.3.2 (pp.176-177) and 
§S.5.1 (pp.218-220) 
51 Strom. Y.l1.67,1-3. 
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8Empta passages more closely, investigating some of the categories which appear 

to give definition to this telID. 

As we continue our investigation to discover Clement's source for his usage of 

8Empta we need to look closely at the opening chapter of Stromateis. Here 

Clement identifies a source for us: 1tapaoocrtl;, the sacred traditions of the 

Church. 

2.2 TIapabocnc;, A Secret Oral Tradition 

It is clear when one reads the opening chapter of Stromateis that Clement is 

preparing the reader for what he believes will be a special encounter. He portrays 

himself as the caretaker of an apostolic tradition, a 1tapaoocrt<;, 

Now this work of mine in writing is not artfully constructed for display; but 
my memoranda are stored up against old age, as a remedy against 
forgetfulness, truly an image and outline of those vigorous and animated 
discourses which I was privileged to hear, and of blessed and truly 
remarkable men .... they preserving the tradition (napa80cJ't v) of the blessed 
doctrine derived directly from the holy apostles, Peter, James, John, and 
Paul, the son receiving it from the father (but few were like the fathers), 
came by God's will to us also to deposit those ancestral and apostolic 
seeds. And well I know that they will exult; I do not mean delighted with 
this tribute, but solely on account of the preservation of the truth, 
according as they delivered it. For such a sketch as this, will, I think, be 
agreeable to a soul desirous of preserving from escape the blessed tradition 
('tiJv ~aK:aptav napa80O'tv).52 

This tradition is not just apostolic - Clement believes it to be secret ( or private) 

teachings from Jesus, 

He [Jesus] did not certainly disclose to the many what did not belong to the 
many; but to the few to whom He knew that they belonged, who were 
capable of receiving and being moulded according to them. But secret 
things are entrusted to speech, not to writing ... 53 

[Christ] Himself taught the apostles during His presence; then it follows 
that the gnosis ... which is sure and reliable, as being imparted and revealed 

52 Strom. 1.1.11,1-12,1. 
53 Strom. I.1.13,2. 
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by the Son of God, is wisdom ... the end of the wise man IS 

contemplation ... and the gnosis itself is that which has descended by 
transmission to a few, having been imparted unwritten by the apostles. 54 

The concept of an unwritten esoteric tradition in the Early Church is a very 

interesting and divisive one. IIapabocns, "a handing down,,,55 is the word used 

by the Fathers to denote oral tradition. Clement uses the term around 30 times; ten 

of these OCCUlTences clearly represent oral tradition and three of these occur in the 

opening chapter.56 Before we continue our study of 1tapabOcrts we need to 

consider the critical role of this first chapter in understanding the work as a whole. 

2.2.1 Stromateis 1.1 : A Promise to Reveal and Conceal 

We have already mentioned that the opening chapter of Stromateis is like an 

invitation to a special encounter. Clement argues for the right to give this written 

account; if others can compose blasphemies, those who proclaim Truth should not 

be restricted. 57 He then urges the reader, indirectly through the quotation of 

Proverbs 2:1-2, to hide his teaching. 58 From that point forward this opening 

chapter is loaded with terms such as Kp{HjltS, 1tapa~OA 11, aypa<pos, 1tapaboO'tS, 

Jl ,\)O''t1lpta, and 0:1tOPPll'tOS. 59 Clement makes it clear right away that he intends to 

54 Strom. VI.7.61,1-3. 
55 Liddell-Scott, Greek-English Lexicon (Oxford 1989), goes on: "3. the transmission or handing down of 
legends, doctrines, etc., tradition." Comes from 1tapaotoO)~!t, p.521. 
56 Stiihlin, (Band IV, pp.622-623). The occurrences which point to an oral tradition: Strom. 1.1.11,3; 
1.12,1; 1.16,2; 12.55,1; 56,2; VI.5.39,4; 7.61,1-3; 15.124,5; 15.131,5; VII.10.55,6; 17.108,1-2. 
57 Strom. I.1.1,2. On the special nature of Strom. I.1 see: Osborn, E.F., "Teaching and Writing in the 
First Chapter of the Stromateis of Clement of Alexandria," JTS 10 (1959), pp.335-343; Ridings, Daniel, 
"Clement of Alexandria and the Intended Audience of the Stromateis," SP 31 (1997), pp.517-521; and 
Fortin, E.L., "Clement of Alexandria and the Esoteric Tradition," SP IX-3 (1966), pp.41-56. 
58 Strom. I.1.1,3. We say this is the first reference to hidden teaching since the text of Stromateis is 
missing the beginning; the manuscript begins in mid-sentence, apparently quoting from The Shepherd of 
Hennas (Vision V.5), an exhortation from the shepherd to write down his mandates. Because the 
manuscript begins here we do not know if Clement had already made any reference to hidden teaching 
prior to this; see Osborn (JTS 1959). 
59 All references here are to section numbers from Strom. 1.1: ICpU'!'t<;: 1,3 (2x); 13,3 (3x); 18,1; 
1tapa~OAll: 2,1; urpa<po<;: 7,1; 10,1; 14,2; 1tapaOoot<;: 11,3; 12,1; 13,3; 13,4; 15,2 (2x); 16,2; 
jluo'tllpta: 13,1; 13,4 (2x); 15,3 (2x); O:1tOPPTJ'to<;: 13,2; 14,2; 15,1. 
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divulge secret teaching, but that he will do so in a guarded fashion: 

And we profess not to explain secret things sufficiently--far from it--but 
only to recall them to memory .... Some things my treatise will hint; on some 
it will linger; some it will merely mention. It will try to speak 
imperceptibly, to exhibit secretly, and to demonstrate silently .... The 
Stromata will contain the truth mixed up in the dogmas of philosophy, or 
rather covered over and hidden, as the edible part of the nut in the shell. 60 

This promise to reveal while concealing in the opening chapter of Stromateis is a 

motif which marks the whole work. There are many who recognise this intention 

of Clement to communicate esoteric tradition, but have concluded that, in fact, he 

really had no such tradition,6l 

There are a few items in this opening chapter which we need to note and which 

set the tone for the whole work: the repeated promise that the Stromateis would be 

written in such a way as to reflect the hidden nature of Tmth, repeated references 

to an oral tradition, the use of 8EWpt<x, comments about philosophy, and fmally, 

comments on spiritual "food" and "meat." 

The first comment indicating that the Stro711ateis will be written in such a way 

to hide divine Tmth is not a clear reference, but is nonetheless, interesting: "Now 

this work of mine in writing is not at1fully constmcted for display .. ," (11,1),62 

This comment, along with others, has been seen by many scholars as Clement's 

60 Strom. I.1.14,2; 15,1 and 18,1. SeeR. Mortley's comments on Strom. I.l.15,1, "The Theme of Silence 
in Clement of Alexandria," JTS 24 (1973), pp.197-202. Mortley points out the clever use of paradox 
which Clement uses here as "an inevitable response to the transcendence of God," p.20 1. 
61 Mondesert acknowledges the claim of Clement to an esoteric teaching (CIe,lIent, pp.48-49), but 
concludes that it is "qu'une attitude esoterique, et non pas un esoterisme proprement dit," p.61. We will 
comment further on Mondesert's view in §2.4.2 (pp.76-81). Osborn (JTS 1959, p.341 n1), obviously 
follows the lead of Mondesert. In our next section we will look closely at a study by R.P.C. Hanson which 
comes to the same conclusion. Held against these studies would be Lilla (Clement, pp.144-163); Danielou 
(Gospellvlessage, pp.154-155); and Stroumsa, Guy G., Hidden Wisdom: Esoteric Traditions and the Roots 
a/Christian :Uysticislll, SHR 70 (Leiden 1996), see the discussion following in §2.2.2 (pp.46-55). 
62 All references in the remainder of this section will refer only to the section number in Book 1.1 unless 
noted othenvise. 
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excuse, or rationale for his inability to constmct a systematic work. 63 We have 

already mentioned other references to Stro111ateis being written to reveal/conceal 

(14,2; 15,1 and 18,1). Clement refers to this purposeful hidden nature of his work 

from time to time to keep his reader aware of it; he hopes by this the diligent 

seeker will be encouraged to continue the hunt. 64 In these texts, he not only says 

that he is uying to hide his teaching, but that it is good for the reader to have to 

work hard to find it. This he also makes clear in the opening chapter (10,1-3 and 

16,3). We will see later in this chapter (§2.4, pp.72-81) how Clement 

acknowledges the hidden nature of the Scriptures and of the philosophers; he is 

using these two examples as his model for Stro111ateis. 

Another theme which is prominent in this opening chapter and which recurs 

several times in the work is this oral tradition, which is the focus of our CUlTent 

section. We do not want to belabour the point here since we will discuss this 

aspect further in the following two sections; suffice it to say that Clement refers to 

an oral u'adition several times in this opening chapter65 and several times 

throughout the whole work. 66 

At this point we want to note Clement's use of 8EroptU in this opening chapter. 

He specifically tells us that his notes in outline fOlID nicely accomodate eEroptU 

63 See Mondesert (Clf!Jnent, p,49); Lietzmann comments on Clement's lack of ability without pointing to 
these texts, (HistOlY II, p.287); Tollinton (I, pp.x-xi). Also, see Osborn's excellent discussion (Clement, 
pp.7-12) where he sees Clement's style as purposeful and not from a lack of skill. 
64 Strom. 1.2.20,4-21,3 (the whole of chapter two is another defense for his style and use of Greek 
philosophy); I.12.55-56 (the whole chapter); IY.2,4,1-7,4 (again, this whole chapter is an explanation of 
how/why Stromateis conceals); VI. 1.1,4-2,3; VII.18.110,4-111,3. 
65 Strom. 1.1.1,2-3; 3,3; 4,1 (these first three probably refer to the oral traditions which Clement is now 
putting into writing); 7,1; 11,1; 11,3-12,1; 13,2-4; 14,1-3; 16,2. These references cannot be simply to the 
canon of Scripture since Clement quotes from his existing canon exhaustively. As the following sections 
will show, Clement is refering to something beyond that which is contained in the Scriptures. 
66 Strom. I.l2.55,1; y'12.80,6; VI.7.61,1-3; 15.131,5. 
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like a relish on an athlete's food. 67 He also says that he will oppose "the dogmas 

taught by remarkable sects" (the heretics) with the "profoundest contemplation of 

the knowledge" ('tilv E1to1t'ttKilV 9E(J)plav YVcOO'E(J)C;t8 which is palt of the "canon 

of tradition.,,69 As we have already seen (§2.1.9, pp.35-38) Clement uses 9E(J)pla 

throughout Stromateis, but he gives us no real indication in this opening chapter as 

to what it means. What he does tell us in Strom. 1.1 is that 9E(J)pla will stand in 

opposition to the dogmas of the heretics; this takes our discussion to the final point 

we want to consider. 

We want to note Clement's comments in Chapter One conceming Greek 

philosophy. After the velY early pejorative reference (1,2), he says that Greek 

philosophy is like a nut, not wholly edible.70 This, of course, implies that it is 

pattly edible; the whole of this opening chapter and the rest of Stromateis bear this 

out as well. 71 He makes an interesting comment about philosophy in 15,2-3: 

The dogmas taught by remarkable sects will be adduced; and to these will 
be opposed all that ought to be premised in accordance with the 
profoundest contemplation of the knowledge, which, as we proceed to the 
renowned and venerable canon of tradition, from the creation of the world, 
will advance to our view; setting before us what according to natural 
contemplation necessarily has to be treated of beforehand, and clearing off 
what stands in the way of this arrangement. So that we may have our ears 
ready for the reception of the tradition of true knowledge; the soil being 
previously cleared of the thorns and of every weed by the husbandman, in 
order to the planting of the vine. For there is a contest, and the prelude to 
the contest; and there are some mysteries before other mysteries. 

67 Strom. 1.1.16,1. We will see that Clement consistently refers to 8ECOpt<X in terms of "meat" and "food" 
throughout Stromateis. Also, he continues, and builds upon, his treatment in Paidagoglls of the Eucharist. 
He moves from "milk" in Paidagogus to "food" and "meat" in Stromateis; see §4.2.4 (pp.170-174). 
68 See §3.4.2 (p.120) for discussion of texts which contain both 8ECOpt<X and E1t01t'CEl<x. 

69 Strom. I.1.15,2. Other occurrences of8ECOpt<X in I.1: 10,4 and 17,1 (both of these are used in the 
physical sense, "to see"). 
70 Strom. 1.1.7,3. He makes a similar statement in I. 1. 18,1. 
71 We have already seen Clement's positive comments and use of Plato (pp.35-38). We will also see his 
positive use of philosophers to illustrate the hidden nature of Truth (§2.4, p.77). See Chadwick, Henry, 
Alexandrian Christianity LCC II (London 1954), pp.17-21. 
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Clement tells us that he will examine and refute the teachings of the heretics. He 

will proceed by first "clearing off what stands in the way" through and in "natural 

contemplation" ('tfle; cpuan.:fle; SEroptae;). Here he is using another analogy which 

he utilises throughout StromGteis, the husbandman and his garden.72 He must rid 

the garden of all that hinders (thoms and weeds) the growth of the good seed, then 

the ground will be ready to receive the gnostic tradition. What constitutes thoms 

and weeds? The philosophical enors expounded by the philosophers and the 

Gnostics. Clement's clearest polemical writing is in Book Three where he writes 

against Gnostic teaching on sexual issues, but their teachings also led to 

unorthodox ideas with respect to cosmogeny, antlU'opology and other philosophical 

categories.73 It is clear that to answer and oppose these two groups demanded 

engagement with philosophical ideas; this is why Clement says he will use "natural 

contemplation" ('tfle; cpuatKfle; SEroptae;) to oppose the heretics. 74 The study of 

these philosophical ideas represents the minor mysteries which must be "cleared 

away" before looking into the greater mysteries.75 This is made clear by 

Clement's comments in Strom. IV. 1. 3,1-4 where, refening to this same process of 

lemning, he speaks of clearing away certain subject matter, "ascending thence to 

the department of theology.,,76 Indeed, there is viItually nothing said in this 

introduction about philosophical categories; if these represent the "thoms" and 

72 Strom. 1.1.15,3; 18,2; II. 1.3,3; IY.2.7,l-4; VII.18.110,4-111,2. 
73 I would point to the Gnostic writings here. Clement clearly engages such categories in Ex. Thea. 
74 See Chadwick (Alexandrian, pp.22-33); also Lilla (Clement, pp.189-l99). Lilla points out (p.189) that 
Clement intends another work which will deal more fully with origins and other philosophical categories 
(Strom. IV. 1.2,1-3,4). 
75 Lilla (Clement, p.190 nl). 
76 Strom. IY.1.3,2. See also, Strom. 1.28.l76-179 (the entire chapter). A similar comment is made in 
VII.3.20,2. 
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"weeds" there is no need to include them in his introduction. It seems then that 

Clement is preparing the reader in this opening chapter for philosophical 

discussion, but only in order to finally address what he holds to be most important, 

the gnostic tradition. 

This is not to imply that Clement is opposed to philosophical discussion -

quite the contraty. In the following discussion on the "food" of the gnostic (the 

fmal aspect of Strom. I. I we want to note) we will see that he both uses, and 

defends the use, of philosophy. 

Finally, we want to notice Clement's use of "food" and "meat;" this will be a 

recUtTing theme which will help us know when he is revealing. We have already 

mentioned two of the references to "food" in Strom. I.l in our previous discussion 

above, but we want to highlight this theme here. The first reference is a quotation 

of a text (John 6:27) which Clement will come back to in Book VI, 

'Labour,' says the Lord, 'not for the meat which peri sheth, but for that 
which endureth to everlasting life.' And nutriment is received both by 
bread and by words .... and nourish for the life which is according to God, 
by the distribution of the bread, those 'that hunger after righteousness.' 
For each soul has its own proper nutriment; some growing by knowledge 
and science, and others feeding on the Hellenic philosophy, the whole of 
which, like nuts, is not eatable.77 

We will show later (see §2.5, pp.81-85) how he uses this text and theme of "meat" 

to end a section of concealment and to bring his purpose back into focus. 

In I.l.16, 1 Clement says, 

Our book will not shrink from making use of what is best in philosophy and 
other preparatory instruction .... The nicety of speculation, too, suits the 
sketch presented in my commentaries. In this respect the resources of 
learning are like a relish mixed with the food of an athlete, who is not 
indulging in luxury, but entertains a noble desire for distinction. 

77 Strom. I.1.7,2-3. 
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Here it is readily admitted that the best of philosophy will be used and it appears 

that 8ECOpta is pal1 of "best." He refers to 8ECOpta here as "a relish mixed with the 

food of an athlete." We need to note that from his first mention of this "food" 

aspect (I. 1. 7,2-3) the topic for discussion has been "Hellenic philosophy." (7,3) 

Clement's defense for using philosophy is a prominent theme for the remainder of 

the chapter.78 This defense is concluded with another text (I.1.l7,4-18,1) which 

refers to the "food" of the gnostic, 

For, like farmers who irrigate the land beforehand, so we also water with 
the liquid stream of Greek learning what in it is earthy; so that it may 
receive the spiritual seed cast into it, and may be capable of easily 
nourishing it. The Stromata will contain the truth mixed up in the dogmas 
of philosophy, or rather covered over and hidden, as the edible part of the 
nut in the shell. 

Clement again refers to philosophy with the analogy of the pal1ly edible nut, as he 

did in 1.1.7,3. What we will see as we continue our study, is that he comes back to 

this "food" analogy in several places. We will show that this is pal1 of his 

conceal/reveal strategy. 

To conclude our discussion of Strom. I.l, I want to summarise what I think 

Clement is doing in his opening chapter. He wants to alel1 the diligent 

seekerlreader that he has been the recipient of a secret apostolic oral tradition 

which has been cautiously passed down through the years. He has included much 

of this tradition within his work, but has done so (by necessity) in a diffuse way, to 

protect it from the unw011hy. He cannot clearly state the enclosed contents, 

especially in his inh'oduction, othelwise it would not remain protected. And so his 

78 This underlines the problem Clement faced which helps to explain why he uses this concealment 
technique: he must face critics from three sides, not only from the philosophers, but also from the 
Gnostics, and the "simple" believers. See Ridings (SP 1997). 
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introduction tells the reader that if he is diligent he will felTet the gnostic tradition 

out. Those interested in lesser things will get bogged down in the various 

subservient categories and tangents. However, Clement has left some hints: 

Now the Scripture kindles the living spark of the soul, and directs the eye 
suitably for contemplation (9Ecopiav); perchance inserting something, as 
the husbandman when he ingrafts, but, according to the opinion of the 
divine apostle, exciting what is in the soul. (10,4) 

The dogmas taught by remarkable sects will be adduced; and to these will 
be opposed all that ought to be premised in accordance with the 
profoundest contemplation of the knowledge ('tllV E1t01t'ttKllV 8Ecopiav 
YVcOO' ECOe;) ... (15 ,2) 

The nicety of speculation ('tile; 8Ecopiae;), too, suits the sketch presented in 
my commentaries. In this respect the resources of learning are like a relish 
mixed with the food of an athlete... (16,1) 

While philosophical ideas are impOltant to him, especially when dealing with 

Greek convelts,79 they serve only as "relish" mixed in with the most impOltant 

ideas: "The Stromata will contain the tmth mixed up in the dogmas of philosophy, 

or rather covered over and hidden, as the edible palt of the nut in the shell." 

(1.1.18,1) We will see that this "meat," this gnostic "food" which is implicitly 

promised here in Book 1.1, is the philosophical categOlY of 9E<Dpta. This is not 

the only "edible" patt of philosophy, but it is the patt which Clement desires to 

communicate in Stromateis; the rest is used either as "relish" or concealment. 

The purpose of Stromateis is to record the gnostic oral traditions. Now we will 

examine two studies which represent the scholarly debate on this issue. 

2.2.2 A Recent Study on Oral Tradition 

Guy Stroumsa published a collection of essays, Hidden Wisdom (SHR 1996),80 

in which he investigates the existence of an oral tradition in the early Church. 

79 Strom. VI.l1.89,2. 
80 Full citation in note 59. 
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Stroumsa reviews a wealth of evidence drawn from the patristic writings to show a 

general acknowledgment of esoteric oral tradition within the Church,81 then 

discusses the disappearance of those same traditions. 

In a review of Stroumsa's work, Charles Kannengiesser complains that no 

evidence exists for these esoteric traditions: 

The truth of the matter is that the present collection of popular essays 
demonstrates in perfect clarity, though unwillingly it seems, that a quest for 
proper esotericism in early Christianity leads nowhere. The author never 
tries to describe such traditions, nor does he suggest that they could be 
identified by noncomparative methods .... 

After all is said, these traditions remain so esoteric that their phantasmal 
existence best seems postulated only on the basis of proliferating studies 
about their pre-supposed' disappearance'. 82 

Kannengiesser is COlTect on some points; he claims that most studies do not give 

hard data showing the content of these esoteric traditions. In fact, Stroumsa 

admitted that to uy to do so would be seen as "speculative.,,83 The velY nature 

of the subject makes this task highly problematic: finding hard data for a 

u'adition which is both "secret" and "oral" is difficult. Although this argument 

does not satisfy the need and desire for hard data, objectivity demands that in the 

face of solid circumstantial evidence the lack of hard data should not preclude the 

81 Ibid., Chapter 2, "Paradosis: Oral Traditions," pp.27-45 for a discussion and citation of the following 
texts (this is only a sample of Stroumsa's citations) which are not addressed in this chapter; Irenaeus, 
Adversus Haereses, III.3,1; Tertullian, Prescription of Heretics, XLI; Egeria's Itinerary, XLVI, 2 and 6; 
XLVII, 2; Epiphanius, Panarion, XLII, 3.3; Cyril of Jemsalem, Catechumen, V, 12 (this reference doesn't 
seem to be very significant); John Chrysostom, Homily on 1 Corinthians, LX, 1; Basil, Treatise on the 
Holy Spirit, XXVII, 66. See Lilla (Clement, pp.144-158) for a similar discussion. 
82 Journal of Religion 78 (April 1998), pp.268-269. . 
83 Stroumsa, p.29. He then says, "Nevertheless it seems that one may not only attest to their existence, but 
also state their origin and contents with precision." Although he does give evidence for napaoocrt<; in the 
early fathers, Stroumsa does not produce on the 'contents' part of his claim (another point where 
Kannengiesser was correct). Even his best evidence he admits is "somewhat disappointing with respect to 
the content of the oral traditions, and that he [Basil] alludes only to doctrines which are on the whole quite 
trivial,"p.36. 
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existence of these traditions. 84 Stroumsa' s circumstantial evidence was not vague~ 

he cites numerous patristic texts, from the Papias fragments to comments by 

Augustine, including references from Origen and Basil, all showing that some kind 

of esoteric oral tradition continued in the Church at least through the fOUl1h 

centUly. 85 Kannengiesser fails to comment on any of these texts, and says that 

Stroumsa's work is "enteI1aining [to] the less prepared reader.,,86 UnfOliunately, 

some of Stroumsa's citations justify Kannengiesser's comment (see notes 81 and 

92), yet his overall presentation is solid. One wonders if Kannengiesser's basic 

problem with this study is that which Stroumsa addresses in his introduction when 

he states that both Catholic and Protestant scholars view esotericism with 

SuspIcIOn. From the beginning, secrecy was associated with heresy by Catholics, 

and Protestants have shunned Catholic traditions suspecting them of being tainted 

. h . d . 87 WIt esotenc octnnes. 

We have already seen in Stro711ateis that Clement openly rep0l1s himself to be 

the recipient of some kind of oral tradition. It is perhaps impossible to know for 

sure whether or not his claim is hue, but other evidence (such as Sh'oumsa gives in 

his work) can be taken into account and seems to verify that Clement is not the 

only early Father to believe in this h·adition. After looking at some of this 

evidence from other sources we will come back to Clement. 

84 Just as our evidence of the Gnostics (the heresiologists) prior to the Nag Hammadi texts was considered 
by some to be doubtful; see Wisse, Frederik, "The Nag Hammadi Library and the Heresiologists," VC 25 
(1971), pp.205-223. Wisse shows that although the NH texts do not exactly fit the description of Jrenaeus, 
we now see how the Gnostic "movement" grew and mutated from the reports of the fathers. Wisse is 
critical of those who quickly accept the testimony of the fathers, but we have seen many times that patristic 
evidence cannot be easily dismissed though it is admittedly prejudiced at some points. 
85 See note 79. 
86 Kannengiesser (JaR, p.269). 
87 Stroumsa, pp.1-2. 
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The Papias fragments represent one of the earliest recordings of this oral 

d·· 88 tra ltlon, 

... as the Presbyters who had seen John the Lord's disciple remembered that 
they had heard of him, how the Lord used to teach concerning those 
times ... [a lengthy eschatological statement about blessings from 
God] ... And these things Papias also, who was a hearer of John and 
companion of Polycarp, an ancient man, testifies in writing in the fourth of 
his books: for there are five books compiled by him. 89 

The eschatological content of this Papian witness is not critical for our purpose. 

The fact that he relates an oral teaching originating from the apostles, and that 

h-enaeus does not seem to discredit this repOli, is central to our discussion. 

Irenaeus repOlis this oral tradition here even though he argues against such a 

tradition elsewhere.90 Eusebius also repOlis that Papias claimed an oral tradition,91 

But I will not hesitate also to set down for thy benefit, along with the 
interpretations, all that ever I carefully learnt and carefully recalled from the 
elders, guaranteeing its truth .... For I supposed that things out of books did 
not profit me so much as the utterances of a voice which liveth and 
abideth. 92 

It appears from this enhy that Eusebius had some of the Papian writings in front of 

him; Munck argues that his disagreement with the millennial view of Papias leads 

Eusebius to neglect the Papian writings. This evidence shows that the Eusebian 

witness is not dependent upon that of Irenaeus, but is an independent one.93 

88 For a review of the scholarship, see Schoedel, William R., "Papias," in ANRW 27.1 (Berlin 1993), 
pp.235-270. Schoedel reports the dating of these fragments from late in the first century to 140 AD., with 
the most accepted dating being around 110 AD. (pp.237; 261-262). 
89 Irenaeus, A.H Y.33,3-4. ET by John Keble, Library of the Fathers (London 1872). 
90 Irenaeus opens his treatise with this statement; "Forasmuch as there are some, who, putting the truth 
away from them, introduce in its stead false tales ... aduIterating the oracles of the Lord." A.H 1.1, preface. 
See Stroumsa, pp.35-38. Stroumsa only mentions this passage in passing while giving more attention to 
A.H III.3, l. (p.35) 
91 Munck, Johannes, "Presbyters and Disciples of the Lord in Papias," HTR 52 (1959), pp.223-243, 
evaluates Eusebius' treatment ofPapias. See also, Walls, AF., "Papias and Oral Tradition," VC 21 
(1967), pp.136-140, for a short, but incisive article showing that Papias is not denigrating written 
documents in this passage. 
92 Eusebius, HE. III.39,3-4. Ecclesiastical History, ET by Hugh Lawlor and John OuIton (London 1954). 
93 See Munck, pp.223-243. 
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There is also testimony of this napa800't<; after Clement in Origen. In Contra 

Celsum, arguing against the accusation that the Christian doctrine is secret, Origen 

makes the following statement; 

Moreover, the mystery of the resurrection, because it has not been 
understood, is a byword and a laughing-stock with the unbelievers. In 
view of this it is quite absurd to say that the doctrine is secret. The 
existence of certain doctrines, which are beyond those which are exoteric 
and do not reach the multitude, is not a peculiarity of Christian doctrine 
only, but is shared by the philosophers. For they had some doctrines which 

. d . 94 were exotenc an some esotenc. 

It is velY interesting that Origen makes this statement in the context of refuting a 

secret tradition, thus gIVIng this reference an ambiguous tone (just as that of 

Irenaeus, see Stroumsa, p.35). Origen makes a much clearer statement on oral 

tradition in Contra Celsum VI.6; 

Jesus, who was superior to all these men, is said to have spoken the Word of 
God to his disciples privately, and especially in places of retreat. But what he 
said has not been recorded. F or it did not seem to them that 'these matters 
ought to be described at some length or orally /01' the masses'. And, if it is not 
an impertinence to speak the truth about such great men, I affirm that, because 
they received their thoughts by the grace of God, these men saw better than 
Plato what truths should be committed to writing, and how they should be 
written, and what ought under no circumstances to be written for the 
multitude, and what may be spoken, and what is not of this nature. 

Here Origen is arguing against the same claim of Celsus that the Christian 

doctrines are secret. This time rather than hying to refute Celsus (while hying to 

avoid the denial of oral h'adition), he takes the other side of the argument. He cites 

the biblical examples of Ezekiel, John, and Paul in support of keeping celtain 

94 Origen, Contra CelslIl11 1.7. I am using Henry Chadwick's translation of Contra Celsul11 (Cambridge 
1953). This passage is cited with comments, by Stroumsa on pp.32-33. It must be noted that Stroumsa's 
footnote on this passage (p.33 n20) wrongly gives Contra CelslIl11 II.60 (a simple typo which is meant to 
be III.60) as a cross reference for Jesus speaking privately to his disciples. This is not the only such error 
in his citations of Contra CelslIl1I: on page 34 he gives Contra CelS1I111 III.60 as containing a similar 
reference to Mark 4:34. The passage he is attempting to point to is Contra CelslIl1l VI.6, which he does 
ultimately cite (p.34). This may have been another concern of Kannengiesser although, as has been noted, 
he never mentions any specific citation. 
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teachings unwritten, then brings Jesus into the argument. "But what he said has 

not been recorded ... " is a clear reference to some kind of oral tradition. Danielou 

says that Origen' s position here is more pronounced than that of Clement, 

Like Clement, Origen contrasts a higher teaching, reserved to the chosen 
few, with the general catechesis as expressed in the Creed. But he draws 
more sharply than Clement the line between the ordinary teaching given in 
the community and the strictly esoteric teachings reserved to the few. 95 

We find good evidence of oral tradition prior to Clement (in Papias and Irenaeus) 

and after Clement (in Origen; for others see Stroumsa's study). It makes the case 

for an oral tradition in Clement much more probable. 

It is critical in this discussion to understand the difficulty which 1tcxpa80(n~ 

presented to the early Church.96 We have already noted in passing that both 

Irenaeus and Origen address this issue with some ambiguity. Oral traditions would 

often be tainted by the unOlthodox which necessitated Olthodox writings. 97 Then 

the unOlthodox would make claim to celtain documents, forcing the Fathers to 

sometimes distance themselves from these documents. 98 Irenaeus and Origen 

seem to be unwilling to deny such tradition, but are also walY of fully embracing 

it. Stroumsa reminds us that by the time of Augustine the Church had begun to 

deny the legitimacy of oral traditions: "It stands to reason that one of the main 

causes of their progressive disappearance from what came to be known as 

95 Danielou (GospellvJessage, p.ISS); this comment is given in Dani610u's critique of Hanson's study 
which we will cover in our next section, see §2.2.3 (pp.SS-62). 
96 Again, see Strou111sa, pp.3S-38. See also Bauer, pp.170-190; and Lietzmann (History 11, pp.71-104). 
97 This was the impetus behind the five books ofPapias, Explanations oftlIe Sayings ofllIe Lord (Bauer, 
p.184). See H.E. III.39.1-3, where Papias purposes to recall what he learned from "the elders," as opposed 
to those who speak "foreign commandments." 
98 For example, the Valentinian preference for the fourth gospel (Bauer, pp.184-187, also 204,20S). It 
should be noted that this struggle for authoritative texts differed from region to region and that the Fathers 
were not in agreement either; see H.E. III.2S.1-7 where Eusebius admits the Apocalypse of John with 
hesitation, but rejects others such as the Shepherd of Hennas, Epistle of Barnabas, and Didache which 
Clement freely quotes/uses as authoritative. If the unorthodox misused what was accepted as Scripture the 
Fathers were then forced to simply argue against their position, see A.H. 1. 9.1 and III.Il. 7. 
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'mainstream', or 'Olthodox' Christianity is directly related to their use and abuse 

by Gnostics and other 'heretics'. ,,99 The evidence of secret traditions and 

doctrines is well documented in the Nag Hammadi texts. lOO The idea that the 

Church gradually had to distance itself from various oral traditions for protection 

against the Gnostics is Stroumsa's thesis (pp.3-6), and the evidence he produces 

seems to make a good case. The only point which I would add to his argument is 

the development of the NT canon. It seems that the more standardised the written 

record became, the less the oral tradition was needed. This is, in fact, the context 

ofEusebius' comments inH.E. III.25.1-7. 

We now want to look more closely at Clement's claim to a secret oral tradition. 

In the Clementine fragment known as the Letter to Theodore Clement makes some 

interesting comments which affect our understanding of oral tradition in second 

centmy Egypt. The fragment was discovered by MOlton Smith in 1958 in the 

librmy of the Mar Saba monastelY, a few miles outside of Jemsalem in the deselt. 

The lengthy time between the discovelY and his publication in 1973, some of his 

speculative interpretations of the fragment, and the fact that no other scholar has 

been able to see this fragment (Smith included black and white photographic plates 

in his 1973 publication) have all combined to make this document a controversial 

one. lOl Although Smith offered strong intemal evidence to show the authenticity 

99 Stroumsa, p.93. 
100 The Apocryphon of James Ll,9-2,16; The Apocryphon of John IL1,1-5 and 31,29-32,3; The Book of 
Thomas the Contender II. 138,1-4 and 138,21-25; The Gospel of the Egyptians III.69,6-7; The Apocalypse 
of Adam Y.85,19-27. It is common in these texts to declare their esoteric nature in the opening lines; see 
Stroumsa, pp.39-41 and Lilla (Clement, pp.150-154). 
101 Smith, M., Clement of Alexandria and a Secret Gospel of Ad ark (Cambridge,USA 1973), contains the 
translation, critical analysis and notes as well as photographs of the fragment which is now referred to as 
the Letter to Theodore (Ltr. Theo. from this point fonvard). The controversy is over Smith's view that the 
Secret Gospel of Mark (SGM) represents an earlier gospel than the canonical one (pp.87-194), his 
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of the fragment, the debate which followed questioned both the authenticity of the 

letter and the existence of a Secret Gospel of Mark, refened to in the fragment. 

Although the issue of authorship has not been fully satisfied, the fragment is 

considered by some as Clementine and appears in the 1980 Stahlin edition. 102 In 

the Letter to Theodore 103 Clement is responding to questions asked of him about a 

secret gospel of Mark used by the heretical sect, the Carpocratians. According to 

Clement, this secret gospel was cOl1upted, 

Carpocrates ... so enslaved a certain presbyter of the church in Alexandria that 
he got from him a copy of the secret Gospel, which he both interpreted 
according to his blasphemous and carnal doctrine and, moreover, polluted, 
mixing with the spotless and holy words utterly shameless lies. From this 
mixture is drawn off the teaching of the Carpocratians. 104 

This evidence agrees with the evidence in Irenaeus, who says of the Carpocratians, 

interpretation of the Carpocratian baptismal rite as some kind of homosexual encounter (p.185), and the 
suggestion that Jesus worked as a magician (pp.220-236). An exhaustive listing of the scholarly debate is 
not possible, the following articles provide a sample. R.P.c. Hanson, JTS 25 (1974), p.513, in a review of 
Smith's work, disputes the whole idea of secret knowledge in the early Church. He does accept the 
Clementine authorship, but doubts the Markan authorship of the SGM. Quentin Quesnell, "The Mar Saba 
Clementine: A Question of Evidence," CBQ 37 (1975), pp.48-67, challenges Smith's scholarship and lack 
of accountability in this article. Smith and Quesnell exchange arguments in this journal over the course of 
a couple of years. Quesnell raises some good questions which Smith never adequately answers. Mullins, 
Terence Y., "Papias and Clement and Mark's Two Gospels," VC 30 (1976), pp.189-192, ties the account 
ofPapias with the Mar Saba fragment, showing that they did not share a common tradition. Helmut 
Koester, "Apocryphal and Canonical Gospels," HTR 73 (1980), pp.l 05-130, assumes the SGM in his 
analysis. Thomas Talley, "Liturgical Time in the Ancient Church: the State of Research," SL 14 (1981), 
pp.34-51, ties the baptism account of SGM with an ancient Coptic baptismal tradition which had not been 
previously verified. See Smith's article, "Clement of Alexandria and Secret Mark: the Score at the End of 
the First Decade," HTR 78 (1982), pp.449-461. Also, Levin, Saul, "The Early History of Christianity, in 
Light of the 'Secret Gospel' of Mark," ANRW 25.6 (Berlin 1988), pp.4270-4292; Philip Sellew, "Secret 
lvfark and the History of Canonical Mark," in The Future of Early Christianity, edited by Birger A. 
Pearson (Minneapolis 1991), pp.242-257, restates Koester's position in an excellent fashion. It is crucial 
to realize that Smith's "discovery" of this document can be accepted without accepting all of his 
interpretations. As Sellew says, "Some of the more sensational suggestions about the Secret lvfark text and 
its interpretation when first published have apparently clouded many scholars' perspectives ... " ("Secret 
Mark," p. 253). 
102 Band IV. 1, pp.lI.'Vii-lI.'Viii. 
103 Citations from the Letter to Theodore (Ltr. Thea. hereafter) will give the Plate number and line number 
from the Greek text in Smith's work (pp.448-452), followed by the GCS page and line number only. 
104 Ltr.Thea. II, 3-10 (GCS, IV. 1, p.lI.'Vii, 31-35). 
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.. .it is recorded in their writings, and they teach this, that Jesus, speaking 
privately to His disciples and apostles in mystery, persuading them to hand 
down these things to the worthy and to those who will be worthy ... 105 

In this letter we see one of Clement's approach to the problem of shared points 

with the Gnostics: 1
0

6 he is aware of this SGM and believes it to have divine 

authority, but claims that the Carpocratians have added to it, thus making their 

copy useless. But he does not take the safe approach of rejecting the SGM; the 

authentic secret gospel "even yet is most carefully guarded," says Clement, "being 

read only to those who are being initiated into the great mysteries.,,107 The secret 

nature of this gospel is emphasised when Clement waIns that "when they put 

fOlward their falsifications, one should not concede that the secret Gospel is by 

Mark, but should even deny it on oath.,,108 The remainder of the letter contains 

Clement's account of two pericopes which have been changed by the 

Carpocratians. 109 He gives Theodore the actual reading of the SGM text, implying 

that it should continue to be used! This is evidence that Clement believed in an 

esoteric tradition, however this "secret" gospel was only part of Clement's guarded 

yvwO'tc; which was to be committed to the advanced believers. 

Whereas Irenaeus and Origen are WaIY of embracing oral tradition, Clement 

openly affilIDs an oral tradition (written, but esoteric in the case of Ltr. Thea.) 

105 A.H. I.25.5. Stroumsa cites this text (p.38) with comment, although he is not making this connection 
with the Ltr. Thea. 
106 Like Irenaeus and Origen, Clement's response is not consistent. Clement's approach to docetism is 
instructive: he engages in polemics against the docetists; Strom. III. 17. 102ff; VI.9.71,I-3; Ex. Thea. 4.1; 
16; 19.1-5; yet it should be noted that in Strom. VI. 9. 71, Clement shows a docetic tendency as he also does 
in Strom. III.7.59.3. See Chadwick (Alexandrian, pp.31-32). 
107 Ltr.Theo. II, 1-2, (GCS lVI, p.A:vii, 27-29). 
108 Ltr.Theo. II, 10-14 (GCS lVI, p.wii, 36-38). 
109 For a good review of Smith's work (especially the two pericopes), see Levin (ANRW 25.6, pp.4270-
4292). 
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belonging to the Church. llo In the opening chapter of Stromateis, after claiming 

that he leamed from men who had preserved oral tradition, Clement says of Jesus: 

He did not certainly disclose to the many what did not belong to the many; 
but to the few to whom He knew that they belonged, who were capable of 
receiving .... secret things are entrusted to speech, not to writing ... III 

He clearly states that he is committing this esoteric oral tradition to writing, fearing 

that it would be forgotten othelwise, 

For such a sketch as this, will, I think, be agreeable to a soul desirous of 
preserving from escape the blessed tradition .... many things, I well know, 
have escaped us, through length of time, that have dropped away 
unwritten ... 112 

This intention of Clement is also recorded by Eusebius: " ... he was compelled by 

his companions to commit to writing traditions that he had heard from the elders of 

olden time, for the benefit of those that should come after...,,113 So we see that 

Clement's esoteric tradition is both written and oral. His intention is that this now 

written tradition would be continued by those who follow him. Several times he 

outlines three goals of the gnostic; 114 communicating this hidden yvrocrtC; occurs in 

all three texts. He also makes this intention clear in his opening chapter by quoting 

2 Timothy 2:2 as his model, which is a call to continue oral tradition. lls 

110 In addition to the evidence which follows from Stromateis, see Eusebius, H.E. II. 1.3-5 
(reference to Hypotyposes); VI.13.9 (reference to On the Pascha). Other texts showing this oral tradition 
are Strom. V.IO (entire chapter); VI.7.6l,1-3; VI.8.68, 1-3; VI.15.l3l,5. 
III Strom. 1.1.13.2-3. 
112 Strom. I.1.l2,1 and I.1.l4.2. This text actually indicates that Clement believed some of this tradition to 
have already been lost. He continues; "There are then some things of which we have no recollection; for 
the power that was in the blessed men was great. There are also some things which remained unnoted 
long, which have now escaped; and others which are effaced, having faded away in the mind itself, since 
such a task is not easy to those not experienced." Strom. 1.1.14,3. See also I.1.15, 1. To the question as to 
whether Strol1lateis represents all of Clement's oral tradition, see Strom. Y.8.54, 2-4. Based on the above 
passages and also in consideration of other Clementine fragments such as Hypotyposes, the Extracts of 
Theodotus, On the Pasch a cited by Eusebius, and Strol7lateis VIII, we know our text of Stromateis is not 
complete, therefore probably does not contain all of Clement's oral tradition. 
113 H.E. VI. 13 .9. This comes from Clement's On the Pasch a . 
114 Strom. II. 10.46,1; Strom. VII. 1.4,2; VII.3.19,2 and VI1.7.44,6-8. See §5.7 (pp.255-260). 
lIS Strom. 1.1.3,3-4. 
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2.2.3 R.P.C. Hanson and Oral Tradition 

This issue of secret oral tradition was addressed in a study by R.P.C. 

Hanson; 116 some imp011ant points in his study need to be considered. I will first 

briefly outline Hanson's study, which focused on Clement and Origen, then I will 

interact with some of his observations. 

Hanson generally agrees with the historical data in Eusebius that Origen 

leamed under Clement, though he believes it was for a velY Sh011 time (p.90 nl). 

He says that "Origen owes more to him [Clement], perhaps, in his treatment of 

these subjects than he does on any other point..."(p.53) Both of the Alexandrian 

fathers profess to draw their doctrine from the Scripture (ibid.), but Hanson shows 

that this is not entirely uue. Where Prestige sparingly cites Clement as one who 

speaks of "knowledge u'aditioned tlll'ough the Scriptures,,,ll7 Hanson gives ample 

evidence to show that Clement believed he inherited a secret teaching, In the 

inu'oduction of his chapter on Clement, Hanson confilIDs this, 

... he says that the teachers under whom he studied preserved 'tilv <XAT)8T) 
'tT)S JlaKaptas 8t8aaKaAtas napa80cHv, meaning secret teaching not 
divulged to all, distinguished from the Scriptures. Clement certainly 
believes that he has access to a secret tradition of doctrine, which he 
usually calls yvroats, but sometimes napa80ats.118 

Hanson also connects yv&at<; with OloaaKaAta and ntan<; (p.56), thus pal1 of 

Clement's napaooat<; is "an unwritten u'adition of interpreting the Scriptures," the 

116 Hanson, R.P.C., Origen 's Doctrine of Tradition (London 1954). He interacts with G.L. Prestige's 
book, Fathers and Heretics (London 1940). Prestige deals with 1tapaoocns in Lecture I of his work, 
"Tradition: Or, the Scriptural Basis of Theology," in which he basically says that "for most practical 
purposes the tradition is enshrined in the Bible, first in the Old Testament, which witnesses throughout to 
Christ for minds that rightly understand it, and then, as the canon of the New Testament Scriptures 
gradually came to be detennined .. .in the Gospels and Epistles." (p.27) 
II? Prestige, p.29, citing Strom. VII.16.105,1. 
118 Hanson (Origen 's, p.53). 
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allegorical method (p.57).119 This leads Hanson to say that "in Clement's 

theological system the 'gnosis' is the 'canon', and the 'canon' is the 'gnosis,.,,120 

Hanson mentions several others aspects of this tradition, but finally rejects the 

whole idea on two grounds: first, it is just too Alexandrian to have originated from 

Jesus or the other apostles~ and secondly, it clearly is derived from Philo and the 

Epistle of Barnabas (p.68). He concludes that Clement only thought he was the 

recipient of a secret tradition, but what we see has "no connection with any oral 

teaching given by our Lord or his Apostles."(p.7l) Hanson concludes Chapter 

Four of his work, "Clement's Doctrine of Secret Tradition," commenting, 

It is clear, then, that Clement has confused in his theory of secret tradition 
at least three separate things: First, his own private speculations, which are 
often of a Gnostic cast; second, a tradition of doctrinal speculation 
inherited from eminent teachers before him, not least among whom were 
(as we can see from Clement's own writings) Philo, and (as he tells us 
himself) Pantaenus, a tradition which he attributed quite mistakenly to 
Barnabas, whom he imagined to have derived it through the Twelve from 
our Lord; third, what Prestige calls oloacrKaAta, the Church's 
interpretation of her tradition in teaching and preaching. (pp.71-72) 

119 Hanson implies that this allegorical method of biblical interpretation is the sum of this secret tradition, 
ibid., pp.57-58. L.G. Patterson, "The Divine Became Human: Irenaean Themes in Clement of 
Alexandria," SP 31 (1997), pp.497-5l6, gives good support for Hanson's argument, though he does not 
completely agree with him either. Patterson admits a problem "between the clarity of Clement's use and 
adaptation ofIrenaeus on the rule of faith in relation to the scriptures in books 6 and 7 and the relative 
unclarity of his remarks on these subjects in the earlier books," p.5l4 n22. My position on this point 
satisfies this concern. We wiII see where Clement does link eeCOpta with the allegorical method (§3.3.3, 
pp.108-113), but this is only one aspect ofeeCOp1.a. Besides this, the allegorical reading is always meant to 
point to something beyond the text; Van den Hoek (Clement), points out that the allegorical reading of the 
High Priest in Strom. V.6.32-40 "represents the Gnostic who moves upward to an unceasing 
contemplation," p.1l7. 
120 Hanson (Origen 's, p.6l). I cannot agree with Hanson when he wants to make these terms in Clement 
synonymous. There do seem to be times when Clement uses terms interchangeably, especially yvwcru;, 
which does seem to cover a broad range of concepts, but those instances should not lead us to make the 
kind of blanket statement which Hanson makes on this point. For an example where I claim terms to be 
used synonymously, see p.1l9. Also, see Danielou (Gospel lvJessage, p.154), where he disagrees with 
Hanson on this very point. See R. Mortley, "The Mirror and I Cor.l3, 12 in the Epistemology of Clement 
of Alexandria," VC 30 (1976), pp.109-l20. Mottley opens this article by declaring that "Clement's gnosis 
can of course be considered in two ways: as a body of esoteric teachings, or as a manner of grasping the 
deity .... a certain kind of approach to God," p.l09. 
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Hanson's study is a good one, but there are a few points we must challenge. 

His theOlY of dependence on Philo and Barnabas cannot be ignored, but to reject 

Clement's claim to apostolic oral tradition based mainly on this is premature. In 

our next section we will discuss this point more fully as we look at the evidence 

for a minority apostolic tradition which seems to have an Egyptian provenance. 

As we have seen at the beginning of this chapter in our discussion of 

8ECOptCX, Clement's oral tradition includes a teaching on contemplative prayer 

which cannot be fully explained by any of the literaIY precedents which were at his 

disposal; either he developed this concept on his own or it has come to him, at 

least in paIi, through this ncxp6:80cnc;. Hanson acknowledges 8ECOptCX as a paIi of 

this tradition, but gives no substantive comment. 121 

In the end, Hanson has detennined that Clement was "confused."122 On the 

influence of Barnabas Hanson says, 

Clement of Alexandria was influenced enough by his reading of the Epistle 
of Barnabas, and by the existence of quite a large body of legend about the 
Barnabas of the New Testament. .. he persuaded himself that this supposed 
secret teaching of Barnabas had been maintained independently of the New 
Testament up to his own day. (p.69) 

In a later work Hanson does alter his position with regards to Clement's use of 

Philo aIld Barnabas, endorsing Danielou's view a bit more fully.123 I agree with 

Hanson's treatment of many of the legendaIY h'aditions in Clement's writings 

121 Hanson (Origen 's, pp.64, 71, and 82). 
122 See Dani61ou's response to Hanson on the three points of confusion, (Gospel AJessage, pp.154-156). 
Danielou disagrees with Hanson along different lines of thought than I do, but also says, "The word 
1tcxpaooO'v; thus becomes charged for him [Clement], as do a number of other terms, with a great wealth 
and variety of overtones ... " (p.154) Danielou credits the "ludaeo-Christian apocalyptic material" as the 
source for Clement's oral tradition, Ibid. 
123 Hanson, R.P.c., Tradition in the Early Church (London 1962): "But it seems to me now that 
Dani61ou's hypothesis is more likely to be correct," (p.26 n4). However, he continues to hold the position 
that Clement is "confused" (pp.26, 44) about this tradition which is "disconcertingly like the spurious 
[traditions of] ... the Gnostics ... ", p.47. 
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(Tradition, pp.47-48), and I also acknowledge the validity of Danielou's view on 

Jewish apocalyptic material. 124 This current study, however, shows that there are 

no clear literaty witnesses to fully explain Clement's use of ElEWptCX. It is clear 

from Hanson's review ofM0110n Smith's book125 that his position on oral tradition 

changed velY little over the 20 year period between the two writings. In this 

review he says, 

Investigators of the history of the early Church today spend much of their 
time in the period of oral tradition, that is to say in the period before the 
documentary evidence which we have was written down .. .It is a field of 
study which deals almost entirely in hypothesis, that is, to put the matter in 
a drier light, in guesswork ... every man's guess is as good as everybody 

126 else's. 

Yet this seems to be what he has done with the documentalY evidence which we 

have in Clement. The evidence is clear: Clement clearly says he is the recipient of 

a secret oral tradition; he also assumes the Bamabas of Acts to be the author of 

Barnabas and calls him an "apostle" (probably because he traveled with Paul and, 

Clement claims, was among the 70 followers of Jesus);127 and, Origen agrees with 

Clement on both of these points. 128 Hanson clearly has chosen to dismiss this 

testimony as mere speculation. We ce11ainly cannot accept this testimony without 

question, but neither should we quickly discount it because it does not fit our 

schemes for dating documents and trends in the first and second centuries. 

Authorship and dating (and the influence of Philo) for Barnabas are still open for 

124 See especially, Danielou, J., The Theology of Jewish Christiani~y, ET by John A. Baker (London 
1973), pp.49-52. It should be noted that Danielou is pointing mainly to angelology (the 1tPCO'tOK'tW·'tOt) 

and the exegesis of Genesis (pp.49-50), neither of which are primary concerns in Stromateis. See our 
discussion on both of these points, §3.5.3 (pp.126-130, especially note 145). 
125 Book review of Clement of Alexandria and the Secret Gospel of Mark, JTS 25 (1974), pp.513-521. 
126 Ibid., p.520. 
127 Strom. II.6.31,2; Ir.7.35,5 for the designation "apostle." See H.E. II. 1.4-5 for being in the 70; also, see 
the discussion in the next section. 
128 See the discussion in the next section for Origen; also see Hanson (Origen 's, p.139). 
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debate. Hanson advocates in his review of Smith that "sane scholarship will tIy to 

contI'ol hypothesis by the documentalY evidence.,,129 Clement's testimony is 

documentaty evidence and at the velY least should not be easily dismissed until 

proven false (or doubtful) with other solid documentaty evidence. We must reject 

Hanson's "guesswork" that Clement is "confused" about his sources and offer 

another possible solution (in §2.3.S, pp.68-71). 

Hanson's main work is with Origen; our study of Clement demands that only 

cursOlY comments be offered here. Although Hanson gives a listing of the contents 

of Origen's secret tradition, he admits that Origen was ambiguous towards this 

concept. 130 Hanson maintains that Origen did not hold to any source of doctrine 

outside the Bible. 131 Given the evidence we have seen from Contra Celsum, we 

are forced to disagree with Hanson. Hanson maintains Clement as a major 

influence in Origen's doctrine of tradition, thus Origen did have at least one source 

outside the Bible. Again Danielou disagrees with Hanson on this same point, 

using a different, but again a valid argument; 

Origen, while equally the heir of traditional Judaeo-Christian gnosis, makes 
more room alongside it for personal speculation. Again, he claims to 
derive these higher teachings from Scripture, which makes him appear 
more biblical than Clement. But in addition to all this he introduces an 
element more personal to himself, based on philosophy. In theory more 
severe in his attitude to philosophy than Clement, he is in fact much more 
profoundly influenced by it, whatever Hanson may say. 132 

After telling us that "Clement was, quite clearly, the main source from whom 

129 Hanson (ITS 1974, p.520). Hanson is speaking about the quest for the "historical" Jesus in this review 
and I agree with him completely. Dubious as it might seem, however, the Mar Saba fragment is 
documentary evidence until it has conclusively been proven to be a forgery or historically invalid, neither 
of which is the case. 
130 For this listing, see Hanson (Origen 's, pp.78-79, 82). These contents included the resurrection, the 
Holy Trinity, allegorical method, and the Eucharist. For Origen's ambigious attitude, p.84. 
131 Ibid., pp.84, 87,191. 
132 DanieIou (Gospel Message, p.155). 
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Origen drew, at least in his doctrine of tradition, and all scholars are agreed that 

they both belong to the same school of thought,,,133 Hanson reminds us (p.89) that 

Origen never mentions Clement in the many writings which survive. This has 

always been a curious feature of the relationship of these two Alexandrian fathers. 

Hanson holds the view that Origen wanted to distance himself from Clement. 134 I 

must agree with Hanson's guesswork on this point and add my own. 

Following Hanson (p.90), I think Clement fell into disrepute through many of 

his less than Olihodox writings and doctrinal positions. 135 Hanson points out the 

evidence in his study so there is no real need to cover it again. The only evidence I 

would add is that from the Ltr. Thea. and the SGM. This tradition would only add 

to Origen's desire to distance himself from Clement. 136 

After reviewing Hanson's study I am convinced that we must accept Clement's 

I . I d" '1 . b 137 C mm to a secret ora tra ltlOn untl It can e proven wrong. Along with this 

pronouncement of confidence I would add one caveat: Clement's sense of oral 

tradition does seem to include what we now call apocryphal works. In Strom. VI 

133 Hanson (Origen 's, p.48). Other places where Hanson speaks of Clement's influence: pp.53,72-73, 
87-88,89, 184. 
134 Ibid., on p.90 he says it seems likely that "Origen composed his 1tEPl. "APXmv as a sort of counter blast, 
as an orthodox corrective ... ofthat suspect and unmentionable man, Clement of Alexandria." See p.90 
n3,4. Hanson also says Origen "disapproved of the heretical tendencies in Clement's thought." (p.184) 
135 L. G. Patterson, God and HistOlY in Ear~y Christian Thought (London 1967), p.48, offers another 
plausible explanation that Origen was disappointed in Clement's decision to flee during persecution. Ifwe 
remember that Origen lost his father during persecution it makes for an interesting psychological study, 
but "guesswork" is all we have on this issue. 
136 TillS might also explain why Origen is not as positive about St Mark's gospel; see Barnard (HTR 1964). 
137 Joseph Trigg makes an interesting comment at the end of a recent article on the negative theology in 
Clement, "Receiving the Alpha: Negative Theology in Clement of Alexandria and its Possible 
Implications," SP 31 (1997), pp.540-545: " .. .it may be the case that Clement and Origen, along with the 
later figures known as Origenists, belonged to a larger theological tradition from which relatively few 
works have survived. Clement himself considered himself (sic.) to belong to such a tradition, and I think 
we should take him seriously." Although Trigg is commenting here on a rather different topic, it simply 
shows yet another aspect of Clementine evidence which seems to support the possibility of some kind of 
oral tradition. 
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he refers to such a tradition which comes from the Assumption of Moses. 138 If this 

can represent oral tradition to Clement, then other sources could as well.139 Now 

we need to look at a possible explanation for Clement's claim that this oral 

tradition came from an apostolic source. 

2.3 A Minority Apostolic Tradition 

It is an unfOltunate and well-known fact that our Imowledge of Egyptian 

Christianity until the time of Clement is scant. We do not have any early Olihodox 

literaty witnesses clearly linked to Egypt like we do in other regions (such as 

Ignatius, Polycarp and Justin MaIiyr). No doubt this is pati of what fuels the fires 

of scepticism towards Clement's claim to an apostolic oral tradition; there is 

simply no sure way to verify his claim. There are, however, four strands of data 

which point to an early apostolic tradition emanating from Alexandria, tlu'ee of 

which have a testimony from Clement: the tradition that St Mark founded the 

church in Alexandria; Clement's appellation of "apostle" to Bamabas and his 

reference to the epistle bearing the same name as being "Scripture;" the NT letter 

to the Hebrews; and the Lukan description of Apollos in NT Acts of the Apostles. 

In this section we will briefly examine these four strands of data. The nature of 

our study will not allow us too much room for critical analysis,140 but we will 

consider a theOlY as to how these data impacts our understanding of both 

Clement's testimony and early Clu'istianity in Egypt. 

138 Strom. VI.15.131,5-132,2. See Danielou (Gospel Message, p.489). 
139 Other such works which Clement cites: the Gospel a/the Egyptians, the Epistle a/Barnabas, the 
Gospel a/the Hebrews, and the Traditions o/]\lJatthelV. See Stahlin (Band IV.I, pp.26-29); also, 
Danielou (Gospel Message, pp.453-458). 
140 I will cite the studies which have guided me to the various data and will attempt to cite studies which 
do more in the way of critical analysis. 
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2.3.1 The Church in Alexandria founded by St. Mark 141 

The testimony of the beginnings of Christianity in Egypt is presented to us by 

Eusebius. He records that Peter went to Rome in order to oppose Simon Magus 

and that Mark was asked to put Peter's gospel in writing (the text seems to indicate 

that he did this in Rome ).142 In this same passage Eusebius records that Clement 

had given this stOlY in his Hypotyposeis and that Papias had also recorded this 

same tradition. 143 The next statement from Eusebius, "Now it is said ... " introduces 

the tradition that Mark traveled to Alexandria and was the first to preach the gospel 

which he had written. 144 The use of the word cpacrt v suggests that Eusebius is 

moving from Clement to another source, probably an accepted oral tradition, but 

'bl . 145 PoSS! y a wntten one. This tradition of Mark coming to Alexandria agrees 

with the datum in Clement's Llr. Theo. 146 One piece of data which seems to 

contradict this is the Pseudo-Clementine Homily which records that Bamabas is 

141 For further discussion see; Bauer (pp,44-60); Bigg (Platonists, pp.36-37); F.F. Bruce, Men and 
lviovements (Carlisle, UK 1979), pp,45-46, 71-76; Roberts, A1anuscript, Society and Belie/in Early 
Christian Egypt (Oxford 1979), pp.59-61; Koester, Helmut, Introduction to the New Testalllent, Vols. I 
and II: History and Literature o/Ear~y Christianity, Vol. I (philadelphia 1984), pp.219-223; O.M. Lee, 
"Eusebius on St. Mark and the Beginnings of Christianity in Egypt," SP 12 (1975), pp,422-431; L.W. 
Barnard, "St. Mark and Alexandria," HTR 57 (1964), pp.145-150; and Levin (ANRW 25.6, pp,4270-
4292). 
142 HE. 11.14.4-16.2. 
143 Eusebius cites from Clement's Hypotyposeis in Vl.14.6,7 and from Papias in III.39.15. See Schoedel 
(ANRW 27.1); Munck (HTR 1959); Walls (VC 1967); and Lee (SP 1975). 
144 HE. 11.16.1. 
145 Barnard (HTR 1964, p.149), agrees that this points to another credible source, while Lee (SP 1975, 
p,425) shows that <pc(O'tV in many cases refers to a written source. 
146 Ltr. Theo. 1.15-20 (OCS IV. 1, p.xvii, 26-29). See Smith (Clement, pp.19-22; 279-281) for an account 
of the witnesses which agree with this datum. 
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the first person to preach in the streets of Alexandria. 147 However, it is possible 

that Bamabas and Mark could have traveled together to Alexandria; this would 

account for Bamabas (the elder of the two) being named as the first to preach. 148 

The documentalY evidence is sketchy, but we do have at least three ancient 

witnesses to an early "apostolic" presence in Alexandria. 149 

2.3.2 Barnabas and the Epistle of Barnabas 150 

Clement refers to Bamabas as "the apostle" on two occasions and cites 

Barnabas as Scripture. 151 Koester maintains, "the suggestion that Bamabas, 

Paul's fellow missionaty in Antioch, wrote this book [Barnabas] is not entirely 

impossible,,,152 yet few scholars would take this position.1 53 Clement however, 

147 Ps-Clem I.8; Bigg (Platonists, p.36). Barnard rates this tradition as "velY doubtful," (HTR 1964, p.145). 
148 Acts 15:39 has them sailing for Cyprus. If the Jerusalem Council was around 48 A.D. (Koester, 
Introduction 11, p.103) and if Peter goes to Rome around 54 A.D. (Bruce, Men, p.45), it is conceivable that 
Mark 's first visit to Alexandria was only preaching and that later (56 A.D., Ibid., p.46) he returned with 
his written gospel. 
149 Levin (ANRW 25.6, p.4276) reminds us that nothing either confirms or contradicts Clement's 
testimony on this point. 
150 For further discussion see: Lietzmann (History 1, pp.217-221); Koester (Introduction 11, pp.276-279); 
Barnard, L.W., "The 'Epistle of Barnabas' and its Contemporary Setting," ANRW 27.1 (1993), 
pp.159-207; Bruce (Men, pp.62-64). 
lSI Strom. II.6.31,2 and 11.7.35,5. Origen follows Clement, see Danielou (Gospel Message, p.495). 
See also, H.E. VI1.2.1 where Clement mentions Barnabas among those who are given a special 
impartation of knowledge. 
152 Koester continues, " ... but [it is] highly unlikely in view of its radical rejection of the validity of the old 
covenant." (Introduction 11, p.277) 
153 Barnard (ANRW 27.1, p.ln) maintains that there is no historical connection between the Barnabas of 
Acts and the Barnabas epistle. He does list S. Tugwell, The Apostolic Fathers (London 1989), as one who 
takes this position. Against Barnard I would have to add the testimony of Clement and Origen as 
historical connections, some of the clearest historical witnesses we have. Jefford and Barnard layout the 
arguments for three dating theories, both arguing against the early date (which would allow for Barnabas 
to be the author), based mainly on reasons why Barnabas would not have written it. Most view the anti
Jewish tone as the strongest argument. I would suggest that after the martyrdom of Peter and Paul (the 
latter having been initiated by the Jews) that perhaps Barnabas saw the destruction of the Temple as God's 
judgment against the Jews. This could have been the emotional impetus to push him to the negative 
assessment we see in the epistle. The end of Jewish worship, as he had always known it, could have 
caused him to have the same kind of transformation in thinking as did Paul, who had been "a Hebrew of 
Hebrews" (Phil. 3:4-6). See Danielou's comments on the Jewish tone of Barnabas, (The Theology, pp.33-
36). The arguments for the middle and later dates (based on dates and rules of various Roman emperors) 
seem extremely difficult to uphold; these dates are based on the author's interpretation of apocalyptic texts 
cited from OT Daniel, (Barnabas XVI). Danielou points to a date around 120 AD based on the possibility 
of the Temple being rebuilt, (The Theologv, p.36). 
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seems to have viewed Bamabas as the author of the writing. With the inclusion of 

Barnabas in the Codex Sinaiticus it is clear that this writing had authority early in 

the Egyptian Church; this also adds more evidence for why Bamabas is refened to 

as an "apostle" by Clement. Authorship aside, Barnabas is generally accepted as 

having an Alexandrian provenance; many scholars would also place the writing in 

the same gem'e as that of the NT Hebrews. 154 

2.3.3 The NT letter to the Hebrews 155 

The "Letter to the Hebrews" represents another strand of data pointing to an 

early Alexandrian tradition. 156 According to Eusebius, both Clement and Origen 

attributed Hebrews to the apostle Paul. 157 The West was much more reluctant: 

Irenaeus, Teltullian, and Hippolytus were among the early fathers who did not 

attribute authorship to Pau1. 158 The debate of authorship is not as relevant here, 

but there is another aspect of this NT document which has direct bearing on our 

discussion - that of content and provenance. It has been suggested that Hebrews 

shares ideas which are clearly reflective of Philo. F.F. Bruce says the writer was 

154 Koester (Introduction II, p.277); Bruce (Men, p.72); and Lietzmann (History I, pp.206-211). 
155 For further discussion see: L.D. Hurst, The Epistle to the Hebrews, SNTS Monograph 65 (1990); 
Bruce, F.F., '''To the Hebrews': A Document of Roman Christianity?" ANRW 25.4 (1987), pp.3496-352l; 
Bruce (Men, pp.79-83); Lietzmann (History II, pp.206-211); Guthrie, New Testament Introduction, 4th ed. 
(Leicester 1990), chapter 19, p.669iT; and Koester (Introduction II, pp.272-276). 
156 Most scholars have concluded that this writing has an Alexandrian provenance: Guthrie, p.676; Bruce 
(Men, p.80); Koester (Introduction II, p.272); Lietzmann (History I, p.211); Hurst seems to be most 
convinced of a connection between Hebrews and Acts 7, the speech of Stephen, thus the Hellenistic Jews 
which would indirectly link it to Alexandria, (pp.89-106). He goes as far as to say, "When modern writers 
speak of 'Hellenistic Judaism,' what is meant is' Alexandrian Judaism'; we have almost nothing else," 
p.12. Bruce (ANRW 25.4, p.3506) maintains that the writer had enough literary content in Moses to keep 
him from being dependent on the PhilolPlato connection. 
157 HE. VL14.4; also II.17.12. Eusebius is quoting from the lost Hypotyposeis. Eusebius continues 
quoting from the homilies of Origen (H E. VI. 25 .11-14) that he also had received the tradition that Paul 
was the author. It is possible that Origen heard this tradition from Clement, but he does credit "the men of 
old time" for this tradition. Origen acknowledges that the Greek is not the normal "rudeness in speech" 
which typifies Paul, but he says that the thoughts are Pauline. 
158 Koester (Introduction II, p.272). 
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"not a Philonist, although he shares Philo's intellectual background ... the writer to 

the Hebrews did not absorb Plato's doch'ine into his system as Philo did.,,159 The 

consensus among scholars is that the author was most likely in the Hellenistic 

Jewish group, familiar with Philonian thought, possibly an Alexandrian. 16o With 

scholars coming to this conclusion, it is curious that Apollos was never considered 

until Mattin Luther first suggested him as the author161 - which takes us to our 

final sh'and of data. 

2.3.4 The appearance of Apollos in the NT 162 

In Acts 18 we have the enigmatic inh'oduction of Apollos onto the scene: 

Now there came to Ephesus a Jew named Apollos, a native of Alexandria. 
He was an eloquent man, well-versed in the scriptures. He had been 
instructed in the Way of the Lord; and he spoke with burning enthusiasm 
and taught accurately the things concerning Jesus, though he knew only the 
baptism of John .... he powerfully refuted the Jews in public, showing by the 
scriptures that the Messiah is Jesus. 163 

Numerous items come to our attention: first, Apollos comes from Alexandria; he 

was educated; he knew the Scriptures; he strongly refuted the Jews; and finally, he 

seems to be a Christian, but only knew John's baptism. Our study will only allow 

us a brief look at this curious man, but his significance in the understanding of 

159 Bruce (Men, p.81). Bruce also admits (ANRW 25.4, p.3507) that "there is enough resemblance in 
vocabulary to make it probable that the author of Hebrews knew some of the writings of Philo ... " Hurst's 
excellent study, The Epistle to the Hebrews, shows problems with the Philonian connection, however 
cannot discount it fully, "Philo and Wisdom probably demonstrate a much broader movement of 
Hellenistic Judaism than that limited to Egypt ... Enough indications exist to point to a reasonable 
conclusion that Auctor developed certain OT ideas within the Jewish apocalyptic framework, while Philo 
developed the same themes within a Platonic framework," pp.41,42. 
160 Bruce (Men, pp.62, 80); Hurst, ch. 4 "The Stephen Tradition," pp.89-106; and Koester 
(Introduction JI, pp.272-274). 
161 Bruce (Men, pp.79-80). In ANRW 25.4 Bruce discusses Luther's statements more fully. Beatrice, Pier 
Franco, "Apollos of Alexandria and the Origins of Jewish-Christian Baptist Encratism," ANRW 26.2 
(1995), pp.1232-1275, actually suggests that Hebrews is written as a polemic against Apollos (p.1264). 
162 For further discussion see: Bruce W. Winter, Philo and Paul among the Sophists, SNTS Monograph 96 
(1997); Bruce (Men, pp.65-76); Beatrice (ANRW 26.2). 
163 Acts 18:24-25,28. All citations from the Christian Bible come from The Ho~v Bible, New Revised 
Standard Version (Nashville 1989). 
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Christianity in Alexandria is cunently being reconsidered by some scholars. 164 

There is some discussion as to whether Apollos originated from Alexandria. The 

Westeln Codex D adds to 18:25 that he had been instmcted "in his home City.,,165 

The description of Apollos as O:VllP A6rtas deserves some attention. Winter shows 

that this adjective, along with Luke's descriptive O'Dv<X'tOS (18:24) and 

E1tto£h::V'DI-H (18:28) "have rhetorical connotations, so that the Acts account of 

Apollos would have conveyed to the readers that this Christian Jew from 

Alexandria depended on his rhetorical skills ... ,,166 But Luke makes it clear that 

Apollos was not just a rhetorician; "he spoke with great fervor and taught about 

Jesus accurately." (Acts 18:25) Luke also says that "he had been instmcted (flv 

K<X'tllXllI1EvoS) in the way of the Lord." The use of K<X'tllXECO here seems 

significant; the context demands that Apollos had been well-trained in the 

164 Beatrice gives the most radical interpretation on Apollos and says in his introduction, "Such an 
important figure as Apollos, whom even Luke felt compelled to mention, may have hidden unsolved 
mysteries, which have been buried for centuries beneath a thick pall of censorship which has obliterated 
all historical record of them," p.1235. I cannot agree with his argument in many places, especially that 
Apollos is the figure in conflict with Paul (in a direct and personal way) behind the 1 Cor. letter. Beatrice 
does make some excellent observations and, in combination with Winter's study (SNTS Mono. 96) brings 
us closer to understanding this problem in the Corinthian Church. M. Smith, "Paul's Arguments as 
Evidence of the Christianity from which He Diverged," in Christians Among Jews and Gentiles, edited by 
Nickelsburg and MacRae (philadelphia 1986), pp.254-260, while acknowledging the apparent tension 
between Paul and Apollos, argues that a libertine group in support of the apostle Peter is also in conflict 
with Paul. In the middle of this debate is B. Peterson, Eloquence and the Proclamation o/the Gospel in 
Corinth, SBLDS 163 (Atlanta 1998), who concludes that Paul's opponents "are probably Jewish Christian 
missionaries who had adopted the style and standards of hellenistic society," (p.162) and that these 
missionaries could have come from Antioch (pp.72-73, 73 n131). 
165 Bauer believes he is from Alexandria, but doubts this could point to orthodox faith, (pp.46-47); Bruce 
says Alexandrian provenance is "highly probable," (Men, p.67 n4); Winter shows this to be a possible 
reference to provenance without necessarily meaning "full citizenship." He goes on to say it probably 
speaks more to the education of Apollos, (p.175 nI42); also, see Beatrice, pp.1239-1240. 
166 Winter, p.176, especially notes 143 and 144. This is an expression used by Philo to describe those who 
have been trained in rhetoric (Ibid.). Beatrice informs us that this is an hapax legomenon, but fails to 
make the direct connection with Philo, (p.1236). He takes this expression further suggesting that it has "a 
deeper meaning"; he goes on to posit the theOlY that not only was Apollos already a believer, but that 
SECOY 't<$ 7tVeUJlan eA<XAet "refers without any doubt to his spiritual gift of speaking with tongues." 
(p.1236 n7) His explanation for this exegesis is quite weak; the only part which I could agree with is the 
closeness of Luke's description of Apollos with the Hellenists deacons in Acts 6, p.1237. His exegesis of 
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Christian faith prior to his ani val , 167 yet needed fUliher instmction about baptism. 

We do not know how Apollos came to faith, but if "we wish to solve this patiicular 

difficulty, Luke's account is velY impOliant because it shows a type of pre-Pauline 

Christianity ... ,,168 The only other NT infonnation we get about Apollos is in the 

first Corinthian letter where some of his followers are apparently guilty of 

inappropriate conduct. 169 We will conclude our section on Apollos with Bmce's 

concluding comments on the same discussion (which is the end of his chapter on 

the Hellenists), 

Any attempt to reconstruct the course of early Alexandrian Christianity, 
and of Hellenistic Christianity in general, must reckon seriously with the 
implications of the little we are told about Apollos, this cultured 
Alexandrian Jew with a mastery of the scriptures and an accurate 
knowledge of the story of Jesus, who for a brief space traverses the Pauline 
circle and endears himself to its members and their leader, makes a 
powerful impression on fellow-Jews and fellow-Christians in Ephesus and 
Corinth, and then vanishes from our sight. 170 

2.3.5 Conclusions concerning the Minority Apostolic Tradition 

We have four strands of data here which all point to Alexandria. We have 

Clement's testimony conceming three of them (he says nothing of the NT 

Apollos). We have at least two early "apostolic" documents (Epistle of Barnabas 

and NT Hebrews) for Clement which seem to have an Alexandrian provenance. 

The tradition of the founding of Christianity in Alexandria involves two men of 

1 Cor. is equally radical, but he does give a caveat (which could have come much earlier), "This 
[interpretation] will not be without risks and the results will obviously be incomplete and at times 
problematic ... " p.l25l. 
167 Bruce points out the significance of the "disciples" account (Acts 19: If!) following that of Apollos, as 
possibly showing this phenomenon of the gospel moving outside the set "apostolic" route, (Men, pp.69-70). 
168 Beatrice, p.1238. 
169 The most extensive discussions I have seen: Beatrice, who has determined that Apollos himself (and 
his brand of Christianity) is the problem; Winter, who sees the struggle as Paul versus sophists, 
pp.l45-230; and Koester, who refuses to tJy to speculate, (Introduction ll, pp.120-126). 
170 Bruce (Men, pp.84-85). 
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apostolic authority from Clement's point of view, Bamabas and Mark (as was 

Luke to Paul) as the author of Peter's gospel. The histOlY of Apollos (the little we 

know), his Alexandrian/Hellenistic-Jewish connections, go without comment by 

Clement, but point to an early non-Pauline witness which had some impact in 

Corinth as well as in Ephesus, and originated in Egypt. Each individual strand of 

evidence has only a small amount of significance, but when taken together as 

indicators, fonn an argument not easily dismissed. 

I would suggest the following scenario as a possible way the Egyptian Church 

was established: taking the Lukan account, Egyptian Jews (probably some from 

Alexandria) were in Jemsalem on the Day of Pentecost (Acts 2:8-11). They are 

exposed to a primitive gospel which they take back to Egypt. At a later time 

Bamabas and Mark travel to Egypt to bring "apostolic" authority to the region 

(Acts 15:39).171 After the pmiing of Paul and Bamabas (Acts 15:36-40) it would 

make sense that Bamabas would want to take a closer look at the Hellenistic 

Jewish Clu'istianity which seems to have stilTed earlier conflict (similar in nature to 

the Gentile problem) in the Christian cOlmnunity - the problems mentioned in 

Acts 6 with the Hellenist widows and Stephen's speech in Acts 7. 172 Thus, after 

171 Perhaps the parting of Paul and Barnabas (Acts 15:36-40) had more to do with the issue of table 
fellowship between Jewish and Gentile Christians rather than what to do with Mark? See Esler, Philip 
Francis, Comll1unity and Gospel in Luke-Acts, SNTS Monograph 57 (Cambridge 1987), p.l07. While I do 
not agree with much of Esler's thesis ([Luke] "re-writes the history of early Christianity relating to this 
subject. .. " p.l07), there are many points which I do agree with - this possible reason for the parting of 
Paul and Barnabas being one of them. Rather than re-writing the history I think Luke has selective recall. 
172 Ibid., pp.131-163. Esler wrongly criticises F.F. Bruce (p.136) for neglecting this issue in his Acts 
commentary when he does so in another work (lY!en and A10vements 1979, pp.49-85). Bruce's work 
should be consulted alongside Esler's. The following statement by Esler (p.135) deserves comment: 
"Unfortunately, we do not possess any sources Luke may have used in writing the narrative in Acts 6.1-8.3 
and no earlier account than his of these events exists for the purpose of comparison. This makes 
redactional analysis difficult." That we have no other source (see Bruce on this, pp.55-57) here points not 
to a Lukan redaction, but to a Lukan report on what was a common Hellenist position. Bruce on this 
issue: "It is best to regard Stephen's speech as a manifesto of the group in which he was a leader - a 
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the separation, Bamabas heads with Mark to CyplUS and then goes on to 

Alexandria. 173 Clement's testimony might not be completely grounded in historical 

fact, but it seems likely that the traditions are based on some kind of visit by these 

two men. The description of Apollos (Acts 18:24) indicates the presence of an 

Egyptian Christianity with some kind of philosophical background. 174 This could 

be Jewish Christians who had been influenced by Philonian thought prior to 

coming under the influence of the Christian gospel. Acts 18:24-28 says Apollos 

makes a positive contribution into the Pauline circle; it is plausible that Paul took 

some interest in the Philonian ideas presented by Apollos. This might explain the 

presence of Paul's allegorical use in Galatians 4 :21-31 and the "milk .. meat" 

analogy in 1 Corinthians 3: 1-3 .175 What if Paul has been influenced by Philonic 

thought which included ideas about prayer and 8£(J)ptcx.? What if those ideas were 

developed by Paul and his circle? or by Apollos? 176 Or maybe Beatrice is conect 

in his exegesis of 1 Corinthians - Apollos is the problem because he stressed the 

philosophical (including 8£(J)ptcx.) too much for Paul's liking. 

There are some real problems with this theOlY besides the fact that it is based 

on one speculation on top of another. We do not know enough about the 

group ofHellenists ... we shall recognize a later witness to it in a document of Alexandrian Christianity
the Letter of Barnabas." (pp.56-57) 
173 Travel and trade between Cyprus and Alexandria were well established; it would have been a natural 
route for Barnabas to take. See CAH VII-I, pp.134, 16l. 
174 See the studies listed in §2.3.4 (pp.66-68 notes). 
175 See Hurst (SNTS Mono.65); Winter (SNTS Mono. 96); and Beatrice (ANRW 26.2). 
176 Hurst's study (SNTS Mono.65) discusses some of these possible connections and should be consulted. 
Also Brenk, F.E., "Plutarch, Judaism and Christianity," in Studies in Plato and the Platonic Tradition, ed. 
by Mark Joyle (Aldershot, UK 1997), pp. 97 -117, makes the interesting suggestion that Paul was familiar 
with Middle Platonism and gives evidence to this through the address in Acts 17 where he speaks against 
the Stoics and Epicureans with no mention ofPlatonists. Brenk observes that if Paul was familiar with the 
former groups he must have also been familiar with the Middle Platonists, see especially pp.104-107. 
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background of Apollos - whether or not he had been exposed to Philonian 

philosophical thought. The lack of any real evidence in Paul of this contemplative 

prayer presents a problem. But there could be room in his "message of wisdom" 

for such ideas. i77 We must not deny the possibility that he kept some of his ideas 

out of his letters. I agree with Lilla on this point. i78 

This data urges reconsideration of Clement's claim to an esoteric apostolic 

tradition. This does not mean that we assume Clement's oral tradition to be 

exactly what he claims; it is entirely possible that his oral tradition comes from an 

Encratic Christianity conupted by Philonian ideas (something like what Beatrice 

has suggested) and that he has wrongly been taught that it originated from Jesus. If 

so, then Hanson is conect. It is also possible that this oral h'adition represents an 

"apostolic" sh'ain which is in a minority h'adition such as NT Hebrews, Barnabas, 

and Apollos (the Hellenists) represent. As Beah'ice said, this could be a "pre-

Pauline Christianity."i79 This might help to explain why the Alexandrian "school" 

stands out from the rest of early Christianity and also why it persisted (and still 

persists). It is also possible (however unlikely) that this h'adition is exactly what 

Clement claims it to be: a h'adition "handed down" from Jesus to His main 

apostles. More work will have to be done in this area (and maybe some additional 

documentaty evidence will surface) before a definitive answer can be found. 

177 See 1 Cor. 2:6-15. Also, he says in 2 Cor. 12:4 he "heard inexpressible things, things that man is not 
permitted to tell." The whole "milk. .. meat" presentation (1 Cor. 3:1-3) seems to fit this idea as well as 
does Hebrews 5: 11-14. 
178 Lilla sees an esoteric tradition in 1 Cor. 2-3. (Clement, pp.147-148). See p.80 n203 below. 
179 Beatrice, p.1238. 
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Whatever the source for this oral tradition, Clement says he will record it in 

Stro711ateis, yet makes it clear that he will do so in a way which will keep the 

unleamed from finding it. Though now written, he is following the ancient 

examples for keeping tmth hidden. 

2.4 The Hidden Nature of Stromateis 

We have seen that Clement claims to be the recipient of an apostolic oral 

tradition and that he intends to put this tradition into writing in the Stro711ateis; it 

is also clear that he intends this tradition to be hidden. Why does he hide this 

tradition? He addresses this question numerous times; 

Some things I purposely omit, in the exercise of a wise selection, afraid to write what I 
guarded against speaking: not grudging--for that were wrong--but fearing for my 
readers, lest they stumble by taking them in a wrong sense; and, as the proverb says, 
we should be found "reaching a sword to a child." 180 

But since this tradition (1tapaoomc;) is not published alone for him who perceives the 
magnificence of the word; it is requisite, therefore, to hide in a mystery the wisdom 
spoken, which the Son of God taught...And even now I fear, as it is said, "to cast the 
pearls before swine, lest they tread them under foot, and turn and rend us." For it is 
difficult to exhibit the really pure and transparent words respecting the true light, to 
swinish and untrained hearers ... "But what ye hear in the ear," says the Lord, 
"proclaim upon the houses;" bidding them receive the secret traditions of the true 
knowledge, and expound them aloft and conspicuously ... l8l 

This nUpaDOO"l.S is guarded so that the heretics do not make claim to it. We have 

already seen (according to the Ltr. Thea.) what happened to the SGM when it fell 

into the wrong hands. This gives us another example of how Clement deals with 

shared points of contact and the Gnostics; he refuses to abdicate this tradition, but 

in wisdom he will keep it hidden. 182 Also, Clement assumes that his writing will 

be available to a wider audience and he fears that this YVW(J'tS could be 

180 Strom. 1.1.14,3. 
181 Strom. I.l2.55.1,3-4; 56,2. 
182 Notice the NT text (Matt. 10:27) Clement uses in the above passage (1.12.56,2) to defend the hidden 
nature of his napaoocHS actually seems to betray his position. See 1.1.13,3 where he does something 
similar. 
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misunderstood to the detriment of the hearer. 183 A young, untrained believer could 

misuse the yv&crv:;, bringing trouble both to himself and to others. There is also 

possibly a "marketing" concem. 184 Clement is competing for students in an 

environment rich with philosophical/religious ideas. As we have seen, many of 

these systems included some kind of esoteric teaching. There is a celtain attraction 

which a "secret" doctrine brings. 18s Perhaps Clement is offering his coursework 

with this in mind. All of these are more practical reasons for hiding this 

1tUpa80crlC;, and I believe each plays a pmt (some more than others) in Clement's 

motivation. But I think his main reason for hiding this tradition is a 

philosophical/historical one. Let us briefly consider this issue. 

Clement takes great care to illustrate to his reader the historical precedents for 

hiding Tmth; he tums to the philosophers, the OT, Jesus, and to the apostle Paul. 

Clement actually only discusses this hidden nature of tmth on four occasions, but 

his main discussion covers a large section of Book V. 186 We need to pause here to 

look more closely at this velY impOltant section of Stro711ateis. 

2.4.1 Books I-IV: A Plan Hidden by Disorder 

We cmmot at this time become engrossed in a dicussion on the layout and plan 

of Stro711ateis; we do this in Chapter Four. But to get an understanding of the 

183 See Strom. 1.1.14,3 where Clement speaks of this being like handing a sword to a child. 
184 The following helpful comments were offered to me by Prof. John McGuckin during a conversation at 
the Prayer and Spirituality in the Early Church conference, Sydney, February 1999, used with his 
permission. See his article, "Christian Asceticism and the Early School of Alexandria," in }'Ionks, 
Hermits and the Ascetic Tradition, SCH 22 (Padstow 1985), pp.25-39. 
185 See Mondeseli (Clement, pp.56-57). Mondesert describes Clement as having been "seduced" by the 
idea of an esoteric tradition, "it is always flattering and a bit dangerous to claim for oneself that which 
does not penuit any contradiction," p.57. 
186 Short discussions are contained in the whole chapter of Strolll. 1.1 and the short chapter of 1.12. Then 
there is the section VI.15.124,5-132,5. In Book V this discussion runs from chapter 4 to 12. 
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importance of Stro711ateis V, we need a brief explanation. Books I-IV seem to be 

the extension of Clement's discussion of ethics which he began in Paidagogus, a 

work largely used to train catechumens. Mondeselt's list of the basic theme of the 

books in Stro711ateis is probably about as close as one can get in one sentence. 187 

Although the feel in Stro711ateis is not as parochial as Paidagogus, Clement is 

really still acting as an instructor. We have already seen (§2.2.1, pp.39-46) 

Clement's waming that he would hide the oracles amongst philosophical 

categories; the whole of Book I is an apology for using philosophy. In Book II he 

promises to get into different subject matter, "the depmtment of symbol and 

enigma," (II. 1. 1,2) but this does not happen until Book V. Before we get there, 

Clement discusses numerous other topics, some impOltant, others redundant: faith, 

hope, the response to God from fear or love, second repentance, then back to the 

Mosaic Law and ethics (somewhat like the end of Book I), and as he comes to the 

end he seems to stumble onto one last subject - malTiage. Then we come to Book 

III, his most polemical writing against the Gnostics conceming malTiage and the 

proper understanding of sexuality. Book III was most likely a separate work which 

Clement simply stuck into Stro711ateis because it fit the immediate need to discuss 

malTiage. 188 Here is the wandering style, what I believe to be the purposeful 

haphazard approach which Clement has chosen to hide the nap6:8o(Jl(;. He tells 

the reader where he wants to go (II.I.l ,2), and then wanders around hoping to lose 

187 Mondesert, Claude, Les Stromates, SC 30 (Paris 1951), p.24. 
188 It seems we have just glossed over a huge section of Strol7lateis with a very broad brush. I do not at all 
mean to say that these topics are not important to Clement; evelY category which he addresses is important 
to him. But this is the style he himself promised, "Some things my treatise wiII hint; on some it wiII 
linger .... the truth mixed up ... or covered over and hidden." Strom. 1.1.15,2 and 18,1. For the discussion on 
Book III, see §4.1 (pp.141-152). 
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the easily discouraged; the diligent reader, he knows, will continue the hunt. 

The main reason we must jump ahead to Book V is that our study is concemed 

with Clement's use of 8Emptu. It is obvious from the frequency of our telID (see 

Appendix 1, p.296) that Books II-IV are not as critical. Book I has numerous 

OCCUl1'ences of 8EmptU, but it is mostly introduct01Y in nature. Book II has only a 

few passages which are imp011ant for our purposes; we will discuss these few texts 

as we move along in our study, but they are, in Clement's words, "hints." It will 

be noted in Appendix 1 that there are no OCCUl1'ences of 8EmptU in Book III. We 

see this as evidence that this was a separate treatise written prior to the remainder 

of Stro711ateis, but more imp Ol1antly, shows the lack of relevance for our study. 

When we come to Book IV Clement again mentions his most immediate target, "in 

the sequel...we shall set f011h the depal1ment of symbols." (IV. 1. 1,2) Here we 

must also note that he alel1s the reader to yet another topic he wants to discuss, 

fIrst principles. (IV. 1.2, 1) But he admits that before he gets to this, he must 

"complete the discourse on ethics." (IV. 1.3,2) Book IV is velY much like Book II 

for our study: there are a few hints dropped here and there, but mainly Clement is 

going over ground of little use to us. The main thmst of Book IV is on maliyrdom. 

To conclude our comments on Books I-IV we need to make one more observation. 

We will see as our study progresses that Clement does leave hints along the 

way, foreshadowings of imp011ant things to come. He does this at the end of 

Book IV, 
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Those, then, who run down created existence and vilify the body are 
wrong; not considering that the frame of man was formed erect for the 

I · fh 189 contemp atlOn 0 eaven ... 

Then follows a strange discussion, facilitated with what appears to be gnostic 

allegorical exegesis, on communicating with heaven (IV.26.169-170) which ends 

with another promise of future discussion, " ... the Pythagoreans .... [did not think] 

the Divinity could not hear those who speak silently .... We shall, however, treat of 

prayer in due course by and by." (IV.26.171,1-2) Here Clement mentions the 

concept of silent prayer for the first time; we will see that this is an extremely 

important topic (see §5.6, pp.237-255). This brings us to Book V. 

2.4.2 Book V: the Revealing Begins to take Shape 

"Of the gnostic so much has been cursorily, as it were, written." (V.I.1,1) 

What a begitming to one of the most imp011ant books in the Stromateis. As 

Mondese11 conectly points out, Book V is critical as evidence for the esoteric 

teaching which Clement claims to produce. 19o The entire book is given to the 

discussion which he has previously promised (11.1.1,2 and IV.I.2,1), how the 

ancients used symbols and enigmas to conceal their teaching. VelY early in the 

chapter he reveals why he will spend so much time on this symbolism, 

For, bound in this earthly body, we apprehend the objects of sense by 
means of the body .... But if one expect to apprehend all things by the 
senses, he has fallen far from the truth. Spiritually, therefore, the apostle 
writes respecting the knowledge of God, "For now we see as through a 
glass, but then face to face." For the vision of the truth is given but to 
~ 191 lew. 

189 Strom. IV.26.163, 1. There are other examples of this foreshadowing such as the texts about Moses 
throughout Stromateis; see our discussion in §S.S.l (pp.21S-220). 
190 See "L'esoterisme," Mondesert (Clement, pp.47-62). 
191 Strom. V.1.7,4-S. 
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Mondeselt says that the main idea in Book V is "symbolisme, et non pas de 

l'esoterisme,,,I92 but he fails to see why symbolism is so impOltant to Clement. He 

tells us in the passage above that anyone who expects to understand higher things 

with only the senses will fail miserably - this understanding is only given to a 

few. The whole point of Book V is to bring the astute reader to the understanding 

that one must go beyond the senses to understand the gnostic teaching. 

Symbolism has always been used to hide the esoteric tmths which Clement wants 

to reveal here in Stro711ateis. The focus for Clement is not the symbolism, but to 

show what those symbols have been concealing. 

Mondeselt is conect when he says that Clement misunderstands the text of 

Paul quoted in V.1O.64,4. 193 He then attempts to show with an outline of Book V 

how the context proves his point, but his entire argument fails on one simple fact 

which seems to escape him (and those who take his lead on this point): the main 

idea of Book V is symbolism, but Clement is showing how esoteric teachings have 

been hidden through symbolism. Mondeselt eventually points to the allegorical 

method as Clement's esoteric tradition. 194 In the same way that he has missed the 

purpose of symbolism, he has missed the point of the allegorical method. The 

allegorical method is impOltant, but more impOltant is the purpose for that special 

reading of Scripture. The allegorical method reveals the hidden teachings. 

192 Mondesert (Clement, p.54). 
193 Ibid., pp.52-55. It is not entirely clear to me which biblical quotation Mondesert is referring to, but 
since Clement seems to misuse (by our 20th century standards) many of the Pauline citations in this 
section it really does not matter. Mondesert's discussion is important because both Hanson (Origen 's, 
pp.54-58) and Osborn (JTS 1959, p.341) follow him in his basic ideas. Lilla (Clement, pp.l44-150) does 
not agree with this position. 
194 Mondesert (Clement, p.lIO). He builds to this conclusion through Chapter IV, "Le mystere de 
l'Ecriture." Again, both Hanson and Osborn follow this conclusion (see note 59 above), that the esoteric 
tradition is the allegorical method. 
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This brings us back to Clement's reason for citing the historical precedents in 

Strom. V.4-l0. Clement shows the use of this symbolism and allegorical method 

in the philosophers, the OT, Jesus, and finally in the apostle Paul. He does this to 

justify his own methodology of hiding the esoteric teachings he has promised. We 

obviously cannot go over this whole section, but we should look at some examples 

which Clement uses in each of these four categories listed above. 

Clement cites numerous examples of philosophers hiding their teachings; m 

V.4 he cites the Egyptian use of letters and shapes and in V.S the symbols of the 

Pythagoreans. In V.9 and 10 he reveals the secrecy of the Greeks, 

It was not only the Pythagoreans and Plato, then, that concealed many 
things; but the Epicureans too say that they have things that may not be 
uttered, and do not allow all to peruse those writings .... And the disciples of 
Aristotle say that some of their treatises are esoteric, and others common 
and exoteric. Further, those who instituted the mysteries, being 
philosophers, buried their doctrines in myths, so as not to be obvious to all. 
Did they then, by veiling human opinions, prevent the ignorant from 
handling them; and was it not more beneficial for the holy and blessed 
contemplation of realities to be concealed? 195 

Rightly then, Plato, in the epistles, treating of God, says: "We must speak 
in enigmas; that.. .he who reads may remain ignorant." For the God of the 
universe, who is above all speech, all conception, all thought, can never be 
committed to writing, being inexpressible even by His own power. 196 

One interesting thing to note in his citations of the philosophers is that he 

consistently sprinkles biblical witnesses into the discussion, as if to keep "the 

0l1hodox" from reacting against it. Yet overall, the philosophers are shown in a 

positive light. In V.lO.66,3 Plato is cited as "truth loving;" the Pythagorean vow 

of silence is shown to be not only good, but something taken from Moses.1 97 

195 Strom. Y.9.58,1-5. Notice here the reference to 8ecopia among the philosophers. 
196 Strom. Y.1O.65,l-2. 
197 Strom. Y.l1.67,3. See the discussion on silence, §5.6 (pp.237-255). 
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The OT gets sprinkled in here and there, but V.6 is devoted to the mystical 

meaning of the Tabemacle and the High Priest. 198 The chapter opens; "It were 

tedious to go over all the Prophets and the Law, specifying what is spoken in 

enigmas; for almost the whole Scripture gives its utterances in this way.,,199 This 

section on the High Priest begins; "Now the high priest's robe is the symbol of the 

world of sense." (V. 6.37,1) Though we do not want to discuss this critical passage 

here, it must be noted how the gnostic sheds his robe (the senses, V.6.39,3) in 

order to be "replenished with insatiable contemplation face to face." (V.6.40,l) 

Again, we see the direction of Book V leading the reader away from the senses. 

It is interesting that this lengthy section in Book V only has one quotation of 

Jesus speaking about hidden Truth (V.12.80,6). Only four other times in all of 

Stromateis does Clement quote the words of Jesus refening to hidden Tmth.2oo 

When Clement seeks NT prooftexts for the hidden nature of Truth he prefers Paul. 

The apostle Paul is cited many times throughout Book V to support hidden 

tradition. 201 We will focus our attention on a section which contains three Pauline 

passages; 

"Howbeit we speak wisdom among those that are perfect; yet not the 
wisdom of this world, nor or the princes of this world, that come to 
nought. But we speak the wisdom of God hidden in a mystery ... " 
Wherefore he adds, "But we preach, as it is written, what eye hath not 
seen, and ear hath not heard, and hath not entered into the heart of man, 
what God hath prepared for them that love Him. For God hath revealed it 

198 Strom. V.6.37,1-40,4. See §4.3.4 (pp.lS4-190) where we discuss this text more fully. 
199 Strom. V.6.32,1. 
200 Strom. 1.1.2,3; 1.12.56,2; VI.15.124,5. Clement uses all of these in the context ofJesus speaking in 
parables. One other example is Ll.l3,3 where Clement uses a text which seems to speak against hidden 
Truth, yet interprets it in the opposite way. 
201 I count 14 citations from "the apostle Paul" from the sections on hidden Truth which are clearly used 
as proof texts; this includes nine from I Corinthians, one from Ephesians, three from Colossians, and one 
from Hebrews. 
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to us by the Spirit. For the Spirit searcheth all things, even the deep things 
of God ... " 
... "Brethren, I could not speak to you as to spiritual, but as to carnal, to 
babes in Christ. I have fed you with milk, not with meat: for ye were not 
able ... " 202 

Three separate NT texts are quoted here by Clement, two of them used again in 

Book V, and one which is a significant text used elsewhere. All three come from 

Paul's first letter to the Corinthians, the imp011ant second and third chapters. 

These are imp011ant chapters because Paul appears to be speaking about an esoteric 

knowledge; this is exactly why Clement is drawn to these texts. The first text 

(1 Cor. 2:6-8) contains the imp011ant plu'ases, "we speak wisdom among the 

perfect...the wisdom of God hidden in a mystely." Clement's use of this text 

seems obvious within the larger context of Book V where he seeks NT verification 

of the hidden nature of Truth. He uses this text twice more in Book V with the 

. . d 203 same purpose m mm . To continue the V.4.25 text, Clement continues in 

almost commentmy fashion with 1 Cor. 2:9,10 where he quotes, "God hath 

revealed it to us by the Spirit. For the Spirit searcheth all things, even the deep 

things of God." (V.4.25,4) This passage is not used again in Book V, but is cited 

in two other places to indicate this same revealing of hidden Truth?04 Finally, he 

cites I Cor. 3: 1-3, a text which is critical to Clement, "Bretlu'en, I could not speak 

to you as to spiritual, but as to camal. . .I have fed you with milk, not with 

202 Strom. V.4.25,2-26,1. Clement is citing: 1 Cor. 2:6-8; 1 Cor. 2:9,10; and 1 Cor. 3:1-3. 
203 Strom. V.l0.65,5; V.12.80,4. I agree with Lilla's assessment (Clement, pp.147-148) that Paul is 
speaking of an esoteric knowledge in 1 Cor. 2-3. On this Pauline text see Pearson, Birger, "Philo, Gnosis, 
and the New Testament," SAC, Gnosticism, Judaism, and Egyptian Christianity (Minneapolis 1990), 
pp.165-182. Pearson shows that Paul is dealing with Philonian influence in Corinth, but maintains that 
full blown Gnosticism could not have been present for Philo or Paul, pp.181-182. Beatrice takes this 
Philonian theory a bit further by suggesting that the problem is a struggle between Apollos (and his 
followers) and Paul, p.1264. 
204 Strom. n.2.7,3. This text points to allegorical method as the hidden teaching, and Strom. Vl.18.166,3; 
this text points to the hidden teaching being revealed, of necessity, by God. 
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meat...,,205 We have already seen (§2.2.1, pp.39-46) the impOltance of the "food" 

theme; in our next section we will discuss the significance of this "milk. .. meat" 

passage in more detail - right now we just want to notice that it represents the 

I b I' d 1 ~ b I' 206 mane; e lever an tIe YV(J)ate; e lever. In Book V Clement is urging the 

reader to become a yv&ate; believer: to embrace this movement, expressed through 

symbols and enigmas, away from the senses and towards something better - his 

I s: 207 1tUpUuOate;. 

2.5 Eh~roptcx: Part of the Secret 1tcxpa8oat<; 

There are two significant sections of Stromateis which give us some evidence 

that this oral tradition includes 8E(J)ptU, a mystical teaching of spirituality and 

prayer. 208 In these sections Clement inh'oduces his discussion on 8E(J)ptU with 

comments about oral h·adition. 

We have just seen that Book V is the most lengthy presentation of the hidden 

nature of Truth. In Chapter 10 Clement demonsh·ates how and why the apostle 

205 This text is critical in Clement's catechetical instruction manual, Paidagoglls. See our discussion on 
the catechetical school in Alexandria, §4.2.3 (pp.1S7-167). 
206 D. Brakke, Athanasills and the Politics of Asceticism (Oxford 1995), wrongly says "Clement did not 
use these verses to distinguish among different kinds of Christians, but rather between Christians and non
Christians," p.17Sn. He is correct with respect to Strom. I.11.53,3, but he is not correct with respect to 
Paid. 1.6.34-45 and he seems to have missed the example I have cited here. See Judith L. Kovacs, 
"Concealment and Gnostic Exegesis: Clement of Alexandria's Interpretation of the Tabernacle," SP 31 
(1997), pp.414-437. Kovacs shows that Clement's use of the "milk" text in Paid. 1.6 (as well as in the 
example from StrolJl. V) is meant to be his defense of the "ecclesiastical Christians" (p.41Sn) against 
Valentini an criticism. (p.450£) Clement is indeed using this "milk/meat" distinction as a way of showing 
the difference between 1ttcr'tv; Christians and yvwcrv; ones. Clement puts Valentinian ideas "to work in 
the service of his own ecclesiastical yvwcru; ... he maintains that yvwcnS is built on the foundation of 
1ttcr'ttS ... [and] he substitutes the idea of two stages of salvation for their [the Valentinian] notion of two 
ways of salvation." (pp.41S-419) 
207 Kovacs gives four purposes of Book Y.6 (which could be used for the whole of Book V): 1) to 
demonstrate how Scripture uses concealment, 2) serves as an example of Gnostic exegesis/concealment 
itself, 3) engages against the Valentinians, and 4) prepares the reader for the next step into a higher level 
of spirituality, p.43 7. 
208 Strom. y'10.62,2-66,3; V1.7.61,l-S.62,2. There are two other passages where Clement makes this 
connection: Strom. VI.S.6S,l-3 (this text is not completely clear) and VI.15.131,5-132,5. These three 
clear texts will be discussed below. 
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Paul concealed and revealed both in his writings and minisuy. He cites several 

texts to show this, then he says, 

For there were certainly, among the Hebrews, some things delivered 
unwritten. "For when ye ought to be teachers for the time ... ye have again 
need that one teach you which be the first principles of the oracles of God; 
and are become such as have need of milk, and not of solid food ..... solid 
food belongs to those who are of full age .. .let us go on to perfection. ,,209 

Here we have the "food" theme again; this alelis the reader that a revealing section 

has come. This text leads the reader to another velY impOliant one; to avoid a long 

citation I will give V.10.63, 1-66, 1 in an elliptical fashion, 

Barnabas, too, who in person preached the word along with the apostle in 
the ministry of the Gentiles, says, "I write to you most simply, that ye may 
understand." Then below, exhibiting already a clearer trace of gnostic 
tradition .... Blessed be our Lord, brethren, who has put into our hearts 
wisdom, and the understanding of His secrets,zlO 
For the prophet says, "Who shall understand the Lord's parable but the 
wise and understanding, and he that loves his Lord?" It is but for few to 
comprehend these things .... [several OT texts which speak of hidden truth] 
Wherefore instruction, which reveals hidden things .... "For I know," says 
the apostle, "that when I come to you, I shall come in the fulness of the 
blessing of Christ;" designating the spiritual gift, and the gnostic 
communication, which being present he desires to impart to them .... 
But only to a few of them is shown what those things are which are 
contained in the mystery. Rightly then, Plato, in the Epistles, treating of 
God, says: "We must speak in enigmas ... " 
... this is what the holy Apostle Paul says, preserving the prophetic and truly 
ancient secret from which the teachings that were good were derived by the 
Greeks: "Howbeit we speak wisdom among them who are perfect. .. but we 
speak the wisdom of God hidden in a mystery." Then proceeding, he thus 
inculcates the caution against the divulging of his words to the multitude in 
the following terms: "And I, brethren, could not speak to you as to 
spiritual, but as to carnal, even to babes in Christ. I have fed you with milk, 
not with meat: for ye were not yet able; neither are ye now able. For ye are 
yet carnal." 

209 Strom. Y.I0.62,2-4. Here Clement is citing Hebrews 5: 12-6: 1 (as Pauline). I have deleted parts, but 
Clement cites the text in full with short parenthetical comments. 
210 Clement quotes Barnabas 6:5, 8-10b. I have included only 6:5, lOa. In this text "Barnabas" is 
explaining the hidden meaning ofEx.33: 1-3. This is an interesting passage: Clement is quoting Barnabas 
who is paraphrasing an OT text mixed with gnostic exegesis. See Prigent, Pierre and Kraft, Robert A., 
Epftre de Barnabe SC 172 (Paris 1971), pp.120-123. 
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Here Clement uses various citations, mainly Paul and QT, to support the argument 

he has been presenting throughout Book Y - God's tmth is hidden. But notice, 

he inselts comments along the way which imply that he is about to reveal some 

"gnostic communication" (64,5). We also notice that he uses some of the same 

Pauline texts which he had introduced earlier (Y.4.25,2-26, 1; see note 197), ending 

with the "milk. .. meat" analogy. This section introduces a velY impOltant passage, 

If, then, "the milk" is said by the apostle to belong to the babes, and "meat" 
to be the food of the full-grown, milk will be understood to be catechetical 
instruction--the first food, as it were, of the soul. And meat is the mystic 
contemplation (li en01t'tlKll 8ecopta); for this is the flesh and the blood of 
the Word, that is, the comprehension of the divine power and essence ... For 
the knowledge of the divine essence is the meat and drink of the divine 
Word. 211 

Three times in Book y212 he uses the analogy of "milk .. meat" to illustrate two 

levels of believers, and now "meat" is "the mystic contemplation." We need to 

note the comlection Clement has made: he uses the symbolic nature of philosophy 

coupled with the Scriptures to "awaken in the perceptive reader a desire for the 

tI 
~ ,,213 

ue yvcocnC;. Then he uses Paul's references to an esoteric teaching (the 

"milk .. meat" analogy), and now he has revealed: "meat is mystic contemplation." 

This confinns what we have seen in our discussion of Clement's use of the "food" 

theme in Strom. I.l - this gnostiC "food" is 8ecopicx. We have just seen how 

Clement ends Strom. Y.IO; Y.l1 then begins with the following pronouncement; 

Now the sacrifice which is acceptable to God is unswerving abstraction 
from the body and its passions ... For he who neither employs his eyes in the 
exercise of thought, nor draws aught from his senses, but with pure mind 
itself applies to objects, [this man] practises the true philosophy. 214 

211 Strom. Y.1O.66,2-3. 
212 Added to the text above: Strom. Y.4.26,1-2; 10.62,2-4. 
213 Kovacs, p.437; see footnote 207 above. 
214 Strom. Y.l1.67,1-2. 
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From this context, this abstraction appears to be Clement's definition of 

8Ecopia,215 his understanding of what it means to receive this spiritual "meat." 

Notice also, he says this person "practises the hue philosophy." He then proceeds 

with a discourse on apophatic theOlY, which covers Strom. V.ll and 12. 

The remainder of Book V represents a digression into the familiar topic of "the 

plagiarism of the Greeks from the Barbarian [Hebrew] philosophy.,,216 This 

digression will last through Book VI.5, but not without a hint of the revealing 

discussion he has left behind. Book VI opens with a reminder of the "meat;" "For 

the Lord enjoined 'to labour for the meat which endureth to etemity,.,,217 We have 

ah'eady mentioned (§2.2.l, pp.39-46) that Clement uses the gnostic "food" theme 

to cue the reader of a revealing section. Here he is not revealing, but reminding 

the reader of the imp0l1ant topic he had discussed in Book V. He reminds the 

reader of the role the Paidagogus played in preparing the believer for this meat. 218 

He also brings the layout of the Stro711ateis to remembrance; 

... promiscuously variegated like a meadow. And such being the case, my 
notes shall serve as kindling sparks; and in the case of him, who is fit for 
knowledge, if he chances to fall in with them, research made with exertion 
will turn out to his benefit and advantage. For it is right that labour should 
precede not only food, but also, much more knowledge ... 219 

So just as our discussion here has taken a slight detour, Clement throws the casual 

reader off the h'ail with "the huth mixed up in the dogmas of philosophy, or rather 

covered over and hidden. ,,220 But he does continue, as was his announced plan, to 

215 We will see in Chapters Three and Five that this is not the sum of his "definition," but up to this point 
(Strom. VII) it is the closest thing he has given to a definition. 
216 Strom. VI4.89,l. Clement has already given such a discourse in Book I, Chapters 13-17, Book II, 
Chapter 18, and in a similar way in the discussion of hidden TlUth in Book V 
217 Strom. VI.l.l,2. 
218 Strom. VI. l. 1,3. 
219 Strom. VI.l.2,2. 
220 Strom. 1.l.18,l. 
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give hints along the way.221 After this extended amount of wandering, he comes 

back to this theme of mystical contemplation (Book VI. 7), again introducing it 

with a comment on oral tradition; 

[Christ] Himself taught the apostles during His presence; then it follows 
that the gnosis .. . which is sure and reliable, as being imparted and revealed 
by the Son of God, is wisdom. And if, too, the end of the wise man is 
contemplation, that of those who are still philosophers aims at it, but never 
attains it.. .. And the gnosis itself is that which has descended by 
transmission to a few, having been imparted unwritten by the apostles. 
Hence, then, knowledge or wisdom ought to be exercised up to the eternal 
and unchangeable habit of contemplation. 222 

So we see that the concept of contemplation is clearly introduced, or connected 

with, oral tradition in at least two major sections. We also must note that Clement 

is challenging the philosophers - they can never attain hue 8ECOpta., only the 

gnostic "practises the hue philosophy." (Y.11.67, 1-2) 

In Strom. VI. 8 Clement retums again to this "milk. .. meat" theme saying that 

"milk" is the study of philosophy, which must mean that "meat" is agam 

contemplation.223 As we have mentioned, this "milk. .. meat" analogy IS an 

example of Clement's subtle way of dropping hints to the reader and is pat1 of his 

revealing. 

2.6 Conclusions 

In this chapter we have seen that the concept of 8ECOpta. is first used 

significantly by Plato as a physical "seeing," but that he also uses the telID in a 

figurative sense, "seeing" absh'act ideas. It should be remembered that although 

the categOlY of Ideas dominates his system, he only uses 8ECOpta. in this context a 

221 Strom. 1.1.15,1; Iy'2.4,1. 
222 Strom. VI.7.61,1-3. 
223 Strom. VI.8.62,1-2. The "meat" as 8ECOpl.<x is implied into this text from VI.7.61,2-3. 
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few times. When we come to Philo both the OCCUlTences of 8Ecopla., and the 

context of "seeing" in an incorporeal sense, increase. There is a sense that he is 

speaking of a spiritual "seeing," but this is the minority usage. 

Neither the LXX nor the NT belong in the 8Ecopla. trajectOlY which is 

represented by Plato, Philo and Clement. Both of these use the telm typically as 

"seeing" in the physical sense. We must also lUle out the writings of the Apostolic 

Fathers as an influence upon Clement. The Gnostics (as represented by the Nag 

Hammadi texts) do share a similar trajectOlY with respect to 8ECOpta., but he has the 

most in common with other writings of Alexandrian (or generally Egyptian) origin. 

Clement's use of 8Ecopla. has been influenced by Plato and Philo, yet his is not 

a simple bOlTowing. Clement has either inherited this usage, or he is the originator 

of a new development. His claim to have been a recipient of a secret oral tradition 

(although there is disagreement as to the source of this tradition) should be given 

consideration. There is no solid argument for discounting his testimony. There is 

good evidence, however, that Clement represents a "minority apostolic tradition" 

which emanates from Alexandria. There are indicators of this tradition coming 

from several places: the tradition of Bamabas and Mark founding the Church in 

Alexandria, Philo, the author of NT Hebrews, NT Apollos, and the Epistle of 

Barnabas. 

We have also seen tlU'oughout this chapter that Clement's modus operandi will 

be to revealand conceal. This is critical for understanding Stromateis. We will 

see in Chapter Five how Clement finally uses this reveallconceal methodology in 

Strom. VII, the pinnacle of the work. 
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Finally, we see that 8Effipicx is a significant word and concept in Stromateis. 

Indeed, what we see is a use of 8Effipicx which is greater than the sum of its palts. 

This evidence also points to Clement' s 7tCXpa8o(jl~, the oral traditions which he 

received from "blessed men" who had preserved "the tradition of the blessed 

doctrine derived directly from the holy apostles ... ,,224 This secret yvmO't~, this 

"apostolic" tradition, includes a teaching of 8Effipicx, a spiritual contemplation, the 

spiritual "meat" for the gnostic. Following the Apostle Paul, Clement has given 

great impOliance to the concept of two levels of believers and their patticular 

foods, "milk" and "meat. " We have seen in this chapter how Clement designates 

the "meat" as the advanced food for the gnostic, the 8Effipicx. 

In Chapter Four we will look more closely at this aspect of his system; we will 

see that Clement has a spiritual pathway which he intends the gnostic to follow -

and 8Effipicx is the highest stage on this pathway. Before we do this we need to get 

a better understanding of what Clement means when he speaks of 8Effipicx; this will 

be the focus of Chapter Three. 

224 Strom. I. 1.11,2-3. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

TECHNICAL ASPECTS OF 8£copi<x 

The survey of 8E(J)ptCX helps us to understand the development of the word up 

until the time of Clement. We acknowledged that Clement's use of the word 

represents a further development from an intellectual "seeing" to something 

different, a spiritual "seeing," or contemplation. In this chapter we want to look at 

several categories which occur in Clement's use of 8E(J)ptCX: apophaticism, or the 

via negativa, 0:1ta8ncx (the absence of all passions), ~ uO''t1lPWV (the concept of 

mystelY), £1t01t'tctCX (the mystic vision of the soul), and a few categories which are 

associated with the ascent of the gnostic soul into the heavenly realms. 

Because the scholarly focus is usually on Clement's theology or philosophy, 

these categories tend to be examined in that context. There has been velY little 

discussion on how these categories relate to Clement's concept of 8E(J)ptCX. We 

will examine each categOlY first by offering a general discussion of the 

word/concept, then by looking at its frequency and use with our key telID. We will 

look closely at the most clUcial texts where both wordslconcepts occur; using this 

method we should be able to detect how impOltant each categOlY is in Clement's 

overall scheme of 8E(J)ptCX. 

It must be remembered that some of these categories are represented in 

Stromateis with velY little data. In these instances caution must be used in the 

discussion in order not to give undue attention or impOltance to a categOlY which 

Clement himself has not sufficiently addressed. 



CHAPTER THREE: TECHNICAL ASPECTS OF 8E(Opi<x 

3.1 The Apophatic Nature of OEropia 

Clement portrays God as transcendent, yet immanent. l This immediately 

causes both theological and philosophical problems which certainly cannot be fully 

addressed in this study, yet can neither be ignored. For our purpose here we will 

begin with transcendence because it is from this concept that the other categories 

flow; God's nature as other demands the abstraction of the soul from the senses, 

to strive for apatheia, to experience the mystery of the beatific vision, and to rise 

up beyond this world into the heavenly realms. These are all categories which we 

find associated with 8E(Opi<x in Stromateis. 

3.1.1 The Ineffable God 

Clement clearly presents God as transcendent, wholly different from man and 

ineffable. 2 In his discussion on this topic, Casey offers this comment, "Clement's 

conception of God's transcendence is from the historical point of view probably 

the most significant p011ion of his theology" (p.74). He clearly shows that 

Clement, though not the first Christian writer to use the word aO'(O)l<X'toC; ("without 

body"), was the first to understand its meaning and philosophical implications 

refening to him as "a pioneer" in his expression of immateriality. 3 Casey argues 

1 We will discuss the aspect of transcendence in this chapter, leaving our discussion of immanence for 
Chapter Five. 
2 R.P. Casey's discussion on the concept of transcendence in Clement is still one of the best, (HTR 1925, 
pp.39-101). Also, see Mortley (Connaissance, especially pp.5-25). MacLeod's article should also be 
consulted for the unique place of Christian influence with respect to transcendence, "'AvaAucns: A Study 
in Ancient Mysticism," JTS 21 (1970), pp.43-55. Finally, see Trigg (SP 1997, pp.540-545); Trigg makes 
some interesting comparisons between Clement and Origen, " ... Clement's negative theology has ... 
implications for the larger history of Christian thought, and, in particular, for the history of Origenism ... " 
(pp.543-544). He sees Clement holding more firmly to transcendence than even Origen (pp.544-545). See 
Osborn (Clement, Appendix B, "Negative Theology" pp.184-186), where he disagrees with Volker on 
various points, opening with the statement, "Clement is not either a philosopher or a theologian. He is 
both. The task he set himself was to bring together Greek philosophy and Christian theology ... " (p.184) 
3 Casey (HTR 1925, p.78fi). Casey is much less generous to Justin than is Osborn (The Beginning, pp.34-
37) when he says, "Justin's reference to the Stoics shows no considerable knowledge of their 
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against lnge's comparison of Clement with Plotinus, mainly because Clement 

presents Christ as the great Logos element which breaks the veil of 

transcendence.4 

In order to see just how clearly Clement communicates this transcendence, we 

will look at a quite lengthy passage from Book V: 5 

And John the apostle says: "No man hath seen God at any time. The only
begotten God, who is in the bosom of the Father, He hath declared Him," -
calling invisibility (aopa:tov) and ineffableness (appll'tov) the bosom of God. 
Hence some have called it the Depth, as containing and embosoming all things, 
inaccessible (avEcpt K'tOV) and boundless (a1tEpuv'tOV). This discourse 
respecting God is most difficult to handle. For since the first principle of 
everything is difficult to find out, the absolutely first and oldest principle, which 
is the cause of all other things being and having been, is difficult to exhibit. For 
how can that be expressed which is neither genus, nor difference, nor species, 
nor individual, nor number; nay more, is neither an event, nor that to which an 
even[t] happens? No one can rightly express Him wholly. For on account of 
His greatness He is ranked as the All, and is the Father of the universe. Nor are 
any parts to be predicated of Him. For the One is indivisible (aOtU1.pE'tOV); 
wherefore also it is infinite (a1tEtpov), not considered with reference to 
inscrutability (aOtE~l. 'tll'tov), but with reference to its being without dimensions 
(aotaa'tu'tov), and not having a limit. And therefore it is without form 
(aaXll~a'tta'tov) and name (avcovo~ua'tov). And if we name it, we do not do 
so properly, terming it either the One, or the Good, or Mind, or Absolute 
Being, or Father, or God, or Creator or Lord. We speak not as supplying His 
name; but for want, we use good names, in order that the mind may have these 
as points of support, so as not to err in other respects. For each one by itself 
does not express God; but all together are indicative of the power of the 
Omnipotent. For predicates are expressed either from what belongs to things 
themselves, or from their mutual relation. But none of these are admissible in 
reference to God. Nor any more is He apprehended by the science of 
demonstration: For it depends on primary and better known principles. But 
there is nothing antecedent to the Unbegotten. 6 

There are numerous items in this passage which must be noticed. First, the 

abundant use of the alpha privative. Undoubtedly, this is the most negatively 

thought....With Clement the situation is quite different," p.79. Osborn (The Beginning, p.23) does refer to 
Clement's God as "utterly transcendent and beyond man's thought and language." 
4 Casey (HTR 1925, pp.79-80). 
5 We have already seen (§2.4.2, pp.76-81) how critical Book V is to Clement's discussion on the hidden 
nature of Truth. 
6 Strom. VI2.81,3-82,3. 
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loaded passage one will fmd in Stromateis;7 it ce11ainly points to the apophaticism 

which can be found in Clement. This passage is the conclusion of a lengthy 

discussion on immateriality which begins at V.11.67, 1. He scoffs at those who try 

to make the incorruptible God in their own image, failing to understand that God 

has given man "ten thousand things in which He does not share."g He then makes 

a statement of the negative way of abstraction which leads to the place of saying, 

"we may reach somehow to the conception of the Almighty, knowing not what He 

is, but what He is not."g Danielou sees the influence of Albinus here, but says that 

Clement "marks an epoch in the histOlY of human thought. ... The supreme 

affIrmation, therefore, which the human mind can make is to acknowledge that 

God in his essence is wholly unknowable."Io 

Secondly, we note that other than the opening citation from St. John, he does 

not cite another text from scripture in this passage. This brings up an important 

point in the study of Clement's apophaticism: it is not primarily driven by biblical 

text. In the apophatic passages, he cites from the biblical text sparingly, sometimes 

not at all. II In each of the passages listed below where he does cite a biblical text 

7 In addition to the alpha privative there is also an abundance of negative conjunctions such as )llre!: and 
ou (there are 18 such negatives). See Trigg's article on the alpha privative and his comments on this text, 
(SP 1997, pp.540-545). 
8 Strom. V.l1.68,1-3. 
9 Strom. v'U.71,3. H.A. Wolfson, "Negative Attributes in the Church Fathers and the Gnostic 
Basilides," HTR 50 (1957), pp.145-156, claims this to be a paraphrase of Albinus, but J. Whittaker, 
NeoPythagoreanism and Negative Theology," SO 44 (1969), pp.W9-125, convincingly refutes Wolfson's 
claim showing these concepts to be commonplace in the philosophical climate of the day (pp.llO-lll). 
This is also the opinion of John Dillon, Alcinous: The Handbook 0/ Platonism (Oxford 1993), see pp.W9-
110. Dillon discusses in his introduction exactly who this Albinus was (pp. ix-xiii), but we will continue 
to refer to the author of Didaskalikos as Albinus. 
10 Danielou (Gospel Message, pp.342-343). DanieIou continues, "Only the Word of God ... can bring it 
[the soul] to the knowledge of God .... the only access to God is by way of the Word and his grace." (p.343) 
While Danielou sees the influence of Albinus, Osborn seems less convinced (The Beginning, pp.240-242). 
11 Passages where no biblical text is cited in support of the apophatic theme: Strom. II. 16.72-75; 
rv'25.155,1-156,l; V.6.36,1-4; 10.65,1-2; 11.77,2 (Apocalypse a/Zephaniah), see DanieIou on this text 
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it is clearly done according to "the godly tradition .... and according to the canon of 

the tIuth,,12 (that is, according to Clement's gnostic rule of allegorical 

intelpretation).13 The biblical texts which he cites are not direct references to an 

apophatic theology, but are allusions. The Platonic tradition is the main influence 

for Clement's apophaticism. We have two more items to notice (in Strom. 

V.12.81,3-82,3); both will confilm our last statement. 

The concept of an ineffable God for Clement is derived from a synthesis of 

Plato and Philo as seen through the lens of the biblical text. When I say Clement's 

apophatic theology comes not from the Scriptures, but from the Platonic tradition I 

do not at all mean that it (apophatic theology) is not a biblical idea/category. 

However, the biblical text does not address the negative as much as it does the 

positive aspects of theology. Osborn sees this same "synthesis,,,14 but gives more 

credit to the Pauline influence than I think is warranted. I think he is correct when 

he reads between the lines of Clement's text to see the Pauline influence, but the 

actual text betrays his analysis. The text he highlights (pp.48-49) is the same one 

we have chosen above, Stromateis V.12.81f. OSbOlTI is conect that the context is 

"dominated by the themes of faith and mystely" (p.46), but as we follow the flow 

of Strom. V and the use Clement makes of biblical citations, it is clear that the 

(Gospel Message, p.4S6); VI.S.39,1-2 (he cites the Preaching of Peter); VII.7.37,l-2; VII.12.76,4-6. The 
following passages have citations from the scriptures: Strom. II.2.S,3-6,4; II. 17.77,4; V.ll. 71-74; 
V 12.78-S2; VI.1S.166,l-3. 
12 Strom. VI.lS.124,4-S. 
13 I agree with Hanson's explanation of the 1tapaooO'u; of Clement in part (Origen's, pp.S7-SS). He says 
that the allegorical method of biblical interpretation was the whole of Clement's secret tradition; though I 
have shown that it is not limited to this (§2.S, pp.Sl-SS), I do agree that allegorical method was included. 
The term (1tapaooO'LS;) occurs four times in this discussion (Strom. VI.lS.124-12S). See Tollinton's 
discussion on this as well (II, pp.206-230). 
14 See Osborn (The Beginning, pp.4S-S0). 
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Scriptures are being used to verify his Platonic ideas. In fact, he does not cite a 

single biblical text after his use of John 1:18 at the beginning of the passage 

(V.12.81,3). The remainder of the passage, as Osbom shows in his exegesis 

(pp.48-49), contains allusions to Plato and to Middle Platonism, mainly Philo. 

Overall I agree with OsbOln's analysis, my disagreement is only one of emphasis: 

OsbOln is stressing the biblical framework of Clement's apophaticism while he 

acknowledges the philosophical language, "Recent Pauline study has made it easier 

to link Paul with this theme [he has just cited Acts 17:22-23] .... The fUlther one 

goes into the letter to the Romans the greater is the sense of walking between 

immensities or of handling mysteries." (pp.49-50) While Osborn stresses the 

biblical framework, I see the biblical text as confirmation of the Platonic 

framework. It is not until Book VII that Clement purposes to neglect the citation 

of the Scriptures; if OsbOln were cOll'ect, we would see more biblical citations in 

this passage. 

To continue our discussion of Clement's apophaticism, fUlther comment needs 

to be made on Philo's influence. Wolfson says that Clement understands Plato in 

telms of Philo and cites several examples to illustrate this point. 15 Lilla rejects 

Wolfson's claim of Philo being the originator of the ineffable God, and shows 

quite convincingly that this concept was already present in Plato. 16 Runia goes 

15 Wolfson, H.A. (The Philosophy J, pp.266-270). 
16 See H.A. Wolfson, Philo, Vol. II (Cambridge, USA 1948) pp.94-164, especially p.1l9. Lilla points to 
E.R. Dodds and A.J. Festugiere for his opinion, (Clement, pp.2l8-220). Lilla also points out that this 
concept was known in Gnostic circles as well. This would not have affected Philo and it seems doubtful, 
in light of Clement's use of Plato and Philo, that he would have followed the Gnostics in this. See also, 
Lilla, S., "The Neoplatonic Hypostases and the Christian Trinity," in Studies in Plato and the Platonic 
Tradition: Essays Presented to John Whittaker, ed. by Mark Joyle (Aldershot, UK 1997), pp.127-l89. 
Mortley (Connaissance, p.lO) also shows transcendence in Middle Platonic writers, but does admit that it 
is through Philo that this concept comes into Christian thought. Chadwick pointed out this shortcoming 
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fm1her with regard to this issue by saying, "we can actually prove that Clement 

was aware of the close connection between Platonism and Philonic thought."l7 

Philo was the ftrst to use celtain words to describe God, such as "unutterable" 

(aPPl1'toc;), which is used by Clement several times. i8 Clement's usage of 

aPPl1'toc; is our third item to notice in the text which preceded this discussion. 

Though Clement's use of apPl1'toc; might have been inspired by Philo, his use 

of the word points to this synthesis we have mentioned above. From the eight 

times he uses the word refening to the concept of God, three clearly reflect the 

influence of Philo, four include a biblical text, and three actually name Plato. 19 

This only conftlIDs what we have already noted: Clement is highly influenced by 

Plato, Philo and the Scriptures. In relation to this synthesis Runia comments, 

It cannot be emphasized enough that in all probability Clement, because he 
had had a pagan philosophical training before he became a Christian, will 
have read Plato before he gained acquaintance with Philo. Most likely he 
did not come across Philo until he reached Alexandria and joined his last 
teacher Pantaenus. This means that Philo did not teach Clement Platonism, 
but rather how to connect his Platonism to biblical thought ... 20 

It should be noted that utter transcendence of God was vital in second century 

in a review of Wolfson's study almost before the ink had time to dry; see CR 63 (1949), pp.24-2S. Lastly, 
see Osborn's insightful comments on Wolfson's study, (The Beginning, p.220 nl; pp.240-244, especially 
p.241 n4). 
17 Runia (Philo-Literature, p.147). 
18 Dillon, John, The Golden Chair: Studies in the Development of Platonism and Christianity; "The 
Transcendence of God in Philo: Some Possible Sources," IX, pp.I-8 (Hampshire, UK 1990), p.5. Dillon 
goes on to show that Rep. VI.508E was a major influence on Philo's negative theology, p.6. 
Passages in Stromateis where Clement uses &pPT\1:0S in reference to God: Strom. 1I.2.S,3-4; V.6.34,7; 
VlO.6S,2; V.12.78,3; 79,1; 81,3; Vl.l7.1S4,1; VlI.7.37,2. 
19 For Philo: Strom. II.2.5,3-4; V.6.34,7; V.12.78,3; for use of a biblical text: Strom. II.2.S,3-4; 
V12.78,3; V12.79,1; 81,3; for those which cite Plato: Strom. II.2.5,3-4 (an allusion to Tim. 28c); 
VlO.65,2; V.12.78,3; 79,l. 
20 Runia (Philo-Literature, p.155), although he would probably not want to use the word "synthesis," see 
p.lSln8l. 
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Platonism. 21 This brings us to our final item to notice in our main passage, and a 

summation: it is full of categories which fit Middle Platonism better than the 

Scriptures.22 

So it is clear that Clement's God is transcendent and ineffable. We now need 

to isolate passages in Stromateis where Clement links 8ECOptCX with this ineffable 

God; this will give us an indication of how apophaticism fits into his scheme of 

spirituality . 

3.1.2 8ECOpta, the doorway into the invisible realm 

If God is ineffable and unapproachable, then how is one to have any kind of 

contact with this Being? Indeed, if God is not at all like us, and "like only can 

know like,,,23 then the Clu'istian has no hope of any contact. Where many second 

centulY Platonists affllmed this inability for man to make contact with the 

Divine,24 Clement has too much biblical faith to do so; his answer is to be found 

in the grace of the Incarnation and in the concept of 8ECOpl.CX. God made the initial 

contact through the Logos in the incamation,25 and the gnostic makes continual 

contact tlu'ough 8ECOptCX. In this section we want to look at the passages where the 

via negativa and 9ECOptCX occur together. 

21 Whittaker, John, "Plutarch, Platonism and Christianity," in Neoplatonism and Early Christian 
Thought: Essays in Honor of A.H. Armstrong, edited by H.J. Blumenthal and R.A. Markus (London 
1981), pp.50-63. Whittaker points out that Plutarch held to transcendence and immanence (p.52), but this 
does not necessarily mean that Clement was influenced by him. Osborn humorously shows that verbal 
similarity does not automatically mean literary dependence, (The Beginning, pp.241-242 nl). 
22 See Lilla's discussion (Clement, pp.210-217) where he comments or mentions most of this text. 
Interestingly, it is here that Danielou says, "This is no longer Middle Platonism, but the God of the Bible, 
the deus absconditus. Equally, however, it is not the dualism of the Gnostic." (Gospel Message, p.342) 
Danielou is showing how Clement's system includes immanence, which we will discuss in Chapter Five. 
23 tva. 011 'to 0flOlOV 'tCP 0fl01.CP 8E(J)proflEV; Strom. y.1.13 ,2. This phrase comes from Plato (Laws 
IV.716C) and Clement refers to it at least three other times: Strom. II.22.132,4; V3.18,5; 14.95,4. 
24 Lilla (Clement, pp.217-221). 
25 This is the whole aim of Prot rep tic us; §4.2.2 (pp.155-157). See also, Strom. Vll.71,5; Y.12.82,4. 
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Right away it must be said that there are velY few clear references where 

9ECOpta occurs within an apophatic text; we only count two (Strom. V.12. 78,1-2 

and VII. 12. 76, 7). The clearest citation happens to be the one we noted in the last 

chapter (p.36 above), Strom. V.12.78,1-3: 

"For both is it a difficult task to discover the Father and Maker of this 
universe; and having found Him, it is impossible to declare Him to all. For 
this is by no means capable of expression, like the other subjects of 
instruction," says the truth-loving Plato. For he heard right well that the 
all-wise Moses, ascending the mount for holy contemplation (01(1. 't1lV 
u)'tav 9ECOpt(XV), to the summit of intellectual objects, necessarily 
commands that the whole people do not accompany him. And when the 
Scripture says, "Moses entered into the thick darkness where God was," 
this shows to those capable of understanding, that God is invisible and 
beyond expression by words. 

There are several items which must be discussed; we will begin with Clement's 

quotation of the well known Platonic text, Timaeus 28c. The first thing to notice is 

that Clement quotes the text accurately, probably from a copy of Plato rather than 

from an anthology?6 He accurately indicates that this "Father and Maker" is 

difficult to discover, but not impossible. In the same way, it is not impossible to 

declare Him, just impossible to declare Him to all.27 Secondly, Clement gives us 

his interpretation of Plato by refening to God who is "invisible and beyond 

expression by words (appll'toc;)" (78,3). He uses apPll'toc; here and will use it 

twice more (79,1 and 81,3) in this lengthy section which extends through 

V.12.82,3 and opened our discussion of apophaticism. This further confums the 

apophatic nature of this passage. Next, we see that the whole thrust of the passage, 

though apophatic in nature, is actually pointing to the possibility of making contact 

26 Danielou (Gospel Message, pp.I08-109). 
27 Dillon shows how this passage from Timaeus was often misquoted in order to invoke Platonic authority, 
("Tampering," pp.SO-72). See Chapter Two (p.36 n49) for a listing of works on this text. 
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with God: Moses ascends "to the summit of intellectual objects" through holy 

contemplation (Ota 'tijv ayla.v 8Eropla.v).28 This is confilmed with the citation of 

2 Cor. 12:2 where Paul describes being raised up into the third heaven where he 

heard "unutterable" words (&pP'l1'ta. P1)}la.'ta.).29 Clement is showing here that the 

God beyond expression of words can, with difficulty, be discovered. How? By 

"ascending the mount for holy contemplation. ,,30 

Our second passage (Strom. VII. 12. 76,4-5) linking apophaticism with 8Eropla. 

does not hold the same weight of argument as our first passage. It says the gnostic, 

through contemplation, "sees the Lord, directing his eyes towards things 

invisible ... ", but this passage appears in the midst of Strom. VII where Clement 

gives the practical side of 8Eropla.. As we have mentioned, we will discuss in 

detail these practical aspects of 8Eropla. in Chapter Five. 

3.1.3 Conclusions on the apophatic and 8Eropla. 

What can we conclude from our review of the apophatic texts with respect to 

8Ecopla.? First, we again see the three major influences on Clement: Plato, Middle 

Platonism (mainly through Philo), and the Scriptures. Clement has either shaped 

his own Christian apophaticism from these three systems, or this is part of the 

na.paoocnc;. Secondly, there is not enough direct textual evidence to link 8Eropla. 

with Clement's apophaticism; if there is a link we will have to verify it through 

the association of other ideas and categories. This will be our task for the 

remainder of this chapter. 

28 Strom. V12.78,2. 
29 Strom. V 12.79,1. 
30 Strom. V 12.78,2. 
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3.2 ) A1t<x8n<x, the Absence of all Passion 

'Ana8Et<x is a categOlY in Clement which has received a great amount of 

attention over the years. 31 Clement's use of this mainly Stoic categOlY leads him 

into a questionable Christology. It is because of ana8Et<X that Clement holds forth 

Jesus as having something more than a nOlmal corporeal body: 

The Gnostic is such, that he is subject only to the affections that exist for 
the maintenance of the body, such as hunger, thirst, and the like. But in the 
case of the Saviour, it were ludicrous [to suppose] that the body, as a 
body, demanded the necessary aids in order to its duration. For He ate, not 
for the sake of the body, which was kept together by a holy energy, but in 
order that it might not enter into the minds of those who were with Him to 
entertain a different opinion of Him; in like manner as certainly some 
afterwards supposed that He appeared in a phantasmal shape (50Kr,a81). 
But He was entirely impassible (amxBr,t;); inaccessible to any movement of 
feeling--either pleasure or pain. 32 

Here Clement has opened the door to a docetic Christ while, at the same time, he 

mentions the need to keep the same door shut. This passage occurs in the most 

important chapter on the subject of ana8Et<X, Strom. VI.9?3. In another place 

(Strom. III.7.59,3) Clement approvingly cites a letter of Valentinus which supports 

this same position.34 It should be added that Clement does not hesitate to attack 

the docetists. 35 To conclude our comments on Clement's Cma8Ela with respect to 

Jesus, it is impOltant to see that Clement had been influenced by the philosophical 

31 See Bigg (Platonists, pp.93·96); Tollinton (II, pp.84·92); Wytzes, J., "The Twofold Way I: Platonic 
Influences in the Work of Clement of Alexandria," VC 11 (1957), pp.226-245; Lilla (Clement, pp.84-
117); pp.163-169 is an excellent discussion. Lilla shows Cx1tCx8£w. to have been current in Philo and 
Neoplatonism as well; Clark, pp.29-34; Bradley, Denis J.M., "The Transformation of the Stoic Ethic in 
Clement of Alexandria," SEC 16, edited by Everett Ferguson (New York 1993), pp.43-68; Pagels, Elaine, 
"Gnostic and Orthodox views of Christ's Passion: Paradigms for the Christian's Response to 
Persecution?," SHR 41 (Leiden 1980), pp.262-283. 
32 Strom. VI.9.71,l-2. All brackets appear in Wilson's translation. 
33 'A1tae£ta occurs 5 times in this chapter: VI.9.71,2; 72,2; 73,2; 73,6; and 74,l. 
34 See Chadwick's comment on this tel\.1 and the letter to Agathopus who we know nothing about, 
(Alexandrian, pp.32-33). 
35 Strom. III.13.91,1; 17.102,1-3. 
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cunent around him; since God is a1tu8f1c;, the Logos must be as wel1.36 Now we 

must move on to see how this concept of a.mx8Ew. affects Clement's anthropology. 

Clement's gnostic is to "become like his Teacher in impassibility.,,37 The 

whole of Strom. VI. 9 is devoted to this concept: 

The Gnostic is such, that he is subject only to the affections that exist for 
the maintenance of the body, such as hunger, thirst, and the like. (71,1) 

Nor, consequently, does he fall into any desire and eagerness ... (72,1) 

For it were ridiculous to say that the gnostic and perfect man must not 
eradicate anger and courage ... (72,3) 

For knowledge (gnosis) produces practice, and practice habit or disposition; 
and such a state as this produces impassibility, not moderation of passion. 
(74,1) 

And what necessity for self-restraint to him who has not need of it? For to 
have such desires, as require self-restraint in order to their control, is 
characteristic of one who is not yet pure, but subject to passion. (76,2) 

This state of passionlessness is expressed in numerous other places; this gnostic is 

not even subject to temptation. 38 Here we see where Clement's understanding of 

sanctification has been overly influenced by his eclectic philosophy. The apostles, 

according to Clement, had mastered all passions, even those "as seem good, [like] 

I · d' ,,39 courage, zea, JOY, eSlre ... Though Clement stood against various Gnostic 

groups who opposed malTiage, his gnostic does not engage in sexual relations with 

his wife, treating her instead "as a sister. ,,40 Clement does, however, distinguish 

his a.mx8etu from the philosophical equivalent; the gnostic cannot attain this state 

on his own. 

36 Lilla (Clement, pp.UO-lIl). 
37 Strom. VI.9.72,1. 
38 Strom. II.20.103); III.7.57-59 (though 0:1t0:8eto: does not appear in Book III, the concept certainly 
does); IV,6.40,l; 22.138,1; 22.139,4; 23.147,1-2; 23.152,1; V1.13.105,1; 16.138,3; V1I.2.10,1; 3.13,3; 
1l.67,8; 14.84,1; 14.88,2. 
39 Strom. VI.9.71,3. 
40 Strom. VI.12.100,3. See Chadwick's discussion on this, (Alexandrian, pp.33-35). 
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According to Clement, anaSEt<X is only attained by a process of discipline and 

purification assisted by the Logos: 

As then, for those of us who are diseased in body a physician is required, 
so also those who are diseased in soul require a paedagogue to cure our 
maladies; and then a teacher, to strain and guide the soul to all requisite 
knowledge when it is made able to admit the revelation of the Word. 
Eagerly desiring, then, to perfect us by a gradation conducive to salvation, 
suited for efficacious discipline, a beautiful arrangement is observed by the 
all-benignant Word, who first exhorts, then trains, and finally teaches.41 

We will discuss how this aspect fits into Clement's spiritual pathway later (§4.2.3, 

pp.157-160). It is sufficient here to note that the Logos acts as the doctor to heal 

and purify, but the gnostic has the duty to train himself; "It is good if for the sake 

of the kingdom of heaven a man emasculates himself from all desire. ,,42 However, 

our discussion here is concemed with how this category relates to 8ECOpi<x. 

3.2.1 Prerequisite for SEropi<x 

For Clement, one had to be pure in heart to "see" God. As we will see in 

§4.3.3 (pp.177-184), the use of "seeing" God "face to face" is a recuning theme in 

Clement's use of SEropi<x; being pure in heart is required for the gnostic to have 

this encounter.43 There are only four passages where ana8Et<X and 8ECOpi<x occur 

linked together;44 we will look at the clearest one of these first, 

And since there are two paths of reaching the perfection of salvation, 
works and knowledge, He called the "pure in heart blessed, for they shall 
see God" .... Pure then as respects corporeal lusts, and pure in respect of 
holy thoughts, he means those are, who attain to the knowledge of God, 

41 Paid. 1.1.3,3. Other texts which illustrate the work of Christ in this process: Paid. 1.2.6,1-4; 6.51,1; 
III. 12.98,2. Lilla (Clement, pp.96-97, 112-117) shows how Clement's system is similar to other schools of 
the time, yet different ih this important element of assistance by the Logos. 
42 Strom. III.7.59,4. Wytzes discusses Clement's views on a.mx9EtU and maintains that he did not 
understand biblical grace, (VC 1957, pp.229-232). 
43 These are passages where Clement either uses or alludes to Matt. 5:8: Strom. 1.19.94,6; 1I.20.1D4,2; 
Iv'6.39,l; v'6.40,1; VI.14.108,l; VII.3.13,l; 10.56,5; 1l.68,4. It is difficult in some of these passages to 
know if the allusion is to Matt. 5:8 or to 1 Cor. 13: 12. 
See Volker, p.407; Wytzes says that purity leads to 8EWptU and 8EWptU to purity (VC 1960, p.147). 
44 Strom. IV,6.40,l; 23.152,1; VI1.2.10,l-2; 3.13,1-3. 
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when the chief faculty of the soul has nothing spurious to stand in the way 
of its power. When, therefore, he who partakes gnostically of this holy 
quality devotes himself to contemplation C'tn 8£oopiQ;), communing in 
purity with the divine, he enters more nearly into the state of impassible 

C' 8 ~ )'d . 45 a:na: OU<; 1 entlty ... 

This passage contains each of the three elements we have mentioned: cmu9£u:x, 

9£cophl, and "seeing" God. It also indicates what we have already established, 

0:1tu9na is a prerequisite for S£copia; but Clement is also saying that when the 

gnostic engages in Sempia: "he enters more nearly into the state of impassible 

identity." This could be an allusion to the state of pertection in the next life,46 but 

for now we recognise this to be the only occasion where Clement gives this 

reading. Lilla points to this passage saying that" amx(}eUX and (}cmpia cannot be 

separated from each other.,,47 Two of the other passages confiIm this connection, 

... and man, when deified purely into a passionless (<xna8£ta:v) state, 
becomes a unit ... .In the contemplative life ('tCP 8eOOprrttKcp j3tcp), then, one 
in worshipping God attends to himself, and through his own spotless 
purification beholds Cenon't£u£t) the holy God holily .. .IY.23.152,1-3 

... the soul, which is ever improving in the acquisition of virtue and the 
increase of righteousness, should obtain a better place in the universe, as 
tending in each step of advancement towards the habit of impassibility 
(<xna8dw;), till "it come to a perfect man," to the excellence at once of 
knowledge and of inheritance .... to the transcendent and continual 
contemplation (8£oopia:<;) of the Lord in eternity. VII. 2. 1 0,1-2 

It is clear that to have the encounter of "seeing" God (gecopia:), the gnostic must 

first be purified (0:1tageta:).48 

3.2.2 Abstraction from the Senses 

We have seen (pp.89-91) how Clement seems to follow a common method of 

abstraction; we now need to examine two particular texts where he does this: 

45 Strom. IV.6.39,1-40,1. 
46 See §3.5.2 (p.123) for this discussion. 
47 Lilla (Clement, p.163 n4). 
48 The following passages where purity is linked to SErop1.CX without the use of cm<XeEtCX should be added to 
this list: Strom. IY.5.21,1; VI.9.74-75; VII.7,44,6-7. The texts in note 43 should also be consulted. 
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Now the sacrifice which is acceptable to God is unswerving abstraction 
from the body and its passions .... For he who neither employs his eyes in the 
exercise of thought, nor draws aught from his senses, but with pure mind 
itself applies to objects, [this man] practises the true philosophy. This is, 
then, the import of the silence of five years prescribed by Pythagoras, 
which he enjoined on his disciples; that, abstracting themselves from the 
objects of sense, they might with the mind alone contemplate 
(£1t01t'tEUOU::V) the Deity . 

... the greater mysteries, in which nothing remains to be learned of the 
universe, but only to contemplate (£1t01t'tEUEW) and comprehend nature 
and things ... .If, then, abstracting all that belongs to bodies and things called 
incorporeal, we cast ourselves into the greatness of Christ, and thence 
advance into immensity by holiness, we may reach somehow to the 
conception of the Almighty, knowing not what He is, but what He is not. 
And form and motion, or standing, or a throne, or place, or right hand or 
left, are not at all to be conceived as belonging to the Father of the 
universe, although it is so written. But what each of these means will be 
shown in its proper place. The First Cause is not then in space, but above 
both space, and time, and name, and conception. 49 

Lilla shows the presence of this kind of abstraction in Plato,SO then in Philo as 

welLS 1 This makes it all the more likely that Clement is simply building on the 

systems of these two which is consistent with most of the other data we have seen. 

I would suggest that Clement is snuggling to reconcile the philosophical 

concept of transcendence and the ineffable nature of God with his understanding 

of immanence, neither of which he is willing to relinquish. In the discussion of 

transcendence Clement sees this immateriality, this abstraction, as a way to hold 

on to transcendence without giving up immanence. If "like understands like," then 

the gnostic must somehow be able to shed this corporeal essence in order to have 

the "face to face" communion which Clement seems to think is possible. 

49 Strom. V.l1.67,1-3 and Y.l1.71,1-4. Lilla's discussion on this is good (Clement, pp.163-169) although 
I do not agree with the limitations which he places on 8ECOPt<X, as "contemplation of the intelligible 
world," p.163. He shows the similarities between Clement and Plato, as well as similarities with Middle 
Platonism including Philo. We have already seen these concepts to be the common stock of Middle 
Platonism, thus Clement simply adopts them from the general philosophical milieu of the day. 
50 Ibid., p.166. 
51 Ibid., pp.168-169. 
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Both of the above texts include the use of e1to1t"tElu, but both are used to 

indicate intellectual contemplation. We wi11look more closely at Clement's use of 

this telID in §3.4 (pp.114-121), but for now we simply want to note the concept of 

abstraction linked with the "seeing" of the mind. 

It is also impOliant to see the flow of Strom. V (§2.4.2, pp.76-81 and §2.5, 

pp.81-85); this will help to understand Clement's use of abstraction. Clement has 

used the entire discussion of symbols in Strom. V to bring the reader to the place 

of understanding that "if one expect to apprehend ... by the senses, he has fallen far 

from the uuth. ,,52 Kovacs maintains that one purpose of Clement's exegesis of the 

Temple in V.6 is to prepare the reader for "the insatiable vision of God.,,53 After 

this text where the High Priest is shown to be "putting off his consecrated robe" 

(V.6.39,3), the world of the senses, these absu'action texts follow to reinforce the 

message. Then, Clement goes back to old material, a ShOli defense of philosophy 

followed by what Mondeseli calls "a long, velY long chapter. One of those which 

tested the patience of the reader... [with] the monotony, and weakness of the 

arguments ... ,,54 We have seen that this is how Clement conceals the 1tupaoo(J'u; -

he bogs the reader down with extraneous material. As we have seen in §2.5 

(pp.84-85), he opens Strom. VI with a promise to reveal more, but he digresses 

agam. These absu'action texts are pati of Clement's symphonic movement 

canying the reader (he hopes!) to Strom. VII where he says he will give the 

clearest presentation of the gnostiC. 

52 Strom. V1.7,4. 
53 Kovacs, p.437. See Chapter Two, p.81 n207 and p.83. 
54 Mondesert (Clement, p.SS). 
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3.2.3 Conclusions on an&'SEta and 8Eropta 

We conclude that an&.Sna is an integral pmt of Clement's system of yvrocrtc; 

and therefore it affects his concept of SECOpta.. Clement's assumption is that the 

soul which enjoys the contemplation of God must be pure. If one ceases from this 

• I Id 1 55 punty, SECOpta wou a so cease. The abstraction from the senses, another 

aspect of 8ECOpta, facilitates the attainment of purity; when one leaves the senses 

behind, he is ascending into the realm of pure mind and thought. We will see in 

our discussion of silent prayer (§5.6.3, pp.243-245) that purity of thought also 

concellls Clement; the concept of purity touches evelY aspect of his yv&crtC;. 

We will see that an&'Sna, or purity, will never be far removed from any aspect 

of this study. The concept of discipline, the building of viltue, will come up again 

in our overview of Paidagogus (§4.2.3, pp.157-160). This is part of Clement's 

plan which leads to an&.Sna and SEropta. We will see throughout the discussion 

in Chapter Five that purity is a critical element of Clement's practical presentation 

of the gnostic. Finally, we will see this concept to be one of the three main 

objectives of the gnostic in life (§5.7.2, p.257). As Lilla has cOlTectly said, 

"amX(}cla and (}cOJp£a cannot be separated from each other.,,56 

3.3 The Concept of Mystery 

Because God is transcendent and categorically other in essence, the knowledge 

of God is a mystely. Clement comments on this theme in a great many places; 

there are 91 occunences of Jl '\)cr't~ptov in Clement. 57 With such an amount of text 

55 This seems to be the implication in Strom. Iy'5.21,l. 
56 Lilla (Clement, p.163 n4). 
57 Stahl in (Band 4, pp.574-575) and Marsh, H.G., "The Use of l1'DO'tt,plOV in the Writings of Clement of 
Alexandria with Special Reference to His Sacramental Doctrine," JTS 37 (1936), pp.64-80, see p.64 nl. 
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to analyse, it is amazing that just what Clement means by J1. uO"'tl)ptoV is not 

completely clear. 58 We will look at some of these texts which will give us some 

indication, then move to our focus: how Clement uses J1.uO"'tl)ptoV with 8E(Opicx. 

But first, we must briefly examine two possible sources which may have 

influenced him: the mystelY religions and the Apostle Paul. 

3.3.1 The Mystery Religions 

The first thing to recognise is how Clement has adopted the religious language 

around him. Bigg proposed that Clement was personally involved with Eleusinian 

mysteries because he shows familiarity with the ideas and shares the language, but 

he also admits that the language was common with Platonists of the day. 59 It is 

most likely, as Mayor maintains, that Clement is simply using the mystery 

language to show how the Church had something better; his polemical attack in 

Protrepticlis 12-24 indicates his lack of acceptance of their veracity.60 At the 

same time, he does use the language of the mysteries, but hangs that language on a 

Christian framework: in Protrepticlis 12.120,1-2 he speaks of the "holy mysteries" 

and says "My way is lighted with torches .. .! become holy whilst I am initiated. 

The Lord is the hierophant (iEpO<pO:V'tEt ... 6 KUptoC;) ... " Yet is also "the only true 

God, the Word of God .... This Jesus, who is etemal, the one great High Priest of the 

one God and of His Father..." Clement is clearly co-opting the language of the 

mysteries. We will now look briefly at his use of Paul when he speaks of mystery. 

58 Marsh, p.65. 
59 Bigg (Platonists, p.91). A.D. Nock, "Hellenistic Mysteries and Christian Sacraments," in Arthur Darby 
Nock: Essays on Religion and the Ancient World, Vol. II, edited by Zeph Stewart (Oxford 1972), pp.791-
820, reminds us that these mysteries were "deeply rooted in literature and tradition" of the day, p.797. 
Lilla also sees the mystery language in most of the literature of the day and therefore does not attribute 
Clement's use of the mystery language to the mysteries, (Clement, p.154). 
60 Hort-Mayer, pp.li-Iv. Also, see Nock ("Hellenistic," pp.814-815). 
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3.3.2 The Apostle Paul, Jl ,\)O"'t1lPtoV and Clement 

Clement quotes the Apostle Paul in many of his sections where Jl '\)(j'tl]ptoV is 

the fOCUS. 61 Six times in Strom. V.IO Clement quotes Paul refel1'ing to a mystery 

text. 62 We have already seen the imp011ance of Book V in Clement's overall 

scheme (§2.4.2, pp.76-81); we confiIm this here by recognising the prominent 

place given in this book to mystery. In §2.4.2 we have seen how Clement devotes 

the whole of Book V to the hidden nature of God's wisdom; Clement confirms this 

with his use of Paul. Almost evelY Pauline quotation (see notes 62 and 63 below) 

speaks of the mystery being hidden. Although there is a concentration of such 

quotations in Strom. V.IO, there are others in Book V which point to Clement's 

use of Paul to substantiate his position on mystery.63 

It is not altogether clear just what Paul means when he uses Jl \)O"'tl]PWV, 64 but 

most agree that it includes the revealing of something which has been concealed, 

or hidden. At times he seems to be refel1'ing to the gospel as a whole, which was a 

61 For discussion on Clement's use of Paul and mystery: Lilla (Clement, pp.147-148); Marsh, pp.65-66; 
Nock ("Hellenistic," pp.803-S11). 
62 Strom. Y.lO.60,1 (Eph. 3:3-5); 60,3 (Col. 1:25-27); 61,4 (Col. 2:2-3); 62,1 (Col. 4:3-4); 
64,6 (Rom. 16:25-26); 65,5 (1 Cor. 2:6,7). 
63 Strom. Y.4.19,3 (1 Cor. 2:13); 25,2 (1 Cor. 2:6-8); Y.12.S0,1 (l Cor. 2:6-7); SO,5 (Col. 2:2-3). 
64 The scholarship on Paul and mystery is immense. I will list the works which I have consulted as a 
sample: Nock clearly shows that Paul's use of j1.uO''tTJpWV is consistent with the LXX and has not been 
influenced by the mystery religions, ("Hellenistic," pp.S05-S14). Nigel Turner, Christian Words 
(Edinburgh 19S0), pp.2S2-2S3, gives mystery broad meaning from the many ways Paul uses it; F.F. 
Bruce, Commentary on the Epistle to the Colossians, NIC, EpheSians and Colossians (Grand Rapids 
1979), "something formerly concealed and now revealed." (p.218) Bruce includes as a distinct mystery 
the inclusion ofthe Gentiles (p.21S n168); Gordon Fee, The First Epistle to the Corinthians, NrC (Grand 
Rapids 1987), points to other studies which show no link between Paul and the mystery religions, (pp.104 
n27, 160 n9). His opinion on mystery is very similar to that of Bruce; Thorsten Moritz, A Profound 
Mystery: The Use of the Old Testament in Ephesians, Supplements to NovT 85 (Lei den 1996), pp.137-148, 
speaks mainly of the mystery of marriage text in Eph. 5: 31 where "the emphasis falls not on the 
mysteriousness but on the magnitude of that which has been hidden," (p.142); L.L. Welborn, Politics and 
Rhetoric in the Corinthian Epistles (Macon, GA USA 1997), pp.32-36, believes Paul has co-opted the 
language of the trouble-makers in Corinth and is using their own language to convince them of his 
position. He maintains that mystery is "unmistakably" from the mystery religions (pp.32; 34). 
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stumblingblock and foolishness because it did not seem to make sense; "human 

wisdom .. .is unwilling, indeed unable, to embrace the apparently absurd message of 

the clucified messiah. ,,65 Among the many NT themes refened to as mystery: the 

doors of salvation have been opened wide for the Gentiles (Eph. 3:3; Col. 2:2), the 

transforming of the corporeal body into something incorporeal (1 Cor. 15: 51), the 

analogical relationship of husband-wife/Christ-Church (Eph. 5:32), and probably 

many other things which he had seen in his vision (2 Cor. 12: 1-4). Add to all of 

these items the implication that Paul canied an esoteric message for those who 

were able to receive it (1 Cor. 2:6-15 and 3:1-3) and we realize that the concept of 

J.!'DO''tl,pWV for Paul was vast. Commenting on 1 Cor. 2:6,7 WelbOlll says, "Paul 

understood that if he was to regain his position as the teacher and guide of the 

community, he must persuade the Corinthians that he possessed O'o<pia. EV 

J.!'DO''t'llpi!.p (2:7).,,66 Regardless of whether Paul really had an esoteric tradition, 

Clement clearly believed he did and uses Paul's mystery texts extensively. 

65 Garrison, Roman, The Graeco-Roman Context of Early Christian Literature, JSNTSup 137 (Sheffield 
1997), p.15. Neither Garrison, nor Welborn took advantage of the study done by Beatrice, ANRW 26.2 
(1995), on the conflict in Corinth (see the discussion above, pp.66-68). Welborn's study (his section on 
1 Corinthians) was originally published prior to the Beatrice study. Although I do not agree with all of his 
conclusions, I think the Beatrice study deserves consideration. 
66 Welborn, p.35-36. Although I cannot dispute the parallels Welborn finds in the political writings of 
Paul's contemporaries, I cannot fully agree with his line of thought or conclusions. In his opening 
paragraph of the Preface Welborn states, "As it turns out, Paul was thoroughly familiar with the 
conventions of ancient political life, and used them to dissuade his converts from faction .... Paul could 
count on the Corinthians' familiarity with the traditions of Greco-Roman politics. He did not need to 
discuss politics overtly. He could make use of political ideas and tactics to shape the Christian 
community." (p.vii) Although I would not at all be surprised to find that Paul was aware of his 
political/cultural/social surroundings (as any good motivator/preacherJrhetorician would be), and that he 
was influenced (it could have been on a subconscious level) by tllem, I doubt that he is purposing to "make 
use of political ideas and tactics" in his letters. That his techniques of argumentation would have been 
similar can be accounted for by the simple principle that they are to be found across the sphere of human 
interaction. Paul would have sooner been influenced by the examples of rhetoric and argumentation found 
in the QT. 
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Clement follows Paul (probably by default) in his use of ~uO"'tT,ptOV, using it in 

many different ways.67 The allegorical method seems to be the most obvious,68 

but he also uses the word refe11'ing both to the Incamation and the Eucharist. 69 

Marsh points to· two texts where Clement seems to use ~ uO"'tT,PtOV in a way which 

means "symbol.,,70 However, as we have already stated, the bulk of Clement's 

use of the term is difficult to pin down. Before we move on to investigate whether 

there is a link between ~ uO"'tT,PtOV and 9£copia, we should quickly summarize 

what we know, for certain about Clement's use: first, he is mostly influenced by 

the Apostle Paul. 71 Following this, he represents ~uO"'tT,PtOv in telms of being 

hidden, yet available to the gnostic.72 Lastly, though he does use ~uO"'tT,PtOv to 

refer to several key categories, the allegorical method of biblical interpretation -

but chiefly what that allegorical reading reveals - seems to be at the heart of 

Clement's understanding of the word. 

3.3.3 Clement's use of ~ u(J'tT,PtOV and 9£copia 

There are only a few examples where Clement clearly links ~ u(J'tT,PtOV with 

9£copia.73 N eveltheless, three of these passages seem to. be quite significant. We 

67 Marsh's study (iTS 1936) is still the best one for this topic. 
68 Marsh, pp.65-67; Lilla (Clement, pp.144-155); and Hanson (Origen 's, pp.57-58). 
69 For the Incarnation: Protrep. 111,2; Paid. III. 1.2,1; for the Eucharist: Paid. 1.6.43,1. 
70 Strom. IY.17.109,2 and V.9.73,2; see Marsh, pp.66-67. The thrust of Marsh's article is to show that 
Clement did not use lluO"'t1lPWV to represent the sacraments. 
71 Lilla (Clement, pp.144-158) shows the similarities of Clement with all the other literary sources and 
concludes "a literary dependence" (p.154), but I think his quotations from biblical sources (especially the 
ones we have seen from Paul) show the main influence. His biblical quotations are always used as the 
ultimate prooftext of his argument. 
72 This is where I see Clement using/following Paul in the clearest way. The texts we have cited (notes 62 
and 63 above) bear this out. Almost all of Clement's biblical quotations in Strom. 1.1 point to this 
concealed, yet revealed motif which is the guiding principle of the whole work. 
73 Strom. 1.1.15,2-3; 1.28.176,1-2; Y.9.58,4-5; Y.1O.64,4-66,2; and VI.2.4,1-3. 
In Strom. VI.2.4,1-3 Clement uses 8E(J)Pi.U as "scientific investigation" and thus does not help us in this 
discussion. In a curious passage, Strom. 1.28.176,1-2, he also uses 8E(J)Pi.U as "scientific investigation," 
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will look at these three passages closely to see if we can make any conclusions. 

As we have already discussed (pp.39-46) and will mention again (§4.2.4, 

pp.168-174), Strom. Ll is the key for understanding the whole work. In his 

opening chapter Clement wrestles with the idea of putting into writing these 

"apostolic seeds," this "blessed tradition.,,74 It is after he seems to have convinced 

his reader (and himself) that it is best to leave a written account of this tradition, 

that we find the first example of j.l ua-tllPwv and 8ECOpt<X mentioned together: 

Some things my treatise will hint; on some it will linger; some it will merely 
mention. It will try to speak imperceptibly, to exhibit secretly, and to 
demonstrate silently. The dogmas taught by remarkable sects will be 
adduced; and to these will be opposed all that ought to be premised in 
accordance with the profoundest contemplation of the knowledge 
(e1to1t'tlKT]V 8ECOpi<xv yvmaecoe;), which, as we proceed to the renowned 
and venerable canon of tradition, from the creation of the world, will 
advance to our view; setting before us what according to natural 
contemplation ('tile; <pUat Kile; 8ecopiue;) necessarily has to be treated of 
beforehand, and clearing off what stands in the way of this arrangement. 
So that we may have our ears ready for the reception of the tradition of 
true knowledge; the soil being previously cleared of the thorns and of every 
weed by the husbandman, in order to the planting of the vine. For there is 
a contest, and the prelude to the contest; and there are some mysteries 
before other mysteries (j.l ua'tT]pta ... j.l ua'tllplcov). 75 

Here we have a passage which uses the language of the mysteries (E1t01t'tet<X and 

Jl ua'tllpwv), but in the context of ecclesiastical tellliS such as "apostolic," 

"tradition," and "canon." Clement is preparing the reader (advanced catechumens 

in the first instance, see §4.2.4, pp.168-174) to enter into the mysteries which 

belong to the Church.76 He has already introduced j.lua'tllPtov (13,1-2) as that 

but ll\)cr't~ptoV also occurs alongside E1to1t'tt1.a, which seems to be used in place of8£O)pla. We will 
discuss this passage further in our next section, §3.4 (pp.114-121). 
74 . 

Strom. I.l.12,l. 
75 Strom. I.l.15,l-3. 
76 Clement's comments in the Letter to Theodore are interesting in light of this passage, "Thus he [Mark] 
composed a more spiritual Gospel for the use of those who were being perfected .... he left his composition 
to the church in Alexandria, where it even yet is most carefully guarded, being read only to those who are 
being initiated into the great mysteries," LtrTheo. I.21-II.2 (GCS IY.I, p.wii, 27-29). 
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which Christ has spoken and is now being communicated to others, and he has 

already introduced 8EWpta (l0,4). Though the use of 8Ewpla in this passage is not 

completely clear, it is safe to assume (without clear evidence to the contrary) that it 

refers to a spiritual "seeing.,,77 This position is strengthened here with the use of 

E1t01t'tEta (see §3.4, pp.114-121) and by the fact that "natural contemplation" 

(qrucn KllS 8Ewplas) seems to be held in opposition to it. 

Clement is presenting the process of moving from the physical to the 

metaphysical, and then to the spiritual. This is what makes this passage important 

for our purposes: in this introductOlY chapter Clement gives us a hint of his 

spiritual pathway. He describes the use of "natural contemplation" as "clearing off 

what stands in the way .... the thoms and of evelY weed by the husbandman." This 

is needed to prepaTe the reader for these "apostolic seeds.,,78 After this, one is 

ready for the E1t01t'tlK-r,S 8Ecoplac;, the "seeing" of spiritual things, just as in the 

mystelY religions "there are some mysteries before other mysteries.,,79 

As was clear in our discussion of the opening chapter of Stromateis (pp.39-46), 

the nature of the work is described in telIDS of being hidden and secret, and thus 

declared in a clyptic fashion. The next two passages we will look at come from 

Book V, which we have seen (pp.76-81) contains Clement's critical discussion of 

the hidden nature of Tmth. 

77 One of the results of this study is to show Clement's role in this development. 
78 Strom. !.l.l2, l. 
79 Strom. 1.1.15,3. Cf. II. 10,47,4. 
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Towards the end of a section where Clement has been pointing to the practice 

of the Egyptian religions and the Greek philosophers to conceal certain teachings, 

he says this, 

Further, those who instituted the mysteries ('tCx JluO"'t1lptu), being 
philosophers, buried their doctrines in myths, so as not to be obvious to all. 
Did they then, by veiling human opinions, prevent the ignorant from 
handling them; and was it not more beneficial for the holy and blessed 
contemplation (8Eoop"uv) of realities to be concealed? 80 

We see the use of mystery and theoria here, but the interest for us is that we have 

Clement refening to 9EOOpt<X specifically among the philosophers. We have 

already seen this,81 but here he goes on to say that the philosophers followed "the 

tenets of the Barbarian [Jewish] philosophy" and both must be "expounded 

allegorically, not absolutely in all their expressions." (V.9.S8,6) Here we have a 

reference which links allegOly to 8Eoopt<X as Hanson has insisted (§2.2.3, p.57 

nl19), but Clement could easily be indicating that 9EOOptU is being hidden by the 

texts which only the allegorical reading brings out. This passage follows the 

exposition in Strom. V.6 where Clement does just this: he uses an allegorical 

reading to show that the High Priest represents the 9EOOptU of the gnostic. 82 

Strom. V.IO follows this last passage; this chapter is Clement's reading of how 

the Apostle Paul (and other biblical writers) hid the mysteries of the faith. This is 

the beginning of a critical section of Chapter 10 which lUns from V.1O.60-12.82.83 

After establishing the hidden nature of the Scriptures by the quotation of various 

80 Strom. v'9.58,4-5. 
81 Strom. 1.28.176,1-2; II.21.129-130; IV,25.155, 1-3. 
82 Strom. V.6.40,1; see Van den Hoek (Clement-Philo, pp.1l6-147) and our discussion, §2.4.2 (pp.76-81 
and §4.3.4 (pp.184-190). 
83 Here we will discuss only the passages concerned with J.lU(j't~PlOV and 8W)PlU. See §2.4.2 (pp.76-81) 
for a discussion on the significance of this section as it fits into the whole of Book V. 
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biblical texts,84 Clement comes to his point: quoting 1 Cor. 2: 6,7, he intends to 

reveal "the wisdom of God hidden in a mystely.,,85 Next he quotes 1 Cor. 3:1-3, 

linking it to this previous passage, 

... but we speak the wisdom of God hidden in a mystery." Then 
proceeding, he thus inculcates the caution against the divulging of his 
words to the multitude in the following terms: "And I, brethren, could not 
speak to you as to spiritual, but as to carnal, even to babes in Christ. I 
have fed you with milk, not with meat: for ye were not yet able; neither are 
ye now able. For ye are yet carnal." 86 

In effect, Clement is offering his commentruy on St. Paul throughout this chapter; 

he reads in Paul the teaching of a higher level, the meat, which is a mystely. Now 

he gives us his explanation of what Paul is refelTing to, 

... ye are yet carnal." If, then, "the milk" is said by the apostle to belong to 
the babes, and "meat" to be the food of the full-grown, milk will be 
understood to be catechetical instruction--the first food, as it were, of the 
soul. And meat is the mystic contemplation (e1t01t'ttKl) 9Eropta); for this is 
the flesh and blood of the Word, that is, the comprehension of the divine 
power and essence. 87 

Because of the use of the "milk/meat" analogy, this is perhaps the most imp0l1ant 

text linking l-luO''t1lPWV with 8E(Opta. We have already seen (pp.76-81) and will 

see again (pp.167-172) just how critical this analogy to food is for Clement in his 

discussion on 8E(Opta. Here we need to notice that Clement says the knowledge of 

84 Mondesert (Clement, p.54) describes the biblical quotations in this chapter as "an abundance of 
incoherent citations from the N.T." It is obvious from the conclusions he draws (pp.56-57) that he works 
from the presupposition that there cannot be the kind of esotericism which Clement espouses. Though he 
never explicitly says, it seems clear that Mondesert would reject the idea that there could be an esoteric 
content behind St. Paul's comments in I Cor. 2-3. This, of course, would lead him to describe Clement's 
quotations as "incoherent" and "badly understood." To the reader who is not committed to this 
presupposition about the apostle Paul, Clement's quotations are not incoherent, in fact, they make perfect 
sense. In the end, whether or not Paul's comments contain an esoteric element is not the point; the point 
is that Clement sees an esoteric element there and his quotations and exposition flow from this 
perspective. I am not defending Clement's claim on this point, nor am I contending here for such 
esotericism in Paul. Lilla does, however, defend both Clement's reading of St. Paul and the presence of an 
esoteric element in Paul, (Clelllent, pp.I47-148, 147 n2). 
85 Strom. V.IO.65,5. 
86 Strom. V.I0.65,5-66,1. 
87 Strom. y'1O.66,1-2. 
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the divine essence (ouO'iac;) is 8Ecopia.88 We will discuss this point more fully 

later (Chapter Five); for now we simply want to notice the inclusion of this 

philosophical categOlY in Clement's working definition of 8Ecopia. 

3.3.4 Conclusions on ~ uO''t'llPWV and 8Eropia 

We can now draw some conclusions as to how ~,\)O''t'llPWV fits into Clement's 

understanding of 8Ecopia. It is clear that Clement uses the tenn and concept of 

~ U(1't'llPWV with the mystelY religions in mind; he co-opts this language to show 

that Christianity has the greater mysteries. It is also clear that his understanding 

and use of ~ uO''t'llPWV is highly influenced by Paul; Clement sees in Pauline 

mystelY a hidden aspect which only the mature can receive. The allegorical 

method of biblical interpretation is palt of ~ uO''tr,pwv for Clement, but mainly in 

that it hides the deeper sense of a text. The allegorical method in itself could 

hardly be a hidden mystelY since Paul used it quite openly in his writings, as did 

Philo. Though we only find three passages which clearly link the two, we 

conclude that 8Ecopla is a mystery which Clement has chosen to reveal in 

Stromateis through the allegorical method. This is exactly what Clement does in 

his allegorical discussion of the High Priest text in Strom. V.6. 89 This is also made 

clear, not just on the weight of the passages we have considered above, but also by 

the impOltant context of the last passage: it not only appears in the midst of the 

extremely impOliant section of V.1D.60-12.82, but it is tied directly to the critical 

"Inilklmeat" analogy. 

88 He ends y'1O.66,2 with this comment, then restates it again in 66,3. 
89 See our discussion, pp.79-81 and pp.184-190. 
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3.4 The Beatific Vision: E1t01t'tEta and OUOpta. 

It is not coincidental that E1t01t'tEtCX occurs in two of the passages we have just 

considered under the category of ~ '\)('j't'llptoV; both terms are bOlTowed by Clement 

from the language of the mystelY religions. We need to add some information to 

this background: Danielou reminds us that the term E1t01t'tEtCX does come from the 

mystery religions.9o The noun (E1t61t'tllS) usually means "one who sees,,,91 while 

the verb fmID (E1t01t'tEUCO) can mean "to consider," or "to ponder,,,92 thus has a 

meaning similar to 9ECOptCX. The word does not occur in the LXX in the verb form 

and only four times as a noun, all refelTing to God. 93 The word does not occur in 

Philo at all.94 Only three OCCUlTences are found in the NT,95 none in a way related 

to the mysteries. There are only two OCCUlTences in the Apostolic Fathers,96 

neither of which occur in the way Clement uses the word. Lastly, there is no 

occurrence in the Nag Hammadi texts. 97 It is useful to note that the word typically 

refers to the mystelY ceremonies which involve the initiate moving from the 

darkness of the night into a brilliantly lighted temple where the sacred relics were 

displayed by the hierophant. 98 It is obvious that Clement has not gained the use of 

this word from some of his usual sources, but has co-opted this word from the 

mysteries. 

90 Gospe/Message, p.315 1131. 
91 Michaelis (TDNT 5, p.373). 
92 Ibid., p.374. 
93 Ibid. 
94 Ibid.; Mayor shows, however, that Philo did clearly refer to the mysteries, p.liii. 
95 Michaelis, p.375; the biblical texts: 1 Pet. 2: 12; 3:2 and 2 Pet. 1: 16. 
96 Ibid., p.375. Michaelis gives 1 Clem. 55:6 and Goodspeed (Index PatristiclIs, p.89) lists 1 Clem. 59:3. 
Both of these are referring to God. 
97 No listing in Siegert (WUNT 26, 1982). 
98 See the discussion of Mayor, pp.l-Ix. 
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3.4.1 Clement's use of E7t01t'tE1.U 

In Stromateis there are 13 OCCUlTences of E1t01t'tElU, eight of which are linked 

with 9EffiptU. 99 Clement takes this telID from the mystery religions and uses it in 

his own unique way.lOO We will look at three non-9EffiplU passages, then move on 

to those with the 9EffiPlU focus. 

The fIrst passage we will look at is Strom. II.2.S,S: 

... For the power of God is always present, in contact with us, in the 
exercise of inspection (£1t01t'ttKfj), of beneficence, of instruction. 

In this text the use of E1t01t'tElU is not completely clear. Wilson's translation here 

indicates that Clement is speaking of God's view over mankind. Ferguson agrees 

with this rendering, "Yes, the power of God is always present, touching us with a 

power that is observant, benefIcent, and educative."IOI Van den Hoek differs 

somewhat, "".for the power of God is always present, taking hold of us through the 

faculty of contemplation, benefIcence and instlUction.,,102 To fully appreciate 

Clement's use of E1t01t'tElU here we must compare it to another velY similar 

passage in Strom. V.71-79. Because the passage in Book V is quite lengthy I will 

only show the sections which cOlTespond to the Book II passage: 103 

Strom. 11.2.5,3 - 6,4 I Strom. V.11.71,3 - 12.79,1 
5,3 You have, in brief, the professed aim of 78,1 "For both is it a difficult task to 
our philosophy ... when pursued with right discover the Father and Maker of this 
course of conduct, leads through Wisdom, universe; and having found Him, it is 
the artificer of all things, to the Ruler of all, impossible to declare Him to all. For this is 

99 Stahlin, Register, p.423. The texts given in bold are linked with 8eropta: Strom. 1.1.15,2; 1.28.176,2; 
II.2.5,5; 11.10.47,4; Iy'1.3,2; IV.23.1S2,3; V.I0.66,2; Y.11.67,3; V.1l.71,l; Y.14.138,3; VI.14.108,1; 
Vn.IO.S7,1; Vn.ll.68,4. 
100 Van den Hoek: "Clement, indeed, appears to be a pioneer in the use of the term in a Jewish and 
Christian context," (Clement-Philo, p.61). 
101 Clement of Alexandria: Strol11aleis Books One to Three, ET by John Ferguson, FC 85 (Washington, 
D.C. 1991), p.160. 
102 (Clement-Philo, p.149). Emphasis given by van den Hoek to indicate the influence of Philo. 
103 Van den Hoek's discussion of these two passages should be consulted, (Clement-Philo, pp.148-152 and 
168-176). 
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- a Being difficult to grasp and apprehend, by no means capable of expression, like the 
ever receding and withdrawing from him other subjects of instruction," says the 
who pursues. truth-loving Plato. 

Both passages contain a reference to Timaeus 28c. 104 The tluust of both passages 

is the contact the gnostic has with God, 

5,4 But He who is far off has--oh ineffable 
marvel!--come very near. "1 am a God: that 
draws near," says the Lord. He is in essence 
remote; "for how is it that what is begotten 
can have approached the Unbegotten?" But 
He is very near in virtue of that power 
which holds all things in its embrace. 
5.5 "Shall one do aught in secret, and 1 see 
him not?" For the power of God is always 
present, in contact with us, in the exercise 
of inspection, of beneficence, of instruction. 

71,5 God is not capable of being taught by 
man, or expressed in speech, but to be 
known only by His own power. For inquiry 
was obscure and dim; but the grace of 
knowledge is from Him by the Son .... 
74.1 Thence says the apostle: "Now we see 
as through a glass, but then face to face," by 
those sole pure and incorporeal applications 
of the intellect. 105 

Van den Hoek points out how Clement has changed the "powers" in Philo to "a 

singular power of God (8uvcxj.w;)" in II.2.S,4 106 and in V.l1.71,S " ... [God] can be 

apprehended only tlu'ough his power, 8uvcxj.l t<;, which exists in the gift of 

knowledge by the Son.,,107 

6,1 Whence Moses, persuaded that God is 
not to be known by human wisdom, said, 
"Show me Thy glory;" and into the thick 
darkness where God's voice was, pressed to 
enter--that is, into the inaccessible and 
invisible ideas respecting Existence. 

71,5 Wherefore also Moses says, "Show 
Thyself to me," --intimating most clearly 
that God is not capable of being taught by 
man, or expressed in speech, but to be 
known only by His own power... 
78,2 For he had heard right well that the 
all-wise Moses, ascending the mount for 
holy contemplation, to the summit of 
objects ... 
78,3 And when the Scripture says, "Moses 
entered into the thick darkness where God 
was," this shows to those capable of 
understanding, that God is invisible and 
beyond expression by words ... 

104 See Chapter Two for the importance of this text (p.36 n49 above). 
105 Van den Hoek shows how Clement uses Philo in both passages: "The proximity of God is stressed 
more strongly than the idea of his remoteness," (Clement-Philo, p.152). 
106 Ibid. 

107 Ibid., p.I72. See her comments on p.175. 
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Here we see the impOltant role Moses plays in Clement's 9ECOpt<X. scheme; in both 

of these difficult passages where he is laying some of his philosophical 

foundations, the encounter of Moses with God is used as his paradigm. 

6,1 For God is not in darkness or in place, 
but above both space and time, and qualities 
of objects. 
6,2 Wherefore neither is He at any time in a 
part, either as containing or as contained, 
either by limitation or by section. 
6,3 "For what house will ye build to Me?" 
saith the Lord? Nay, He has not even built 
one for Himself, since He cannot be 
contained. And though heaven be called His 
throne, not even thus is He contained, but 
He rests delighted in the creation. 

71,3 ... we may reach somehow to the 
conception of the Almighty, knowing not 
what He is, but what He is not. 
71.4 And form and motion, or standing, or 
a throne, or place, or right hand or left, are 
not at all to be conceived as belonging to 
the Father of the universe, although it is so 
written .... The First Cause is not then in 
space, but above both space, and time, and 
name, and conception. 
74,5 Further, the Word, prohibiting the 
constructing of temples and all sacrifices, 
intimates that the Almighty is not contained 
in anything, by what He says: "What house 
will ye build to Me? saith the LORD. 
Heaven is my throne," and so on .... 

The context of both passages is a philosophical discussion to show that God is not 

bound in the material world, but is rather etemal and transcendent. Both utilise the 

Isaiah 66: 1 text. Finally, both passages have a statement as to the purpose of the 

discussion, 

6,4 It is clear, then, that the truth has been \79,1 ... and indicating that what is divine is 
hidden from us; unutterable by human power; 

It is clear that these two passages are similar, if not parallel. Van den Hoek's 

discussion of these two passages (see note 103) confilIDs this. What we need to 

note here is that the use of E1t01t'tEtU in the II.2.5 text minors 'tTtV a.ytUV 9ECOptUV 

in V.12.78,2. The constmction of the sentence could point to £1t01t'tEtU as a 

function of God's operation; this would celtainly make sense. On the other hand, 

it does not do violence to the text to translate it as van den Hoek has, "through the 

faculty of contemplation." Taken in this latter sense, the example of Moses who 
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enters "into the thick darkness" (II.2. 6,1) would be both an example and an 

explanation of E1t07t'tEl<X in the contemplative sense. 

Our next passage is Strom. VII. 11.68,3-4: 

The Gnostic, consequently, in virtue of being a lover of the one true God, 
is the really perfect man and friend of God, and is placed in the rank of son. 
For these are names of nobility and knowledge, and perfection in the 
contemplation (e1to1t'tct<XV) of God; which crowning step of advancement 
the gnostic soul receives, when it has become quite pure, reckoned worthy 
to behold everlastingly God Almighty, "face," it is said, "to face." 

This passage has the more straightfOlward tone typical of Book VII. Here the 

gnostic is spoken of as the "friend of God." In a similar text Clement describes the 

gnostiC as one who "feasts etemally and insatiably on the boundless joy of 

contemplation (8E(J)Pt<X~)," then refers to him as "the friend of God.,,108 We also 

see the use of "face to face," which is a biblical reference Clement favors when 

discussing 8E(J)pi<x (§4.3.3, pp.177-184). Along with the "friend of God" phrase, 

"face to face" communicates close contact, an intimacy with God. Thus we have 

another passage where E1t01t'tEl<X seems to be used in the same way as 8E(J)pt<x. 

The third passage we want to notice is Strom. IV. 1.3, 1-4: 

On completing, then, the whole of what we propose in the commentaries, 
on which, if the Spirit will, we ministering to the urgent need, (for it is 
exceedingly necessary, before coming to the truth, to embrace what ought 
to be said by way of preface), shall address ourselves to the true gnostic 
science of nature, receiving initiation into the minor mysteries before the 
greater; so that nothing may be in the way of the truly divine declaration of 
sacred things, the subjects requiring preliminary detail and statement being 
cleared away, and sketched beforehand. The science of nature, then, or 
rather observation (e1t01t'tEla), as contained in the gnostic tradition 
according to the rule of the truth, depends on the discussion concerning 
cosmogony, ascending thence to the department of theology. Whence, 
then, we shall begin our account of what is handed down, with the creation 
as related by the prophets, introducing also the tenets of the heterodox, and 
endeavouring as far as we can to confute them. 

108 Strom. VI.9.7S,l and 76,3. 
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This is an extremely interesting passage in that it minors one which we have 

already noticed (Strom. 1.1.15,2-3; p.109). In both passages Clement tells the 

reader that he will refute the teachings of the heretics with the traditions of the 

Church. 109 Both passages speak of "clearing away ... preliminaty" (IV.I.3, 1) subject 

matter which "stands in the way" of more important topics. Among the extraneous 

material which must be "cleared of the thoms and of evelY weed" (I.1.15,3) is the 

discussion of cosmogeny.110 In both passages this will lead from the lesser to the 

greater mysteries. This philosophical categOlY will be analysed using natural 

science, which will lead to the higher level of discussion - to theology, or 

contemplation. III We will come back to this data later to show how Clement is 

using philosophical categories to hide the gnostic tradition. 

Ifwe take these three passages (II.2.5,3 - 6,2; VII. 11.68,3-4; and IV. 1.3, 1-4) we 

can make a good case that Clement uses E1t01t'tetU in a synonymous fashion with 

8ECOptU. We will discuss this a bit further after we have considered the passages 

where the two words occur together. 

109 In Strom. I.l he refers to 1:rov ... ooYj.1a'tl1;;oj.1EVa aipeoEwv while in Strom. IV.l he says 'trov 
e'tEpo06~wv 1tapa1:l8Ej.1EVOl. In I.l he uses "the renowned and venerable" 'tf\s 1tapa06oEws Ka.VOVa. 
while in IV.I he says 'tf\c; O:All8E1.<XI; Kavova YVWO'tlKf\S 1tapa06oEcos. 
110 In I.l Clement refers to 'tf\s 'tou K00j.10U YEVEOECOS and in IV.I to KOO'j.10YOV1.as ... YEveO'Ecos. 
See Van den Hoek, Clement-Philo, p.67. 
III In I.l, 'tYtv £1t01t'ttKYtV 8ECOp1.aV YVcDO'ECOS, and in IV.I, £1t01t'te1.a, or 8EOAOYlKOV. As with "natural 
science," this distinction is not easy; the passage in I.l seems altogether more clear than IV.I. However, 
in Strom. 1.28.176,1-2 Clement clearly refers to 'to 8EOAOYlKOV as r, E1t01t'tEla. As Van den Hoek points 
out concerning this text (Clement-Philo, pp.60-61), Clement's division here of Mosaic law is not entirely 
clear, but she does maintain that it "reflects the idea of progress from literal understanding up to spiritual 
knowledge," p.61. 
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3.4.2 'E1to1t'tEla and 8EIDpla together in Stromateis 

There are seven passages in Stromateis where E1t01t'tEl<X and 8Eropla occur 

together. 112 Four of these clearly show the two words used synonymously,113 two 

seem to use E1to1t'tEla to modify (strengthen) 8EroPl<x,Il4 and one (I.28. 176, 1-2) 

uses <P\)crtKf1~ 8Ecopl<X~ as "physical science," while using E1t01t'tEl<X for the 

spiritual concept of contemplation. In other words, E1t01t'tEl<X is either used to 

modify 8EIDpl<X or is interchanged with it in evelY passage where these two words 

occur together. The evidence for this conclusion is velY clear, 

For Scripture, by the frequent reiteration of the expression, "I am the 
LORD your God," shames in such a way as most powerfully to dissuade, 
by teaching us to follow God who gave the commandments, and gently 
admonishes us to seek God and endeavour to know Him as far as possible; 
which is the highest speculation (9Eropt<x IlEYtO"'tT)), that which scans the 
greatest mysteries (li Erto1t'ttKl)), the real knowledge, that which becomes 
irrefragable by reason. This alone is the knowledge of wisdom, from which 
rectitude of conduct is never disjoined. lIS 

In the contemplative life ('t<$ 9ECOpT)'ttK<$ ~t<$), then, one in worshipping 
God attends to himself, and through his own spotless purification beholds 
(E1t01t'tEUEt) the holy God holily; for self-control, being present, surveying 
and contemplating (9EcopouO"a) itself uninterruptedly, is as far as possible 
assimilated to God. IV.23.1S2,3 

Then become pure in heart, and near to the Lord, there awaits them 
restoration to everlasting contemplation (Ttl 9Ecoptq,) .... through the mystic 
stages of advancement; till it restores the pure in heart to the crowning 
place of rest; teaching to gaze (E1t01t'tEUEtV) on God, face to face, with 
knowledge and comprehension. VII.IO.S6,S-S7,1 

Two of these passages (VI. 14. 108,1 and VII.1O.57,l-5) bring in three more 

categories: hebdomas, ogdoas, and the concept of rest. We will discuss these 

passages and categories in our next section. 

112 Strom. I.l.1S,2-3; 28.176,1-2; II. 10.47,4; IV.23.1S2,3; Y.1O.66,2; Vl.l4.108,1; VlI.l0.S6,S-S7,1. 
\13 Strom. II. 10.47,4; IY.23.1S2,3; VI.l4.108,1; VII.l0.S6,S-S7, 1. Van den Hoek also refers to his use of 
these two words as "synonymous," (Clement-Philo, p.IS7). 
114 Strom. I.l.lS,2; Y.1O.66,2. 
115 Strom. II. 10.47,4. See Van den Hoek on this text (Clement-Philo, p.lS7). 
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3.4.3 Conclusions on Clement's use of E1t01t'tEtU 

This word (E1t01t'tEtCX) represents another categOlY where Clement co-opts 

language from another system and uses it in his own unique way - he makes it 

work in his "Christian" philosophical system. U sing the image of the mystery 

ceremonies, Clement substitutes E1t01t'tEtCX for 8ECOptCX or simply uses it to 

strengthen his representation of the Christian "vision," where the gnostic meets 

with God "face to face." 

The occunences of E1t01t'tEtCX are few, but as we have seen, Clement uses it 

synonymously with 8ECOptCX. Because of this, we include these texts in our study 

(and include these occunences with those of 8ECOptCX in Appendix 1, p.296). 

Wilson1l6 rightly translates E1t01t'tEtU as "contemplation" when the text calls for it, 

though he makes no comment on this procedure. Danielou has followed this 

procedure as well. 117 

3.5 The Ascent of the gnostic Soul 

Our last categOlY will cover several concepts in Clement's thought, but it will 

be clear that these are intercOlmected. We will consider the rising of the soul 

which will lead to the seventh and eighth spheres of heaven (E~oo~as and 6yooas) 

and the rest (eXva1tCXuO'lS) which all perfect souls achieve when, through the 

shedding of passions (eX1ta8Ew), they "see" God "face to face." The discussion on 

this issue usually comes down on two sides: Danielou sees this language as 

116 ANCL series (Vol. 4 and 12). 
117 Danielou defines and translates every instance he cites as "contemplation," (Gospel Message, pp.315, 
341,450 and 453). Van den Hoek follows this procedure in two instances, (Clement-Philo, pp.149, 164). 
Hort (Hort-Mayor translation of Book VII, which has been referred to previously as Mayor when referring 
to notes) translates VILlO.57,l as "to look," (p.99) while he translates VILl1.68,4 as "vision," (p.119) 
following the usage in the mystelY religions. 
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mainly influenced by the Jewish apocalyptic tradition, while Lilla claims that the 

ascent theme cannot be explained outside the Gnostic and Platonic traditions. ll8 

There is no need to examine these arguments here, but we will refer to them as we 

examine the specific passages in Clement. 

3.5.1 The Rising of the Soul 

Clement speaks numerous times about the gnostic soul rismg up to meet 

God. ll9 The most imp0l1ant thing to note in this ascent theme is the focus: the 

soul moves upward for contemplation, 

Such, according to David, "rest in the holy hill of God," in the church far 
on high, in which are gathered the philosophers of God, "who are Israelites 
indeed, who are pure in heart, in whom there is no guile;" who do not 
remain in the seventh seat, the place of rest, but are promoted, through the 
active beneficence of the divine likeness, to the heritage of beneficence 
which is the eighth grade; devoting themselves to the pure vision of 
. . bl I' 120 lllsatia e contemp atlOn. 

These salutary revolutions ... are distinguished both by times, and places, 
and honours, and cognitions, and heritages, and ministries, according to the 
particular order of each change, up to the transcendent and continual 

I · f h L d' . 121 contemp atlOn 0 t e or ill eternity. 

Most of the occunences of the ascent theme are in Book VII where Clement says 

he intends to give the clearest presentation of the "truly pious" gnostic.1 22 After 

considering ascension passages which include the various categories we have 

mentioned, we will conclude with an examination of the ascension passages which 

focus on 8EOOpia.. 

118 See Danielou (Gospel Message, pp.249-250, 447-458); Lilla (Clement, pp.181-189). See also, Grant, 
R.M., Gnosticism: an anthology (London 1961), pp.l20-151; Casey (Excerpta, pp.30-33); Mondesert 
(Clhnent, pp.173-181); and Van den Hoek (Clement-Philo, pp.142-147). 
119 Strom. IV.18.116,2-117,2; ry.25.155,4; 159,2; V.6.40, 1; VI.14.108, 1; VII.2.10,2; VII.3.13, 1; 
VII.7.40,l-4; VII.10.56,5-57,3; VII.l1.65,4; 68,1-5; VII.l3.82,4-7. 
120 Strom. VI.14.108,1. 
121 Strom. VII. 2. 10,2. 
122 Strom. VI. 1. 1,1-2 and VII. 1.1,1-2. 
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3.5.2 Life or Afterlife? 

It seems that one of the first things which must be addressed as we examine 

this rising of the soul is whether Clement is speaking about this life or the afterlife. 

The problem here is that Clement is not altogether clear; sometimes he seems to be 

speaking of this life, and other times of the afterlife. Although Osbom thinks the 

ascent and unceasing contemplation of the gnostic occurs upon his death, 123 

Danielou and Lilla understand them to be during this lifetime. 124 Of the dozen 

clear ascent passages we have listed, only two clearly speak in tenns of the 

afterlife,125 while only three clearly speak in telms of the earthly life. 126 The 

remammg seven passages do not give any clear indication. Our discussion of 

Book VII in Chapter Five will give evidence that Clement wants to emphasise the 

life of the gnostic in space and time. This position is confilmed by possibly the 

clearest ascension passage on this issue, VII. 13.82-83. After the ascension 

passage Clement says, 

... he lives at once perfectly and with a good conscience, mingling faith with 
hope, in order to the expectation of the future. For he is conscious of the 
boon he has received, having become worthy of obtaining it; and is 
translated from slavery to adoption .... Rightly, then, he is not disturbed by 
anything which happens .... Nor is he ashamed to die, having a good 
conscience, and being fit to be seen by the Powers. Cleansed, so to speak, 
from all the stains of the soul, he knows right well that it will be better with 
h· ft h' d 127 1m a er IS eparture. 

But where does the soul of Clement's gnostic go? This will be our first category. 

123 Osborn (Clement, pp.80-83). It should be noted, however, that he then makes room for 0IlOlfficH<; in 
this life, pp.92-94, also pp.160-166 where Osborn admits, "This ascent and vision belong to the life after 
death; but the gnostic anticipates these things while still on earth." (p.163) 
124 Danielou (Gospel Message, pp.4S0-4S1); Lilla (Clement, p.187). Mortley sees reference to both, 
(Ve 1976, p.1l4). 
125 Strom. ry.2S.1S9,l-2 and VII.l1.68,1-S. 
126 Strom. VILlO.S7,1-3; VII.l1.6S,4; VII.l3 .82,4-7. 
127 Strom. VILl3.82,6-83,1. 
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3.5.3 The Seventh and Eighth Abodes 

It is clear that Clement envisioned spiritual stages, or levels, which the soul had 

to traverse to get to the place of highest contemplation. Perhaps the clearest 

textual example is VI.14.108,1 (see p.122). In this passage Clement uses E~80J..la~ 

and 6y80a~ to refer to spiritual levels. We need to address some studies which 

have discussed Clement's use of these categories. In a discussion of "seven" and 

"eight," we see that other topics emerge: angelology, the 7tPCO'tOK'tUJ'Wt (the "first-

created," highest angels), 128 and discussion of the Sabbath and the Lord's Day. 

1. Studies by Danielou, Lilla and Van den Hoek 

Dani6lou shows the similarities between Clement and the ludaeo-Christian 

apocalyptic h'adition with regal'd to these topics. 129 He also points to the 

"primitive tradition" which we have discussed in detail (see pp.38_62).130 Both 

Dani610u and Lilla recognise the symbolism of seven and eight referring to the 

Jewish Sabbath and the Christian Lord's Day.13l Van den Hoek gives a full 

discussion of these topics dealing with the High Priest passage in Strom. V.6.132 

128 Danielou (Gospel.Message, p.459). 
129 Ibid., pp.450-464. 
130 Ibid., p.453f. Lilla acknowledges the Judaeo-Christian influence, but maintains that there are aspects 
of this gnostic ascent theme "which cannot be adequately explained without resorting to Gnosticism and to 
Platonism." (Clement, p.18l) Throughout his study Lilla gives numerous examples from Gnostic and 
Middle Platonist texts, and it becomes obvious that these ascent categories were commonplace in the 
philosophical and spiritual milieu of the second century. 
131 Danielou (Gospel Message, pp.45l-452); Lilla (Clement, p.184). See Collins, A.Y., "Numerical 
Symbolism in Jewish and Early Christian Apocalyptic Literature," ANRW Band 21.2 (1984), pp.122l-
1287. In his section "Numbers as Signs of Cosmic Order" (pp.1249-1268) Collins shows the importance 
of the Pythagorean number system in the ancient world and the influence of this system on both 
Aristobulus and Philo. Clement surely has picked up some of his numbering from this influence. See also, 
Everett Ferguson, "Was Barnabas A Chiliast? An Examle of Hellenistic Number Symbolism in Barnabas 
and Clement of Alexandria," in Greeks, Romans, and Christians, ed. by Balch, Ferguson, and Meeks, 
(Minneapolis 1990), pp.157-l67. 
132 Van den Hoek (Clement-Philo, pp.116-147). There is another section where she points to Clement's 
use of Aristubulos, pp.201-204. 
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Her conclusion, that Clement is mostly influenced by Philo, agrees with the 

positions of both Dani610u and Lilla; 133 yet she points out that Clement went his 

own way III numerous places, putting his own emphasis on matters which 

concemed him: 

Clement takes over a few cosmological elaborations without placing the 
same emphasis on them that his source had. He remodels Philo's 
cosmology .... Clement does not seem interested in cosmology as such and 
for that reason transforms the cosmology that had been, in part, transmitted 
through Philo .... [after mentioning other influences such as St. Paul and 
Gnostic sources] ... this material was presumably taken over from his 
opponents by Clement. 134 

These comments by Van den Hoek provide a good bridge for my comments on 

these categories. 

2. The Overemphasis a/these Categories 

First it must be said that DanieIou and Lilla are conect in seeing the Judaeo-

Christian and Gnostic influences on Clement's thought. As we have seen thus far 

in our study, Clement draws from sources all around him. 135 I agree with Van den 

Hoek: as we have said with other categories, Clement co-opts both the language 

and the concepts around him and uses them to develop his own system. I also 

agreement with her statement, "Clement does not seem interested in cosmology as 

such ... " If we look at Clement's use of E~o0f.i<iS and oyooO:S more closely we 

find that perhaps too much has been made of these categories with respect to the 

ascension theme in Stromateis. 

133 Ibid., see especially pp.145-147. 
134 Ibid., pp.145-146. 
135 See Dani61ou's comments on this, (Go~pel Message, p.453f). 
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There are numerous examples of Clement using the numbers seven and eight in 

Stromateis: both words occur more than 15 times, but many of these simply refer 

to the numbers and have velY little significance. However, Clement gives the 

numbers themselves significance when he says they contain a "gnostic 

mystely.,,136 There are several passages which seem to reveal his thinking on the 

matter, but of our dozen ascent passages (see note 119 above) these two words 

only occur four times. 137 Each of these passages clearly refer to this concept of 

the gnostic soul rising up into higher levels, but it remains only four occurrences. 

The idea of "levels" does occur in other ascent passages, and it is not difficult to 

associate Clement's use of other telIDS ("abode," "throne," "place," and "seat") 

with the El3oo11aC; and the GyooaC;. However, it should not go unnoticed that 

El3oo11ac; and GyooaC; only occur in the one passage in Book VII where the 

majority of the ascent passages are located. 

None of this is meant to say that these categories are unimpOltant, but simply 

to propose that the evidence for the various interpretations and meanings has 

received too much attention with respect to Strom ate is. We will comment more on 

this in a moment. 

3. The Angelic Beings 

Another aspect of the ascent theme which has been overemphasised III 

Stromateis is the role of angelic beings. Danielou and Lilla both point to 

Clement's references to angelic beings in connection with the ascent theme. 138 

136 Strom. IY.17.109,1-2; VI.16.145,3. 
137 Strom. IY.25.159-162; Y.6.36-40; VI.14.108,1; VII.lO.56,S-S7,3. 
138 See Danh~lou (Gospel Message, pp.449-453 and pp.458-464); Danh~lou (The Theology, pp.176-181); 
Lilla (Clement, pp.181-189). 
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Clement does present a stmcture of angelic beings, but the textual evidence in 

Stromateis for interaction with angelic beings in an ascent is fairly limited.139 

Danielou points to four passages, only two of which can be considered as 

evidence. 140 He points to VII.3.13,1 and VII.1O.56-57 as evidence of levels of 

angels. Both of these texts refer to SEOl, which might mean "angels," but could 

also apply to the gnostiC souls which have already been purified. 141 In his 

discussion, Lilla points to only five texts, two of which are dubious. 142 He 

focuses on the angels which collect a toll from the gnostic soul, but there is only 

one clear text in the whole of Stromateis on this point (IV.18.116-117). 

In their discussion of angelic beings in the gnostic ascent, both Danielou and 

Lilla draw extensively on Excerpta Ex Theodoto and Eclogae Propheticae. 143 

Both comment on the role of the first-created angels (npw'toK'tl0''t01.).144 Their 

role is linked with the texts refening to the seventh and eighth levels. I do not 

dispute that Clement had such a stmcture, but in the over 20 OCCUlTences of 

139 We will see in Chapter Five that Clement does have the gnostic interacting with angels in Book VII in 
a way which might help to explain these ascension passages; see §5.6.4 (pp.251-255). 
140 Danielou (Gospel Message, pp,449-453); the passages he cites are Strom. VI.16.13S, 1-5; VII.3.13,I; 
10.56-57. His reference to Strom. VIL12.67,4 (p,451 n12) is faulty; I think he means VIL12.76,4 (a mere 
typo); his citation of Strom. VU6.13S,I-5 (p,451) has little (if anything) to do with the ascent theme. It 
does speak of the symbolic language of seven and eight. 
141 Lilla makes this point, (Clement, pp.lS6-1S7). 
142 Ibid., pp.lS1-1S6; the passages he cites are Strom. IVlS.1l6-117; 25.155,4; VII.3.13, 1; 10.56-57; 
13.S3,1. He uses VI. 14. 10S,l as a text to link seven and eight with the ascent theme, but this text has 
more to do with observing the Christian Lord's Day rather than the Sabbath. The section just prior 
(VI. 13.106,3-107,3) is speaking about the offices of the Church, but also mentions "the middle wall which 
separated the Greek from the Jew is taken away ... " (Eph.2:14), VI. 13. 106,4. Then, VI. 14. IOS,1 says, 
" .. .in the church ... are gathered the philosophers of God, 'who are Israelites indeed, who are pure in 
heart' ... who do not remain in the seventh seat...but are promoted ... the eighth grade." This is similar to 
Paul's reference to the Gentiles who have been members ofIsrael- the very text Clement has just used, 
Eph.2: 11-15. Both IY.25.155,4 and VII.l3.S3, 1 are such casual references that the meaning is not 
completely clear. 
143 A quick look at Stahlin (Band 4, pp.200-201) reveals a large number, at least 40, references to angels 
in these two works. Also, tcranEAos, p,4S4. 
144 Danielou (Gospel Message, pp,459-464); Lilla (Clement, pp.lS5-1S6). 
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1tpco'tOK:'ttO''tOt in his corpus, only four occur in Stromateis and only two of those 

refer to the angelic hierarchy. 145 Using the textual data within Stromateis, we must 

conclude that though angelic beings did have a role in the ascent theme, it was not 

a critical one. This brings us to an observation which needs to be made, and which 

affects the way we view many of these related categories in Stromateis: cosmology 

and angelology were only secondaty categories for Clement in this work. 

4. Cosmology and Angelology are Secondary for Clement 

When a thorough examination is made of all the passages in Stromateis which 

speak of the cosmos, angels, and the mystical numbers seven and eight, it becomes 

apparent that these categories are secondaty for Clement. We begin by recalling 

Clement's words about hiding the gnostic traditions with philosophical discussion: 

And we profess not to explain secret things sufficiently - far from it -
but only to recall them to memory .... Some things my treatise will hint; on 
some it will linger; some it will merely mention. It will try to speak 
imperceptibly, to exhibit secretly, and to demonstrate silently .... The 
Stromata will contain the truth mixed up in the dogmas of philosophy, or 
rather covered over and hidden, as the edible part of the nut in the shell. 146 

Several times in his discussions on cosmology and angelology Clement mentions 

that he has digressed from his real objective, that he must move on, but that he will 

take up the discussion in another work: 

As to the first principle or principles of the universe, or what opinion we 
ought to entertain about all these points, we are not now to speak, for no 
other cause than on account of its being difficult to explain our sentiments 
in accordance with the present form of discourse. 147 

145 Stahlin (Band 4, pp.690-691). Twelve times in Ex. Theo.; seven times in Ec.Prop.; once in the 
fragments. The occurrences in Strol71ateis: Y.6.35,1; Y.14.89,4 (clearly refers to Wisdom as in Provo 
8:22-31); VI.16.143, 1 (rtpco'to"(OVOS, but the text does seem to be speaking of angelic beings); and 
VII, 16.98,3 which has nothing to do with angels. 
146 Strom. 1.1.14,2; 15,1 and 18,1. 
147 Strom. V.l4.89,7. Other places where Clement makes similar comments: Strol11. IY.25.162,2; 
VI.3.32,1; VI.16.138,5; VI.l8.l62, 168,4: VII.2.10-11; VII. 10.59,7; VII.I3.83,3-14.84,3. It seems clear 
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There are numerous places where he either admits difficulty or unceliainty in the 

subject matter (as in our passage just cited above) or his discussion becomes 

diffuse. 148 Passages like the ones we have noted make it seem that Clement is not 

skilled enough to compose a complex work in such a fluid manner as, for example, 

Origen. 149 As we noted above (p.127), in discussions on Clement's cosmology or 

angelology most scholars will tum to Excerpta Ex Theodoto, Hypotyposeis and 

Eclogae Propheticae for a considerable amount of their textual support. In these 

discussions it is common to use passages from these other documents to explain 

passages in the Stromateis, ISO yet these other works are probably just notebooks, 

"the result of thinking on paper," and not meant for the public. lSI While this is a 

valid pati of exegeting Stromateis, it also points to the fact that these topics are not 

Clement's primalY concem in Stromateis. This is why he consistently tells the 

reader that he will discuss these categories in a later work. What we have in 

fragmentaty fOlm represents bits and pieces which were to be found in these later 

works (or maybe were the works in question). The fact that he digresses to the 

same categories over and again has two equally impOliant explanations: it is pali 

that Clement addressed these issues in Eclogae; exegesis of the first chapters in Genesis was a major part 
of Clement's cosmology, see Danielou (Gospel Message, pp.454-455). 
148 Strom. IV.2S.1S9,2; IV.2S.162,1; V.6.36,3; V.l1.71,4; V.12.81,4. In discussing these categories 
Danielou (Gospel Message) uses various similar adjectives to describe not only Clement's writing, but the 
categories themselves: "complex ... speculations," (p.242); "curious" "turn of phrase," (p.245); "symbolism 
here is somewhat complex," (p.4S2); "Matters are complicated," (p.459). 
149 Lietzmann makes such comments (HistOlY I, pp.287-288) and implies the comparison with Origen 
when in his conclusion on Clement he states, "It ,vas his lot to be only the forerunner of a greater man 
who completely overshadowed him ... " p.294. I would find more agreement with the comment of 
Mondesert (SC 30, p.21) and Osborn's treatment (Clement, pp.7-12). 
150 See DanieIou (Gospel Message, pp.455-4S8). 
151 Casey (Excerpta, p.14). Pierre Nautin shows that both Ex. Tlleo. and Eclogae are probably parts ofthe 
Hypotyposeis and represent fragments from this work which a copyist extracted, "La fin des Les Stromates 
et les Hypotyposes de Clement d' Alexandrie," VC 30 (1976), pp.268-302. See §4.1.3 (pp.1Sl-152). 
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of his method of hiding "the edible patt of the nut," 1 52 and secondly, these are 

categories which seem to be included in his n<xpaooO"lC;.153 They are topics of 

impOltance and he is keenly interested in them, but they represent tangential issues 

which are not the focus of Stromateis: 

For it is our purpose at present to describe the life of the Gnostic, not to 
present the system of dogmas, which we shall afterwards explain at the 
fitting time, preserving the order of topics. 154 

Wytzes possibly overstates the case, " ... the Christian followers of Philo were not 

interested in philosophy, epistemology, and the explanation of the kosmos 

aisthetos. They longed for another, a heavenly world ... ,,155 

Evidence for this reading of cosmology, angelology and related categories is 

seen when we look closely at Book VII (Chapter Five), Clement's clearest 

explanation of the gnostic. We have already noted that the majority of textual 

evidence for the ascent theme is in Book VII (p.122 n 119). We also noted that the 

telIDs E~oo~ae; and o"{ooa.e; only occur once in a Book VII ascent passage. 

Clement never clearly mentions angels (nor the npw'CoK'tlO"'W1.) in connection with 

the ascent theme in Book VII.156 

5. Contemplation in the E~OOIla.e; and o"{ooae; 

To conclude our discussion of E~oollae; and o"{ooae; we want to briefly look at 

how Clement links the two words with the focus of our study, 8E(J)pt<x. From the 

dozen passages we have isolated with a clear ascent theme, only three link the 

152 Strom. 1.1.7,3 and Ll.18,1. 
153 Dani610u (Gospel Message, pp.453-458, 460-461). 
154 Strom. VILlO.59,7. 
155 Wytzes (Ve 1960, p.133). 
156 Hmvever, we will see the topic of angels is a critical one in Book VII (§5.6.4, pp.251-255). 
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mystical seven and eight with 8EWpicx. 157 The first passage is in Strom.V.6 where 

Clement is giving his allegorical interpretation of the High Priest entering the 

Temple. Clement's use of seven and eight are not altogether clear; in fact, he 

himself speaks in telms which suggests that he is concealing tradition until a later 

work (V.6.36,3); Van den Hoek comments on this, 

As he frequently does, he only touches on the various interpretations 
without developing his underlying idea fully. The technique may even be a 
rhetorical means of leaving the interpretation loose, open and yet 
opaque. IS8 

However, if we extract fragments ofV.6.36-40 the meaning does come out, 

... the eighth region and the world of thought, or God, all-embracing, and 
without shape .... signifies the repose which dwells with the adoring 
spirits .... Now the high priest's robe is the symbol of the world of sense. 
The seven planets .... So the high priest, putting offhis consecrated robe (the 
universe, and the creation in the universe ... ) .... distinguishing the objects of 
the intellect from the things of sense, rising above other priests, hasting to 
the entrance to the world of ideas .... having become son and friend, he is 
now replenished with insatiable contemplation face to face. 

It appears that the gnostic rises up through the seventh realm, into the eighth, 

where he is able to contemplate God face to face. This reading seems to be made 

clear by our second passage, VI. 14. 108,1: 

Such, according to David, "rest in the holy hill of God," in the church far 
on high, in which are gathered the philosophers of God, "who are Israelites 
indeed, who are pure in heart, in whom there is no guile;" who do not 
remain in the seventh seat, the place of rest, but are promoted, through the 
active beneficence of the divine likeness, to the heritage of beneficence 
which is the eighth grade; devoting themselves to the pure vision of 
. . bl I' 159 msatla e contemp atlOn. 

The last passage (VII.I0.S6-S7) reflects the same understanding, 

Then become pure 'in heart, and near to the Lord, there awaits them 
restoration to everlasting contemplation ern 8E(Opi~) .... through the mystic 

157 Strom. V.6.36,3-37,l; Vl.14.108,1; VlI.lO.56,5-57,5. 
158 Van den Hoek (Clement-Philo, p.133). 
159 As we have already mentioned (note 142) this seems to be more like a statement of Christian worship 
on the eigth day as opposed to the Sabbath. The point here, however, is that the eigth is where 
contemplation occurs. 
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stages of advancement; till it restores the pure in heart to the crowning 
place of rest; teaching to gaze (£1t01t'tEUEtV) on God, face to face, with 
knowledge and comprehension. For in this consists the perfection of the 
gnostic soul... . after the highest excellence in the flesh, changing always 
duly to the better, he urges his flight to the ancestral hall, through the holy 
septenniad (oux 'tf\<; &yl.cx<; £~ooJlaoo<;) [of heavenly abodes] to the Lord's 
own mansion; to be a light, steady, and continuing eternally, entirely and in 
every part immutable. 160 

Here we see the ascent theme with contemplation (both 8ECOptcx and E1t01t'tEtCX) 

and the soul rising up "tluough the holy septenniad." All three texts indicate the 

soul ascending upwards to the place of contemplation, to the oy800:<;, the region of 

ideas - and of God. All tlu'ee mention a place of rest as well; this will be the 

focus of our next section. 

As we have already mentioned, the concept of heavenly levels can easily be 

associated with e(38ojlO:<; and oy800:<;; tlu'ee such ascent passages (all in Book VII) 

contain the 8ECOptCX aspect. 161 This gives us a total of six passages linking 8ECOpicx 

with the rising of the soul and levels in the heavenly realms. Exactly what this 

means will be more fully discussed in the conclusion of this chapter (§3.6, pp.137-

139) and in Chapter Five (§5.5.5, pp.228-234). 

3.5.4 The Rest for the Gnostic Soul 

One feature of the ascent passages which seems to be of impOltance is the 

f ' I Th' d 25' 162· S . concept 0 CXVCX1tCXUO't<; - rest. IS war occurs over times m tromatels 

and many are impOltant for our study of the ascension of the soul. In the opening 

chapter of the work Clement describes finding his blessed teacher Pantaenus, after 

having travelled all around, by saying, "I found rest. ,,163 Later, he says that the 

160 Strom. VII.lO.56,5-57,5. 
161 Strom. VII.2.10,2; VII.3.13,I; VII.l1.68,l-5. 
162 Stahlin (Band 4, p.237). 
163 Strom. I.1.11,2. 
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study of philosophy leads to rest (1.5.32,4) and compares the everchanging "man 

of falsehood" to the gnostic who is characterised by "calmness, and rest, and 

peace.,,164 These three references to rest are really the only ones of importance 

until we come to Book IV where the frequency of the concept picks up 

significantly, being used some 15 times in Books VI and VII. 

We will consider some of the sources which may have influenced Clement's 

concept of rest and look at two categories which seem to be linked with it. We 

will also look at how rest fits into Clement's use of 8Ecopla.. 

1. Clement's Sources 

Tracing Clement's sources for this categOlY of rest is not easy. Given the 

number of OCCUlTences in Stromateis, it is curious that neither Danielou nor Van 

den Hoek comment much about rest. Lilla points to the Gnostics,165 but with very 

little comment. Indeed, the concept of rest appears frequently in the Nag 

Hammadi texts with over 40 occulTences. 166 Most of these have little more in 

common with Clement than the word itself. There are only around a dozen NH 

passages which have enough commonality to merit a mention, but most of them 

have only enough context to show that the concept of rest was commonplace in the 

1·· l' f h d 167 re IglOUS Iterature 0 t e ay. The Gospel of Truth does merit mention; it 

contains six passages which point to some kind of common tradition. 168 We will 

extract the basic tluust from the passage in 1.41-42: 

164 Strolll. II. 1 1.52,4. 
165 Lilla (Clement, pp.1S7-1S9). 
166 Siegert, p.2l!. This is not an exhaustive listing. 
167 Gas. Thol1l. II.(50); (90); Gos.Phil. 1I.71,3-15; Orig. World II.l04,17-27; 117,2S-11S,2; 
Auth.Teach. VI.33,S. 
168 Gas. Truth 1.22,12; 24,16-20; 33,36; 35,2S; 36,39; and 41,13-43,2. The Gas. Truth is an important 
document being of an Alexandrian background and probably a Va1entinian tract, (MacRae, NHLE, p.37). 
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... his own resting-place is his pleroma. Therefore, all the emanations of the 
Father are pleromas .... For the place to which they send their thought, that 
place, their root, is what takes them up in all the heights to the Father. 
They possess his head, which is rest for them ... approaching him, as though 
to say that they have participated in his face by means of kisses .... neither 
did they lack the glory of the Father.. .he is a being without evil, 
imperturbable .... they rest in him who is at rest, not striving nor being 
twisted around the truth .... in no way deficient in anything, but they are set 
at rest.. .. This is the place ofthe blessed; this is their place. 169 

We have several categories which are common with Clement: rest, the ascension 

theme, the reference to the "face" of the Father, a locality (an abode or place), and 

lastly, ana.8E1.u (the concept is present in the being of God). Even this passage, 

as possibly the best example from the NR texts, appears clUde next to most of the 

Clementine passages conceming rest. 170 

Another curious aspect of Clement's use of the rest concept is his lack of NT 

usage. There are two NT passages which one would expect Clement to utilise in 

supp011 of his presentation of rest: Matt 11:28-30 and Reb 4:3-11. It could be 

argued that all of his references which include E~80~a.C; are allusions to the 

Hebrews passage (the 6y806:C; being the new "Sabbath rest"), but one might expect 

a direct quotation. Stahlin points to the Matthew passage for Strom. VII.11.68,5, 

but this seems hardly necessmy. Clement does quote the Matthew passage in full 

at Protrepticus 12.120,5, but the focus is not on rest, certainly not as we see it in 

Stromateis. Three times Clement does cite either of these biblical texts, but the 

169 Gas. Truth 1.41,14 - 42,38. 
170 Lilla (Clement, p.188) includes Ex. Thea. 63,1 in his list of common passages from Gnostic writings. 
We purposely leave out the three av(otcl.u<H~ passages in Ex. Thea. due to the discussion over which texts 
would be considered Clementine as opposed to which would be of Valentin us or Pantaenus, see Casey's 
discussion of this, (Excerpta, pp.5-16). The Ex. Thea. passages are: 18,1-2; 49,2; and 63,1. One thing to 
notice is the difference between the rest passages in the Gas. Truth and that of Ex. Thea. If Valentinus 
wrote Gas. Truth as Attridge and MacRae say is a "distinct possibility" (NHLE p.37), then Ex. Thea. 
reveals how much Valentinian thought had developed, regardless of who wrote the passages in question. 
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focus is rest from sin, not an ascension rest, nor a Sabbath rest. 171 

Even with the lack of evidence for clear literaty dependence, it seems likely 

that the rest motif of the NT is pati of the background for both the Gnostics and 

for Clement. l72 The Epistle of Barnabas 173 is likely to have influenced Clement, 

but he does not quote Barnabas on this topic either. Without direct quotations 

from the NT it appears that Clement has another source; we suspect this is another 

part of his apostolic ncxpa80at<;. 

2. Rest and e~80~as/6'Y80as 

We mentioned (pp.130-132) three key 9E(J)ptCX passages which contain the 

categories of e~80~as/6'Y80as linked with rest. In addition to these, there are 

three more, 

For on the seventh day the rest is celebrated; and on the eighth he brings a 
propitiation, as is written in Ezekiel, according to which propitiation the 
promise is to be received. Whether, then, the time be that which through 
the seven periods enumerated returns to the chiefest rest, or the seven 
heavens, which some reckon one above the other; or whether also the fixed 
sphere which borders on the intellectual world be called the eighth, the 
expression denotes that the Gnostic ought to rise out of the sphere of 
creation and of sin. 

By the meadow is to be understood the fixed sphere, as being a mild and 
genial spot, and the locality of the pious; and by the seven days each 
motion of the seven planets, and the whole practical art which speeds to 
the end of rest. But after the wandering orbs the journey leads to heaven, 
that is, to the eighth motion and day. 

The seventh day, therefore, is proclaimed a rest--abstraction from ills-
preparing for the Primal Day, our true rest ... 174 

171 Paid. 1.10.91,2; Strom. 11.5.22,5 (allusion to Matt. 11:29); n.22.134,5. 
172 Gos. Tholll. 90 is a version of the Matt 11 text; Orig. World 104,27 and 117,36 link rest with the 
Sabbath. Add the Gas. Truth 41-43 cited above. 
173 Barn. 15:1-9. See Ferguson ("Was Barnabas A Chiliast?" 1990). 
174 Strom. ry.25.159, 1-2; y. 14. 106,3 ; VI.l6.138, 1 (these sections are devoted to this discussion of the 
fourth commandment to rest on the seventh day; in particular, "By following Him, therefore, through our 
whole life, we become impassible; and this is to rest." 138,3). 
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These are not critical texts for our purposes - we simply note that for Clement 

the concept of rest is connected to (or at least begins with) the NT Sabbath rest, 

the eighth day. We have already noted (pp.130-132) that E~801l6:<;/6y806:<; do 

point to a system of heavenly spheres or levels of some kind. This, coupled with 

the number of passages where rest occurs with 8£ropl<X, leads us to believe that 

Clement desires to place more emphasis on the rest which the soul experiences 

rather than on the heavenly levels. 

3. Rest, cX7ta8ct<X and 8£mpl<X 

The concept of rest seems to develop as Stromateis progresses. In Book II it is 

basically used to describe the believer being freed from sin. 175 The only 

OcculTence in Book IV 176 (25.158-159,2) continues with this concept, " ... the 

Gnostic ought to rise out of the sphere of creation and of sin." This passage, 

however, represents the first discussion in Stromateis of E~801l6:<;/6y80a<; and 

links it with rest. Book V includes the extensive discussion of the High Priest in 

V.6.32-40; here is the first time 8£ropl<X is linked with rest. The Gnostic (High 

Priest), "purified already" enters into the rest of the 6y80&<; where he enjoys 

"insatiable contemplation face to face." By the time we get to Book VII rest is an 

integral palt of the gnostic's 8£ropl<x. But this state of rest and contemplation, 

Clement reminds the reader, is only for the "pure in heaIt" (VII. 10.56,5).177 

175 Strom. n.5.22,5; n.20.109,1; II.22.134,5. This was the use in Paid. UO.91,2 as well. 
176 'AvO:1t<xUcn<; does not occur in Book III. 
177 This purity issue is also present in VII.l1.68,5; VII.l3 .82,5 and VII.16. 93,3. None of these passages 
listed include the word, Cxna8wx, but the concept is certainly present. 
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3.6 Conclusions 

Consistent with his philosophical sUlToundings, Clement's God is utterly 

transcendent. Alexandrian Christianity seems to have given him a biblical lens 

through which to understand this transcendence. God is indeed ineffable, but can 

be known through the LogoS.178 Clement's use of 8Empta includes various 

categories which point to an incorporeality; 8empta is the door to enter that realm. 

The exegesis in V.6 of the High Priest can be seen as the turning point, not only of 

Book V, but of Stromateis. The gnostic, as seen in the High Priest, sheds the 

sensible realm and moves into the noetic realm, the 6yooa<; - the realm of God, 

where "he is replenished with insatiable contemplation face to face." (V.6.40,1) 

As we have h-aced these various words/concepts, we have confiImed Clement's 

main sources to be Plato, Philo and Paul. However, it must be noted that only the 

mystery passages have any significant biblical quotations associated with them. 

The evidence shows that either Clement has skilfully brought together bits of 

various h'adition to produce his own eclectic spiritual weave, or he is transmitting 

an already established 1tcxpaoocrt<; as he promised in his introduction. I use 

"skilful" even though the various philosophical bits, especially the categories 

relating to cosmology and angelo logy, do not seem tidy. But if I am correct, he 

has done this purposefully. 

Once again, I use the adjective "skilful" because the confusing nature of the 

philosophical discussions are meant to hide 8emptcx. Various topics are hinted at, 

belaboured, and suddenly discarded only to be picked up later as a way to 

178 See Osborn (The Beginning, pp.4S-S0). 
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discourage the casual seeker. Osbom says it well, "Clement. .. begins as a difficult 

writer; on acquaintance he becomes clearer.,,179 We have seen that Clement 

delivers on his promise: "The Stromata will contain the tlUth mixed up in the 

dogmas of philosophy, or rather covered over and hidden, as the edible part of the 

nut in the shell.,,18o 

Cosmology and angelology are impOltant to Clement. Eclogae Propheticae 

seems to have been the work he promised for discussion of these topiCS. 181 He 

also gives more time to them in Excerpta Ex Theodoto, this probably because the 

Valentinians had given them more attention. The impOltant thing we have seen in 

this chapter with respect to these categories is that Stromateis is not the work 

dedicated to them. Clement has used these categories to hide another aspect of his 

secret oral tradition, 8Ecopla.. 

It appears that the angels and the heavenly levels are not as critical to him as 

what happens to the gnostic in that higher place. From the fragmentaIY works we 

know more thought and detail could have been added to what we read in 

Stromateis. Yet Clement could have left these categories out completely. Why 

does he include them? I see two reasons: first, they probably do represent another 

aspect of the gnostic tradition which he has been given. If he has received this 

tradition from Pantaenus or some other esteemed teacher, he cannot ignore these 

categories. Secondly, he is convinced of the incorporeal aspect of faith which is 

essential for the gnostic to "see" God. One piece of evidence for this is the 

179 Ibid., p.50. 
180 Strom. 1.l.lS,1. 
181 Danielou (Gospel AJessage, p.457). 
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presence of ana8ncx in almost evelY categOlY covered in this chapter. No matter 

what aspect of 8£O)ptCX is analysed, the stripping of passions and the purity of heart 

is there as a prerequisite. The gnostic must escape the prison of the flesh in order 

to "see" God. 

We will see in Chapter Five that there is both philosophical and ecclesiastical 

tension for Clement in the way he espouses this concept of 8£Wptcx. But first we 

need to establish another impOltant aspect of this 8£WptCX which we have alluded 

to by suggesting that the whole of Stromateis comes to a pivotal point in V.6. 

There is deliberate movement in this h'eatise; our next chapter will present 

evidence that Stromateis presents the reader with a spiritual pathway. 
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8£ropt<X, THE FINAL STAGE IN THE SPIRITUAL PATHWAY 

We have detennined, with some measure of probability, the influences on 

Clement's concept of 8ECOpt<x. We have also defined, to some degree, the 

immaterialist aspect of Clement's use of the telm. N ow we must attempt to gain a 

better understanding of how this concept of 8ECOPt<X fits into Clement's overall 

scheme. The title of this chapter and this statement of Clement's scheme assumes 

that he did have a scheme in mind when writing the three major works, 

Protrepticus, Paidagogus and Stro711ateis. We must address this issue before we 

can move forward. 

Descriptions of Stro711ateis usually point to an obtuse style and the possibility 

that Clement never completed the great work which he intended; 

... he is sometimes at once both obscure and diffuse, and adds analogy to 
analogy and epithet to epithet without adding to the thought or sharpening its 
definiteness. 1 

The Stromateis do not accomplish the task of the promised "Master" ... .it 
proved beyond the time or power of the writer to accomplish ... .Is it not at least 
possible that the Stromate;s are left unfinished ... 72 

Clement had not the gifts adequate to writing such a work as this ... he was not 
a systematic theologian ... he passed from one thing to another, and, after long 
digressions, returned to the highway along which he was actually journeying. 
He brought confusion to a reader who, pen in hand, was endeavouring to trace 
the logical connection of his discussions. 3 

The abrupt shifts from Clement's own thoughts to the alien material, which is 
often rather awkwardly integrated into the flow of the text, make continuous 
reading a difficult task. Transitions are not always clearly distinguished ... 4 

1 Patrick, p.17. 
2 Tollinton (I, pp.I92-194). 
3 Lietzmann (History II, pp.287-288). 
4 Van den Hoek (Clement-Philo, p.l). 
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Others have suggested an altemative clu-onological order of Clement's writings 

which would dictate only a loose connection between the three works which are 

usually seen as connected. This theOlY suggests that Stromateis I-IV was written 

fust, then Protrepticus and Paidagogus, followed by Stromateis V-VIII. 5 

In this chapter I intend to show that Clement does have a plan, one which 

presents a spiritual pathway for the gnostic to follow. I will also show that 8Effipta 

represents the final stage of this pathway. The scope of this study will not allow 

for a lengthy review of the debate conceming the order and nature of Clement's 

works, yet this thesis seems to offer another angle on some of the issues. I will 

briefly summarize the basic argument and then make a few relevant comments. 

4.1 The Literary Problems of Clement's Works 

"What books Clement wrote, and where and in what order he wrote them, are 

questions almost as complicated as those which arise when we ask what books he 

read and how he used them."6 The confusion begins when Clement, in the 

opening chapter of Paidagogus says, 

Eagerly desiring, then, to perfect us by a gradation conducive to salvation, 
suited for efficacious discipline, a beautiful arrangement is observed by the all
benignant Word, who first exhorts (1tpo'tp£1trov), then trains (1tatbayroy&v), 
and finally teaches (£KbtbacrKrov). 7 

It appears that he is linking the three works, each representing a different operation 

of the AOY0r" but the use of OtOacrKffi presents a difficulty. 8 Here and in other key 

5 There are several good discussions of the order of Clement's writings: Patrick, pp.30 1-308; Tollinton 
(II, pp.324-333); Mondesert (SC 30, pp.1l-18); Hort/Mayor, pp.>..'V-xxi; Osborn (Clement, pp.3-12); 
Osborn, (JTS 1959, pp.335-343); and Mehat, pp.276-279. 
6 Tollinton (II, p.324). 
7 Paid. I.1.3,3 
8 The noun, OtOO:O'K:CXAO<;, had already been introduced into the discussion (Li.2,1; 3,1 and 3,3) so that the 
verb form here is inconsequential. 
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passages Clement uses OlO<xcrKUAOC; when he is clearly pointing ahead to another 

work. 9 This has led to some speculation that Stromateis was not the work which 

Clement pointed towards. Paidagogus closes with this same sense of looking 

fOlward to the "Teacher" , 

Innumerable commands such as these are written in the holy Bible appertaining 
to chosen persons, some to presbyters, some to bishops, some to deacons, 
others to widows, of whom we shall have another opportunity of speaking. 
Many things spoken in enigmas, many in parables, may benefit such as fall in 
with them. But it is not my province, says the Instructor, to teach these any 
longer. But we need a Teacher of the exposition of those sacred words, to 
whom we must direct our steps. And now, in truth, it is time for me to cease 
from my instruction, and for you to listen to the Teacher. And He ... will teach 
you the oracles. 10 

Another difficulty is presented by Clement in his opening chapter of Stromateis 

when he gives such a laboured explanation for putting his work into writing. 11 

Because he only does this in the beginning of Stromateis, and not in either 

Protrepticus or Paidagogus, it has been suggested that this may have been the first 

written work,l2 The theOlY is that Stromateis I-IV was written first, then 

Protrepticus and Paidagogus, followed by the rest of Stro711ateis. Two main points 

(in addition to the two problems we have already encountered) for this theOlY are: 

first, there is no reference in Stro711ateis I-IV to either Protrepticus or Paidagogus; 

and secondly, a treatise on mall'iage (which seems to be found in Strom. III) is 

9 Other important texts which name the OtOaO'KcxAos as the future work: Paid. III.12.S7,l; III. 12.97,3-
98,1. See Hort/Mayor for a discussion of these texts, pp.xv->.:vi. 
10 Paid. III. 12.97,3. 
11 A few excerpts from this opening chapter are included in our discussion on ltcxpaooO'tS, however the 
entire first chapter of Book I is a defense for Clement's forthcoming written account, see §2.2.l (pp.39-46) 
where I discuss the significance of Stromateis I.1. 
12 Patrick's argument against this theory is especially good, pp.301-30S. The speculations as to the 
relationships of Clement's works has been immense; see Mondesert (SC 30, pp.15-l7) for some complex 
ideas on not just one trilogy, but two different trilogies offered by J. Munck and G. Lazzati. Tollinton 
holds to the view that the works were composed in the traditional order, but that Stromateis was the first 
work published (II, pp.325-32S). See Osborn (JTS 1959, pp.335-343) who sees the three works intact as a 
trilogy, p.341. 
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refened to more than once in Paidagogus as having already been written. 13 

Tollinton dismisses the first point as an argument from silence and advises that the 

discussion on maniage includes evidence which makes such a theOlY more 

difficult to accept than the original argument. 14 

The last difficulty which has been presented with respect to the order of 

Clement's works is the apparent lack of finality in the Stromateis; this is another 

reason to question whether it was in fact the work intended as the successor to 

Paidagogus. There are many places where Clement promises further discussion on 

various issues which are never addressed. IS This has led to the opinion that "the 

Stromateis was never completed, and that some of the subjects named were 

intended to have been included in it. "16 This position is strengthened by the ending 

of Book VII (which appears abmpt and suggests a continued work) and the outline 

fOlmat of Book VIII. The seemingly disorderly style of Stromateis (highlighted in 

the opening paragraph of this section) only adds to this theOlY that Clement had 

something else in mind or just failed to produce the work which he originally 

intended. We will briefly consider these issues in the following sections. 

4.1.1 Didaskalos (The Teacher) OR Stromateis? 

Our two main texts17 for the theOlY that the work following Paidagogus was 

initially intended to be Didaskalos both point fOlward (as has already been 

13 See Tollinton (II, pp.328-329), where he discusses Paid. II.1D.94,1; II.6.52,2; III.8.41,3. 
14 Ibid., p.328. We will discuss these points in section §4.1.3 (pp.148-152). 
15 See HortlMayer, pp.x.'Vi-xix. Some of the texts which point to another advanced work: 
Strom. II.20.113,l; III.3.l3,l; Iy'1.l-3 (entire chapter); IY.25.162,2; Y. 1 1.68,3; y'13.88,4; VII.1D.59,7. 
16 Ibid., p.x.'Viii. 
17 Paid. I.l.3,3; III. 12.97,3. 
See Tollinton (II, pp.189-190) for a brief review of De Faye's position that StrolJlateis is not the intended 
Didaskalos; also Osborn (JTS 1959) for a presentation in favor of the StrolJlateis as the Teacher; see 
Mellat (pp.50-54) for an account of why Stromateis I follows Paidagoglls. 
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mentioned), but do so in a way which seems to refer to a person, not a writing. 

Clement clearly shows that the Paidagogus is Jesus, the Son of God. 18 He also 

identifies the Didaskalos with Jesus in the same way.19 This alone does not affect 

the theOlY, but numerous times in Stromateis Clement refers to the Son of God by 

the title "Teacher" when the reference is clearly not pointing to a writing. 20 On the 

other hand, he clearly refers to the work as Stromateis in numerous places. 21 We 

have already shown that prui of Clement's aim in Stromateis is to communicate 

oral tradition which he believes to have been handed down from Jesus; it is 

possible that when Clement references Didaskalos in Paidagogus III. 12.98,1 (and 

in the Stromateis references) it could be a recognition that Jesus is teaching in 

Stromateis in His own words through oral traditions. 

4.1.2 A review of the reconstruction theory 

As was mentioned at the begilming of this section, there are some complex 

problems sUlTounding the order of the three main works, Protrepticus, Paidagogus, 

and Stromateis. We will briefly address the two points of evidence mentioned in 

the last section for the argument that Strom. I-IV were written first. 

The first bit of evidence, that Clement fails to mention Paidagogus m 

Stromateis I-IV, is odd. One would expect him to make this connection early on 

in Stromateis if his plan was indeed for the latter to build upon the fOlmer. 

However, Paidagogus is not clearly mentioned until the beginning of Strom. VI, 

18 Paid. 1.2.1,1. 
19 Paid. III.12.98,l-3. 
20 Strom. II.2.9,4; III.1S.99,2; rV.2S.162,S; V.l.l,4; y'3.17,1; Y.l1.73,2; Y.13.8S,2; VI.8.68,1-3; 
VI.14.114,6; VI.lS.122,4; VI1.2.6,1; VII.3.21,4; VII.l2.72,3; VII.l6.93,S. 
21 Strom. I.1.18,1-4 (2); 1.2.20,4; 1.28.182,3; II.23.147,S; III.18.ll0,3; ry.l.l,3; ry.2.4,3; 6,2; 7,1; 
VI.1.l,l; 1,4; 2,1; VII.l8. 11 1,1-4 (3). 
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which also includes a discussion similar to Book I on Clement's hesitancy to write 

such a work. 22 From this evidence it would make more sense that Book VI was 

published first, except that Clement mentions earlier writings.23 In the end, this 

evidence does not help us to know the order of Clement's writings, but it does cast 

doubt on the theOlY that Strom. I-IV was the first published. 

The second bit of evidence, that an existing treatise on maniage is mentioned in 

Paidagogus is the strongest evidence that Stromateis I-IV were written prior to 

Paidagogus. 24 These references seems to point to Stromateis III (and II.23). This 

evidence, however, is obscured by some other facts: first, the topics of discussion 

mentioned in Paid. II.6.52,1-2 do not appear anywhere in Strom. III.25 Secondly, 

Paid. III.8.41,3 seems to be pointing to a future work. 26 The arguments presented 

by Tollinton and Patrick against the deconstmction offered by De Faye and others 

seem to be good ones. However, with respect to Stromateis III it seems that we 

must consider the possibility that it was a separate work inserted by Clement 

during the composition of Stromateis. Although HOlt/Mayor disagree with De 

Faye's the my, they admit that "the third book [which] has a long disseltation on 

22 There is only one clear reference to Paidagoglls in the entire Stromateis, VU.l,3. There might be an 
allusion to Paidagoglls in Strom. VII. 16. 102, 1. We will look at the clear reference in the next section. 
23 Strom. VI. 1. 1 , 1. This seems at least to refer to Book V, but could also be a reference to Books I -IV. 
Mehat offers evidence to suggest that Books VI-VII were written after Clement's departure from 
Alexandria (pp.42-54). This might explain some of the pecularities we find in Book VI. Runia (Philo
Fathers, p.144 n42) comments on Mehat's theory suggesting that it supports some of van den Hoek's 
findings that Clement seems to have quoted Philo from memory in Books VI-VII where he seemed to have 
the actual works in front of him in Books I-V; see van den Hoek (VC 1996). 
24 Paid. 11.6.52,2; 11.10.94,1; III.8.41,3. 
25 Paid. 11.6.52,1-2 speaks of a discussion concerning the terms used in the description of sex organs or 
the sex act. This discussion does not appear in Strom. 11.23 or in Book III; see Tollington (II, p.329) and 
Mehat, pp.50-52. 
26 See Patrick, pp.304-305 on the use of a future tense in this text. Tollinton (II, p.329) points out the 
possibility that there could have been yet another work in which Clement discusses marriage. 
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maniage ... scarcely belongs to the context. "27 This study has already shown a 

peculiar absence in Book III of several key tenns which occur throughout 

Stromateis. 28 This absence of categories (especially because most of them occur 

in evelY other book) is additional evidence that Strom. III could have been an 

existing treatise (possibly unpublished) which Clement simply inselted into his 

larger work. We will come back to this evidence after we consider the evidence in 

Strom. 1.1. 

Now to the issue of Clement's hesitancy in the opening chapter to write; this 

has been used to suggest that it must have been his first work (at least his first 

published one). Our study has shown that Stromateis is unique among Clement's 

extant writings in that it claims to be communicating an esoteric oral tradition. 29 It 

appears to me that his hesitation is motivated by the fear of displaying safeguarded 

oral traditions out in the open for all to hear, see, read and perhaps conupt. This 

halting tendency in Clement surfaces throughout Stromateis. As Osbom concludes 

in his atticle on this subject, "If the Stromateis are not the Didaskalos, they have 

nothing to hide. "30 

We have mentioned (note 28) the lack of several key telms in Strom. III which 

points to the possibility that it may have been written prior to the rest of the work 

27 Hort and Mayor, p.xxi. 
28 From Chapter Three we find no occurrences (or only one occurrence, shown in brackets) of the 
following terms in Book III: avcmcxuO't<;, J-LuO''tllPWV (1), a1ta8EtCX (it is remarkable that this term does 
not occur in Bk III, but it is also clear that the entire book is concerned with this concept), E~ooJ-La<;, 
6yooa<;, 1tcxpaooO't<;, and 8ECOPlCX (see Appendix 1, p.296). In addition to these terms there are a few 
concepts which are absent in Bk III which appear in almost every other book: the ascent of the soul, 
"seeing" God, and references to angels. 
29 I1cxpaoOO't<; occurs only twice in Paidagoglls, neither pointing to an oral tradition (Paid. 1.9.78,1 and 
n.lO.87,3). It is true that Eusebius cites On the Pasch a (H.E. VI. 13.9) and Hypotyposeis (H.E. VI.14.1-7) 
in a way which references oral tradition as well. See Osborn (JTS 1959, pp.342-343). 
30 Ibid., p.343. 
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and simply inselted. Our study shows that 8Eropio: is temvconcept of central 

impOltance in Stromateis from the opening chapter. This brings attention to the 

lack of our key telID in Paidagoglls. 31 The frequency of 8Eropio: in Stro111ateis32 

makes it difficult to imagine Paidagogus being written after any patt of Stro111ateis, 

with the exception of Book III. The relatively consistent frequency of 8Eropio: 

throughout the work points to a common range in dating (and in purpose). For 

Clement to write Paidagogus during the composition of Stro111ateis without more 

hinting towards the concept of 8Eropio: is difficult to imagine.33 This would be 

another indicator for the traditional view; for Paidagogus to be so removed from 

the general thlUst of Stro111ateis with respect to 8Eropio: is good evidence for an 

earlier dating. In the next section we will discuss one of the 8Eropio: texts in 

Paidagogus which strengthens the traditional view. 34 

In the end I must agree with the conclusions of those who hold to the traditional 

anangement of Stro111ateis against the reconstlUction theOlY. The traditional view 

should not be abandoned until conclusive evidence can be produced. The basic 

design is given by Clement (Paid. 1.1.1,3) and is generally produced in the three 

works. In the end I agree with Patrick, 

... the hypothesis raises difficulties not less great than the traditional view 
which it seeks to supplant. It is not a purely literary or academic question, 
for in some cases the order has a direct bearing on the exposition of the 
teaching.35 

31 SECOpECO/SECOpto:. occurs only four times in Paidagoglls (ILl. 1 ,2; 11.10.108,3; III.8.43) and IILl1.70,2) 
and only two of them point to the concept of "contemplation." 
32 See Appendix I, p.296. 
33 Lietzmann makes the observation, "The Paidagogos gives no hint how Clement was, later, to construe 
the term gnosis," (History II, p.283). The lack ofSEcopto:. implies two things: the earlier dating of Paid. 
and that Slrol7l. represents a separate work, an altogether separate stage in Clement's system. 
34 We wiII look at Paid. 11.1.1,2 in §4.2.3 (pp.157-159). 
35 Patrick, pp. 10-1 1. 
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Although I would hold to the traditional view, I hasten to add that Stromateis might 

have been the result of numerous sets of notes finally compiled by Clement in a 

way which would seem safe to him, both revealing and concealing YVW(HC;. 

Mehat's theOlY, coupled with van den Hoek's work (see note 23) indicates that 

Books VI-VII were written after Clement's departure from Alexandria. This 

would keep the traditional theOlY intact and explain some of the intemal 

difficulties while taking Clement's testimony seriously. Our study seems to add 

evidence to this theOlY. 

4.1.3 Is Stromateis a completed work? 

To these previous two points of literaty difficulty we must add another: the 

detelmination of whether Stromateis, as we have it, is a complete work. Our thesis 

is that Stromateis represents the third stage in a spiritual pathway, following 

Protrepticus and Paidagogus. We have already noted that Stromateis tends to be 

confused and obscure. Clement jumps from one point to the next, languishing in 

tangential discussions. He apologetically acknowledges his excess on several 

occasions,36 only to be attracted (or distracted) by another topic which interests 

him. Beyond this, Clement seems to be thinking of future works, for he 

consistently puts the reader off saying he will discuss a patiicular issue later, but 

then never retums to it (see note 15). There are several issues which force us to 

question whether Clement completed his great work: the references to future 

works, the abmpt ending of Book VII, the appearance of Book VIII as a 

compilation of notes, and the testimony we have from later Fathers, especially 

36 Stro11l. II.23.147,5; III.5.40,1 (this one is humorous since he continues on for 12 more chapters, then 
apologizes again at the end in III. 18.110,3); Y.2.14,1; VII.l4.84,2. 
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Eusebius and Photius. 

I do not propose to discuss this issue fully as it really does not greatly affect 

this thesis. However, we will give a brief overview of the data and point to a study 

where a full discussion can be found. 

1. The projected works of Clement 

We have already mentioned how Clement announces several topics for future 

discussion, yet Stromateis does not seem to contain these works. A few of these 

works are listed in IV. 1. 1,3-3,4: Against the Greeks and the Jews, On First 

Principles, On Theology, On Prophecy, Against the Heretics, The Science of 

Nature, and On the Origin of the Cosmos. This text is a long section in which 

Clement seems to have adjusted his plan, listing several works to be addressed. 

And there are more: The Study of Theoria and The Creation of the World 

(VL18.168,4); The Creation of Man (IlL 14.95,2); On the Devil (IV. 12.85,3); On 

the Soul (IIL3.13,3; IV. 13.88,4); On the Angels (VL3.32,1); On Prayer 

(IV.26.171,2).37 A few points must be made here conceming these titles: first, it 

could be that celtain "titles" are different references to the same work (such as The 

Origin of the Cosmos and The Creation of the World); and secondly, a "title" 

might simply be a reference to a "heading" (a KE<peXA:ll, see Mehat, pp.276-279) 

within Stromateis. On Prayer most surely appears as VII.7 (see p.200 n26 below) 

and On Angels might be included in Book VII as well (Ibid., p.228 nl05). But this 

points out one of the difficulties in the discussion of "future" works; Clement's 

references are not always clear. For example, On First Principles (reEp1- apxffiv) is 

37 See Hort-Mayor, pp.A'Vi-xix and Wilson (ANCL 4, pp.IS-16). See also, HE. VI.13,3 for others works. 
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promised more than once,38 but in QDS 26,8 the same work seems to be 

referenced as having been already written. 39 Nonetheless, it does appear from the 

fragmentaty testimonies of later fathers that there were several Clementine works 

which are no longer extant. 40 These other "future" works are one piece of evidence 

that Stro711ateis might not have been completed. 

2. The abrupt ending of Strom. VII 

The abmpt ending in VII. 18 points to the possibility that Clement had no 

intention of ending Stromateis. The chapter begins, "After showing a little peep-

hole .. .let us bring the discourse to a close." (109,1) But then he says, 

These points, then, having been formerly thoroughly treated, and the 
department of ethics having been sketched summarily in a fragmentary 
way, as we promised; and having here and there interspersed the dogmas 
which are the germs of true knowledge, so that the discovery of the sacred 
traditions may not be easy to anyone of the uninitiated, let us proceed to 
what we promised .... (110,4) 
And now, after this seventh Miscellany of ours, we shall give the account 
of what follows in order from another commencement. (111,4) 

It seems that Clement intends to continue with at least one more Stromateis. Why 

is this called an abmpt ending? Because it is generally acknowledged that Book 

VIII is no more than bits and pieces of other works, a notebook of sOlis,41 thus 

what we have of Stromateis ends against Clement's intention. 

3. Strom. VIII: a compilation of notes 

It is clear on an initial reading that Book VIII has a different character from the 

remainder of Stromateis, especially that of Book VII. In addition, there are several 

38 Strom. IV.1.2,1; V.14.140,2; VI.2.4,2. 
39 Hort-Mayor, p.xviii n1. QDS is the standard abbreviation for Who is the Rich Alan Being Saved? 
40 Eclogae Propheticae (GCS III, pp.l3S-1SS); Hypotypseis (Ibid., pp.19S-202); On the Pasch a (Ibid., 
pp.216-218); On Providence (Ibid., pp.219-221); To the Newly Baptized (Ibid., pp.221-222). See listing of 
fragments, Ibid., pp.19S-230. 
41 Wilson (ANCL 4, p.l3); Mondeseli (SC 30, p.24); Casey (Exerpta, pp.3-S). 
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facts which point to Book VIII as a compilation of notes: first, Book VIII begins in 

mid sentence which makes it feel separated from the end of Book VII;42 secondly, 

the confusion of "titles," or subscripts, 

It is evident that whatever may be the explanation of this embarrassment of 
titles, it represents a confused attempt to add to Strom. i-vii materials 
which appeared to someone to belong with them. 43 

We will take notice of a convincing study below which has demonstrated these 

velY points concelning Strom. VIII. 44 

4. The testimony of Eusebius and Photius 

We have already noted the evidence of "lost" works in the fragments which 

come from various church fathers; now we need to take account of the testimony 

from Eusebius and Photius. Following our methodology, we must take this 

testimony at face value unless we find other clear contradictOlY evidence. 

Eusebius tells us Stromateis consisted of eight books, while Photius infOlms us 

that he knew of "an old copy" in which the title of Book VIII was "Who is the Rich 

Man that is saved?"45 This lends more evidence that Book VIII in the 

Laurentianus MSS is not an integral part of the work. 46 

5. A conclusive study 

A 1976 study by Piene Nautin brings all the evidence to bear and conclusively 

shows that Book VIII is nothing more than the work of a copyist. 47 Nautin 

reviews the key places (Stro111. 1.1.15,2; II. 1.1,1-2,3; IVl.l,1-3,3; VI. 1.1,1; 

42 Casey (Exerpta, p.4). 
43 Ibid., p.3. 
44 See §4.1.3 (pp.151-152). 
45 HE. VI.l3,l and The Librmy of Photills, 1.111; ET by J.H. Freese (London 1920). 
46 This is our primary MS for Stroll/ate is of which we have an lith century version and a 15th century 
copy of it; see Stahlin (GCS 2, p.vii); Hort/Mayor, p.lxv. 
47 Nautin (VC 1976). Page numbers for the remainder of this section refer to this study. 
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VII.15.89,1) where Clement gives his plan (pp.282-291), analyses these plans 

(pp.291-293), and concludes there is "no room for doubt: Clement has effectively 

completed his project" in Stro111ateis. (p.293) 

Nautin then combines the Eusebian testimony (H.E. VI. 13,2) and the evidence 

from Photius (Library 109), examines the Hypotyposeis in light of this data 

(pp.293-299) and concludes that Book VIII of the Laurentianus MSS is composed 

of "extracts of the last Stro111ates and of Hypotyposeis. He [the copyist] did not 

keep a complete outline, but only kept those passages which interested him." 

(p.301) By comparing comments from Eusebius on ce11ain works of Origen, 

N autin shows that the libraty of Eusebius lacked the autograph editions of most of 

Origen's works. (p.300 n83) From this he concludes, "It is unlikely that Eusebius 

had the autograph [of Stro111ateis] .... This means his testimony on the number of 

Stro111ates is not decisive." (p.300) 

To summarise, Nautin thinks there was at least one more book in Stro111ateis 48 

(p.302), but that a copyist "who lacked papylUs, time or desire" copied extracts 

from the (or those) extra book(s) and from Hypotyposeis into what we now call 

Book VIII. (p.298) The works we know as Excerpta Ex Theodotus and Eclogae 

Propheticae were initially pat1 of the eight books of Hypotyposeis, maybe each 

being a separate book (p.302) Finally, the Hypotyposeis were the promised 

"physics" of IV. 1.3,2. (Ibid.) 

Having discussed the literaty problems which plague Clementine studies, we 

want to continue our investigation of how 8Ecopia fit into Clement's scheme. 

48 We know from Eusebius that Origen had 10 books in his Stroll/ateis (H.E. VI.24,3); maybe Nautin is 
correct and Clement's Stroll/. also had 10 books. 
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4.2 Protrepticlls, Paidagoglls, and Stromateis: a spiritual pathway 

The three main works of Clement (Protrepticus, Paidagogus, and Stromateis) 

are intended by him to mark the spiritual pathway for the hue YVCOcr'ttKOC;. We 

have already seen (§4.1, pp.143-148) that some hold to the view that these three 

works represent a h·ilogy. Osbom would be a scholar who holds to this view and I 

would agree with him. 49 In this section we want to examine two pieces of 

evidence which point to a close literaty relationship of the three works, and to 

Clement's intention to use these works as a representation of a spiritual pathway. 

The two pieces of evidence we will consider are Clement's own testimony of this 

spiritual pathway and the intemal evidence (the content) of the three works. 

4.2.1 The testimony of Clement 

Again, here is the key text where Clement gives an indication of his plan: 

As then, for those of us who are diseased in body a physician is required, so 
also those who diseased in soul require a paedagogue to cure our maladies; 
and then a teacher, to strain and guide the soul to all requisite knowledge ... 
Eagerly desiring, then, to perfect us by a gradation conducive to salvation, 
suited for efficacious discipline, a beautiful arrangement is observed by the 
all-benignant Word, who first exhorts, then trains, and finally teaches. 50 

So we have the Word, "who first exh011s [Protrepticus], then trains [Paidagogus] , 

and finally teaches [Stromateis]."51 We will pass over Protrepticus right now and 

simply say that it contained the evangelistic and apologetic tluust which was 

obviously meant to win the Greek mind to the Christian gospel. This would begin 

49 Osborn does not specifically make this stand in Clement (1957), but in (JTS 1959) he does; see p.341. 
In Beginnings (1981) he does not specifically make this statement, but he does describe the three works 
conceptually as a unity, p.23. Lietzmann also uses the term "trilogy," (History 11, p.278ff). 
50 Paid. I.1.3,3. 
51 See Osborn's comments on this, (The Philosophy, pp.5-7). 
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the spiritual joumey.52 Next, the spiritual disciplines of the Paidagogus would 

"train" the soul to perfect knowledge (Paid. 1.1.3,3). Then at the end of 

Paidagogus (III. 12.98, 1), we see that this pathway to knowledge was to be 

facilitated, or illuminated, by "the oracles" (the Stromateis). 

In discussing Clement's plan we must look more closely at the only text in 

Stromateis which clearly refers to Paidagogus. As we acknowledged in the 

previous section, the lack of reference to the fonner work is curious, but the 

reference we do find is significant. This reference is in the beginning of Book VI. 

Here Clement not only gives us the link we are arguing for, but he also explains it, 

"Now the weak eateth herbs," according to the noble apostle. The Instructor, 
divided by us into three books, has already exhibited the training 
(Ka"Cllx1]crECOC;) and nurture up from the state of childhood, that is, the course 
of life which from elementary instruction grows by faith; and in the case of 
those enrolled in the number of men, prepares beforehand the soul, endued 
with virtue, for the reception (napaoox1]v) of gnostic knowledge. The Greeks, 
then, clearly learning, from what shall be said by us in these pages, that in 
profanely persecuting the Godloving man, they themselves act impiously; then, 
as the notes advance, in accordance with the style of the Miscellanies, we must 
solve the difficulties raised both by Greeks and Barbarians with respect to the 
coming of the Lord. 53 

We see the Paidagogus named in its classical sense, as one who looks after 

children until they are "emolled in the number of men" and ready for the higher 

teaching. The Paidagogus conducts the catechetical training (the "elementalY 

instlUction," note the use of Ka"CllXEco), preparing the children for manhood, while 

the Stromateis presents the viltuouS writings whereby the mature man receives the 

52 Lietzmann sums up Protrepticlis well, showing it to be in a literary genre which also enhanced its value, "He 
took trouble to write Attic Greek. .. he interwove elegant acrostics, and other grammatical tit-bits. He constructed 
rhetorical sentences effectively, and his balanced clauses in twos and threes or longer series, frequently even with 
a rhytlunic movement, made pleasant reading ... the literary world was compelled to recognize [him] as a modem 
writer in tlle full sense of the term." LietzmalUl (History 11, p.279). 
53 Strol1l. VI.l.l,3-4. 
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gnostic knowledge. Lastly, there is an allusion to the "milk. .. meat" analogy which 

Clement has already used to contrast spiritual babes from the mature. He urges the 

reader to gain the "meat" while the weak eat only vegetables. 54 Not only does 

Clement name the two writings, but he gives us a good explanation of how they fit 

together. This text celtainly reminds the reader of the two texts in Paidagogus 

which indicate Clement's plan: 1.1.3,3 and IlL 12. 97,3 -98,1. 

It is clear from Clement's own testimony that he intends to produce a work 

which consists of three patts: one which exhOlts, one which instmcts, and one 

which teaches. This threefold plan would not surprise any Greek reader; the 

threefold pathway is a common theme in Middle Platonism, and we can be sure 

that Clement is using this common knowledge to make his plan more palatable to 

the Greek. 55 If Clement has a plan in mind, a spiritual pathway, does he give us 

any indication of what that pathway might include? We now need to look at the 

intemal evidence for this pathway which is our second line of evidence. 

4.2.2 The content of TIp01:p£1t'ttKOC; 

Protrepticus, "an urging fOlward," is Clement's exhOltation to the Greek to 

accept the gospel of Jesus Chl'ist. Clement believes Greek philosophy to have been 

the tutor (the paidagogue) to bring the Greeks to the gospel just as the OT was 

preparing the Jews for the gospel,56 Protrepticus is Clement's version of the NT 

letter to the Hebrews: in Hebrews the writer shows how Christ is greater than 

54 Strom. vr.l.l,2. He quotes John 6:27 for the exhortation to meat and Romans 14:2 for the weak. 
While this is not the exact "milk ... meat" analogy he has used previously, we can see the aIlusion: the 
weak: were trained by the Paidagogus and the Strolllateis wi11lead the mature believer to the meat. 
55 See Dillon (Middle Platonists, pp.43-51). DiIlon shows how Philo had such a system. 
56 Strom. I.5.28,1-3. 
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Moses, and in Protrepticlls Clement is showing how the Tmth, manifested through 

and in Christ, is greater than, and the fulfillment of, the tmths revealed through 

Greek philosophy. He introduces this theme early on in the opening chapter, 

But let us bring from above out of heaven, Truth, with Wisdom in all its 
brightness, and the sacred prophetic choir, down to the holy mount of God; 
and let Truth, darting her light to the most distant points, cast her rays all 
around on those that are involved in darkness, and deliver men from delusion, 
stretching out her very strong right hand, which is wisdom, for their salvation. 
And raising their eyes, and looking above, let them abandon Helicon and 
Cithreron, and take up their abode in Sion. "For out of Sion shall go forth the 
law, and the word of the Lord from Jerusalem," - the celestial Word, the true 
athlete crowned in the theatre of the whole universe. 57 

This theme fills the treatise as Clement recounts Greek legends and revelations, but 

in the end comes back to show the superior nature of the gospel--that God is both 

transcendent, yet personal through Christ. 58 His aim is to convert and he makes 

his intention exceedingly clear towards the end of the treatise, 

Wherefore this exhortation of the truth alone, like the most faithful of our 
friends, abides with us till our last breath ... What, then, is the exhortation I give 
you? I urge you to be saved. This Christ desires. In one word, He freely 
bestows life on you. And who is He? Briefly learn. The Word of truth, the 
Word of incorruption, that regenerates man by bringing him back to the truth-
the goad that urges to salvation ... 59 

And then closes, 

Enough, methinks, of words, though, impelled by love to man, I might have 
gone on to pour out what I had from God, that I might exhort to what is the 
greatest of blessings - salvation ... To you still remains this conclusion, to 
choose which will profit you most - judgment or grace. For I do not think 
there is even room for doubt which of these is the better; nor is it allowable to 
compare life with destruction. 60 

There is little doubt about the message of Protrepticus; Clement is clearly 

presenting the gospel to the Greek, exhOliing him to choose grace rather than 

judgment. Protrepticus is the beginning of the spiritual joumey for the Greek. 

57 Protrep. l.2,3. 
58 Protrep. l.6,1-2; l.7,3; 10.110,1-3; 11.112,1; 12.120-122. 
59 Protrep. 11.117,3-4. 
60 Protrep. 12.123,2. 
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Once the soul has embraced the gospel there is need for the soul's physician, the 

Paidagogus. 

4.2.3 The content of TIatD<xyroyoC; 

The role of the Paidagogus is described by Clement in his opening chapter as 

the physician for the soul, 

... the Predagogue strengthening our souls, and by His benign commands, as by 
gentle medicines, guiding the sick to the perfect knowledge of the truth ... As 
then, for those of us who are diseased in body a physician is required, so also 
those who are diseased in soul require a predagogue to cure our maladies ... 61 

Clement sees the curing of passions through the discipline of the Word as one of 

man's greatest needs. 62 This is one of the main functions of the Paidagogus. 63 In 

a brief overview of Clement's moral training we will look at two main issues: the 

injunction against passions, and the practical disciplines which Clement sees as a 

means to usher the believer to this end. We will also see how this moral 

insnuction is the basis for catechetical training. The catechetical nature of 

Paidagogus points to the natural progression of the works in question. 

1. Moral Instruction Against the Passions 

"EvelY thing that is conn'my to right reason is sin. "64 This is how Clement ends 

Book I just before he introduces the various disciplines of lifestyle in Book II. All 

passions go against reason and must be removed like a cancer. 65 Passions include 

not just the more base ones such as anger and lust, but also those which seem 

61 Paid. I.1.3,l and 3,3. 
62 These are only a few of the numerous passages which could be listed: Paid. 1.2.5,2; 1.2.6,1; I.8.64,3; 
I.9.83,2; III.12.97,1. 
63 Lilla's discussion, though he is chiefly covering the ethical nature of Slromaleis, is very helpful and 
should be consulted, (Clement, pp.84-106). See also, Bradley ("The Transformation," pp.43-68). 
64 Paid. I.13.101,1. This phrase is taken from the Stoic handbook and Clement adopts it for his system. 
See Lilla (Clement, pp.103-106), Osborn (The Beginning, pp.108-120), and Bradley ("The Transfonnation"). 
65 Paid. 1.8.64,3. 
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honourable like joy, desire, and pleasure. 66 Clement speaks more fully on this 

topic in Stro711ateis, but does give the foundational exhOltations in Paidagogus, 

urging the believer to shun even what might seem like iImocent pleasures, 

Pleasure has often produced in men harm and pain; and full feeding begets 
in the soul uneasiness, and forgetfulness, and foolishness. 

For luxury, that has dashed on to surfeit, is prone to kick up its heels and 
toss its mane, and shake off the charioteer, the Instructor; who, pulling 
back the reins from far, leads and drives to salvation the human horse--that 
is, the irrational part of the soul--which is wildly bent on pleasures, and 
vicious appetites, and precious stones, and gold, and variety of dress, and 
other luxuries. 67 

This stand against all passions represents the beginning of what will lead to 

ana8Etcx, which only appears in Stro711ateis. 68 The role of the Paidagogus 

however, is to bring the stmcture and discipline which will train the believer for 

greater things. 

Book II opens with the pronouncement of what these disciplines are meant to 

accomplish, 

Keeping, then, to our aim, and selecting the scriptures which bear on the 
usefulness of training for life, we must now compendiously describe what the 
man who is called a Christian ought to be during the whole of his life. We 
must accordingly begin with ourselves, and how we ought to regulate 
ourselves. We have therefore, preserving a due regard to the symmetry of this 
work, to say how each of us ought to conduct himself in respect to his body, or 
rather how to regulate the body itself. For whenever anyone, who has been 
brought away by the Word from external things, and from attention to the body 
itself to the mind, acquires a clear view (tTjv 8cO)ptcxv) of what happens 
according to nature in man, he will know that he is not to be earnestly 
occupied about external things, but about what is proper and peculiar to man
to purge the eye of the soul, and to sanctify also his flesh. 69 

66 See Lilla (Clement, pp.84-87). Clement's most detailed discussion of this is in Strom. VI, chapter nine. 
See specifically VI.9.71,3. 
67 Paid. II. l. 17,3 and IILII.53,2. Other passages in Paidagogus where Clement urges against pleasure: 
II.l.l,4; II. 1.5,1; II.8.61,1; II.8.68,4; III.2.14,l; III.7.37,1; III. 9.46, 1. 
68 There is one occurrence of anUSl,\,; in Paidagogus III.6.35,1, but it does not represent this concept of 
lack of passion. 
69 Paid. II.l.l,1-2. 
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There are a few things to notice in this text: first, the training motif. With the 

leverage of the Scriptures, Clement intends to show what the Christian duty is and 

how this duty should be canied out. The implication, which becomes clear 

throughout Book II, is that the believer can achieve this level of control through 

self-discipline. Next, we notice Clement's purpose for this shunning of passion: 

to be freed from the physical world of senses. This passage gives us a hint of the 

direction Clement will take in Stro711ateis. Lastly, we see one of the few 

occunences of 8Ecopia in Paidagogus. 70 It is an interesting passage because it not 

only uses 8Ecopia in the contemplative sense, but the context (as we have seen 

above) agrees with this as well. We have already seen (§3.2, pp.101-104) that in 

the concept of 8Ecopia the absh'action from the senses plays an impm1ant role. 

2. Paidagogus as Catechetical Training 

The moral h'aining found in Paidagogus represents the basic instmction 

(catechetical h'aining) for believers under Clement's care. In the following sections 

we need to briefly consider the evidence which points to a shllctured catechetical 

"school" in Alexandria and to Paidagogus as Clement's text for that school. We 

will consider three lines of evidence which point to some fmID of shllctured 

training: first, the evidence offered by Eusebius; secondly, the usage of 

Ka'tllXEco/Ka't'llXllO'lS in Paidagogus; and thirdly, Clement's use of the 

"milk. .. meat" analogy (which indicates levels among his hearers). If it is possible 

for us to establish this argument it will conh'ibute to the thesis that the three works 

in question fonn a progressive whole and represent a spiritual pathway. If 

70 The other 8EroptCX texts in Paid.: II.lO.108,3; III.8.43,3 and III. 1 1.70,2. 
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Paidagogus is a catechetical handbook, then it more easily follows that Stromateis 

represents the more advanced teachings. 

3. The evidence ofEusebius 

Our best historical data for a school in Alexandria comes from Eusebius, 

Now at that time there was a man of great renown for learning named 
Pantrenus, who had charge of the school of the faithful at Alexandria, where it 
has been a primitive custom that a school for sacred studies should exist. 71 

Eusebius would have us believe that some kind of catechetical school long existed 

in Alexandria, being from primitive roots. There are many who doubt the 

historical accuracy of the Eusebian testimony, among them R. van den Broek, 

... he takes for granted that the school itself had been in existence long before 
that time [of Pantaenus] ... he had no exact knowledge of the status of the 
school in his own days; it was only by hearsay that he knew that it was led by 
excellent scholars. The question arises whether he was better informed on the 
school's earlier history ... 
... the whole idea of a Christian school with a Ol<XOOXll of teachers handing 
down a fixed tradition of learning to their pupil successors is completely false, 
at least until the second decade of the third century ... Eusebius' remark that 
Origen had been one of Clement's pupils is sheer guesswork, as can be seen 
from the historian's own choice ofwords. 72 

Van den Broek argues for a loosely cOlllected group of teachers in Alexandria 

who instIuct pupils, probably in their homes. Robelt Grant has the same opinion 

as that of van den Broek; Eusebius "is the creator of the histOlY of the school at 

Alexandria."73 Grant continues by attempting to show that Eusebius really had no 

71 HE. VlO.I. Other references in Eusebius to a school in Alexandria: H.E. VlOJ-4; 11.1; VI.3.3; VI.lS.l. 
72 Broek, R. van den, "The Christian 'School' of Alexandria in the Second and Third Centuries," NHMS 
39 (Leiden 1996), pp.197-20S (these citations, pp.197 and 199). Other scholars who would take the 
critical view of the Eusebian account: Koester (Introduction 11); Grant, Robert M., Eusebius as Church 
Historian (Oxford 1980); Wilken, Robert L., The Myth o[Christian Beginnings (London 1971); and Bauer 
(Orthodoxy and Heresy). 
73 Grant (Eusebius, p.n). The fll11 quote: "Among Eusebius' primary concerns in the Church History 
was the school of Christian learning maintained in relation to the church of Alexandria ... Without these 
schools Eusebius could not have written the Church Histoly. Yet he tells us almost nothing about the 
school at Caesarea and, as we shall see, is the creator of the histOlY of the school at Alexandria. 
Unfortunately it is by no means clear where Eusebius found his materials for the early history of the 
Alexandrian church and school," ibid. 
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sources for the school, but he does admit to Philo (De Vita Contemplativa), 

Clement of Alexandria, and other "various sources" (oral traditions).74 

Once again, being led by our methodology of taking seriously the witness of 

ancient writers, we will follow the lead of other CUlTent scholars who are not so 

quick to dismiss Eusebius. 75 In her study on this topic, van den Hoek76 challenges 

van den Broek's assessment. Although Clement never uses the word 

DtDaO"KaAtOV,77 he consistently refers to training (Ka'tllXllO"u;) which celtainly 

points to structured teaching of some kind. In my opinion, van den Hoek works 

more critically with the Eusebian testimony than does van den Broek by 

illustrating that Eusebius is not consistent in his references to this "school;"78 she 

takes this inconsistency as an indicator that the situation in Alexandria was 

probably much more fluid through the years, experiencing change along the way. 

For example, Eusebius only repOlts a school for biblical h'aining under Pantaenus 

(HE. V.1D.1-4); the catechetical aspect is not repOlted until the time of Clement 

(HE. VI.6.1),79 She also couples the testimony of Eusebius with that of both 

Clement and Origen, all tlU'ee giving testimony to a h'adition which included some 

74 Ibid., p.74. Grant seems to have softened in his critique from his 1971 article, "Early Alexandrian 
Christianity," CH 40 (1971), pp.133-144, where he says the Ecclesiastical History has "a good deal of 
suppression offact and occasional outright lies," p.133. 
75 Van den Broek mentions W.H.e. Frend, Rise a/Christianity (Philadelphia 1984), pp.286-289; 369, as 
one who would take the "traditional view ... [following] uncritically the presentation of the facts as given by 
Eusebius," p.197 n2. In addition to Frend I would like to add other scholars who certainly do read 
Eusebius critically, but do not discount him on this issue so quickly: Hoek, van den, Annewies, "The 
'Catechetical' School of Early Christian Alexandria and its Philonic Heritage," HTR 90: 1 (1997), 
pp.59-87; Runia (Philo-Literature); Hanson (Origen 's); Roberts (Manuscripts, pp.23-24, 54, 71-72); 
lastly, for a positive presentation on this topic see, Danielou, Jean, Origen (London 1955), pp. 9-23. 
76 Hoek, van den (HTR 1997). 
77 Ibid., p.63. 
78 Ibid., p.75. Van den Broek simply takes the reference from Eusebius as one witness, failing to 
appreciate possible subtleties which van den Hoek brings out. 
79 Ibid., p.66. 
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kind of "school. "80 Van den Broek claims the 8w8oxf] in Clement is more like a 

succession of teachers than of ecclesiasticalleadership.81 Van den Hoek agrees 

with this point and sees the "school" more in line with home churches than an 

academic institution, but she maintains that this "school" was connected to the 

"church. "82 

There are a few more points to consider in Grant's criticism of Eusebius. He 

concludes that Eusebius' only outside sources were Alexandrian and that "the 

picture of Christians in general is unbalanced. "83 This is a valid observation, 

however, it could be that his Alexandrian sources make his report on Alexandrian 

Christianity more accurate! The best source for the early development of 

CIU'istianity in Alexandria, and of the supposed "school" which existed there, 

ought to be Alexandrian. Grant also maintains that the Eusebian description of the 

ancient school was overly influenced by the NT Acts account of Apollos.84 

Though many contemporalY scholars would discount this evidence, it was 

documentalY evidence for Eusebius. Because of Luke's use of KCX'tllXECO to 

describe Apollos, this reference continues to serve us today as documentaIY 

80 Ibid., pp.85-86. 
81 Broek, van den (NHMS 1996, pp.200-202). 
82 Hoek, van den (HTR 1997, pp.71-72). 
83 Grant concludes his discussion on the Alexandrian school, "To a significant extent Eusebius' choice of 
materials about men and events depended on what he had heard in Palestine or found in the libraries, 
chiefly at Caesarea. Since the Caesarean librmy was Alexandrian in origin and the founder of the 
Jerusalem library had studied at Alexandria, the men and events tended to be Alexandrian too. In 
consequence the picture of Christians in general is unbalanced. It also lays undue emphasis on the life of 
Origen," (Eusebius, p.83). 
See Hoek, van den, "How Alexandrian was Clement of Alexandria? Reflections on Clement and his 
Alexandrian Background," HeyJ 31 (1990), pp.179-194. In this study van den Hoek points out that 
Eusebius' teacher, Pamphilius, had been a pupil of Pierius, the director of the school at the end of the third 
century. Pamphilius had taken refuge in the Egyptian desert during persecution where he may have 
learned some of this history, p.179. 
84 Grant (Eusebius, p.75). 
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evidence in this discussion (see pp.66-68). Although Runia does refer to the "non-

historical adoption of the Therapeutae as proto-Clu-istians" by Eusebius, he sees a 

close connection between Philo's sphere of influence and the early Alexandrian 

Church. 85 Runia also maintains that the legend of a Christian Philo predates 

Eusebius. 86 Roberts, although he discounts this evidence (of the Therapeutae and 

the school), points out that this confusion on the palt of Eusebius "may be 

regarded as suppOlting evidence for the strongly Jewish colouring of early 

Christianity there."87 In his conclusion Robelts refers to, 

... a tradition ofscholarship ... [which] took root early and may well have had 
an unbroken existence up to the time of its flowering at the end of the 
second century .... the Catechetical School of Alexandria as reformed under 
Pantaenus. 88 

The documentalY evidence is simply not clear enough to reject the Eusebian 

witness completely. In the end I must agree with van den Hoek's assessment of the 

historical data, 

Although it is important to read Eusebius critically, this does not mean that one 
should dismiss all of his claims. Exchanging Eusebius's alleged reconstructions 
for equally hard to prove modern versions of them is risky. Both Clement and 
Origen speak of a continuous tradition, in which they place themselves. 89 

This discussion only establishes the possibility of a "school" (whether fonnal or 

infonnal).90 For our purposes it does not matter if Clement taught in a fOlmal 

"school" or as one Christian teacher among many, celtain items remain plausible: 

85 Runia (Philo-Literature, p.134 for citation); for sections which deal with this topic, see pp.3-7; 119-
135; 216-222. Runia accepts the witness of a catechetical school in Alexandria beginning at least with 
Pantaenus (p.336) and speculates that Pantaenus might have been installed to combat Gnostics, p.133 n4. 
86 Ibid., p.7. Runia believes Eusebius came to his information through a lost work of Clement. 
87 Roberts (Manuscripts, p.56 n3). 
88 Ibid., pp.71-n. 
89 Van den Hoek (HTR 1997, pp.85-86). 
90 Another piece of the "school" discussion is whether or not there was an established library in 
Alexandria. The work of van den Hoek shows conclusively that Clement had access to a library of 
considerable size. See Hoek, van den (VC 1996, pp.223-243); (HeyJ 1990, pp.174-194); and (Clel1lent
Philo, 1988). This is the traditionally accepted view as well, see § 1.4.1 (pp.16-17). 
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he was taught by Pantaenus, he taught others and his works have characteristics 

consistent with catechetical materials. This is our concem presently, to show the 

evidence for Clement's writings being used as part of catechetical training. 

4. K<X'tl1XEco/K<X'tT]Xl1<nc; in Paidagogus 

In Paidagogus I.6 Clement takes up two themes which are common to 

catechetical instlUction, baptism and the Eucharist. 91 Kovacs rightly points out 

that this chapter represents Clement entering into a polemical discussion with the 

Valentinians.92 This is made clear by his opening discussion in the chapter of how 

the baptism of Jesus was not something which he needed for perfection.93 Though 

combating the Valentini an position, Clement is clearly glvmg catechetical 

instlUction as is indicated both by the use of K<X'tf]Xl1CnC; and by the subject matter 

of baptism and the Eucharist. 

After the opening discussion of the baptism of Jesus, Clement continues with 

more discussion on baptism (I.6.26-31) before he launches into what seems like a 

rather convoluted discussion on biblical passages which speak of "milk" (6.34-52, 

the remainder of the chapter).94 It is interesting that his fascination for allegorical 

interpretation is what forces him into this difficult discussion; he must explain 

why "milk" is refened to in seemingly positive and negative ways; "A velY great 

91 Though EUX<Xptcr'tt<X is only clearly used once (Paid. II.2.20,l) to refer to the Eucharist proper, it is 
obvious that Clement is refering to the Eucharist in other texts: Paid. I.5.l5,3; II.I.I2,l-3; Strolll. U.5,1; 
I.10.46,1; I.19.95,7-96,1. 
92 Kovacs (SP 1997, pp.418, 430). 
93 Paid. I.6.25,1-3. 
94 In fact, Edward Engelbrecht, "God's Mille An Orthodox Confession of the Eucharist," lEeS 7:4 
(1999), pp.509-526, shows that Clement's thinking is consistent with the views of physiology in his day. 
Engelbrecht begins with Odes of Solo ilion 19, but also produces a passage in Aristotle's On the 
Generation of Anilllais (777a) which confirms this, p.514f. 
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difficulty arises in reference to the comparison of these scriptures."95 This leads 

to a strained reading of the Corinthians passage; 

.. .is not the expression to be read somewhat to the following effect: "I have 
fed you with milk in Christ;" and after a slight stop, let us add, "as children," 
that by separating the words in reading we may make out some such sense as 
this: I have instructed you in Christ with simple, true, and natural 
nourishment,--namely, that which is spiritual...Thus, then, the milk which is 
perfect is perfect nourishment. .. 96 

He continues this line of thought; 

For those who are full-grown are said to drink, babes to suck. "For my 
blood," says the Lord, "is true drink." In saying, therefore, "I have given you 
milk to drink," has he not indicated the knowledge of the truth, the perfect 
gladness in the Word, who is the milk?97 

The remainder of this discussion on "milk," though somewhat difficult to follow, is 

one of the loving care exhibited by God tlwough the Eucharist. 98 So we see basic 

catechetical instmction in this chapter conceming baptism and the Eucharist; the 

use of Ka't1)XllCn~ simply confilIDs this reading and the context. 

Although Clement's use of K<X'tllXE(o/K<X't1)Xllcn~ does not always represent 

catechetical instmction,99 in Paidagogus 1.6 that is exactly what is intended. 

While speaking of baptism and the Eucharist Clement uses K<X'tllXE(o/Ka't1)Xllcn~ 

four times; this context, in addition to the way in which he uses the tenn, makes it 

abundantly clear (at least in this one chapter) that he is instmcting catechumens on 

the rites of Christian faith: "For instmction (Ka't1)Xllcrl~) leads to faith, and faith 

95 Paid. I.6.35,l. He has referred to 1 Cor. 3:2 ("I have fed you with milk, not with meat; for you were 
not able ... ") and Ex. 3:8 ("I will bring you into that good land which flows with milk and honey."). 
96 Paid. I.6.35,2-36,l. 
97 Paid. I.6.36,4. 
98 See Kovacs (SP 1997) and Harrison, E.F., "The Care-Banishing Breast of the Father: Feminine Images 
of the Divine in Clement of Alexandria's Paedagoglls I," SP 31 (1997), pp.401-405. 
99 Passages where KO'.'tllXEcoilw.'tr1X110'tS does not clearly represent catechetical instruction: 
Protrep. 10.104,2; 11.112,1; Paid. 1.6.35,3; II.12.129,3; III.1l.76,1; Strom. I.1.1,3; II.18.96,2; III. 15.98,4; 
Y.2.15,3; Y.6.37,4; Y.14.134,1; VI.15.124,1; VI1.9.52,3. 
Passages where KO'.'tllXECO/KO'.'tnXllO'tS clearly represents catechetical instruction: Paid. 1.6.30,2; 1.6.36,3-
4; I.6.38, 1; Strom. 1.2.19,4; V.8.48,9; V.1O.66,2; VI.l.l,3; VI.ll.89,2; VI.15.ll9, 1; VI.18.165, l. 
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with baptism is trained by the Holy Spirit."lOo Just a little later in this extended 

discussion (Paid 1.6.38) Clement refers to Jolm 6:55 ("eat my flesh and drink my 

blood") as the means for the growth of the Church. Finally, continuing with 

references to John 6, Clement makes a clear reference to the Eucharist, 

'And the bread which I will give you,' the Lord said, 'is My flesh.' But 
flesh is nourished by blood, and blood is spoken of under the figure of 
wine. Therefore, we must understand Him to mean that just as bread 
dipped in a mixture of water and wine absorbs the wine and leaves the 
water, so the flesh of the Lord, Bread of heaven, absorbs the blood ... 101 

Although his discussion is somewhat vague and hard to follow in places, it 

ce11ainly seems to revolve around the Eucharist; there is even a reference to the 

mixing of water and wine. 102 Van den Hoek sees the entire work of Paidagogus 

as "a kind of handbook for catechumens and the recently baptized."103 This 

distinction is imp0l1ant because it appears that the whole of Paidagogus is not pre-

baptismal and (see note 99) KCX'C'llXEro/KCX'CllX'llCH<; continues to be used in 

Stro711ateis. We can make a distinction between the way Clement uses 

K<X.'C'llXECO/KCX'CllX'llO't<; in the two works; it would appear that he is instlUcting 

catechumens in Paidagogus and then explaining the teaching process in 

Stro711ateis .104 

We have seen the evidence from Eusebius that a "school" existed in Alexandria 

and we have established that Clement does use KCX'C'llXECO/KCX'CllX'llO'tS in a 

100 Paid. I.6.30,2. 
101 Paid. 1.6.47,1. This citation comes from the Simon P. Wood translation, Clelllent of Alexandria: 
Christ the Educator, FC 23 (Washington 1954), p.44. 
102 It is clear from Clement's description of the Eucharist in Paid. II.2.20,1 that it was the norm in 
Alexandrian circles to mix the Eucharistic wine with water. This tradition is also referred to by Irenaeus 
(A.H V.U) and Justin Martyr (J Apol. LXV,l-2). 
103 Van den Hoek (HTR 1997, p.67). 
104 We will speak of this more thoroughly in the next section. 
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catechetical sense. We will see in our last piece of evidence, the "milk .. meat" 

teaching in Paidagogus, a theme which recurs in Stromateis and becomes highly 

significant in the overall understanding of Clement's spiritual pathway. 

5. Clement's use o/the "milk. .. meat" analogy 

We have already considered this theme in Chapter TW0 105 and have also seen 

in the previous section that Clement speaks of "milk" (Paid. I.6) in a symbolic way 

as representing the blood of Jesus, or the wine in the Eucharist. Now we must 

again consider this theme from a slightly different angle: the polemical use of the 

"milk .. meat" theme and the contradictOlY use which occurs in Stromateis. 

As we have already seen, Clement is arguing against the Valentini an position, 

maintaining that spiritual "milk" does not indicate an inferior position on the palt 

of the "Olthodox" Christians. The opening of Paid. I.6 gives us the background for 

Clement's discussion; 

We have ample means of encountering those who are given to carping. For we 
are not termed children and infants with reference to the childish and 
contemptible character of our education, as those who are inflated on account 
of knowledge have calumniously alleged. Straightway, on our regeneration, 
we attained that perfection after which we aspired. For we were illuminated, 
which is to know God. He is not then imperfect who knows what is 
perfect. 106 

Although the discussion on "milk .. meat" does not begin until I.6.34, we see the 

proper context from this inh·oduction. We have already seen how Clement gets 

himself into a confused argument over how to interpret two seemingly 

conh·adictOlY "milk" passages. 107 What we want to point out here is how Clement 

105 See §2.5 (pp.81-85). 
106 Paid. 1.6.25, l. 
107 See pp.164-167 above, especially n94. Sec also, Paid. 1.6.37,3 where Clement says that we can expect 
God to use these terms with consistency. 
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defends the Olihodox Christians and their understanding of 7tlO''tt<; and yv&mc;. 

Here he is clearly saying that there is no higher level of faith, against what the 

Valentinians claimed. In this discussion Clement maintains that perfection occurs 

at baptism. 108 Effectively he is saying there is no higher 7tlO''ttC; or yv&mc; other 

than what is expressed in the Olihodox K<X't~X'l1mc;.109 This is in keeping with the 

intended purpose of Paidagogus, to instruct new believers in the basics of faith. 

We will see in this next section how this same theme of "milk. .. meat" will be 

interpreted differently in Strol11ateis, which helps to illustrate that the latter work 

represents another step in the spiritual pathway. 

4.2.4 The content of L'tp(O~a'tEtc; 

Protrepticlls urged the Greek to repentance and acceptance of the gospel; 

Paidagogus instmcted the new believer in the basics of faith; Strol11ateis is to take 

the believer to another level. We must recall the key text in the conclusion of 

Paidagogus; "He [the Teacher] ... will teach you the oracles."llo Strol11ateis opens 

with a defense of putting these oracles into writing, which are represented by 

Clement as secret, or hidden, oral traditions "derived directly from the holy 

apostles ... "lll We will consider how Clement constructs Stro711ateis to follow 

Paidagogus in the next section. What we want to notice right now is how it is not 

until Book II that we are given any real hint of what the purpose of these oracles 

might be, 

108 Paid. 1.6.25-3l. 
109 The problem we will see is that Clement does not remain consistent in this position; he changes (or 
modifies) his stance in Slromateis. We will discuss this change in the next section. 
110 Paid. IIU2.98,l. 
111 Strom. 1.1.11,3. 
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These three things, therefore, our philosopher attaches himself to: first, 
speculation; second, the performance of the precepts; third, the forming of 
good men;--which, concurring, form the Gnostic. Whichever of these is 
wanting, the elements of knowledge limp. 112 

This gives us, in summation, Clement's goal in writing Stromateis: that those who 

rise to the next level of spiritual maturity would know, understand, and practice the 

three aspirations of the gnostic. This is celiainly not to suggest that this is the 

entirety of what is contained in Strol11ateis; it is, as Clement described it, a work 

"purposely scattered ... promiscuously variegated. "113 Strol11ateis is a complex 

work. In the begitming of Book VI (the only clear reference of Paidagogus within 

Strol11ateis) Clement reminds the reader of this natural progression, harking back to 

Paid I.1.3,3: 

"Now the weak eateth herbs," according to the noble apostle. The Instructor, 
divided by us into three books, has already exhibited the training and nurture 
up from the state of childhood, that is, the course of life which from elementary 
instruction grows by faith; and in the case of those enrolled in the number of 
men, prepares beforehand the soul, endued with virtue, for the reception of 
gnostic knowledge. 114 

This knowledge is what Clement has become known for; the telID YV&O't<; occurs 

throughout Strol11ateis 115 and has a vast number of nuanced meanings. 116 

112 Strom. II.lO.46, l. Here is another threefold plan. See §5.7 (pp.255-256) for the discussion of these 
three elements and the similarity with Albinus. 
113 Strom. VI. 1.2,1. 
114 Strom. VI.I.l,3. 
115 Just a quick survey in Stahlin (Band 4) shows that the occurances of "(vrocou; covers 9 columns and 
"(VOlCO"Ct1I:OS; covers 5 more columns. The following comparison of the number of columns given to other 
key terms illustrates the immense importance of "(vroms; in Clement's system: o:,,(cmll-l, O:A r,8£la-4, 
c(j.wp"Cta-l, 0:1t0:8£la/0:1t0:8lls;-(. 7 5), o:p£"CT)-3, oloam:aAta-2, 0l1<:D:WCOUVll-3, ouval-llS;-5, EKKAllcota-3, 
em8UJ.lta-2, emco"CT)}l1l-4, 8£Olpta-2, 1ttco"CtS;-7, }luco"Cr,pwv-2, O}lOtOlcolS;-(.25), ouota-2, 1ta80s;-3, 
1tatoa'YOl'Yta (and derivatives)-3, 1tapaooms;-l, 1tv£u}la/1tV£U}la"ClKos;-6, coap~-2, 00<pta-4, 00l"Cllpta-2, 
"CEA£wS;-1.5, <ptAooo<pta-7, 'lfuXT)-9. Only three words occur more than ,,(vroOtS;: KupwS;-14, AO"(oS;-ll, 
and 8£6S;-29. 
116 We acknowledge that ,,(vroOtS; is linked to many key ideas in Strolllateis, which can make the word 
seem commonplace. 
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To confinll our theOlY that Stro711ateis represents a higher stage in the spiritual 

pathway we will pick up where we left off in Paidagogus, with the "milk ... meat" 

theme. We will see that Clement presents this theme in a radically different way 

from what we have seen in Paidagogus, and his presentation will confilm our 

theOly. We will look at two impOliant pieces of evidence which, tied together, 

make a strong case for a higher stage: first, "meat" is 8£ropia, or contemplation; 

and secondly, Clement introduces the concept of two levels of spirituality. 

1. The "meat J) is 8£ropia 

Where the focus in Paidagogus 1.6 was on the "milk" of the Word, the focus in 

Stro711ateis is on "the meat which endureth ... the reception of gnostic 

knowledge."117 Stromateis 1.1 picks up the discussion of the Eucharist where 

Paidagogus left it: the "milk. .. meat" analogy, and Ka'tl]XllO'u;.1l8 Clement makes 

it clear that this "meat" is 8£ropia. Although ~p6)~.W/~p6)O'l~ is only used three 

times in Stro711ateis refelTing to 8£ropia,119 they are three clUcial texts for 

understanding the purpose of the work; 

If, then, "the milk" is said by the apostle to belong to the babes, and "meat" to 
be the food of the full-grown, milk will be understood to be catechetical 
instruction--the first food, as it were, of the soul. And meat is the mystic 
contemplation (li e1t01t'tlKl) 8ccopta); for this is the flesh and the blood of the 
Word, that is, the comprehension of the divine power and essence ... For the 
knowledge of the divine essence is the meat and drink of the divine Word.l2O 

We see here that "milk" is the Ka'tl]XllcrtS (this seems to agree with what we saw 

117 Strom. VI. I. 1 ,2-3. 
118 See §2.5 (pp.8l-85). 
119 Strom. V.4.26,2; VI.I.l,2 (8eCOpta is not clearly mentioned in these first two texts, but the last text 
helps to make their meaning c1eaL); V 10.66,3. 
120 Strom. V 10.66,2-3. 
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in Paid 1.6) and "meat" is 8cwpl<x. Now, if we look at the other two "meat" texts 

we have mentioned in light of this one, we see that they both seem to be speaking 

of 8cwpt<x; 

Now the apostle, in contradistinction to gnostic perfection, calls the common 
faith thefoundation, and sometimes milk, writing ... [he quotes 1 Cor. 3:1-3]. 
Which things [envy and strife] are the choice of those men who are sinners. 
But those who abstain from these things give their thoughts to divine things, 
and partake of gnostic food (~pro~<X'tOC;).121 

For the Lord enjoined "to labour for the meat which endureth to 
eternity." ... "Now the weak eateth herbs," according to the noble apostle. The 
InstruGtor, divided by us into three books, has already exhibited the training 
and nurture up from the state of childhood, that is, the course of life which 
from elementary instruction (1(<XT11Xl)accoc;) grows by faith; and in the case of 
those enrolled in the number of men, prepares beforehand the soul, endued 
with virtue, for the reception of gnostic knowledge. 122 

We fmd the clearest texts for this "meat" theme in Books V and VI. There are 

however, a few hints at this velY idea in the opening chapter of Book I. Clement 

speaks of the teaching available to the reader; "the one unwritten, and the other 

written." 123 He then quotes from John 6, "Labour," says the Lord, "not for the 

meat which perisheth, but for that which endureth to everlasting life."124 The 

remainder of 1.1.7 is an encouragement to be nourished with bread: 

And nutriment is received both by bread and by words ... For each soul has 
its own proper nutriment; some growing by knowledge and science, and 
others feeding on the Hellenic philosophy ... 125 

The use of the John 6 text is not exactly the same as that above (Strom. VI. 1. 1,2), 

nor are the words about eating "meat" and "bread" clearly pointing to 8cwpt<X, but 

121 Strom. Y.4.26,l-2. 
122 Strom. VI.1.1,2-3. 
123 Strom. 1.1.7,1. 
124 Strom. 1.1.7,2. 
125 Strom. 1.1.7,2-3. I believe the reference to "Hellenic philosophy" includes 8ecoptIX. See 1.1.15,3 where 
Clement says he will not "shrink from making use of what is best in philosophy," then 1.1.18,1; "The 
Stromata will contain the truth mixed up in the dogmas of philosophy, or rather covered over and hidden, 
as the edible part of the nut in the shell," and finally I.28.177, 1. This is not to say that by Hellenic 
philosophy Clement only means contemplation, but that it includes contemplation. 
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it is clear that Clement is using this language in a much different way from the 

Eucharistic language in Paid I.6. This "food" language is pointing to a higher 

level of spirituality. Later in Stromateis I.l there is a reference to 8£copta and 

~p&~HX which is clear; 

The nicety of speculation (8£coptac;), too, suits the sketch presented in my 
commentaries. In this respect the resources of learning are like a relish mixed 
with the food (~prol-HX'tl) of an athlete, who is not indulging in luxury ... 126 

Finally, just before Book I closes, Clement gives another hint with this 

"milk ... meat" theme. In Chapter 28 he is closing his histOlY of Moses and 

discussing dialectics as "philosophy mixed with tmth."127 In this discussion he is 

describing dialectics in tenllS velY closely related to 8£copt<X; in this context he 

uses the "milk .. meat" theme to distinguish between those who can understand and 

those who cannot. As we have seen, (pp.81-85) this "milk ... meat" theme does not 

appear again until Book V.I O. This is what makes Clement difficult to read and 

understand, yet also points to his genius: he drops hints here and there of various 

topics only to leave them and pick them up again much later. Yet, it is clear that 

"meat" in Stromateis is 8£cop1.<x. 

2. The two levels of spirituality 

Another interesting aspect of this "mille .. meat" theme is Clement's use of the 

1 Cor. 3: 1-3 text. He uses it extensively in Paidagogus I.6 128 where he deals with 

K<X't1lX'llcnc;, and now he uses it again here in Stromateis as he points to 8ECOP1.<x. 

But, as we have just mentioned, his application of this "milk .. meat" text is 

126 Strom. I.1.16,1. This text follows the thought just mentioned (note 128, I. 1.15,4), here referring to 
"relish mixed with the food." 
127 Strom. I.28.177,1. 
128 Paid. I.6.34,3; 35,2; 36,2-5; 37,3; 45,2; 49,2. Mortley (VC 1976, 114) fails to recognise the polemics 
in Clement's presentation here. Cf. Kovacs (SP 1997). 
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radically different in Stromateis. It is with this theme that we clearly see Clement 

introducing, and supp0l1ing with the Scriptures, the concept of two levels in the 

spiritual life of the Christian; 129 the Strom. V.lO.66,2 text brings this out most 

clearly. As we have already seen (pp.164-167), in Paidagogus 1.6 the discussion is 

framed in a polemical attack against the Valentinian position of two levels of 

believers. One particular text, because of its similarity with the Strom. V.lO text, 

is so contrasting that it would be good to see them side by side; 

Paidaf!of!lIs I.6.39, 1 

If, then, some would oppose, saying that by 
milk is meant the first lessons-as it were, the 
first food-and that by meat is meant those 
spiritual cognitions to which they attain by 
raising themselves to knowledge, let them 
understand that, in saying that meat is solid 
food, and the flesh and blood of Jesus, they are 
brought by their ovm vainglorious wisdom to 
the true simplicity. 

Stl'Omateis V.I 0.66,2 

If, then, "the milk" is said by the apostle to 
belong to the babes, and "meat" to be the food 
of the full-grown, milk will be understood to be 
catechetical instruction-the first food, as it 
were, of the soul. And meat is the mystic 
contemplation; for this is the flesh and the blood 
of the Word, that is, the comprehension of the 
divine power and essence ... For the knowledge 
of the divine essence is the meat and drink of 
the divine Word. 

Although the Paidagogus text is a bit ambiguous, the opening discussion and the 

context of the chapter help to make it clear that Clement is denying the higher 

perfection of the Valentinians.130 Clement closes Paid. 1. 6 in much the same way 

as he opened the discussion (1.6.25,1; see pp.164-167), with a statement 

conceluing perfection; "And it occurs to me to wonder how some dare call 

themselves perfect and gnostics ... "131 Yet it is clear in the Stromateis text above, 

129 We cannot afford here to discuss this text from 1 Corinthians and whether or not Clement is 
interpreting it correctly (by 21st century standards of higher criticism); we can almost always assume that 
he is using the Alexandrian allegorical method. See the comments made concerning Clement's use of 
Scripture, p.112 n84 above. 
130 Just prior to this text in Paid. 1.6.37,3, Clement says " ... regarding the meat not as something different 
from the milk, but the same in substance." Again in 6.44 and 45 Clement strains to show that milk and 
meat can be considered the same saying; "cheese is the solidification of milk ... I am not concerned here to 
make a nice selection of an expression. only to say that one substance supplies both articles of food," 
Paid. I.6.45,3. 
See Kovacs (SF 1997). 
131 Paid. I.6.52,2-3. 
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that he is making a distinction which is similar to the Valentinian position. Kovacs 

says, "Clement has transfOlmed the Valentinian idea of two ways of salvation into 

two stages of the one way of salvation and made it a central theme of his 

theology. "132 Kovacs points out this contradiction in Clement, but she describes it 

as "a concrete example of pedagogical concealment, or gradual revelation of the 

tmth."133 Although I camlOt completely disagree with Kovacs on this point, 

neither do I completely agree. Perhaps, as we saw with Origen in his contradictory 

argumentation conceming oral traditions Cpp.50-51), Clement is simply arguing his 

point in Paid. I.6 with a different goal in mind. 134 The text which opens 

Stromateis VI gives us these two levels as Clement contrasts "meat" with "herbs," 

"childhood" with "men," and "elementmy instlUction" with "the reception of 

gnostic knowledge."135 Clement has clearly defined two levels of spirituality in 

Stromateis which were not present in Paidagogus. 

4.3 9Eropt<X, the highest step of spirituality 

The highest stage in Clement's pathway of spirituality is 8£coplO:; there are 

several texts which illustrate this point. 136 What we want to look at in this section 

is not just the incidents where Clement says this, but how he seems to be saying it. 

132 Kovacs (SP 1997, p.428). While Kovacs is speaking here of Clement's views as represented in his 
exegesis of the High Priest in Strolll. V, her observations include and apply to the "milk ... meat" theme we 
are discussing. 
133 Ibid., p.430. 
134 Kovacs says this as well, p.431. It is interesting that in the same section (Paid. 1.6.36,5-37,1) Clement 
argues that "but then face to face" in 1 Cor 13: 12 refers to the next life; "How then, if that is truly the 
promise after our departure ... " (37,1). Yet in Strom ate is he clearly represents "face to face" as something 
which the Gnostic experiences in this life. Is this also a case where he purposes to conceal/reveal in his 
own time? It shares the polemical tlnust of the "milk...meat" issue. 
135 Strom. VI. 1. 1,2-3 
136 Strom. II. 10.47,4; IY.3.8,8; IV.5.21,1; Iy'6.39,1-40,l; IY.22.136,1-4; V.6.40,1; V.12.78,1-3; 
VI.7.61,1-3; VI.9.75,2; VI. 12.98,3; VII.3.13,l-3; VI1.7.44,6-7; VII.7.46,4; VII.l1.68,3-4; VII.l3.83,3; 
VII. 16. 102,2. 
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We will look at three examples of how Clement points to 8Ecopla as the highest 

stage: first, by how he compares 8Ecopla to other noble things; secondly, his use 

of Moses and the motif of the mountain summit; lastly, his use of the OT High 

Priest and the Temple. 

4.3.1 All else pales in comparison to 8Ecopl<X 

Clement shows the impOliance of 8Ecopla in many texts by comparison to 

other things. The Gnostic refuses to be bothered by passions, even those nOlmally 

considered to be good; 

For it is impossible that he who has been once made perfect by love, and 
feasts eternally and insatiably on the boundless joy of contemplation 
(9ECOpi<x<;), should delight in small and grovelling things. 137 

The interesting word CxKOPEO''tOS ("insatiable") is used by Clement in Stromateis 

only four times, each one modifYing 8Ecopla: 138 

... and having become son and friend, he is now replenished with insatiable 
contemplation face to face... Y.6.40, 1 

... devoting themselves to the pure vision of insatiable contemplation. 
VI. 14. 108,1 

.. .I affirm that gnostic souls, that surpass in the grandeur of 
contemplation ... the transcendently clear and absolutely pure insatiable 
vision which is the privilege of intensely loving souls ... VII.3.l3,1 

Obviously Clement's gnostic would not admit a lack of self-control, but 8Ecopla is 

presented in telms of what we would call addiction. Compared to 9Ecopla having 

his prayers heard and answered is really not needed for the gnostic, except "the 

137 Strom. VI.9.75,1. This discussion begins with the opening of chapter 9; "The Gnostic is such, that he 
is subject only to the affections that exist for the maintenance of the body, such as hunger, thirst, and the 
like," VI.9.7l,l. The discussion takes up the entire chapter and is one of Clement's most detailed 
discussions of cmu8Ew .. "We must therefore rescue the gnostic and perfect man from all passion of the 
soul." (VI.9.74,l) 
138 These texts are added to VI.9.75,1 above. The use of this word is interesting because it implies a lack 
of self-control. Three times he uses the word in Paidagoglls (II. 1. l2,3 ; n.8.64,5; II. 10. 100,2) to modify a 
sinful behaviour and to show a lack of self-control. 
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pelmanence of the things he possesses ... And the gnostic, who has reached the 

summit, will pray that contemplation may grow and abide."139 We will not 

prolong the discussion on this point; suffice it to say that 8ECOptCX is represented as 

having the utmost value. 

4.3.2 Moses and the summit 

The example of Moses is cited by Clement on several occasions to emphasise 

the importance of 8ECOpta. 140 Moses, a central figure in the OT, played a 

significant role in Jewish-Hellenistic literature. 141 The use of Moses in both Philo 

and Clement is apologetic in the first instance, but (especially for Clement) moves 

away from this to become a more philosophical/spiritual endeavor. 142 Van den 

Hoek comments on this tendency, 

Clement's point of orientation is spiritual vision or contemplation, the 9ECOptCX. 

This orientation appears once again at the end of this passage [Strom. 
1.25.165-29.182] when Clement has Moses function as a teacher of Plato in 
dialectics. For Clement, the aim of true dialectic, which is connected with true 
philosophy, is to ascend to God: that is to the God of the cosmos and to the 
knowledge of divine and heavenly affairs. This knowledge leads to real 
wisdom which is a godly power. 143 

In almost evelY book of Stro711ateis, the account of Moses on the mountain 111 

Exodus is used. 144 Indeed, each of the texts listed (note 140, except I.28.176-177) 

includes a reference, or clear allusion, to the biblical account. Clement is focusing 

139 Strom. VII.7.44,3 and 46,4. 
140 Strom. I.28.176-179 (the entire chapter); II.2.6,!; IY.3.8,8-9,2; V.1.7,4-5; V.IO.71-74; Y.12.78,l-2; 
VI. 12. 104,1-2; VI.15.132,5. As we will see, the word 8eCOptC( might not appear immediately in the text, 
but the context makes it quite clear that Clement is indeed referring to the concept. 
141 See, van den Hoek (Clement-Philo, p.49). 
142 Ibid., pp.51, 65-67. Van den Hoek shows in her chapter, "The StOlY of Moses," how dependent 
Clement was on Philo for his account of Moses in Strom. 1.24-25. However, where Philo's focus is on the 
virtue of the Law and Moses as hero, Clement focuses on the spiritual qualities one sees in Moses as an 
example for the believer, pp.65-67. 
143 Ibid., p.67. I assume van den Hoek is referring to Strom. 1.28.176,1-177,1. 
144 Book III is lacking in the use of Moses; we will see (§5.5.1, pp.218-220) the same lack in Book VII. 
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on the encounter which Moses had with God: 

11.2.6,1 Whence Moses, persuaded that God is not known by human wisdom, said, "Show 
Ex 33:18; me Thy gIOlY;" and into thick darkness where God's voice was, pressed to enter
Ex 20:21 that is, into the inaccessible and invisible ideas respecting Existence. 

IV.3.9,1-21 For to live is common to the mortal nature, that is to man, with that to which has 
Ex 33: 11 been vouchsafed immortality; as also the faculty of contemplation and of self

restraint, one of the two being more excellent. .. Accordingly it is said, "God talked 
with Moses as a friend with a friend." 

V.l. 7 ,4-51" .But if one expect to apprehend all things by the senses, he has fallen far from the 
Ex 33:20 truth ... "For now we see as through a glass, but then face to face." For the vision 

of the truth is given but to few ... To the same effect is what we find in Moses: "No 
man shall see my face, and live." 

V.1l. 71,51 Wherefore also Moses says, "Show thyself to me,"-intimating most clearly that 
Ex 33:18 God is not capable_oLb~ing taught by man, or expl"~ssed in speech ... 

V.12.78,2-3 ... the all-wise Moses, ascending the mount for holy contemplation, to the summit of 
Ex 19:20; intellectual objects ... And when the Scripture says, "Moses entered into the thick 
Ex 20:21 darkness where God was," this shows to those capable of understanding, that God 

is invisible and beyond expression of words. And "the darkness"-which, is in 
truth, the unbelief and ignorance of the multitude-obstructs the gleam of the truth. 

VI.12.104,1 1 And as in the case of Moses, from his righteous conduct, and from his 
Ex 34:29 uninterrupted intercourse with God, who spoke to him, a kind of glorified hue 

settled on his face; so also a divine power of goodness clinging to the righteous 
soul in contemplation .. .impresses on it something, as it were, of intellectual 
radiance, like the solar ray, as a visible sign of righteousness ... 

VI.15.132,51 That it is therefore not only to those who read simply that the acquisition of the 
Ex 34:29-35 truth is so difficult, but that not even to those whose prerogative the knowledge of 

the truth is, is the contemplation of it vouchsafed all at once, the history of Moses 
teaches, until, accustomed to gaze, as the Hebrews on the glory of Moses ... so we 
also become able to look the splendours of truth in the face. 

The account of Moses on the mountain with God occupies an impOliant place in 

spirituality; it is perhaps the most extraordinary biblical example of man drawing 

near to God. That Clement uses Moses as often as he does, and in the manner in 

which he does (as an example of 8ECOpi<x) points to the elevated status of 8ECOpi<x. 

We need to notice Clement's use of what is an impOliant concept throughout 

Stromateis, and which he uses with Moses: the "face to face" text from the NT. 

4.3.3 "Face to face" 

It will be noticed in the texts above, the consistent reference to the face of 

Moses. This, of course, comes from the biblical texts sUlTounding the 
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encounter. 145 In addition to the references to Moses, Clement cites or alludes to 1 

Cor 13:12 ("Now we see through a milTor ... but then we will see face to face.") 

numerous times in discussion conceming 8Ecopia. 146 Three of these "face to face" 

texts include Moses; 147 it is quite possible that when Clement cited 1 Cor 13: 12 

he was also thinking of the Moses encounter in Exodus. 

The "face" of God is a problematic concept for Clement since it goes against 

transcendence. Indeed, he wrestles with the question of how two biblical texts, 

which seem mutually exclusive, can coexist: Matt. 5:8 ("Blessed are the pure in 

he ali, for they shall see God") and Ex. 33:20 ("No man shall see my face, and 

live"). 148 Because this "face to face" concept is so important (see this discussion 

of the gnostic, §5.5.5, pp.232-234) we must take a closer look at how he deals 

with this issue. 

For Clement, the "face of God is the Word."149 This seems to be a his simple 

reconciliation of these two texts, but as we probe his thoughts we realise that 

Clement is not entirely content with this explanation. 150 After establishing the 

Clementine authorship of Ex. Thea. 10-16 (which contains this same problem), 

Casey points out "the inconsistency between Clement's Platonic immaterialism 

145 In our chart we have listed 2-3 examples from the Exodus account. We would add to this the NT 
reference 2 Cor 3:7-18. 
146 Strom. I.19.94,4-6; V.6.40,l; VII.3.l3,l; VII.lO.57,l; VII.l1.68,4 (e1to1t'telO: is used here). 
The following texts are instances where "face to face" is used, but without reference to 8EWpto:: lV.3.12,2; 
V.l.7,5-7; V.ll.74,1; VI.12.102,2 (Moses comes into this last text in 103-104). 
147 Strom. V.1.7,5-7; Vl1.74,1; VI.12.102,2. 
148 Strom. V.1.7,4-8. Also in Strom. lVl3 .89 where he refers to Valentinus citing the Exodus text in a 
homily. As we will see, Clement also speaks of this in Ex. Thea. 10-16. The difficulties of reconciling 
these two biblical concepts also concerns Origen (On First Principles I.l and 1I.4.3) and Greggory of 
Nyssa (Life a/Moses 1I.162-169; II.219-255). 
149 Paid. I.7.57,2; also, Ex. Thea. 10,6; 12,2; 23,5; Strom. V.6.34,l; VILlO.58). 
150 See Mortley (VC 1976, pp.1l8-120) on this. Mortley's article will be cited in the main text, listing 
only the page number, for the rest of this section. 
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and the Stoic materialism."ISI Mortley shows that in another text where Clement 

addresses this problem (Strom. V.l1.74,1) he seems to be refening to "the 

contemplation of the supreme God." (VC 1976, p.1l9) Clement is using an 

Epicurean expression which enables him to speak in telms of an intellectual 

contact with God through the mind; this is how Clement was able to speak in 

telms of a corporeal contact while holding to transcendence. (Ibid., pp.118-120) 

Another interesting point brought out by Mortley (Ibid., pp.115-116) IS 

Clement's quotation of the 1 Cor. 13: 12 text, "For now we see as through a glass." 

He omits EV O'.iviYj.1a:n, "thus diminishing the idea of obscurity."Is2 Mortley's 

analysis (Ibid., pp.1l6-117) is an astute one, but he fails to mention a few points 

which I think would help in understanding how Clement uses this biblical text. He 

quotes the complete verse five times and only once does he include the Pauline 

phrase. Is3 No doubt MOttley is conect when he says that Clement wants "to give 

a more positive content to the idea of contemplation in a mirrol',"154 and in his 

observation of seeing the divine when you look at your brother (Ibid., especially 

n32) which is also looking at Christ. However, he fails to mention that Clement 

uses the text in more than one way: twice he uses this text in an eschatological 

sense (seeing clearly in the next life), four times in the intellectual sense 

151 Casey (Excerpta, pp.9-14). Casey is referring to the differences between Clement's comments in 
Ex. Thea. 10-16 and that of Strom. Y.II. 71 and VII.7.36-37, but the difficulty is reflected in the text we 
mentioned above, Strom. Y.I.7. Casey's solution is not without merit: he suggests the differences of 
literary genre represented in the two works cause these discrepancies, ibid. 
152 Mortley (VC 1976, p.116). It is clear that Clement's MS contained the missing phrase since he quotes 
it in full in Ex. Thea. 15,2 (ibid.). Interestingly, E. Molland, "Clement of Alexandria on the Origin of 
Greek Philosophy," SO 15/16 (1936), pp.57-85, points out that Clement, in all but the Ex. Thea. passage, 
adds cO£ which strengthens the idea of "the expression being an image" (p.69). This gives even a greater 
sense of corporeality in this contact. 
153 Paid. I.6.36,6; Strom. I.l9.94,4; V.1.7,5; V.II.74,1 and EV aivlYJ-lCl:n occurs in Ex. Thea. 15,2. 
154 Mortley (VC 1976, p.116). Mortley disagrees with Molland on this point; see Molland, pp.69-70. 
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(Mortley's explanation), and finally, tlu-ee times 155 in what we can only refer to as 

a spiritual sense, reflective of our key tenn, 8£ooplcx. We will briefly consider 

these various uses to conclude our comments in this section. 

1. "Face to face" as a fiftllre event 

In Paid. I.6.36,6 and in Strom. I.19.94,4 Clement quotes 1 Cor. 13: 12 to 

indicate that this "seeing" of God will happen in the next life. Although he 

mentions both of these texts, MOliley fails to point this out. The Paidagogus text 

is velY clear on this point: "the clear revelation in the future world" (36,5) and 

"the promise after our departure" (37,1) reveal this eschatological reading. It must 

also be remembered that this passage has a polemical purpose (pp.164-168 above); 

Clement is combating the Valentinian position of a higher perfection. While the 

text in Strom. I.l is a bit more difficult, it too seems to point to the afterlife. In 

Strom. I.19.94,4 he quotes the first pmi of the 1 Cor. text and comments, "the 

Saviour God is declared to us." Then he continues, "But after the laying aside of 

the flesh, 'face to face,' - then definitely and comprehensively, when the hemi 

becomes pure." (94,6-7) This could be speaking of Cxrca8Clcx (the abstraction from 

the senses), but "as we see things through pellucid and transparent bodies" (94,7) 

could also be pointing to the incorporeal body of the afterlife. 156 A final 

pronouncement on this text is not possible, but it is clear that "face to face" in the 

Paidagogus text points to the afterlife. This is the difficulty with Clement, as we 

155 This is the count of all "face to face" passages, in some of which Clement only quotes part of the 
verse. The citations for these texts will be given in the following sections. 
156 It appears that Mortley takes this passage to be concerned with "the future contemplation" (VC 1976, 
p.1l8); Osborn seems to think this passage points to the afterlife, but also holds out some possibility of it 
being in this life (The Beginning, p.230). Molland seems to say "face to face" points to "eternal life," 
p.69, but he clearly shows a precedent in Plato for seeing reflections in/through water pertaining to this 
life, pp.76-78. 
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will see in the next section - he is not always easy to pin down. Molland's 

comment on this passage is appropriate, 

Clement is a most non-scholastic thinker who does not work with clear 
distinctions and sharply elaborated alternatives. He will not make 
distinctions and separations where reality exhibits connection and 
inseparability. (p.75) 

2. "Face to face" as intellectual contemplation 

Four texts clearly speak of abstraction from the senses into the realm of vou<;, 

And we must possess the healthy mind which is fixed on the pursuit of the 
good; in order to which we have the greatest need of divine grace, and of 
right teaching, and of holy susceptibility, and of the drawing of the Father 
to Him. For, bound in this earthly body, we apprehend the objects of sense 
by means of the body; but we grasp intellectual objects by means of the 
logical faculty itself. But if one expect to apprehend all things by the 
senses, he has fallen far from the truth. Spiritually, therefore, the apostle 
writes respecting the knowledge of God, "For now we see as through a 
glass, but then face to face." For the vision of the truth is given but to few. 

So the high priest, putting off his consecrated robe (the universe, and the 
creation in the universe ... ) .... distinguishing the objects of the intellect from 
the things of sense, rising above other priests,to the entrance to the world 
of ideas .... But purified already by the gnostic Word in his whole 
heart .... and having become son and friend, he is now replenished with 
insatiable contemplationface to face .... But in one way, as I think, the Lord 
puts off and puts on by descending into the region of sense ... 

Therefore the Gnostic prays in thought during every hour, being by love 
allied to God .... becoming pure in heart through the knowledge, which is by 
the Son of God, he may be initiated into the beatific vision face to face, 
having heard the Scripture which says, "Fasting with prayer is a good 
thing." Now fastings signify abstinence from all evils whatsoever, both in 
action and in word, and in thought itself. 157 

Immediately we see the context of the vou<; being held in contrast to the senses. 

The last text has the gnostic engaging in thought prayer, again vou<; is the focus. 

The last text (Strom. V.II. 73-74) is the clearest. Here Clement is glvmg an 

example of allegorical reading, 

157 Strom. Y.1.7,4; Y.6.39,3-40,2; and VI.12.1 02,1-2. Italics have been added to show a partial quotation 
of 1 Cor. 13: 12. 
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"Abraham, when he came to the place which God told him of on the third 
day, looking up, saw the place afar off." For the day is that which is 
constituted by the sight of good things; and the second is the soul's best 
desire; on the third, the mind perceives spiritual things, the eyes of the 
understanding being opened by the Teacher who rose on the third day. The 
three days may be the mystery of the seal, in which God is really believed. 

(73,1-2) 

As we saw in our discussion of Book V (pp.76-81), Clement is attempting to lead 

the reader away from the world of the senses. This discussion of Abraham 

continues this process of preparing the perceptive reader for a higher level of 

spirituality,158 "the mind perceives spiritual things." (73,1) The passage continues, 

It is consequently afar off that he sees the place. For the region of God is 
hard to attain; which Plato called the region of ideas, having learned from 
Moses that it was a place which contained all things universally .... Thence 
says the apostle: "Now we see as through a glass, but then face to face," by 
those sole pure and incorporeal applications of the intellect.. .. if one attempt 
without any of the senses, by reason, to reach what is individual; and do 
not quit the sphere of existences, till, rising up to the things which 
transcend it, he apprehends by the intellect itself that which is good, 
moving in the very confines of the world of thought, according to Plato. 

(73,3-74,2) 

Clearly, "face to face" in these four texts represents an intellectual contemplation. 

MOttley's comments on this aspect of "face to face" should be consulted: he 

shows how Clement inh'oduces the incarnation into the Neoplatonic idea of YVW81 

aa'\.Ytov (VC 1976, pp.1l8-1l9). He also uses Epicurean concepts to present the 

reader with the idea of the mind encountering or touching God, not in a sensible 

way, but rather where mind meets mind somehow on a purely intellectual level 

(Ibid., pp.1l8-120). We see here what we have seen elsewhere: Clement is the 

eclectic philosopher-Christian. He apparently has a system (presumably includes 

the napaooal<;) and he has no hesistation in using whatever concept he must to 

communicate it. We have already established how Clement likes to use this "face 

158 Kovacs, p.437. 
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to face" concept in his 8ECOptCX system, and this palticular characteristic 

(contemplation of the voDe;) is one we have already established as well. 159 OUf 

last area in this "face to face" section is what we are refening to as spiritual 

contemplati on. 

3. "Face to face JJ as spiritual contemplation 

Three "face to face" texts 160 in Stromateis do not fit into either of the first two 

categories we have discussed and seem to indicate something different. All three 

of these texts are ascent ones and come from Book VII: 

Now I pass over other things in silence, glorifYing the Lord. But I affirm 
that gnostic souls, that surpass in the grandeur of contemplation the mode 
of life of each of the holy ranks, among whom the blessed abodes of the 
gods are allotted by distribution, reckoned holy among the holy, transferred 
entire from among the entire, reaching places better than the better places, 
embracing the divine vision not in mirrors or by means of mirrors, but in 
the transcendently clear and absolutely pure insatiable vision which is the 
privilege of intensely loving souls, holding festival through endless ages, 
remain honoured with the identity of all excellence. Such is the vision 
attainable by "the pure in heart." This is the function of the Gnostic, who 
has been perfected, to have convene with God through the great High 
Priest. .. 161 

Then become pure in heart, and near to the Lord, there awaits them 
restoration to everlasting contemplation; and they are called by the 
appellation of gods, being destined to sit on thrones with the other gods 
that have been first put in their places by the Saviour .... and by its own light 
conveys man through the mystic stages of advancement; till it restores the 
pure in heart to the crowning place of rest; teaching to gaze on God, face 
to face, with knowledge and comprehension. For in this consists the 
perfection of the gnostic soul, in its being with the Lord, where it is in 
immediate subjection to Him, after rising above all purification and 
service. 162 

159 Clement uses the interesting phrase "the eye of the mind" in Ex. Thea. 10,6; see p.29 n16 above. 
160 Strom. VII.3.13,1-4; VII.10.S6,S-S7,2; VII.11.68,I-S. 
161 Strom. VII.3.13,l-2. This first text does not use "face to face," but the "vision not in mirrors" can be 
seen to be an allusion to the 1 Cor. text. 
162 Strom. VII.10.S6,S-S7,2 italics added to reflect the allusion to 1 Cor. 13: 12. 
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The Gnostic, consequently, in virtue of being a lover of the one true God, 
is the really perfect man and friend of God, and is placed in the rank of son. 
For these are names of nobility and knowledge, and perfection in the 
contemplation of God; which crowning step of advancement the gnostic 
soul receives, when it has become quite pure, reckoned worthy to behold 
everlastingly God Almighty, "face," it is said, "to face." For having become 
wholly spiritual, and having in the spiritual Church gone to what is of 
kindred nature, it abides in the rest of GOd. 163 

The context for these three passages is clearly not the contemplation with the 

mind. All thl'ee texts use language which reflects a spiritual contemplation. Each 

use language which speaks of something different from incorporeality or the VoUC;, 

and all three use the concept of contemplation (either 8ecoplO: or £7to7t'tela). In 

addition to this, these passages have an immediacy with God which are not as 

clear in the above "face to face" passages representing intellectual contemplation. 

Lastly, these are ascent passages which, by definition, place them in another 

categOly.164 It appears that Clement moves from using "face to face" as 

intellectual contemplation to spiritual contemplation as he moves from Books IV-

VI to Book VII. For now I will simply point out the different character of these 

three "face to face" texts; in our next chapter (§S.S.S, pp.232-234) we will look 

more closely at these passages to see how Book VII figures into Clement's 

presentation and the overall context will become more clear. 

4.3.4 The High Priest and the Temple 

The major section of Strom. V.6, in which Clement speaks of the mystical 

meaning of the High Priest and the Temple, points to the impOliance of 8ecopla in 

Clement's system. 165 The role of the High Priest has always been extremely 

163 Strom. VII.11.68,3-S. 
164 See the discussion in §3.S (pp.121-137) and §5.S.S (pp.228-234). 
165 There has been much discussion on this passage which is critical [or the purpose o[ distinguishing 
Clement's thought from that o[ the Valentinian system, but which is not as critical for our purposes. For 
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impOliant: the High Priest was central to the OT Day of Atonement, is impOliant 

in Philo's system,166 retains a place in the NT through the Letter to the 

Hebrews,167 and represents a significant concept with Clement. The High Priest 

was the only person who could enter the Holy of Holies, and that only once each 

year. 168 Thus, Clement uses this figure and the passage from Exodus as a type of 

the gnostic, the one who may enter God's presence, 

So the high priest, putting off his consecrated robe (the universe, and the 
creation in the universe, were consecrated by Him assenting that, what was 
made, was good), washes himself, and puts on the other tunic--a holy-of 
holies one, so to speak--which is to accompany him into the adytum .... But 
purified already by the gnostic Word in his whole heart, and thoroughly 
regulated, and having improved that mode of life received from the priest 
to the highest pitch, being quite sanctified both in word and life, and having 
put on the bright array of glory, and received the ineffable inheritance of 
that spiritual and perfect man, "which eye hath not seen and ear hath not 
heard, and it hath not entered into the heart of man;" and having become 
son and friend, he is now replenished with insatiable contemplation face to 
face. ,,169 

Our purpose here is only to show that 8ECOPl<X enters Clement's discussion of the 

High Priest figure and, like Moses, points to the impOliance of 8ECOPl<X by 

association. Our discussion here must be brief, yet there are some concems which 

have been raised in the scholarly debate which must be addressed. 

The presence of a parallel passage in Ex. Thea. 27 calls into question both the 

origin of Clement's interpretation of the Gnostic soul and whether he speaks of 

some of this discussion see Lilla (Clel/lent, pp.175-189); Danielou (The Theology, pp.161-163); Danielou 
(Gospel Message, pp.241-250, 452); Van den Roek (Clel11ent-Philo, pp.l16-147); Mondesert (Clel11ent, 
pp.181-183) and Kovacs (SP 1997, pp.429-437). 
166 Philo gave Moses the title, but Clement reserves the title for Jesus; see van den Hoek (Clement-Philo, 
pp.62-64). Danielou points out that the interpretations which Clement basically follows in this section 
come from Hellenistic Judaism; he names Wisdol/l of Solol11on and Josephus in addition to Philo, (Gospel 
Message p.250). 
167 Reb 4:14-16; 5:1-4; 7:23-28; ell 9. 
168 Reb 9:7, 25. 
169 Strol11. y'6.39,3 and 40,l. 
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geropia as an experience of this world, or of the next life. In his discussion of this 

text, Lilla argues that the thinking is not Clementine, but is rather the thinking of a 

Gnostic, perhaps Theodotus. 17o In his analysis, Lilla focuses on small phrases 

within the Ex. Thea. 27 text to show that it has more in common with Valentinian 

thought than with Clement. Yet taking larger sections and comparing them with 

the text in Stromateis shows sufficient evidence of Clementine authorship; 171 

Ex. Thea. 27 
The priest on entering within the second veil 
removed the plate at the altar of incense ... 
indicating the laying aside of the body which 
has become pure ... bright through purification 
... the putting away as it were of the soul's 
body ... 

Now the soul, stripped by the power of him 
who has knowledge ... passes into the spiritual 
realm and becomes now tmly rational and high 
priestly ... 

But where is there a right judgment of Scripture 
and doctrine for that soul which has become 
pure, and where it is granted to see God "face 
to face"? Thus, having transcended 
.. .It is no longer a bride but has become a 
Logos and rests with the bridegroom .. .friends 
by love, sons by instmction ... 

... So that it belonged to the dispensation to 
wear the plate and to continue the pursuit of 
knowledge, but the work of power was that 
man becomes the bearer of God ... 

Strom. V.6.39,2-40,4 
... the robe prophesied the ministry in the 
flesh ... so the high priest, putting off his 
consecrated robe ... washes himself. .. 
But purified already by the gnostic Word in his 
whole heart ... being sanctified both in word and 
life, and having put on the bright array of 
glory ... 

... and received the ineffable inheritance of that 
spiritual and perfect man ... 

... and having become a son and friend, he is 
now replenished with insatiable contemplation 
face to face. For there is nothing like hearing 
the Word Himself, who by means of the 
Scripture inspires fuller intelligence ... 

.. .Thence, after the image of the Lord, the 
worthiest were chosen from the sacred tribes to 
be high priests, and those elected to the kingly 
office and to prophecy were anointed. 

l70 Lilla (Clement, p.179). The importance of establishing Clementine authorship is to show his usage of 
possible Gnostic themes to develop his own view of the heavenly ascent. Even if Lilla is correct, as he 
admits, Clement absorbs this text for his own purpose (p.183 n4). Danielou says that "Clement is inspired 
by Theodotus ... This is not Gnosticism but an orthodox Jewish Christian development," (The Theolog}l, 
p.162). Kovacs also disagrees with Lilla and sees this text as Clementine, pA33. 
171 Van den Hoek points to this tendancy of Lilla to compare "detached sentences so frequently" as a 
weakness in his study which makes Clement look like "a writer of aphorisms," (Clement-Philo, p.19). 
She seems to be following Osborn (The Beginning, pp.240-244) in her assessment of Lilla. Due to the 
length of both texts I will only show their similarities. 
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As Casey points out, Ex. Thea. was likely to have been a notebook for Clement 

which he used in writing other works (the comparison above shows this as 

likely).I72 The nature of a notebook is that thoughts are not always completed or 

neatly constmcted; speaking of sections dealing with angels Casey says, "It seems 

evident from the style and confused treatment that these sections were not 

designed for a public but were rather experiments in thought, the result of thinking 

on paper."173 Van den Hoek shows Philo's influence on Clement in these texts 

with respect to small details (like the representation of colors in the priestly 

vestments), yet also shows where Clement breaks away from Philo. 174 In the end 

this is probably another example of Clement being influenced by all of the cunents 

within which he worked and his own version finally coming through the mix. I 

must agree with Casey that Ex. Thea. 27 appears to be Clementine, but does that 

tell us anything useful for our purposes? 

When we take the two texts together, both as Clementine, we see that in this 

concept of 8£copt<X Clement is speaking about an experience, not only of the soul 

at death, but also one which is of this life. 175 Lilla sees 8ECDpt<x as the ascension of 

the gnostic soul upon death. 176 Kovacs, coupling these two texts, says, "The 

Gnostic high priest, who has earlier exchanged the gannent of faith for the bright 

172 Casey (Excerpta, p.4). Nautin's study (pp.149-151) points to Ex. Thea. as the work of a copyist using 
the text of Hypo typose is. 
173 Casey (Excerpta, p.14). 
174 Van den Hoek (Clement-Philo, pp.1l6-147). "Philo supplies part of the stmcture through which 
Clement moves, in which he lingers and from which he digresses." (p.146) She also points out how the 
Apocalypse and the Letter to the Hebrews influence Clement, p.146. 
175 In this section we are only concerned with the issue of the ascent of the soul during this lifetime. Van 
den Hoek seems to see both, (Clement-Philo, p.146); Danielou certainly sees both, (Gospel Message, 
pp.448-453); Kovacs sees both, pp.433-437. 
176 Lilla (Clement, pp.173, 177-178, 186-187). 
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alTay of YVWCH<; (Stro111. V.6.40,l), now removes the vestment of YVWCH<; and 

enters into direct contemplation of God."177 She sees the Str0111. V.6 text as an 

example of Clement's concealment (similar to her evaluation of Paid. I.6; §4.2.3, 

pp.164-167). She points to the end of this text - "For there is nothing like 

hearing the Word Himself, who by means of the Scripture inspires fuller 

intelligence," (V.6.40,1) - as an example of Clement bringing his reader to the 

summit of contemplation, then closing the veil, thus "calling his reader back to the 

text of Scripture."l78 In her final assessment of this text, in addition to seeing it as 

concealment, she believes Clement is hying to awaken the reader, and urge him 

on, in the search for yvw<n<; (and I would add, 8ecoptcx).179 I agree with Kovacs in 

her final analysis with only one exception: though Clement does seem to 

"abmptly close the veil" at the end of this text, it is not simply to bring the reader 

back to the text of Scripture as Le Boulluec seems to think. 180 Clement does seem 

to close his discussion on 8ecoptcx by digressing into Egyptian and Greek 

symbolism (V .41-53), but then he retUl11S to the 8ECOptCX theme with words of 

caution to the Gnostic teacher (I think speaking in the first instance of himself in 

this velY context of writing) who would wrecklessly lead simple Christians into 

8ecopta too quickly. 181 Next he apologizes for his lengthy digression,I82 but 

continues in it just a little longer (V.56-59). Then he comes back to the hidden 

nature of the Scriptures (his topic in V.6) in V.I0.60-65, and finally swings full 

177 Kovacs, p.437. 
178 Ibid., p.432. 
179 Ibid., p.437. 
180 Le Boulluec, Les Stroll/ates V (Notes), SC 279, p.158. Kovacs cites Le Boulluec for support. 
181 Strom. V.8.54,2-4. 
182 Strom. V.9.56,1. 
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circle, back to direct discussion of 8Ecopla. 183 In this section (V66-S1) we have 

fairly clear discussion of 8Ecopla again. In the Strom. V.6 text Clement used the 

robe to represent the sensible world184 with the High Priest (the Gnostic) taking it 

off (laying aside the noetic realm). Now (V.66-S1) he comes back to this concept, 

Now the sacrifice which is acceptable to God is unswerving abstraction from 
the body and its passions. This is really true piety ... For he who neither 
employs his eyes in the exercise of thought, nor draws aught from his other 
senses, but with pure mind itself applies to objects, practises the true 
philosophy. This is, then, the import of the silence of five years prescribed by 
Pythagoras, which he enjoined on his disciples; that, abstracting themselves 
from the objects of sense, they might with the mind alone contemplate the 
Deity. It was from Moses that the chief of the Greeks drew these philosophical 
tenets ... For the gnostic soul must be ... devoid of the frivolousness of the body 
and of all the passions ... 185 

He makes it clear he is speaking of a spiritual contemplation during this life with 

two references: first, his affitming reference to the silence enjoined by 

Pythagoras. This, to Clement, is a Greek attempt to attain this spiritual 

contemplation. Secondly, he says that the Greeks draw on Moses for their concept 

of 8Ecopla. He wants the reader to think back to V.12.7S,2 where "the all-wise 

Moses" ascends "the mount for holy contemplation."186 Both of these examples 

refer to this life. It is admitted that this section (V.66-SI) speaks mainly of the 

abstraction from the senses; only twice does OECOplO'. occur. 187 But the overall 

context from Strom. V shows that for Clement this 8Ecopla is something which the 

gnostic soul pursues and experiences during this mOltal life. Of course to fully see 

Clement's view of 8Ecopla as an ealthly experience one must read Book VII where 

183 This is re-introduced with the VIO.G6,2 text which speaks of "milk" as "catechetical instruction" and 
"meat" as "mystic contemplation." 
184 Strom. V6.37,1. 
185 Strom. Vll.G7,1-4. 
186 Strom. Y.12.78,2. 
187 Strom. Y.1O.G6,2 and V12.78,2. 
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it is clearly given. We will do this in Chapter Five. 

Our analysis has shown us that, in addition to clear statements, Clement uses 

the OT examples of Moses and the High Priest to illustrate that 8Ecoplcx is the 

highest stage in the spiritual pathway of the Gnostic. 

4.4 Conclusions 

In this chapter I have shown that 8Ecoplcx represents the final stage in the 

spiritual pathway presented by Clement. A discemible spiritual pathway implies a 

connection between Clement's three main extant works: Protrepticus, Paidagogus 

and Stro711ateis. In a brief review of the litermy problems within these works, we 

have seen that although there are difficulties, the three works do fulfill Clement's 

stated plan in a sufficient way. In fact, we have shown that there is a clear literalY 

connection between Paidagoglls and Stromateis: Clement uses a "food" theme, in 

Paidagogus to illustrate the Eucharist and baptism, but then in Stromateis to refer 

to the two levels of believers. Working from this "food" theme, we have shown 

that both works were used in catechetical training, Paidagogus for the beginners, 

and Strol11ateis for the advanced ones. We have seen on a few occasions that the 

nature of Stro711ateis, being at once both concealing and seemingly disconnected, is 

exactly what Clement promised. He is either not up to the task or he is ingenious. 

The purpose of Stro711ateis is to communicate the "meat" of the gnostic, the 

highest stage in the spiritual pathway: 8Ecoplcx. This is made evident in three ways: 

first, the presentation of 8Ecoplcx in elevated telIDS - it is the "summit"188 of the 

188 Passages where 8eCOpt<x is referred to as "summit," or "crowning" stage: Strolll. Y.12.78,2; 
VII.7.46,4; 10.57,1; 11.63,1; 11.68,4. 
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spiritual experience. The gnostic craves 8ECOpiD: and is unable to be sated, 

devoting himself "to the pure vision of insatiable contemplation."189 Secondly, to 

experience 8EOOpiD: is to follow the example of Moses, the prototypical gnostic, 

with whom "God talked ... as a friend with a friend."190 The consistent and 

significant use of the "face to face" also confiIms the imp0l1ance of 8ECOpiD:. It is 

interesting to note how there is an overall movement through the Stromateis using 

the "face to face" text: Clement uses it first eschatologically, next to point to 

intellectual contemplation, and finally to spiritual contemplation. When Strom. 

VII is taken into consideration, it appears that this movement from intellectual to 

spiritual contemplation is intentional. Lastly, the strategic role of Strom. V.6 and 

the High Priest in moving the reader beyond the world of the senses into 8ECOpiD:. 

Clement wants to get his reader into Strom. VII where he can reveal the full impact 

of 8ECOpiD: in the life of the gnostic. This is the focus of our next chapter--the 

practical aspects of 8ECOpiD:. 

189 Strom. VI.14.108,l. 
190 Strom. II.2.G, l. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

THE PRACTICAL ASPECTS OF 8Eropi<x 

We have seen the historical background of 9Ecoplu and the sources from which 

Clement inherits this concept (Chapter Two). Next, we traced more thoroughly 

how Clement used this telm by examining other terms/categories which he seems 

to link with 9EroptU (Chapter Three). From this we were able to place this concept 

of 9EroptU within his system, a spiritual pathway, as the highest stage of the 

journey (Chapter Four). Now we want to show some of the practical aspects of 

Clement's 9EroptU.Our focus for this chapter will be Book VII, which Clement 

says is his clearest presentation of the gnostic 1 and which also has the highest 

concentration of our key telm, 9Eroplu (see Appendix 1, p.296). We intend to 

show that the tone of the final Book of Stromateis 2 is markedly different from the 

rest of the work and is the clearest, and most practical, presentation of 9EroptU. 

The key to Book VII is to realise that it represents Clement's unwillingness to 

be limited by the philosophical categOlY of transcendence which we discussed in 

Chapter Three. He affllms the transcendence of God throughout Stromateis, but in 

Book VII Clement clearly presents the concept of immanence: mystery is 

minimised by the evelyday nature of the gnostic's relationship with God; opposed 

to the ascent into the heavenly realms, the gnostic enjoys 9ECOptU in this life, on 

this earth. In Chapter Three we looked at aspects which pointed to an 

I Strom. VI. 1. 1-4; VIU.1-2. 
2 See the discussion in §4.1.3 (pp.1S0-1S2) where it has been demonstrated that Bk VIn is a compilation 
of extracts and notes; see Nautin (VC 1976). I accept Nautin' s conclusion that there were more books in 
Strom ate is; the discussion in this chapter will show that Bk VII is meant to be the pinnacle of the work, no 
matter how many books might have followed. Because Bk VIr is the last book we have, I will work on the 
basis that it is the final book. 
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incorporeality in Clement's 8Ecopla, here we will look at aspects which point to the 

physical reality of this 8Ecopla. 

5.1 A Note About Nomenclature 

In our discussion of the "Technical Aspects of 8Ecopla" (Chapter Three) we 

looked closely at various telms which pointed to the transcendent nature of 

Clement's system. In that discussion phrases related to transcendence were 

consistently used' "apophatic" "immateriality" "ineffable" "invisible" and . , , , , 

"incorporeal." Clement shares the view of the transcendent God with later Middle 

Platonists,3 but his use of 8Ecopla, with these "immaterialistic" characteristics, is 

meant to be the door for the gnostic to apprehend God. 

This chapter will focus on the aspects of Clement's 8ECOPl<X which point to the 

immanent nature of the gnostic's God. His "Good" is the God of the NT revealed 

through Christ the Logos; this is uniquely reflected in Book VII. In this chapter 

terms which reflect the interaction of the gnostic with this immanent God will 

consistently be used: "corporeal," "practical," "physical," and "eal1hly." It will 

be asked, "How else can a m0l1al interact with God if not physically?" The 

answer to that question with respect to Clement's gnostic is threefold: first, we 

have already seen that Clement's 8Ecopla does include an immaterialist aspect, so 

right away we must recognise that the gnostic's interaction is not completely 

physical. Clement makes this quite clear, 

3 See Dillon, Middle Platonists, in general (p.4St), for Philo (p.lSSt), for Plutarch (p.199t), and 
for Albinus (p.283t). See our discussion of transcendence in §3.1, pp.89-97. 
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For, bound in this earthly body, we apprehend the objects of sense by 
means of the body; but we grasp intellectual objects by means of the logical 
faculty itself But if one expect to apprehend all things by the senses, he has 
fallen far from the truth.4 

Secondly, we will show that Clement's gnostic tmly interacts with God. This is 

not just vain effOli; it is more than an intellectual belief that something has 

happened. The transcendence of Middle Platonism minimises real contact with the 

divine, Clement insists upon it. Lastly, aligning himself with Plato, Clement 

demands that the gnostic's interaction with God includes, as an integral part of this 

spirituality, interaction with others. The gnostic must not hide himself away as the 

helmits; he must not be so consumed in his contact with God that he forgets his 

fellow man. Stromateis VII. 7, with its consistent references to helping others, 

serves as a critique of the Christian anchorite and the heretical Gnostic. In VII. 12 

where we have a most radical affirmation ofmalTied life. (VII. 12.70,6-8; 80,4). 

The difficulty with nomenclature in this chapter is that the terms we have 

mentioned do not fully capture the concept presented by Clement in this part of his 

system. The fact is, he does not use any patiicular term which we could adopt; the 

statement he makes to describe what he is doing, although impoliant to 

understanding Stromateis (especially Book VII), is far too general, 

For it is our purpose at present to describe the life of the Gnostic, not to 
present the system of dogmas, which we shall afterwards explain at the 
fitting time, preserving the order of topics. 5 

We obviously cannot use "life," but in common telIDS it does mean what we plan 

to investigate here: "life" as it is experienced on this eatih, by the senses, in 

agreement with the physical body. Against the general understanding of an "other-

4 Strom. Y.1.7,4. 
5 Strom. VILlO.59,7. 
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worldly," mystical experience, I will argue that in Book VII Clement is not talking 

about the afterlife, nor is he focusing on the immateriality which is also impOltant. 

Rather Book VII reveals the velY tangible, 'down to emth' life which he expects of 

the gnostic. I will use adjectives which tty to capture the experience of the gnostic 

in space and time. 

As we work through Book VII we will also realise the difficulty of 

nomenclature is exacerbated by the subtle nuances in Clement. We will see that 

Clement uses our key telm (8ECOpta.) in different ways even in Book VII. We will 

keep our focus on Clement's plan in Book VII, which should help to clarify his 

meanings. I intend to show that, just as with Stromateis as a whole, Book VII has 

a stmcture; the meanings of key telms and the understanding of various texts 

become clear when viewed tluough this stmcture. We will also see that Clement 

continues to use his conceal/reveal strategy in Book VII. 

5.2 Transcendence Bridged by the Divine Logos 

Our discussion in §3.l.1 (pp.89-95) established Clement within the second 

centmy philosophical milieu which held to the idea of a transcendent God. We 

noted, however, that Clement separated himself as well by presenting an immanent 

God through Cluist the Logos. Because this chapter will focus on God's 

immanence and the practical nature of the gnostic's response to this immanence, 

we should first clearly establish this concept in Stromateis. 

The groundwork for immanence in Stromateis is laid in both Protrepticus and 
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inPaidagogus.6 Our discussion of the spiritual pathway (pp.153-174) which these 

three works represent has already made the role of the Logos clear, 

Eagerly desiring, then, to perfect us by a gradation conducive to salvation, 
suited for efficacious discipline, a beautiful arrangement is observed by the 
all-benignant Word, who first exhorts, then trains, and finally teaches. 7 

We mentioned at the beginning of our discussion in §3.1 (pp.89-95) that for 

Clement to claim such utter transcendence while holding onto immanence causes 

both theological and philosophical difficulties. 8 Many scholars have commented 

on these difficulties, but few in my opinion have captured Clement's thinking as 

well as OSbOlTI. 9 In his critique of studies such as that of Lilla he says, 

... the account of divine transcendence in Clement has parallels and yet 
remains extreme; from which it is wrongly concluded [by Lilla, p.21S]: 
'The transcendence of God necessarily implies his aloofness'. For no one 
can deny that Clement's God is more intimate and immediate in his 
fellowship with man than is the God of almost any other theologian. 10 

Osbom seems conect in his willingness to take Clement at face value; accepting 

seemingly contradictOlY positions which point to Clement's willingness to be 

patient with such complexities and subtleties. 11 This quality is what makes 

6 See Osborn (The Beginning, pp.213, 236) and Dani610u (Gospel Message, pp.364-375). This points to 
the importance of seeing the three works tied together, to keep Clement's theology from being picked 
apart. He has a unique objective for each work. 
7 Paid 1.1.3,3. 
8 Lilla is more intent on showing the possible sources of this immanence (Clement, pp.209-212) and 
Osborn attacks Lilla and Wolfson on this point (Beginning, pp.240-244), "Why has is (sic) been possible 
for some interpreters to miss what Clement is saying? Because the context of the key statements is so 
obscure that it is ignored .... So the doxographer [Lilla apparently] isolates his phrases and propositions, 
avoids the difficulty of the context and misses the point; he cannot accept the warning when his method 
fails to deal with apparently contradictory statements ... " (pp.243-244) 
9 The Beginning, particularly Chapter 7, "The Short Word," which deals with this issue; see especially 
his critique of Lilla and Wolfson, p.240f. 
10 Ibid., p.241 (brackets inclusive). Osborn is most critical of Lilla because he "breaks a writer up into 
single propositions or phrases and looks for verbal coincidences .... With this verbal atomism, it has even 
been argued that nothing new happens after Philo [taking aim at Wolfson] .... Where there are so many 
verbal parallels it is probable that the idea was so widespread that the search for literary source is 
superfluous. (pp.241-242) Osborn's humor is both insightful and biting, see p.242 nl. 
11 Osborn's first work has this quality; see Clement, especially Chapter 3, "The Logos." Again, he 
comments on this very theme, "Clement was concerned to maintain a distinction between Father and Son, 
to emphasise the transcendence of the former and the immanence and condescension of the latter," p.40. 
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Clement so special, all the more because he is an early writer, 

You have, in brief, the professed aim of our philosophy; and the learning of 
these branches, when pursued with right course of conduct, leads through 
Wisdom, the artificer of all things, to the Ruler of all, --a Being difficult to 
grasp and apprehend, ever receding and withdrawing from him who 
pursues. But He who is far off has--oh ineffable marvel!--come very near. 
"I am a God that draws near," says the Lord. He is in essence remote; "for 
how is it that what is begotten can have approached the Unbegotten?" But 
He is very near in virtue of that power which holds all things in its embrace. 
"Shall one do aught in secret, and I see him not?" For the power of God is 
always present, in contact with us, in the exercise of inspection, of 
b fi f · ,12 ene cence, a mstructlon. 

5.2.1 Stromateis is sprinkled with texts about contact with this immanent God 

We are proposing that Book VII stands out in this regard, but the whole of 

Stromateis is sprinkled with texts about this immanent God. 13 It must be 

understood here that when we speak of immanence we are not referring to the 

orderliness of the universe which points to the Divine presence; both the Middle 

Platonists and the Stoics held this view. In Stromateis Clement is consistently 

referring to a contact which the gnostic has with God. Most of these texts, until 

we come to Book VII, simply make mention of the concept without any discussion: 

God is mentioned as a friend, or one who can be known. Several refer to "seeing" 

God "face to face." We have already discussed Clement's important use of this 

Trigg shows how Origen is not as willing to do this, (SP 1997, pp.544-545). On Clement's theology of the 
Logos see Casey, R.P., "Clement and the Two Divine Logoi," JTS 25 (1924), pp.43-56, and a recent 
article by Edwards, MJ., "Clement of Alexandria and his Doctrine of the Logos," VC 54 (2000), pp.159-
177; Edward (in agreement with Casey) argues convincingly that Photius (Library 109) has misread 
Clement who did not hold to the two Logoi position, pp.168-l71. Some would argue that Clement didn't 
have the intellectual skills (like Origen) to grapple with these difficulties; could it not be that he was 
simply willing to accept the difficulties as mystery? 
12 Strom. II.2.5,3-5. See Van den Hoek's comments on this text (Clement-Philo, pp.148-152); she shows 
how Clement uses Philo, but "downplays God's remoteness and stresses his closeness," p.15!. 
13 Strom. 1.28.178,2; II.2.5,3-5; II.4.15,3; II.1D.47,4; II. 1 1.52,7; II.20.1D4,2; III.1D.69,3-4; Iy'3.9,l; 
IV. 17. 107,6-7; IV.23.152,1-3 (this text debatably has Christ as the object); V.l.5,4; Y.4.25,3-26,2; 
VI.12.103,S-104,2 (it must be noted that this text is preceeded by a strong statement of "the Son of God," 
102,2); VI.14.113,3. The texts listed in bold typeface indicate 6 8e6S while the remaining texts either 
explicitly or implicitly refer to Christ. 
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phrase (pp .177 -184), but in this chapter the immanence, or immediate presence 

which it communicates will be our focus. Many of these texts have some reference 

to Christ as the means of this immanence, but several present 6 9E6C; as the object 

of fellowship. 14 I realise this distinction can be contested; indeed Clement makes 

clear statements to the contralY, " ... the Son is the true teacher respecting the 

Father.. .. in order that we may know the Father, we must believe in the Son, that it 

is the Son of God who teaches ... ,,,15 nevertheless we will see more evidence for 

this immanent 6 9E6C; as we continue our study of Book VII. 

When we come to Book VII the intensity of immanence increases, both in 

frequency and in character. While we count some 14 OCCUl1'ences in Books I-VI, 

we have 16 in Book VII, 10 of which are in Chapter 7. 16 It is admitted that these 

numbers could be misleading: for example, many of the texts listed in VII. 7 

follow one right after the other. It could be argued that rather than 10 separate 

texts in VII. 7, there are really only three. This, of course, strengthens my claim 

that Chapter 7 is unique (§5.3.2, pp.201-204), containing the most lengthy 

discourse in Stromateis on the gnostic's experience of the immanent 6 9E6C; which 

covers almost the entire chapter. 

14 See note 13 above and note 16. 
15 Strom. Y.l.l,3-4. Add other examples to this: Strom. 1.28.178,2; IV.25.156,1; Y.12.81,3-82,4; 
VII.1.2,2-3. See Dani6lou's excellent discussion (Gospel Message, pp.364-375). 
16 These texts are all from Book VII (citations list chapter and section number only): 3.13,2-4; 3.19,2; 
7.35,4-6 (strong statement of Christ in 35,1); 7.39,6; 7.40,3; 7.41,3-6; 7.42,1; 7.43,3-5; 7.44,5; 7.48,1-2; 
7.49,1; 7.49,7-8; 8.51,7; 11.68,3-4; 12.73,1; 14.88,3. Boldface text indicates reference to 6 SEQ";. 
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5.3 The Framework of Book VII 

In his opening comments of Book VII we see Clement's concem that he not 

lose his audience. 17 He plans to show the Greeks a clear presentation of the 

gnostic and he also wams the more orthodox that, though he will not be using the 

Scriptures in this presentation, "it is from that source that they [the gnostic 

traditions] have breath and life ... "t8 Because we have seen that immanence appears 

throughout Stromateis, yet becomes intense in Book VII, it is clear that this 

concept is an integral palt of the clear presentation. Clement knows that the 

philosophical reader is likely to balk at the concept of having any contact with an 

immanent God. He constmcts Book VII in a way which, he hopes, will carry the 

philosophical reader fmther into his presentation. As we have seen (pp.39-46), 

Clement is writing for those who are eamestly seeking and though Book VII is the 

clearest presentation of the life of the gnostic, he continues to utilise his 

conceal/reveal methodology. 

5.3.1 Chapters 1-6 

A brief outline of Book VII will help us to see just what Clement is hying to do 

in this final book. He opens with the statement that he is about to give the reader 

the clear picture, 

It is now time to show the Greeks that the Gnostic alone is truly 
pious .... And clearer arguments must be employed, I reckon, with the 
philosophers, so that they may be able ... to understand. 19 

From section 2,3-9,1 we are reminded of the immanence of the Son, who "came to 

17 See Ridings (SP 1997, pp.517-521). 
18 Strom. VII.1.1,l-4. This could be a reference to the allegorical method, but I think it more likely that 
what we find in the revealing portions of Book VII is Clement's version of the gnostic 1texp&.8oO'u;. 
19 Strom. VII.l.1,l-2. 
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show man what was possible through obedience ... ,,2o This is celtainly not the first 

time Clement has presented the Son in this way, but it is the most lengthy passage 

of its kind.21 After giving the promise of clarity and then reminding the reader of 

the incarnation, Clement retrenches into his concealment mode as he covers 

redundant material which appears old and WOln out for the seeker looking for this 

clear presentation of hidden teaching: 

Section Numbers 
§IO-12 
§13 
§15 
§19-20 
§22-27 
§28-29 
§30-34 

Topics Covered 
free will 
overcoming the passions 
transcendence 
free will and the passions 
against the pagan gods 
God cannot be contained 
more against gods, food laws, etc. 

Prior Discussion 
II. 14 and II. 15 
III.7.57-59; IV.22; VI.9 
all through Book V 
(above) 
Protrep. Ch. 2-4 
(above) 
(above) 

There are a few small hints of better things to come, but basically the opening six 

chapters are no different from what has preceded them. It seems that Clement is 

again hying to discourage the casual seeker; it surely must have worked!22 

What are these hints I have just mentioned? He refers to the worship of God in 

"silence,,23 which is an important theme in Book VII. He also refers to 9ECOptU 

which has a significant place in Chapter 7. Finally, prayer is mentioned,24 which 

is also a critical PaIt of Chapter 7. We will show how these two concepts, 9ECOptU 

20 Strom. VII.2.8,6. 
21 Protrepticus and Paidagogus contain numerous examples, but we will only point out some of the texts 
inStromateis: I. 1.3,1; IV25.156,1; V3.l6,1-5; v'6.34,1; V12.8l-82; VI. 1.2,4. 
22 It is interesting that Book VI seems to have this same characteristic. Clement opens with a similar 
comment of showing "the Gnostic's form of religion" (1,1), what seems like a promise of the presentation 
"of gnostic knowledge" (1,3), a restatement of the nature of the work (1,4-3,3) ... and then he says, "Before 
handling the point proposed, we must, by way of preface, add to the close of the fifth book what is 
wanting." (2.4,1) He then goes over the plagiarisms of the Greeks (chapters 2-5) again! This after he 
seems to apologise for going over the topic at length in the previous book (V14.140,1). 
23 Strom. VII.1.2,3 and 3.13,1. See §5.6 (pp.237-255). 
24 Strom. VII.6.31,7-8; 32,5; 34,2. Prayer is mentioned 5 times in this chapter, but these are the first 
references to prayer in Book VII. 
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and prayer, are critical to the understanding of Book VII; a frequency comparison 

of these telms in the books of Stromateis will bear this out. In our brief outline of 

Book VII we now come to Chapter 7. 

5.3.2 Chapter 7: the crown on the kingly gnostic 

Stromateis VII. 7 is Clement's crown on his kingly gnostic, "He is, then, the 

truly kingly man." (36,2) It is in Chapter 7 where Clement finally begins to speak 

clearly, setting forth in beautiful language the "life" of the gnostic. Gone is the 

cryptic language; the reader is no more encumbered by philosophical and 

redundant categories which hide the real message. This is the "meat" which 

Clement has been promising - and it is so clear and simple that many read 

through it without realising ... this is the hidden treasure! 

After the opening chapters of concealment we come to Chapter 7 which opens 

with a proclamation of Christ: "He is Word, Saviour, and Leader." (35,1) In 

Chapters 4-6 there is only one direct reference to Christ. Chapter 7 brings the 

critical incamational issue back into focus which opens the door for the 

apprehension of God. Only here Clement is not talking about "ideas" or "first 

principles;" Clu-ist has made it possible for the gnostic to experience a tangible, 

physical relationship with 6 eEOC;. Next we have the reference to the "life" of the 

gnostic (35,1) which we have seen (pp.193-195, Strom. VII. 10.59,7) is a key term 

in one of the purpose-statements of the book. There have only been three 

references to this "life" so far in Book VII 25 and none in the previous three 

25 Strom. VII.1.3,6; 3.13,1; 3.16,6. 
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chapters. There are seven references to this "life" in Chapter 7, four of which 

occur as either 1tUC; 6 ~toc; or oAoe; 6 ~tOe;: 

... [honoring God] continually in our whole life, and in every way ... (35,1) 

... during his whole life, the Gnostic in every place ... honours God ... (35,3) 

Holding festival, then, in our whole life ... praising ... (35,6) 

... the Gnostic prays throughout his whole life ... ( 40,3) 

This illustrates the immediacy of the gnostic's interaction with God. Even without 

the modifier "all" or "whole," Clement is presenting the earthly "life" of the 

gnostic; the modifier gives the intensity which, I think, Clement wants to 

communicate in this chapter. 

We also need to notice that prayer is of primalY impOliance in Clement's 

gnostic crown. There are over 150 references to prayer in Stromateis; some refer 

to pagan prayer, some occur in quotations from Greek authors, but most refer to 

the prayer of a biblical example or to the gnostic.26 It is highly significant that 

over 90 of these prayer references occur in Book VII and over 55 in Chapter 7. 

There are only 15 sections in Chapter 7, so the density of occurrences is obvious. 

Prayer is mentioned evelY 6 lines of text in Chapter 7; this compares with once 

evelY 120 lines in the work as a whole. If Chapter 7 is the gnostic crown, then 

26 References for pray/prayer can be found in Stahlin (Band 4): ahEro (pp.213-214), a\:1;T)lla (p.214), 
at'tT)O't£ (p.214), OET)O't£ (p.323), euxi] (p.438), eUxollat (p.439), 1tapat'tEOllat (p.623), 1tpoO'euxollat 
(p.681), O'uveuxollat (p.731), u1tepeuxollat (p.771). Some instances may have been missed. 
If we look at the frequency of prayer in Stromateis we find that there is a balance throughout, until Bk VII, 
which has around 60% of the occurrences: 

Bk 1 [Bk:2 Bk 3 Bk -4 Bk 5 Bk 6 Bk 7 
6 11 6 13 8 16 93 

o I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 5 I 56 I 0 I I I 0 I I I 17 I 7 I 7 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 

Clearly the topic of prayer is critical in this clear presentation of the gnostic. See Appendix 2 (p.297). 
Although it is tempting to see something special in the seventh seven here, Mondesert reminds us that 
these chapter divisions were added in the LowthlPotter edition of 1715 eSC 30, p.24). Mehat demonstrates 
a structure through the Ke<paAata, but his analysis shows that these "headings" are not represented by our 
chapters; see his summary of this argument, pp.276-279. 
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prayer must be a jewel in that crown. This is, in effect, the first full treatise on 

prayer in Christian literature27 and must be the 1tEpt 'tfle; Euxfle; he promised 

(IV.26.171,2). We will make more observations about the prayer of the gnostic 

throughout the remainder of our study. 

One significant aspect of prayer in Chapter 7 is silent prayer28 which is 

accomplished through the thought processes. Section 43 presents this concept in 

the clearest terms, 

... can God not hear the soul itself, and the mind, since assuredly soul hears 
soul, and mind, mind? .... [He] knows absolutely the thoughts of 
all .... Prayer, then, may be uttered without the voice, by concentrating the 
whole spiritual nature within on expression by the mind .. ?9 

Here the mind is prominent in Clement's understanding of prayer. This IS an 

important concept which we will discuss later (§5.6, pp.237-255). 

Finally, we must look at the use of 9ECOptU in Chapter 7 before moving on in 

our outline of Book VII. Clement mentions 9ECOptU four times in this 'prayer' 

chapter, all three texts refelTing somehow to an ealihly experience: 

But knowing the sovereign will, and possessing as soon as he prays, being 
brought into close contact with the almighty power, and earnestly desiring 
to be spiritual, through boundless love, he is united to the Spirit. 
Thus he, being magnanimous, possessing, through knowledge, what is the 
most precious of all, the best of all, being quick in applying himself to 
contemplation ('t~S 8ECOpt<xS), retains in his soul the permanent energy of 
the objects of his contemplation ('t&v 8ECOPT]'t&V), that is the perspicacious 
keenness of knowledge. And this power he strives to his utmost to 
acquire, by obtaining command of all the influences which war against the 
mind; and by applying himself without intermission to speculation ('til 
8ECOpt~), ... abstinence from pleasures ... he has freedom of speech ... (44,5-7) 

27 Tertullian's treatise On Prayer is the earliest exposition we have on the Lord's Prayer; Tertullian's 
Treatises Concerning Prayer, Concerning Baptism, translated by Alexander Souter (London 1919), p.xiv. 
Souter dates On Prayer between 200-206 A.D. (p.xii). VOlker describes Strol1l. VII.7 as "the first 
attempt ... iffragmentary, description of Christian prayer" (p:4lO). He also acknowledges that Clement is 
the first to attempt a description of inner (or constant) prayer, pp:417-419. 
28 Strom. VII.7.36,5; 39,6; 41,3; 43,1-5; 49,7. 
29 Str0111. VII.7:43,3-5. 
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And the Gnostic, who has reached the summit, will pray that contemplation 
(8Eroptav) may grow and abide, as the common man will for continual 
good health. 

And his whole life is a holy festival. His sacrifices are prayers, and praises, 
and readings in the Scriptures before meals, and psalms and hymns during 
meals and before bed, and prayers also again during night. By these he 
unites himself to the divine choir, from continual recollection, engaged in 
contemplation (8Eropiav) which has everlasting remembrance. 3o 

We also need to notice how there is a lack of the immaterialist categories we 

studied in Chapter Tluee: ~.l'\)cr't"ptov, E1t01t'tEtCX, and those of the ascent theme are 

not prevalent (see §S.S.5, pp.228-234). At the same time, the frequency of 

Clement's key word, yv&crt<;, is at an all-time high.3l This is another reason to see 

VII. 7 as the pinnacle of Stromateis. 

Intellectual contemplation is present, but each of these texts are grounded in 

the eruthly experience of prayer. It is here we see what we are refelTing to as 

spiritual contemplation; it is pmt of the unique way Clement uses 8E(OptCX to 

convey something different from the more classical use which we see in Plato and 

Philo (pp.27-32). It is more of what we observed in his use of the "face to face" 

text (pp.183-184). We will look more closely at 8ECOptCX (and prayer) in Book VII 

later, but now we want to continue our outline. 

5.3.3 Chapters 8-11 

We have mentioned that Clement revelted to his concealment strategy again in 

Book VII, especially in Chapters 4-6. After speaking clearly in Chapter 7 he does 

this again: Chapters 8 and 9 cover new material (the gnostic does not make oaths 

and can be ousted to speak the tmth), but it is velY ethical in tone like what we see 

30 Strom. VII.7.46,4; 49,4-5. 
31 By a simple estimation, 'Yv&<H~ occurs more than twice as much in VII. 7 than anywhere else in 
Stromateis. See Appendix 3 (p.298). 
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in II.18 and V.14.99,1-2. After this he goes back to subject matter which has 

already been discussed: 

Section Numbers 
§56-57 

§60-67 

Topics Covered 
heavenly realms 

controlling the passions (with many 
comments about martyrdom) 

Prior Discussion 
ry.18.116-117; ry.2S.1SS; 
ry.2S.1S9; Y.6.40; VI.14.108 
Throughout Books IV and 
VI (especially VI.9) 

In Chapters 8-11 (sections 50-67) prayer is only mentioned twice, only one of 

those refening to the gnostic.32 If I am con-ect about prayer being a major part of 

Clement's revealing, then Strom. VII.8-11 is another concealing section. 

UnfOliunately, this is a section of Strom. VII which is not so easily deciphered. 

To continue our overview of this section, hoping to gain better understanding of 

VII.8-11, we need to note the use of 8£copta. 

1. 8£copta in Chapters 8-11 

Consistent with the view that these chapters represent another digression or 

concealment, Clement's use of 8£copta changes in these chapters from his use in 

Chapter 7. First, there are no OCCUl1'ences in Chapters 8 or 9 to 8£copta or to 

gnostic prayer. When 8£copta does reappear it is in a context different from what 

we have seen in Chapter 7: the gnostic soul, ascends to "the endless and perfect 

end," is "destined to sit on thrones with the other gods," and advances "tlU'ough the 

mystic stages ... to the crowning place of rest.,,33 We have illustrated how these 

categories are used by Clement to conceal (pp.128-130). This is further confirmed 

by his comment at the end of this chapter, 

32 Strom. VII.9.S2,l refers to the prayer of a pagan and VII. 11.62,3 to the gnostic. 
33 Strom. VII.IO.S6-S7. 
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For it is our purpose at present to describe the life of the Gnostic, not to 
present the system of dogmas, which we shall afterwards explain at the 
fitting time, preserving the order of topics. 34 

He indicates that he has been discussing material which has taken him off course 

and promises to discuss it elsewhere. 

There are 3 OCCUlTences of 8ECOptO'. in Chapter 11, none clearly refelTing to the 

concept of spiritual contemplation which we observed in Chapter 7?5 All three of 

these OCCUlTences seem to refer to philosophical speculation, however there is not 

complete agreement on this. Wilson, translates 8ECOptO'. in these tlu-ee texts as 

"speculation" and simply to "see.,,36 It is the first OCCUlTence which is the most 

problematic, 

Through the power of impulse thence derived he devotes his energies in 
every way to learning, doing all those things by means of which he shall be 
able to acquire the knowledge of what he desires. And desire blended with 
inquiry arises as faith advances. And this is to become worthy of 
speculation, of such a character, and such importance. So shall the Gnostic 
taste of the will of God. For it is not his ears, but his soul, that he yields up 
to the things signified by what is spoken.37 

Beginning from 60,2 here is HOlt's translation, 

Proceeding from this point he does his best to learn in every way, 
employing every means to obtain the knowledge of those things which he 
longs for (and longing joined with seeking arises as faith increases), that is, 
to be made worthy of such high and glorious contemplation. Thus the 
gnostic will taste of the will of God. For he lends, not his ears, but his 
soul, to the facts indicated by the spoken words. 38 

There are at least two good reasons for translating 8ECOptO'. in the spiritual sense: 

first, Clement has indicated (VII. 10.59,7) that he might get back to revealing after 

the concealment of Chapters 8-10; and secondly, the context following 60,2. He 

34 Strom. VII.l0.S9,7. 
35 Strom. VII.11.60,2-3; 61,1; 61,4. 
36 ANeL 12, p.450. 
37 Strom. VII.11.60,2-3. 
38 Hort-Mayor, p.lOS. Boulluec's translation (SC 428, p.195) agrees with Hart-Mayor. 
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begins to compare the senses with the receptivity of the soul - going beyond the 

senses. This is surely what we have seen in prior discussions about Clement's use 

of 8Empta (pp.95-97; 100-104). In 61,2-4 he gives what surely must be an 

example of the Alexandrian allegorical exegesis which is part of napacoO't<;. 39 

This evidence must be weighed against the following observations: first, the 

entire context of Chapter 11. We have just seen that Clement has re-introduced 

the 8Empta concept, but he has done so in a way which would tend to conceal. It 

certainly does not have the tone of SE(J)pta texts in Chapter 7. Secondly, the 

language about the gnostic is not plain and clear like in Chapter 7: we have already 

noted the lack of prayer references; we will also see how references to an intimate 

relationship with God are not as prevalent. There are references to the physical 

life of the gnostic in these chapters, but these references are mainly directed to the 

putting away of passions, 

This is the really good man, who is without passions; having, through the 
habit or disposition of a soul endued with virtue, transcended the whole life 
of passion. 40 

Here we have a good example of oAoe; 6 ~tOe; used differently from what we see in 

Chapter 7, yet still speaking in corporeal telIDS. These two observations, the 

concealing language of SEmpl<X and the lack of clear language about prayer, stand 

as arguments for translating SEmpt<X as scientific speculation in VII.ll.60,2. 

There is another aspect of VII.8-11 which needs to be brought into the 

discussion: the role of CxnaSn<x. 

39 Mondesert points to this text as "an allusion to this special esotericism" which Clement claims to have, 
(Clement, p.llO). We have already shown how we accept the allegorical method as part of the oral 
tradition, but we disagree with Mondesert and others when they make it the sum. 
40 Strom. VILll.65,4. 
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2. 'Ana9na in Chapters 8-11 

We have discussed cma.9Eta throughout our study; now we need to establish 

the role of this impOliant categOlY in Book VII. We have seen in our outline thus 

far that the discipline of the passions has smfaced in Chapters 2_3.41 The concept 

also occurs in Chapter 7, 

He, therefore, never surrenders himself to the ... theatres, and gives no 
admittance even in a dream to the things which are spoken, done, and seen 
for the sake of alluring pleasures; neither, therefore, to the pleasures of 
sight, nor the various pleasures which are found in other enjoyments ... 
costly incense ... preparations of meats, and indulgences in different 
wines ... or fragrant bouquets of many flowers, which through the senses 
effeminate the soul. 42 

This reminds us of various texts in Paidagogus.43 The references (and there are 

several) in Chapter 7 clearly show the gnostic to be one who has mastelY over 

these passions.44 If Chapter 7 is revealing, then mastelY over the passions 

(ana9na) is pali of the clear language. This forces another look at Chapters 8-11. 

Chapters 8-9, as we have mentioned, are ethical in tone and could be constlUed as 

mastering the passions. Chapters 10-11, however, contain lengthy discussion on 

this concept of ana9na.45 This backdrop of a1ta9Eta leads us to reconsider the 

9Empta discussion in these chapters. 

3. Revealing or concealing? 

We have seen throughout our study that the concept of ana9na is an 

impOliant one for Clement. It appears in almost evelY aspect of his system. 

Because of this, we must be careful not to overestimate the presence of ana9na 

41 Strom. VII. 2. 10,1; 3.13,1-4; 3.19-20. 
42 Strom. VII.7.36,2-3. 
43 Paid. II.l.4,3-4; II.8.64,4-65,2; III.1l.76,3-78, l. 
44 In addition to the text above (all texts from VI!.7): 40,1; 44,7; 45,2-3; 49,1; 49,8. 
45 Strom. VII.10.56,4-57,1; VII.l1.61,2-3; 64,2-5; 65,4; 67,8. 
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in Chapters 8-11. Though ana8Eta is not a categOlY Clement uses to conceal it is 

also not one which he patiicularly uses to reveal. 

One other point to consider is the presence of the ascent passages in Chapters 

10-11. 46 We observed in our discussion of the ascent theme (p.122 n1l9) that the 

majority of OCCUlTences were in Book VII; we will come back to this later, but 

here we mention this fact as another reason to consider the revealing nature of 

Chapters 10-11. Again, we are using Chapter 7 as our guide to understanding the 

whole of Book VII; Chapter 7 has one ascent passage and it contains important 

categories which recur throughout Book VII.47 We must move along in our 

outline of Book VII without a clear final answer as to the nature of Chapters 8-11. 

We will see in our outline of Chapters 13-14 an example of gnostic biblical 

exegesis which both reveals and conceals at the same time; this is, I think, what is 

happening here with Chapters 8-11. The end of Chapter 11 (VII. 11.68,1-5) is a 

passage which leads the reader back into film ground and clear language. 

5.3.4 Chapters 12-14: the reprise of the Gnostic 

When we come to VII. 12-14 we must face the difficulty of using the chapter 

divisions as we have them. It would seem best to join Chapters 12 and 13, using 

the statement found in VII. 14.84,1 as the conclusion to Clement's reprise on the 

gnostic and prayer, 

Let these statements concerning the Gnostic, containing the germs of the 
. matter in as brief terms as possible, be made to the Greeks. But let it be 
known that if the [ mere] believer do rightly one or a second of these things, 
yet he will not do so in all nor with the highest knowledge, like the 
Gnostic. 

46 Strom. VII.10.56-57; 11.63,1; 65,4; 68,1-5. 
47 Strom. VII.7.40,1-4. This is a strange section of Chapter 7 which contains angels, "the intellectual 
essence" (VOll'tnv oucrtav), and the "abode" of the Lord. 
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Both critical editions I am using (GCS and SC) show this as the beginning of 

Chapter 14, yet the Wilson translation (ANCL), based on Migne, gives this as the 

conclusion of Chapter 13. In addition, VlI.l1.68 might serve better as an 

introduction to Chapter 12. At various points in the following discussions we will 

include texts which will not follow the standard chapter divisions. 

The reprise of the gnostic actually begins with VILlI. 68, 

The Gnostic, consequently, in virtue of being a lover of the one true God, 
is the really perfect man and friend of God, and is placed in the rank of son. 
For these are names of nobility and knowledge, and perfection in the 
contemplation (tTjv bto1t'tEl.av) of God; which crowning step of 
advancement the gnostic soul receives, when it has become quite pure, 
reckoned worthy to behold everlastingly God Almighty, "face," it is said, 
"to face. ,,48 

We see several items which call us back to Chapter 7: first, the gnostic is the 

"friend" of God;49 secondly, the concept of "contemplation" comes back in 

clearer telms after the more intellectual sense in Chapters 10_11.50 But as we 

continue in Chapters 12-14 we find the clear language of 8Eropta fading away. 

1. eEropta in Chapters 12-14 

Our key telm occurs 7 times in these tlu'ee chapters, but continuing in the 

fashion of Chapters 10-11, only one is a clear references to the spiritual 

contemplation we saw in Chapter 7. 51 These occunences of 8Eropl.a are all the 

48 Strom. VII.11.68,3-4. I included this text in the discussion of the ascent theme in Chapter 11, but I am 
now using it here as an introduction back to the more clear language of Chapters 12-14. This reflects the 
difficulty of using the chapter divisions as we have them. In all of our discussion of VIL12 we will include 
VII.11.68-13.81. 
49 This is actually used prior to this text in 11.62,7 and in 1l.68,1. It is used twice more before Stromateis 
ends: VII.12.79,1 and VII.16.93,5. The text in Chapter 7: 42,4. 
50 See our discussion on E1to1t'te1.a and how Clement uses it synonymously with 9Ecopta (pp.120-121). 
51 Strom. VII.l2.72,5 (clear spiritual reference); 74,6-7 (a spectacle, the classical usage); 76,5-7 
(intellectual "seeing" of the invisibles, more Platonic usage); 78,2; 13 .83,3-4 (2x), the first occurrence 
seems to be the spiritual sense, but the second could be a reference to heavenly realms. This text certainly 
follows an ascent passage, VII.13.82,4-7. 
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more interesting because they each represent a different aspect of Clement's use of 

the telID. Two observations can be made from this fact: fIrst, one cannot count on 

Clement using telIDS consistently. This demands close consideration of each 

context. Secondly, in this context, it points to what we are arguing for in our 

outline of Book VII: Clement is continuing to use his reveal/conceal methodology. 

It appears that he has purposed to use this telID in these various ways simply to 

throw the reader. Although this might be the case, I am not arguing for this; in 

fact, I would be surprised if that were the case. 52 I do, however, think this data 

points to Clement's overall strategy of reveallconceal. One thing to notice about 

these 8ECOpt<X passages, however, is that the concept of cma8n<x is included in 

most of them. Indeed, the Cx1ta8Eta concept continues to be a main part of 

Clement's discussion in these chapters. Book VII is the clearest presentation of 

the gnostic and the purifIcation of passions is celtainly pmt of that discussion. 

2. Prayer in Chapters 12-14 

The lack of a clear spiritual use of 8ECOpt<X is interesting because clear prayer 

discourse, like that in Chapter 7, retums. We have seen (p.202 n26) how the topic 

of prayer viltually disappears in Chapters 8-11, but then reappears in Chapters 

12-14 (this is the kind of nuance which I do believe is intentional). More than the 

frequency of these prayer passages, the clarity (like in Chapter 7) is to be noticed, 

The Gnostic, then, from his exceeding holiness, is better prepared to fail 
when he asks, than to get when he does not ask. His whole life is prayer 
and converse with God. And if he be pure from sins, he will by all means 
obtain what he wishes. 

53 Such an one demands from the Lord, and does not merely ask. 

52 Such detailed nuances seem to be the result of researchers having access to exhaustive registers. 
53 Strom. VII.12.73,l; 13.81,4. Prayer continues in 12.73,2-4. Also, see 12.78,6; 79,1-2; 80,3-5; 13.81,7. 
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It should be mentioned that this clear language conceming prayer is mainly in 

Chapter 12.54 Prayer in Chapters 13-14 is mainly concerned with helping others, 

which we shall see (§5.7.3, pp.258-260) is vital for Clement's gnostic, but is not 

the same as what we see in Chapter 7. 

We need to note a few other items which point to a retum of the revealing 

mode: first, the clear language about prayer is highlighted by the passage above 

(VII.12.73,1) which is the only OCCUlTence of OJltAtO: (see the discussion of this 

term in §5.5.2, pp.220-224) in Book VII outside of Chapter 7. This passage also 

reverts back to the use of "life" we see in Chapter 7. Prior to this text the "life" of 

the gnostic has been refelTed to, but mainly in terms of the martyr. 55 Prayer is 

consistently present in Chapter 12 and follows the same tone as in Chapter 7, 

He, all day and night, speaking and doing the Lord's commands, rejoices 
exceedingly, not only on rising in the morning and at noon, but also when 
walking about, when asleep, when dressing and undressing; and he teaches 
his son, if he has a son. He is inseparable from the commandment and from 
hope, and is ever giving thanks to God.56 

One last aspect of the prayer in Chapter 12 which demands mention is the 

"Scripture" citation by Clement, "Ask, and I will give thee; think, and I will do.,,57 

Boulluec lists this as Agraphon 14, being related to Matthew 7:7.58 Whatever the 

case, it refers to the concept of thought prayers. 

54 Only VII.13.81 has this clarity, and none of the prayer passages in Chap. 14 have it. 
55 Strom. VII.8.50,2-3; 8.51,2; 10.55,1; 10.56,2-3; 10.59,6-7; 11.62,3; 11.63,1; 11.64,7 (this is the only 
"life" text which is similar); 11.65,4-6; 11.67,3-4. 
56 Strom. VII.12.80,3-4. The other references to prayer in Chapter 12: 73,1-2; 78,6; 79,1-3; 80,1-4. 
57 Strom. VII.12.73,l. Clement speaks of this citation as "Scripture" in VI.12.101,4; also see VI.9.78,1. 
58 (SC 428, p.228). See our comments on this text in §5.6.4 (pp.246-248). 
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3. Chapters 13 and 14 

We have already mentioned that these chapters do not have the clear language 

of prayer, but as our chait indicates (p.202 n26) prayer is still present. Our key 

term (SECOpta) only appears twice, 59 being refelTed to as the 'tEA-EtaS of the 

gnostic. We have already mentioned the continued presence of the concept of 

a,1taSEta. It must be mentioned that Chapters 13-14 only contain 8 sections 

(81-88); collectively they are smaller than Chapter 12 (11 sections). Nevertheless, 

there is little critical data in these two chapters as far as our study is concelned. 

The most important texts for us are Clement's statements of conclusion. 

Chapter 14 opens: "Let these statements conceming the Gnostic, containing 

the gelms of the matter in as brief telms as possible, be made to the Greeks. ,,60 He 

then proposes to discuss, "in the briefest telms," a text from 1 Cor. 6, and again 

makes mention of the need for brevity.61 After some commentaIY on that text, 

Such an one is wholly a son, an holy man, passionless, gnostic, perfect, 
formed by the teaching of the Lord; in order that in deed, in word, and in 
spirit itself, being brought close to the Lord, he may receive the mansion 
that is due to him who has reached manhood thus.62 

This is a summation statement of the gnostic. Then Chapter 14 closes, 

Let the specimen suffice to those who have ears. For it is not required to 
unfold the mystery, but only to indicate what is sufficient for those who are 
partakers in knowledge to bring it to mind .... 

If, then, the statement being elliptical, we understand what is wanting, in 
order to complete the section for those who are incapable of understanding 
what is left out, we shall both know the will of God, and shall walk at once 
piously and magnanimously, as befits the dignity of the commandment. 63 

59 Strom. VII.13.83,3-4. 
60 Strom. VII.14.84,1. 
61 Strom. VII.14.84,4. 
62 Strom. VII.14.88,3. 
63 Strom. VII.14.88,4 and 88,7. 
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After recognising how long this section has been, he now admits to exceSSIve 

brevity! What we have here is an example of Clement's h:A.oyw,,, which is both 

revealing and concealing, This gnostic exegesis designed to reveal to the gnostic 

("we understand what is wanting") and to conceal from the less informed ("for 

those who are incapable of understanding what is left out"). This is the same kind 

of exegesis we see in the Eclogae Propheticae and it is not Clement's prim my 

purpose in Stromateis; his plan in Book VII is "to describe the life of the Gnostic, 

not to present the system of dogmas.,,64 He mentions this (84,2) just before he 

gives the exegesis. However, just as the primalY purpose of Stromateis is not to 

discuss cosmology and angelology (pp.128-130), it is also not the presentation of 

gnostic exegesis. Thus, the discussion here of the 1 Corinthians text, as far as the 

primmy purpose of Stromateis, is concealing. 

To conclude this section of our outline, Chapter 12 is revealing and Chapters 

13-14 concealing, or possibly the beginning of his conclusion. This brings us to 

the concluding section of our outline, Chapters 15-18. 

5.3.5 Chapters 15-18: concluding comments against heresies 

The last four chapters of Stromateis serve as one last salvo from Clement 

against the heretical groups. He follows Irenaeus at the end of Chapter 17 and in 

the beginning of Chapter 18.65 There are only two items in VILIS-I8 which 

interest us. 

First, in VII. 16. 104,1-4 there is a discourse on the "food" of the gnostic. It 

begins with a wonderful expression of the gnostic "having grown old in the 

64 Strom. VII.lO.59,7. 
65 See Boulluec (SC 428, pp.324-327 notes); also Slahlin (Band 4.1, p.28). 
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Scriptures." Some would point to this passage as evidence for the allegorical 

reading as the esoteric knowledge, but I would point to our discussion on the 

gnostic's "meat" (pp.81-85 and pp.170-172). Stromateis opened with a call to 

"Labour...not for the meat which perisheth," then refelTed to 9£ropta as "the food 

(~pcbJ.la'tt) of an athlete.,,66 Now Clement is ending the work with this same 

allusion, "That is the Saviour's teaching, which to us is spiritual food (~pro~a), 

and drink that knows no thirst, the water of gnostic life.,,67 We have refelTed to 

this recutTing "food" theme throughout our study - it has been one of Clement's 

hints. The gnostic "meat" is 9£ropl.a and Clement's last reference to it 

(VILI6.104,4) indicates that he has, in fact, completed his revealing. 

The second item to notice also points back to Book 1.1: the plan of Stromateis. 

Clement told his reader in the opening chapter that he would hide his wisdom, 

The Stromata will contain the truth mixed up in the dogmas of philosophy, 
or rather covered over and hidden, as the edible part of the nut in the 

68 shell. 

and now at the end of the work, 

... having here and there interspersed the dogmas which are the germs of 
true knowledge, so that the discovery of the sacred traditions may not be 

h ... d 69 easy to ... t e ummtIate ... 

We can be satisfied to call Chapters 15-18 a lengthy conclusion. 

As we conclude our outline of Book VII, it is clear that Chapter 7 is the key to 

understanding the book. The extremely high frequency of prayer, coupled with the 

use Clement makes of 9Eropta and other concepts such as silence, point to the 

critical place of this chapter in Book VII. 

66 Strom. 1.l.7,2 and 1.1. 16,l. 
67 Strom. VII.16.104,4. 
68 Strom. 1.1.18,1. . 
69 Strom. VIU8.1l0,4. 
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5.4 The Source Background for Clement 

We have seen from our outline of Book VII that the revealing really begins in 

Chapter 7. This is also where Clement's language and concepts begin to present 

the gnostic IS relationship with God in telIDS of this present life. As we see the 

development of this spiritual 8Eooplu, expressed in telIDS of the earthly "life" of the 

gnostic in space and time, we need to recall the background sources for Clement. 

The physical reality in Clement's 8Eooplcx is reflected in key texts from his 

three most quoted sources. 70 From Plato we have the discussion of those who 

have been led out of the cave and into the contemplation of the divine.7l These 

philosophers, having seen the reality of the Good, will be unwilling to go back to 

"the petty miseries ofmen.,,72 But Plato maintains tlUe leaders must ... 

compel the best natures to attain the knowledge which we pronounced the 
greatest, and to win to the vision of the good .... [then to] not allow what is 
now permitted .... That they should linger there ... and refuse to go down 
again among those bondsmen and share their labours ... 73 

For Plato those who have seen the "Good" have a responsibility to help lesser 

souls and so the man who experiences this metaphysical reality must continue to 

be grounded in physical reality. 

Then there is this text from Philo's Vita Contemplativa, 

... their eyes and hands lifted up to Heaven, eyes because they have been 
trained to fix their gaze on things worthy of contemplation, hands in token 
that they are clean from gain-taking and not defiled through any cause of 
the profit-making kind. So standing they pray to God that their feasting 
may be acceptable and proceed as He would have it. 74 

70 See the note on Clement's citations of Plato, Philo and the Apostle Paul, (p.33 n35). 
71 Rep. VII.514-517. 
72 Ibid. VII.517D. 
73 Ibid., VII.519D-E. 
74 Vita Contemplativa 66,5-12. See also, Vito Can. 84,2-4 where Philo further describes their prayers and 
singing with hands and feet in motion keeping the cadence. 
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Here we see Philo, though he affiIms h'anscendence, appreciates the immanent 

nature and nealness of the SEcoptU expressed by the Therapeutai. As we noted 

(pp.29-32), Philo does touch on this spiritual contemplation, but it is not the 

majority usage. 

Finally, NT texts like Colossians 3: 16-17, 

Let the word of Christ dwell in you richly; teach and admonish one another 
in all wisdom; and with gratitude in your hearts sing psalms, hymns, and 
spiritual songs to God. And whatever you do, in word or deed, do 
everything in the name of the Lord Jesus, giving thanks to God the Father 
through him.75 

We have seen (p.33) that the NT is not in the same etymological trajectOlY with 

respect to SEOOptU as is Clement, but we want to note how Clement (or the 

7tupaooO'tC; he draws from) seems to have been influenced by NT spirituality. In 

the Conclusion of this chapter (pp.260-266) we will investigate this influence of 

NT spirituality and find celiain aspects which seem to be noticeably missing. 

As we continue to examine Clement's clear presentation of the gnostic and 

SEWptU, we will be reminded of these tlU"ee texts and the emihly tone in them. 

5.5 The Evidence for Spiritual 8EWpta 

We now want to point to several pieces of data which come from the entirety of 

Stromateis, but which come to a pmiicular focus in Book VII. This data will point 

to the thrust of this chapter: Book VII reveals Clement's velY practical, down to 

earth SEOOptU - what we have been refening to as spiritual contemplation. 

75 A parallel text would be Ephesians 5: 19-20. 
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5.5.1 The gnostic is the new Moses 

We have acknowledged the importance of Moses in Stromateis as a spiritual 

figure (pp.176-184); Clement uses Moses to illustrate the gnostic in at least ten 

passages which span almost evelY book.76 Not surprisingly, Clement most often 

cites the account in Exodus where Moses ascends Mt Sinai to receive the Law, 

speaks with God face to face as with a friend, and consequently has the glory of 

God reflected on his face. Most of these passages do occur within sections where 

Clement is presenting God as transcendent, but they are rather enigmatic because 

he uses Moses precisely to illustrate how man can somehow have contact with God 

- Moses is the prototypical gnostic ! 

When we look closely at Clement's description of the gnostic in Chapter 7 we 

see that he uses the same language he has used of Moses: 

" ... persuaded that God is altogether on every side 
present ... " 

"He is, then, the kingly man ... " 

" ... the holiness of the Gnostic ... the friend of God ... " 

"And the Gnostic, who has reached the summit, 
will pray that contemplation may grow and abide ... " 

The Gnostic has "converse with God," or 
"fellowship with God." 

" ... being quick in applying himself to 
contemplation ... " 

Ch.7 
§3S,6 

§36,2 

§42,1 

§46,4 

§3S,4; 39,6 (2x); 

40,3; 42,1; 49,1 

§44,6; 46,4; 
49,4 

Cf. to Moses texts 
II.2.S,S 

II.S.21,1 

II.S.20,3; Iv'3.9,1 

II.2.6,1; v'12.78,2 

II.S.20,3; Iv'3.9, 1 
VI.12.104,1 

Iy'3.9,l; Y.12.78,2; 
VI.lS.132,S 

76 Strom. II.2.S,S-6,1; II.S.20,3; IV.3.9,1-2; IV.1S.1l7,1; IVI9.U8,l-3; V 1.7,3-7; V. 1 1.71-74; 
V.12.78,l-4; VI. 12. 103,S-104,2; VI.1S.l32,S. We could count Clement's version of the life of Moses in 
Book 1. Although Clement borrows from Philo in his life of Moses, only two of the above passages have 
significant Philonian influence (Strom. II.2.S,S-6,1 and Vl1.7l-74). Van den Hoek shows this influence 
to be more philosophical, (Clement-Philo, pp.14S-1S2 and 168-176). Clement does use Abraham as an 
example of the spiritual man, but most of the occurrences simply refer to him as "friend of God" (Strom. 
II.S.20,l-2; 20.103,1; IV.17.105,3; 106,1). Only twice does Clement use Abraham as more than a 
reference (Strom. I.S.30,1-3J,2; V.11.73,1-4). As with Moses, Clement only mentions Abraham once in 
Book VII and in a nominal way (Strom. VIU3.S2,4). David is listed only once in a spiritual way, as a 
man who shares God's heart (Strom. IV 17.107,1). 
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In addition to these examples we want to notice two more points where, in other 

sections of Book VII, the gnostic is described in terms similar to Moses. First, the 

gnostic is a practitioner of 9Ecopla.. Throughout Book VII Clement shows the 

gnostic to be one who contemplates as did the "all-wise Moses."77 We have 

already seen (pp.174-176) how Clement has used Moses throughout Stromateis to 

give 9Eropla. an elevated status. Secondly, Clement references the glowing face of 

Moses on several occasions as an example of the physical presence of God.78 

Most notably, 

Then our dexterous man and Gnostic is revealed in righteousness already 
even here, as Moses, glorified in the face of the soul, as we have formerly 
said, the body bears the stamp of the righteous soul.. .. And as in the case of 
Moses, from his righteous conduct, and from his uninterrupted intercourse 
with God, who spoke to him, a kind of glorified hue settled on his face; so 
also a divine power of goodness clinging to the righteous soul in 
contemplation and in prophecy, and in the exercise of the function of 
governing, impresses on it something, as it were, of intellectual radiance, 
like the solar ray, as a visible sign of righteousness, uniting the soul with 
light, through unbroken love, which is God-bearing and God-borne. 79 

We will speak futiher about this text from Book VI in our next section, but for now 

we need to see its tangible, physical nature. In Book VII we have it said of the 

gnostic, "For he does not wish to be walID by patiicipation in heat, or luminous by 

participation in flame, but to be wholly light. ,,80 Although this is not completely 

clear, it seems to be a reference to the face of Moses who had his "soul" united 

"with light." 

77 Strom. Y.12.78,2. I will only list here the texts which are clearly referring to a spiritual contemplation: 
Strom. VII.3.16,6; 7.44,6; 7.46,4; 7.49,4-5; 13.83,3-4; 16.102,2. 
78 Strom. IV.18.117,1; VI. 11.103,5-104,2; Vl.15.132,5. 
79 Strom. Vl.12.103,5-104,2. 
80 Strom. VII. 12.79,5. 
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When we come to Book VII, in his "clearest" presentation of the gnostic, 

Moses never appears. 81 Clement has dispensed with the archetypal Moses; the 

gnostic is "the tmly kingly man" (VII. 7 .36,2), 

The Gnostic, consequently, in virtue of being a lover of the one true God, 
is the really perfect man and friend of God, and is placed in the rank of son. 
For these are names of nobility and knowledge, and perfection in the 
contemplation of God; which crowning step of advancement the gnostic 
soul receives, when it has become quite pure, reckoned worthy to behold 
everlastingly God Almighty, "face," it is said, "to face."s2 

There is no longer any need for the example of Moses. The gnostic embodies the 

type of contact which Moses enjoyed and is the kingly man on this earth. 

5.5.2 Spirituality in space and time is expressed through 6~tA1.a 

Another piece of evidence for this spiritual contemplation in Book VII is the 

term Clement uses to describe the fellowship of the gnostic with God: 

The Gnostic, then, from his exceeding holiness, is better prepared to fail 
when he asks, than to get when he does not ask. His whole life is prayer 
and converse with God. 83 

Six times in Book VII Clement refers to the gnostic having "converse" (6~tA1.a) 

with God. There are three unique things about Clement's usage which point to the 

spiritual contemplation we are arguing for in Book VII. 

First, Clement uses this term 37 times in Paidagogus and Stromateis: 13 times 

it refers to social interaction between people, 8 times to sexual intercourse, 4 times 

to a treatise or an address, and finally, 12 times to this contact with God.84 Prior 

81 Clement only refers to Moses once in a nominal way in Bk VII: VII.3.16,4. 
82 Strom. VII.l1.68,3. 
83 Strom. VII.12.73,1. 
84 Social interaction: Paid. I.9.7S,3; 11.4.43,1; 1I.6.S0,4; II.7.S9,l; 7.60,S; III.11.68,1; 11.80,2; Strom. 
11.21.130,8; IV.lS.97,S; v'9.S9,1; VI.6.S2,3; VI.17.1S4,2; VII.7,49,7. 
Sexual intercourse: Paid. II.1O.88,3; 10.94,2; Strom. II.18.88,4; II.20.U8,2; III. 12.82,6; III.13.91,2; 
III.17.104,1; Iv'18.116,1. A Treatise 01' address: Paid. III.12.87,1; Strom. 1.1.6,1; 16,2; IV. 13.89,2. 
Contact with God: Paid. II.9.82,3; Strom. IV,6.40,1; IV.2S.ISS,4; V.S.29,3 (referring to philosophers); 
VI. 12. 104,1; VII.3.13,2-3 (2x); VII.7.39,6 (2x); 7.42,1; 7.49,1; VII.12.73,1. 
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to the end of Book VI Clement mostly uses the term in a conventional way as 

social or sexual intercourse. The use of this term in clear language for relating to 

God only begins at the end of Book VI (VI. 12. 104, 1). So the first thing to notice 

is the change in usage: 6~tAta, a telID for interaction between people is being 

used to describe the gnostic's interaction with God. 

Secondly, the text in Book VI COnfilIDS the movement from Moses to the 

gnostic which we discussed in our previous section. The first clear use of 6~tAta 

as interaction with God is VI. 12. 104, 1 - and Moses is the subject. From that 

point fOlward (Book VII) all uses of 6~tAta refer to the gnostic as the subject. 

But notice the Book VI text again: "Then our dexterous man and Gnostic is 

revealed in righteousness already even here, as Moses ... " Clement refers to Moses 

as the YVWO''ttKOC; 85 which foreshadows the transition in Book VII. Four of the 

6~tAta OCCUlTences are in VII. 7 which COnfilIDS that Chapter 7 is the crown of the 

entire work (pp.201-204). 

Thirdly, Clement is the first Christian writer to use 6~tAta in this way. 86 Prior 

to Clement it is used to refer to social or sexual interaction. There is an interesting 

text in Plato's Symposium which makes Clement's "converse with God" all the 

more contrasting: 

God with man does not mingle: but the spiritual is the means of all society 
and converse (6~tAta<;) of men with gods and of gods with men, whether 
waking or asleep. Whosoever has skill in these affairs is a spiritual man ... 87 

85 Clement only does this twice: Strom. V11.74,4 and this text. 
86 Lampe, G.W.H., A Patristic Greek Lexicon (Oxford 1961); Goodspeed, E., Index Patristicus sive Clavis 
Patrum Aposto/icorum Operllm, 2nd ed. (Naperville 1960), p.167; Goodspeed, E., Index Apologeticlls sive 
Clavis Iustini Martyris Operlll1l (Leipzig 1912), p.190; Arndt, William F., and Gingrich, F. Wilbur, A 
Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament and Other Early Christian Literature (Chicago 1979), p.565. 
87 Symposium 203a, 2-6. 
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Just prior to this statement Plato has explained that spirits (dcemons or angels) 

convey and interpret messages (prayers) between the gods and men. 88 Clement's 

fmal comment in his chapter "On Sleep" is actually the fIrst occurrence of 6~lAta 

relating to God, 

Wherefore always contemplating God, and by perpetual converse with Him 
inoculating the body with wakefulness, it raises man to equality with 
angelic grace, and from the practice of wakefulness it grasps the eternity of 
life. 89 

This passage is interesting because in it several concepts intersect: the soul is 

"always thinking" about God (ad 'tOY 8£ov EVVOO,\)~EVll), has this "converse" 

(1tPO(J"O}llA1lcr£roC;) with God, and by these is like the angels. We will come back to 

this concept in our discussion on silent prayer (§5.6.4, pp.251-255). The point, 

however, is clear: only a special type of being can have 6~lAta with the divine. 

Clement is not only breaking the transcendence barrier in Book VII, but he is 

using telms of human interaction, corporeal language, to illustrate it. This is the 

signifIcance of Book VII: rather than the incorporeal/immaterialist language we 

have seen prior, Clement speaks of relating to the Divine as one would relate to 

another person. I am not suggesting the focus of 6~nAta to be sexual, but rather as 

" ... converse, dealings with another.,,90 We have seen Clement's views on passion 

in the gnostic (pp.98-104; 157-159); he prizes continence even between a married 

couple (VI. 12. 1 00,3). Add to this his hatred of anthropomorphisms (11.16.72-75) 

and we must be cautious not to read too much into the use of this word. However, 

"converse" or "conversation" do not seem to effectively capture the meaning. 

88 Philo follows Plato in his view of daemons, or angels; see De Somn. 1.134-135; 141-142; On the Giants 
6-9; 12-16. 
89 Paid. II.9.82,3. 
90 Liddell-Scott, p.486. 
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Boulluec translates the occunence in VII.7.39,6 a bit differently, "Car Dieu ecoute 

sans reHiche toute notre conversation intime.,,91 This addition of "intimacy" adds 

the dynamic to Clement's use of 6~tAla which I think better captures his meaning 

in these VII. 7 texts. Prayer is like conversation with God, but it is something 

more. There is the aspect of hearing (VII.7.39,6), but it is the "hearing" of silent 

thoughts. By using this word Clement is attempting to show the intimacy the 

gnostic experiences with God. 

Not only does Clement use this language of human interaction, but beginning 

with VII.7 it appears that the gnostic interacts with 6 8E6C; rather than 6 A6yoC;. 

We noted at the beginning of this chapter (p.197 nl3) the immanent texts in Books 

I-VI which referred to 6 8E6C;; note 16 indicates the overwhelming references to 

interaction with 6 8E6C; in VII.7. This reflects the tone of Chapter 7. Beyond the 

language which reminds us of Moses and what we have seen with the usage of 

6~tAta, the gnostic is presented as one who has direct access and fellowship with 

6 eE6C;. Clement is giving emphasis to this whole idea of immanence, showing the 

philosopher that his gnostic has access through Christ, the divine Logos (VII. 1.2,3-

2.9,1), but interacts directly with the Divine One. 

We have ah'eady mentioned that 6~tAla is conversation with God; it is clearly 

linked to prayer, 

Prayer is, then, to speak more boldly, converse (olltAtu) with God. (39,6) 

But if any occasion of converse (olltAtW;) with God becomes prayer... (42,1) 

His whole life is prayer and converse (olltUU) with God. (12.73,1) 

As we will see in our next section, 8Eropla is also clearly linked with prayer. We 

91 SC428,p.141. 
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can therefore conclude that Clement's use of OJllAta. reflects another aspect of his 

9ECOpta., this spiritual contemplation. 

5.5.3 Prayer includes 9EOOpta. 

One aspect of 9Eropta. not immediately clear is that it can be a fonn of prayer. 

In fact, a cursory look at the 9EOOpta. texts in Books I-VI would suggest otherwise 

(particularly those we have noted in Chapter Three); it is not until we come to 

Book VII that Clement reveals this very practical side of 9EOOpta.. Even in Book 

VII the fIrst several occunences of the telm are not clearly practical or corporeal in 

nature; it is not until Chapter 7 that the clearest description begins, 

But, having his resources in himself and being independent of others, and 
having learnt to know the Omnipotent Will, so that he no sooner prays than 
he receives, he is brought close to the Almighty Power and, by his earnest 
striving after spirituality, is united to the Spirit through the love that knows 
no bounds. This is the man of lofty mind, who by the way of science has 
acquired the most precious and best of all possessions, being on the one 
hand quick to apply the faculty of contemplation ('tf\c; 9ECOptIXC;), while on 
the other hand he retains permanently in his soul the power over the objects 
of contemplation ('trov 9ECOPT\'troV), i. e. the keen clearness of science. This 
power he strives to the utmost to acquire by gaining the mastery over all 
that wars against the reason and persisting in uninterrupted contemplation 
('tTI 9ECOptQ'.), while he exercises himself in the discipline which teaches the 
curbing of pleasures and the right direction of action. Besides this, from 
his wide experience, gathered both from study and from life, he has 
acquired freedom of speech ... keeping back nothing that may be spoken in 
fitting time before a right audience ... 92 

There are several things we need to notice in this impOliant text: fIrst, the use of 

9ECOpta. here is speaking more in the intellectual sense, "seeing" with the VOUC;. 

Secondly, it clearly joins 9Eropta. with prayer. Thirdly, the concept of God's 

immanence is communicated as the gnostic knows the closeness of the "Almighty 

92 Strom. VII. 7 .44,5-8. I have used the Hort -Mayor translation (pp.76-79); the third instance of 8Eropi.a 
in this text is translated "speculation" in the Wilson version, (ANCL 12, p.438). 
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Power." Lastly, the concept of <X1ta9Eta is present;93 we have already seen how 

closely linked <X1ta9Eta. is to 9ECOpta (p.104). Although this text includes prayer, 

it is not as clear as the following texts: 

... the man who turns from among the Gentiles will ask for faith, while he 
that ascends to knowledge will ask for the perfection of love. And the 
Gnostic, who has reached the summit, will pray that contemplation 
(9EOOpta.V) may grow and abide, as the common man will for continual 
health. 

Accordingly the Gnostic will pray along with those who have more recently 
believed, for those things in respect of which it is their duty to act together. 
And his whole life is a holy festival. His sacrifices are prayers, and praises, 
and readings in the Scriptures before meals, and psalms and hymns during 
meals and before bed, and prayers also again during night. By these he 
unites himself to the divine choir, from continual recollection, engaged in 
contemplation (8EOOpta.V) which has everlasting remembrance.94 

Here we see prayer clearly linked to 8ECOpta.. There are two other things to notice 

in these two texts: first, we have 8ECOpta referred to as "the summit" in the first 

text. This is likely to be an allusion to Moses ascending the mountain in Exodus, 

which Clement calls "the mount for holy contemplation.,,95 Secondly, 8Ecopia is 

linked in the second text with stluctured times of prayer, what could be seen as an 

early reference to the offices of prayer. 

Book VII is the clearest discussion of the gnostic in the Stromateis, and VII.7 is 

the clearest discussion of prayer. If we have shown a clear link between prayer 

and 9ECOpta, then what Chapter 7 has to say conceming prayer is somehow linked 

to 8ECOpta as well. This is not to say that the two are synonymous; in fact the text 

above says the gnostic prays that 9ECOpta. would grow - 9ECOpta is more than 

prayer. Nevertheless, some general observations about prayer do apply to 9ECOpia.. 

93 Although the actual term O:1ta8eHX is not in this text, the concept is clearly present. 
94 Strom. VII.7.46,3-4 and 49,3-4. 
95 Strom. V.12.78,2. See §4.3.2 (pp.176-177) for our discussion on "the summit" and contemplation. 
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Clement's description of prayer in Chapter 7 is practical and grounded in this 

life. Though we have just seen a text which advocates specific times for prayer, 

Clement opens Chapter 7 by proclaiming that the gnostic IS prayer is not confined 

to any particular place or time (35,1-5; 40,3-4; 43,1; 49,6_7).96 Throughout the 

chapter the concept of Cx1ta9na arises; the gnostic must remain pure and thus 

abstains from pleasure (35,5; 36,2-5; 44,7; 45,3; 47,1; 49,1; 49,8). Bodily motions 

are included such as raising the head and lifting the hands (40,1). Prayer should 

be made for the salvation of one's neighbors (41,7). Prayer can also be practiced 

silently with the thoughts (36,5; 38,2; 39,6; 43,3-5; 49,6-7). Which of these 

characteristics might apply to 9Ewpta? 

From the attributes of 9EWpta we have already observed (Chapter Three), we 

can assume that it would not have to be confined to a specific time or place. This 

illustrates the difficulty in Clement: it appears that 9Ewpia can be practiced with 

the intellect, that is, in the mind, but it can also be grounded in the physical realm 

and expressed bodily (49,3-4). In our previous discussion (p.104) we also 

concluded that CxmX9Eta was closely related to 9Ewpta. What we see here is the 

practical side of Clement's 9EWpta; it includes prayer. Can 9Ewpia be practiced 

in silence? We will take up that discussion later (§5.6.4, pp.246-255). 

5.5.4 God is tangibly experienced by the gnostic through prayer 

In Stromateis VII.7 Clement clearly represents the gnostic as one who 

experiences a closeness to an immanent God through prayer.97 Most of Chapter 7 

96 Unless otherwise noted, all citations in this section will come from Book VII, Chapter 7 and only the 
critical section numbers will be given parenthetically as above. 
97 Strom. VII.7.35,3-7; 39,6; 40,1-3; 42,1; 44,5; 49,1; 49,7. 
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describes this closeness in velY practical telms, but there is one text which follows 

the more immaterialistic sense we might expect from what we have seen in 

Chapter Three of our study, 

So also we raise the head and lift the hands to heaven, and set the feet in 
motion at the closing utterance of the prayer, following the eagerness of 
the spirit directed towards the intellectual essence; and endeavouring to 
abstract the body from the earth, along with the discourse, raising the soul 
aloft, winged with longing for better things, we compel it to advance to the 
region of holiness, magnanimously despising the chain of the flesh. For we 
know right well, that the Gnostic willingly passes over the whole world, as 
the Jews certainly did over Egypt, showing clearly, above all, that he will 
be as near as possible to God. 98 

This text seems to follow the more intellectual sense which we discussed in Plato 

and Philo,99 but the abstraction pru1 strangely follows a positive description of 

bodily motions in prayer. It seems that Clement is using ecstatic bodily responses 

in prayer to illustrate how the soul longs to be freed from the body in order to 

draw even neru'er to God. 100 We will discuss the possibility of ecstasy later 

(§6.3.2, p.273). Here we want to note how the gnostic experiences God; Wytzes 

insists that the gnostic has "a sense of etelnity in this life ... no doubt experienced 

on earth. ,,101 

This text we have just looked at reminds us of the Vita Contemplativa text we 

highlighted in §5.4 (pp.216-217), 

Strom. VII.7.40,1-2 I Vita Contemplativa 66,5-12 

So also we raise the head and lift the hands ... their eyes and hands lifted up to Heaven, 
to heaven, and set the feet in motion at the eyes because they have been trained to fix 
closing utterance of the prayer, following their gaze on things worthy of 
the eagerness of the spirit directed towards contemplation, hands in token that they are 
the intellectual essence; and endeavouring clean from gain-taking and not defiled 

98 Strom. VII. 7.40, 1-2. 
99 Other texts in Strom. VI!.7 which reflect the immaterialist side of prayer: 43,5; 45,1. 
100 See Volker's comments, pp.424-431. 
101 Wytzes (II, p.136). See also II, pp.134-137. 
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to abstract the body from the earth, along through any cause of the profit-making 
with the discourse, raising the soul aloft, kind. So standing they pray to God that 
winged with longing for better things, we their feasting may be acceptable and 
compel it to advance to the region of proceed as He would have it. 
holiness, magnanimously despising the chain 
of the flesh .... above all, that he will be as 
near as possible to God. 

Both texts speak of the need to be freed from the passions of the flesh while also 

representing prayer in physical terms. The soul, in both texts, is moving away 

from the sensible world, straining for the higher realm, but the body is cooperating. 

Significantly, this Stromateis text follows 7.39,6 where God hears the inner 

prayers of the gnostic. Thus we have three different modes of prayer bound into 

one example: silent prayer, prayer with bodily motions cooperating, and what 

seems like the ascent theme into the intellectual realm of the VoUC;. Clement uses 

all three to point to the neamess of God. 

5.5.5 The lack of ascent theme in Chapters 7 and 12 

We have seen (pp.218-220) that the absence of Moses in Book VII reveals 

something of Clement's system: the gnostic is the new Moses in this life. Now we 

will see that the lack of ascent theme in Chapters 7 and 12 also reveals something 

about Clement's system. We want to compare four ascent texts from Book VII 

with chapters 7 and 12. These four texts each contain several key categories which 

we looked at in Chapter Three of our study. The comparison will show that these 

ascent texts are different from the two main revealing chapters of Book VII. This 

will be more evidence for our argument that pali of the "clear presentation" 

Clement intends to give includes a practical 8EOOpicx, spiritual contemplation. 
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The four texts we will compare are: VII.3.13, 1-3; 10.56,1-57,2; 11.68,1-5 and 

13.82,4-7. Because these are quite lengthy texts we will simply list the various 

.. h' d 102 L 1 h £ . categones ill eac sectIOn as we procee . ast y, t ere are a ew categones 

found in Chapters 7 and 12 which are lacking in the ascent texts: OlltAta, the "face 

the face" concept, the reference to "friend" or "son," and angels. 

1. The ascent theme 

The f11'st thing to notice is the lack of ascent theme in Chapters 7 and 12. There 

is really only one such passage, VII. 7.40, 1-4. From what we have observed in our 

study, this passage is distinct and unusual within Chapter 7, which we have seen is 

devoted to prayer. Even as an ascent text, it only shares a few of the common 

features with our four comparison texts: it mentions "stages" and perfection, but 

only alludes to the issue of purity with an abstraction theme. There is no mention 

of a "summit" nor of a "rest." Lastly, the text does mention closeness to God, but 

there is no use of contemplation (SECOpta or £rW7t"tEta). 

It should be noted that we are using as one of our ascent texts, VII. 11.68 which 

we included in Chapter 12 in our outline (p.2IO n48). We are using it this way 

because it does contain many of the ascent categories, but we need to also 

recognise that it has more in common with Chapters 7 and 12. 

2. Perfection, purity and the role of angels 

The theme of petfection occurs in all four ascension texts; pelfection also runs 

throughout Chapters 7 and 12.103 The petfection in VII.7 and 12 is not, however, 

speaking of what might happen in the afterlife or even in some kind of mystical 

102 See Appendix 5 (pp.299-300) for a chart indicating this data and a full printout of these texts. 
103 Strom. VII.7.36,1; 40,3; 46,3; 46,7; 48,6; 49,1 and VII.12.70,1; 70,6. 
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expellence; it is grounded in this life. The best example of this is VII. 12.70,6-7, 

[The Gnostic] eats, and drinks, and marries, not as principal ends of 
existence, but as necessary. I name marriage even, if the Word prescribe, 
and as is suitable. For having become perfect, he has the apostles for 
examples .... disciplined by marriage, procreation of children, and care for 
the house ... has been inseparable from God's love, and withstood all 
temptation arising through children, and wife, and domestics, and 
possessions. But he that has no family is in a great degree free of 
temptation. 

Here we have an example of Clement's critique of extreme Christian asceticism. 

The gnostic must be engaged with others in this life and remain pure. This passage 

accurately represents these two chapters. 

The purity of the gnostic pertains to the eradication of passions. 104 Both 

Chapters 7 and 12 have the concept of a7ta.9Eta running throughout. One of the 

pUlity texts has a slight anomaly, the interaction with angels. IDS This Pllrity text, 

however, confums the lack of a mystical or other-worldly reading, 

So is he always pure for prayer. He also prays in the society of angels, as 
being already of angelic rank, and he is never out of their holy keeping; and 
though he pray alone, he has the choir of the saints standing with him. 106 

The gnostic engages in prayer with angels and with the saints (the cloud of 

witnesses, Reb. 12: 1), but ("though he pray alone") his feet are filmly planted on 

this eatih. This c;oncept of praying with angels is important; we will look more 

closely at this point in §5.6.4 (pp.251-255). In our previous discussion we 

demonstrated the lack of angels in ascension texts. Only one of these ascent texts 

104 Strom. VII.7.38,4; 49,1 and VII.12.73,l; 78,6; 80,2. 
105 There are many references to angels in Book VII: 1.3,4; 2.5,2; 6,4; 9,1-3; 3.20,3-4; 7.37,2; 39,3-4; 
46,6; 10.57,5; 11.63,1; 12.78,6; 13.81,3; 14.84,2; 85,4. The fact that angels enter into Clement's 
discussion so many times in Book VII (and in Chapters 7 and 12) indicates the importance of this topic. 
In VI.3.32,1 he announces what appears to be a treatise, On Angels. See pp.251-255. 
106 Strom. VII.12.78,6. Cf. Strom. VII.12.80,l-2. 
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(VII.10.56-57) has a clear reference to angels. l07 This marks a significant 

difference between the ascent texts and VII.7 and 12. 

3. Stages in the spiritual ascent and the "summit" 

Two critical categories in the ascent theme are the various "stages," of progress 

and the "summit" of that progress. There are five significant texts where Clement 

uses the concept of "summit," four of which occur in Book VII. l08 All of the 

ascent texts contain these categories. Chapter 7 has these categories; Chapter 12 is 

virtually devoid of them. l09 We fmd with these categories what we are beginning 

to expect in Chapter 7 - the focus is on the earthly life of the gnostic. These 

categories appear to be ethereal in the ascent passages, but in Chapter 7 they are 

entirely of this world. 

4. The "rest" for the gnostic 

The last category which is typical (§3.5.4, pp.132-136) for ascent passages is 

the "rest" for the sou1. All but one of our ascent texts have this category. We 

noted in our prior discussion (p.136) how the frequency of "rest" increases in 

Books VI and VII, yet the Book VII OCCUlTences are after Chapter 7 and are in 

three of the ascent texts. 110 The concept of "rest" does not occur in VII. 7 or 12. 

5. The mystic "vision": E1t01t'tEta and 8Eropta 

We have seen (§3.4, pp.114-121) how Clement uses E1t01t"CEtU in a rather 

unique way; he sometimes uses it to modify and strengthen the key tetm of our 

study (8Eropta), sometimes as a substitute for 8EroptU. His use of E1t01t'tEta in 

107 Strom. VII.3.13, 1-3 is debatable. 
\08 Strom. V.12.78,2; VII.7.46,4; 10.57,1; 11.63,1; 68,4. 
\09 Stages: Strom. VII.7.35,4; 47,7; "summit": VII.7.46,4; 46,7. 
110 Strom. VILlO.57,!; 1l.68,5; 13.82,5; 15.92,5; 16.93,3. These last two occurrences are only nominal. 
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Book VII continues to be associated with the mystic "vision," the "seeing" of 6 

9E6; with something other than the physical eye. The only two OCCUlTences of the 

word in Book VII are in two of the ascent passages (10.56-57; 11.68). The tenn is 

not found in Chapters 7 or 12. We have already looked at most of the 9EOOpia. 

texts in these later chapters and how they relate to prayer, but now we want to 

notice the tone and context of these 9EOOpta. texts. 

Clement makes it clear in Chapters 7 and 12 that 9EOOpia. takes place in an 

earthly context. There are 10 OCCUlTences of 9EOOpia. in these two chapters, seven 

of which confOlm to what we are calling spiritual contemplation. IIl Every 

occurrence refers to the life of the gnostic in a earthly sense, not in an ascent 

context, nor sUlTounded by ethereal or intellectual concepts. All of these texts 

either include the concept of cma9na. or speak of the gnostic's interaction with 

others. 112 By this data we can see that 9EOOpia., at least within the context of 

Chapters 7 and 12, is presented in practical, ealthly telms. 

6. "Face to face, " 6~tA,ia., and the use of "son" and "friend" 

In the last part of this section we want to address impoltant categories which 

are either missing in our ascension texts or are almost completely missing in our 

two key revealing chapters of Book VII. Our intention is to use this evidence to 

again show the disparity between the ascension passages and the revealing 

chapters; this evidence will again point to the practical tone of VII.7 and 12, and 

consequently, to the 9EOOpia. system reflected within them. 

111 Strom. VII.7.44,6-7 (3x); 46,4; 49,4; VII.12.72,5; 78,2. The texts which are not spiritual 
contemplation: Strom. VII.l2.74,7; 76,5-7 (2x) 
112 Those concerning a1ta8na: Strom. VII.7.44,6-7; 46,4; VII.l2.72,5; those concerning interaction with 
others: VII.7.44,6-7; 49,4; 78,2. 
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We have seen the imp Oltant place the phrase "face to face" has in 

Stromateis. 113 We noticed in our discussion how Clement uses "face to face" in 

three distinct ways: as a reference to the afterlife (heaven), as the contemplation of 

the vo\:)<;, a velY Platonic concept, and lastly, in a way which points to a spiritual 

contemplation. We also noted that 9EOOpta occurs in texts which indicate all three 

uses. What we want to observe here is how these "face to face" texts reflect a 

movement in Stromateis from a philosophical posture to a spiritual one. 

Clement's use of the 1 Cor. 13:12 text114 moves from the afterlife (Paid. and 

Strom. I) to intellectual contemplation (Strom. V and VI), to finally a distinct 

spirituality in Strom. VII. This is a subtle indicator of the spiritual pathway which 

I argue for in Clement's works (Chapter Four). While I am not suggesting that 

Clement has purposed to do this, if he is presenting a spiritual pathway this kind of 

subtle indicator should not surprise us. 

We want to notice how these texts fit into Clement's 9EOOpta scheme. As we 

have pointed out (note 113), "face to face" only occurs three times in Book VII, 

yet this is a phrase which seems to speak of the direct contact the gnostic has with 

God. We are reminded of how Clement omits EV aivty~a'tt to enhance this idea 

of contact. 1l5 It is most interesting, then, that this "face to face" concept only 

appears in the ascension texts we have been looking at, and not in the very 

chapters which we have isolated to be the key chapters for revealing - the 

113 See §4.3.3 (pp.177-184). The "face to face" texts are: Strom. I.19.94,4-6; Iy'3.12,2; V.1.7,5-7; 
V.6.40,l; V.11.74,1; Vl.12.102,2; VlI.3.13,1; VlLlO.57,l; VII.11.68,4. 
114 Paid. 1.6.36,6; Strom. I.l9.94,4; Iy'3.12,2; V.1.7,5; Y.6.40,1; Y. 1 1.74,1; VI.12.102,2; VlI.3.13,l-3; 
VII.10.56,5-57,2; VII.l1.68, 1-5. 
115 See pp.178 n155; also Mortley (Ve 1976). 
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chapters we maintain are Clement's clearest presentation of what the life of the 

gnostic looks like (especially Chapter 7). In fact, what we find in these ascension 

texts are shades of intimacy: OJltAta is used in VII.3.13, the gnostic is described 

as the "friend of God, and ... son" in VII. 11.68, 116 and in three of these texts the 

gnostic sees God very clearly (all the more so without Ev aivt'YJla'tt), 

... the divine VISIon not in mirrors or by means of mirrors, but in the 
transcendently clear and absolutely pure insatiable vision ... 

... teaching to gaze on God, face to face, with knowledge and comprehension ... 

... to behold everlastingly God Almighty, "face," it is said, "to face." 117 

Add to this data the fact that only once in each of our revealing chapters does 

Clement refer to the gnostic in intimate telms like "friend.,,118 As we pointed out 

earlier, Clement refers to Moses and Abraham more than once as "friend" of God, 

yet in Book VII both are mentioned only once in a nominal way.119 One would 

expect to have such references in chapters which are meant to be clear 

descriptions. What can we conclude from these various bits of data? The next 

section will be our attempt to give an explanation with respect to VII. 7 and 12. To 

end this pmi of the discussion I want to propose that these Book VII ascent 

passages, which do not seem to fit neatly into the "clem' presentation" Clement has 

promised, are yet another example of the conceal/reveal technique we have 

learned to expect. As we have seen (pp.208-209; 213-214), Clement continues to 

use this technique throughout Book VII. 

116 It should be pointed out that these "shades" of intimacy are only found in two of the texts. 
117 Strom. VII.3.13,l; 10.57,1; 11.68,4. 
118 Strom. VII.7.42,3 and 12.79,1. 
119 See p.218 n76. 
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5.5.6 The gnostic embodies 9EWpia. 

The practical nature of Clement's 9EWpia. and the direct contact of the gnostic 

with the immanent God is the focus of Chapters 7 and 12. MOltley has 

convincingly shown 120 how Clement intends to reveal this immanence as an 

intellectual contact of the mind, but we must go further. The gnostic is the new 

Moses; it is the gnostic who enjoys 6~lAia. with 6 9EOC;. Prayer is obviously part 

of this direct contact, and prayer includes 9EWpia.. The way to God has been 

opened by the divine Logos and 9EWpia. is the vehicle for this contact. The 

transcendent One is accessible and is immanent, but only to "the Gnostic, who has 

reached the summit." 121 

This is why there are no "face to face" citations; there is no need. In these two 

chapters (especially Chapter 7) we have a lack of ascent passages because the 

gnostic is already beholding the face of God. I agree with Wytzes when he says, 

"the gnostic .. .is still on eatth and yet dwells amidst the angels before the face of 

God in the life of etemity.,,122 In VII.7 and 12, the gnostic is living in the 

E1t01t'tEta. "vision'" Clement does not need to refer to him as "son" or "friend'" it , , , 

is assumed that he is "velY closely allied to God." 123 There is no mention of "rest" 

because the gnostic is living in the Sabbath "rest": 124 "his whole life is a holy 

festival.,,125 This is confilmed in a foreshadowing text in Book VI where, speaking 

120 Mortley (VC 1976). 
121 Strom. VlI.7.46,4. 
122 Wytzes (II, p.142). 
123 Strom. VlI.7.35,6. 
124 Ferguson, "Was Barnabas A Chiliast?," shows how Clement uses the number seven as a type for the 
eschatological rest, pp.165-167. See also Strom. Vl.16.137,4-138,3. Clement's discussion on the number 
seven and rest continues through VI.16.145. 
125 Strom. VlI.7.49,3; also 7.35,6. 
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about the seventh day, he uses the same "festival" concept, 

As David says, "This is the day which the Lord hath made; let us be glad 
and rejoice in it;" that is, in consequence of the knowledge imparted by 
Him, let us celebrate the divine festivaL .. 126 

This rest has already occUlTed for the gnostic because he has mastered his passions 

and is pure, "By following Him, therefore, through our whole life, we become 

impassible (a1tCX8Et<;); and this is to rest. ,,127 

We use all of this to point to 8Empicx because Clement clearly shows that to be 

his focus. Even though prayer is referenced over 70 times in Chapters 7 and 12 (as 

opposed to only 10 for 8Empicx), his language makes it clear, 

Thus he ... possessing ... what is most precious of all, the best of all, being 
quick in applying himself to contemplation ... 

And the Gnostic, who has reached the summit, will pray that contemplation 
d b'd 128 may grow an ale ... 

For Clement, 9Empl.CX is the most impOltant thing, and in VII.7 and 12 8Empl.CX is 

shown to be something which is experienced in this life, grounded in earthly 

expenences. The immaterialistic concept of 8EmptCX has been overtaken by a 

8Eropicx which is expressed and experienced in space and time - this is spiritual 

contemplation. 

Lastly, we want to add one more piece of evidence to show that VII.7 (and 12) 

represent the pinnacle in Clement's presentation: after using the image of "meat" 

and "food" throughout Stromateis to point to 8Empicx, these tenllS are missing in 

VII.7 and 12. 129 Like the other categories we find missing in VII. 7 and 12, there 

126 Strom. VI.16.145,5. The same word (ecr'ttomc;) is used here as in VII.7.49,3 (above). 
127 Strom. VI.16.138,3. We have already seen the many examples of the O:1taElElc( concept throughout 
Chapters 7 and 12. 
128 Strom. VII.7.44,6 and 46,4. 
129 He does mention these terms, but only in reference to physical food: Strom. VII.7.36,3-4; 12.71,5. 
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is no need to mention "meat" - the reader's plate is full! He has been hinting at 

the "meat" and the gnostic's "food," sometimes in subtle fashion, sometimes quite 

openly (V.10.66,2).130 These two chapters (especially VII.7) are the promised 

gnostic "meat." This is made clear by the fact that there is no more mention of 

this "food" until after the two revealing chapters. The final two references made 

to "food" confilm this, 

... the end he has in view terminates in contemplation by gnostic activity in 
accordance with the commandments. Thence now, by knowledge collecting 
materials to be the food of contemplation, having embraced nobly the 
magnitude of knowledge, he advances to the holy recompense of 
translation hence. 131 

We note the use of 8Ec.opta, but also that this statement comes just before the final 

comment in VII. 14. 84,1 which represents the closing statement of his "clear" 

presentation to the Greeks. 

5.6 Silence and Silent Prayer 

One aspect of Clement's system which we have mentioned several times is that 

of silent prayer; it is impOltant that we consider this topic and how it might relate 

to this spiritual contemplation. We will need to discuss a few points before we 

can look specifically at 8Ec.opta: we will velY briefly look at an impOltant study on 

the development of silence in Middle Platonism, the use of silence in the Gnostic 

circles, and how Clement's use does not fit into either of these categories. 

130 See pp.81-85; 167-172. 
131 Strom. VIL13.83,4. Here Clement uses lCo:p1toro, but the concept is the same. The last reference is 
VII.16.1D4,1-4; see §5.3.5 (pp.214-215). 
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5.6.1 Mortley's study 

A very important study on this topic is Raoul Mortley's 1986 work, From Word 

to Silence. 132 His thesis is that the philosophical schools of the second century 

BCE went through a period of tumultuous introspection in which human reason 

(voDe; and the 'A6yoe; which flows from it) was elevated, only to be followed by a 

period of scepticism. The flowering of what we call Middle Platonism, with its 

strong view of transcendence, expressed this scepticism with a denial of the ability 

of voDe; to reach Divinity. The via negativa and the emphasis on silence came 

from this scepticism. Denial and the use of the alpha privative described the new 

understanding of epistemology. Silence, the reaching out to the divine with pure 

thought, became the elevated way. 

We have already covered Middle Platonism and Clement's place in that 

movement as much as space can allow; we want to make only a few comments 

here on Mortley' s study as it relates to this thesis. i33 

First, what influence, if any, did Gnosticism have on Clement's concept of 

silence? There are several instances of "silence" in the NH texts; we will look at 

only a few which should give us an indication of iflhow Clement has been 

influenced by Gnosticism. Mortley cites the Apocryphon of John as an example of 

the via negativa from the Gnostic texts which has a characteristic "neither/nor" 

construction, "He is not corporeal [nor] incorporeal. He is not great [ and not] 

132 From Word to Silence 1: The rise andfall of the Logos, 11: The way of negation, Christian and Greek 
Theophaneia 31 (Bonn 1986). See Andrew Louth's review in JTS 39 (1988), pp.260-263. 
133 The first four chapters of Mort ley's second volume (Word II) are the most critical for our study. 
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small.,,134 He then rightly shows that Clement stood apart from this kind of 

thinking in that he also held to immanence, "This is a perpetual tension in the 

history of Christian Platonism ... The idea of mystelY and the idea of revelation will 

never easily coexist.,,135 Rather than "neither/nor," Clement consistently holds to 

a position of "both/and." There is the reference in Ex. Thea., 

They say that Silence, who is the mother of all ... kept silence about the 
inexpressible and with regard to what she did not understand she called it 
. h 'bl 136 mcompre enSl e. 

Although it is clear that Clement's concept of silence is different from that of the 

Gnostics, he has either been affected by their use or shares some kind of common 

background. 137 Lastly, Chadwick reminds us of the statement Ignatius makes in 

Magnesians 8.2, " ... Logos which came forth from silence.,,138 This reference 

from Ignatius reveals some kind of synthesis, but neither Ignatius nor Clement use 

silence as a reference for God. Clement only refers to silence as the proper 

response of the gnostic to God; he celiainly does not refer positively to: 'H Lty-ft ... 

JllytllP (Silence the mother). 139 

MOliley speaks very clearly about his understanding of the contradiction in 

Clement with regards to transcendence/immanence. (p.37) It is, however, not easy 

to know if Mortley has changed his opinion in Word II from his 1976 study. In the 

134 Apo.John 3, 22-23 (NHLE, p.lOO). Mortley cites lines 17-28, (Word 11, pp.29-30). All citations from 
Word II in this section will appear in parentheses in the main text. 
135 Mortley (Word II, p.37). See §3.1 (pp.89-97) and §5.2 (pp.195-198) on this critical aspect of 
Clement's system. 
136 Ex. Theo. 29. See Casey's comments on this, (Excerpta, pp.126-127). 
137 See the following texts from the NH library: Gas. Egypt. 41, 7-12; A Val. Exp. XI.24, 19-20; 
Tri.Protennoia XIII. 37, 4-14. There are numerous other references to silence, but they are so different 
from Clement's concept that they are irrelevant. See the index in NHLE. 
138 Chadwick, Henry, "The Silence of Bishops in Ignatius," HTR 43 (1950), pp.169-172. This citation of 
Ignatius comes from Chadwick, p.171. 
139 In fact he argues against this view in Ex. Thea. 33,2 (this Gnostic teaching having been referred to in 
Ex. Theo. 29-32. 
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"Mirror" study, he maintains Clement's desire to illustrate how the gnostic 

experiences a real contact with God,140 yet in Word 11 he says, "Language would 

appear to be operative up to the level of the Son." (p.37) In this discussion he 

never mentions his 1976 study nor any data from it, even failing to list it in his 

bibliography! 141 I must agree with MOtiley's 1976 study and disagree with his 

more recent conclusions for three reasons: fIrst, I see nothing in this later study 

which disallows completely the conclusions in his earlier one. Secondly, in his 

discussion on the silence in Clement (pp.36-44) he only cites Strom. VII texts 

which either refer to silence or are pointing to other issues; he fails to give a 

balanced presentation of Strom. VII. He admits that the gnostic is presented by 

Clement in the present tense (p.40), but he fails to discuss this angle. I would 

agree with MOtiley's conclusions here based only on the data which he has 

presented, but he has failed to present all of the data. This leads to my third 

reason for disagreement with the conclusions in this 1986 study: the evidence we 

have presented from Strom. VII conclusively shows that Clement presents the 

gnostic as one who has tangible contact with the immanent God. While I agree 

with MOtiley when he says, "Clement advocates a SOti of speechless mental 

contemplation"(p.36), we have seen something more in Clement's 8ecopta system. 

Another area of disagreement we must address with MOtiley's study is his 

discussion on "Clement's deconstmctionist analysis." (p.39) While I agree with 

Mortley on a few thoughts here, again I must disagree on a velY technical point 

140 VC 30 (1976), pp.176-182. 
141 This underlines the criticism Louth has offered in his review concerning the lack offootnotes (ITS 
1988, p.263); I must agree with Louth here. The absence of the 1976 study from his bibliography surely 
must have been an oversight. 
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where it COnCelTIS Clement: as we have seen in this study, Stromateis is an 

unusual work in that pat1 of Clement's purpose is to reveal a secret oral tradition. 

Mortley joins a large group of scholars who acknowledge Clement's intention, but 

conclude that there is no such doctrine to be found.(pp.38-39) Whether there is a 

secret tradition in Stromateis or not makes no difference here; Clement has 

constructed the work to reflect such a doctrine in a hidden fashion. Mortley 

admits this. (p.39) The fact is, Stromateis differs from Clement's other works and 

Mortley's deconstructionist theOlY falls down with respect to the other works. For 

an example we will· take Protrepticus; here Clement has every intention of 

revealing and does so clearly. Clement is not bound philosophically to a 

deconstructionist theOlY; Stromateis is his only work which fits this description to 

any significant degree. As pat1 of his at'gument, M0l1ley cites Protrepticus 

IX.88,2-3 as Clement's interpretation of the Pannenidean alternatives,142 but this 

part of his at'gument fails on three points: first, though this might be a comment by 

Clement to the question in Parmenides, it is not the purpose of Protrepticus. 

Mortley seems to be straining with this text. Most of the passages he refers to in 

his discussion come from Strom. V and VI, where Clement's philosophical 

account of God is chiefly found. 143 Secondly, M0l1ley fails to cite the end of the 

text, 

This, the true utterance of His children, God (6 eE6C;) accepts with 
gracious welcome - the firstfruits He receives from them. 144 

142 Mortley (Word 11, pp.42-44). See Osborn (Clement, pp.l7-37) for his discussion of the Parmenides 
text in question. 
143 "Clement's philosophical account of God is found chiefly in Book V of the Stromateis," Osborn, 
(Clement, p.25). This text from Protrepticlis is not used in Osborn's discussion (Clement, pp.17-37) nor 
in his 1981 work (The Beginning, pp.45-50), nor in Danielou (Gospel Message, pp.323-343), nor Lilla 
(Clement, pp.212-226). 
144 Protrep. IX.88,3. See Mortley(Word 11, p.43). 
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Rather than appearing as a text which suppOlis the One beyond being which 

language cannot reach (remember from above, "Language would appear to be 

operative up to the level of the Son," p.37), this text reveals 6 ee6C; who hears and 

accepts the "Abba Father" of His children. The last reason I disagree with his 

Palmenidean presentation stands independently of Protrepticus: MOliley has failed 

to fully appreciate the level of tension which Clement is willing to embrace. 

Though he admits "the contradiction at the hemt of this Christian Platonism," 

(p.37) he fails to take the witness of Strom. VII.7 into account as we have 

presented it in this study. Clement is content with both a transcendent and an 

immanent God. As we mentioned above, MOltley gives only the evidence from 

Book VII which fits his argument. 

MOltley's study is valid, especially regarding the philosophical writers, and 

might be valid regarding the later fathers, but he is celtainly not COlTect in his 

assessment of Clement. 

5.6.2 The concept of silence 

The first thing to realise is that silence, even apmi from prayer, is an important 

concept for Clement. 145 Indeed, he approvingly cites Simonides, "silence is better 

than speech.,,146 In the opening chapter of Stromateis he lets the reader know the 

impOltance of silent communication, 

145 Silence and aspects of thought are numerous: Strom. I.l.15,2; 2.20,4; II. 1 1.50,1-3; 15.68,3; IY.6.39,4; 
19.119,3; 22.142,1-4; 26.171,1-2; Y.6.36,3; 10.65,2; 11.67,3; 11.74,1; 14.111,1; VI.2.27,1; 9.78,1; 
11.95,3; 12.101,3-102,2; VII.l.2,3; 3.13,1; 7.36,5-38,2; 7.39,6-40,1; 7.41,3-4; 7.42,8-43,5; 7.45,1; 7.49,6-
7; 12.73,1; 12.77,1-6; 12.78,5; 12.80,2. See Mortley's article, "The Theme of Silence in Clement of 
Alexandria," ITS 24 (1973), pp.197-202. 
146 Strom. II.15.68,3. Cited by Mortley (ITS 1973, p.199). 
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Some things my treatise will hint; on some it will linger; some it will merely 
mention. It will try to speak imperceptibly, to exhibit secretly, and to 
demonstrate silently (O'tconroau).147 

Throughout our study we have discussed the nature of concealment in Stromateis 

and how Clement plans to constmct his work; the use of silence is pmt of that 

plan. In an interesting passage in Book I.2 Clement explains his purpose again, 

"For I do not mention (O'tconro) that the Stromata, fOlming a body of varied 

emdition, wish artfully to conceal the seeds of knowledge. ,,148 This passage is 

interesting because after saying that he will not speak of his purpose - he does! 

And this follows Strom. I.1.18,1-2 where he has just discussed this very topic. 

This use of O'tconw seems to be his coy way of coaxing the reader on. He uses this 

tetm (O'tconw) several times, apparently to alelt the reader to concealed aspects 

along the way.149 This is prut of the plan, "to demonstrate silently" (Strom. 

11.15,2); this enables the diligent seeker to "see" while it conceals fTOm the 

uninitiated. Clement wams the reader, "We ought not to sUlTender our ears to all 

who speak and write rashly.,,150 He has no intention of being rash in this way. 

5.6.3 Silence is the symbol of pure thought 151 

There is an overall direction in Clement's scheme of moving from the senses to 

the realm of VODe;. The gnostic attains Cxna8nu, and this heart purity moves in the 

same direction, 

The Gnostic, therefore, will abstain from errors in speech, and thought, and 
sensation, and action .... And we must, in a word, ascending above all the 

h h · d 152 ot ers, stop at t e nun ... 

147 Strom. I.1.IS, 1. 
148 Strom. 1.2.20,4. 
149 Strom. IY.19.119,3; Y.14.1D2,3; VI.2.27, 1; 11.9S,3; VlI.3 .13, l. This last text is one of the ascent texts 
which we investigated in §S.S.S (pp.228-234). 
150 Strom. Y.1.12,3. 
151 See Mortley (JTS 1973, p.197). 
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The goal of the gnostic is purity first, then to engage the ineffable God in the realm 

of pure thought and beyond. Silence is the expression in our senses that God is 

beyond our senses, beyond our ability to comprehend; "As in the via negativa, 

where abstraction aims at passing beyond the realm of the predicate, so the most 

appropriate response to the divine is silence.,,153 When the gnostic operates in the 

realm of YOU;, thus in silence, it shows that his senses have been bypassed. 

A point of confusion is found in Clement with regards to whether YOU; is the 

realm of God. 154 There are a few texts where he seems to be saying this, only to 

have others which seem to contradict this position. 155 We ce11ainly cannot address 

this problem at length, but could this not be another case where Clement simply 

sees the conflict of two philosophical positions, neither of which he is willing to 

relinquish? Whittaker illustrates throughout his at1ic1e (see note 155 above) that 

this was a common struggle for Middle Platonists; again we see Clement operating 

within his philosophical milieu. 

It should be mentioned that in this brief discussion the majority of textual 

evidence comes from Book V. We noted in §3.5.3 (pp.124-130) that cosmology 

and angelology served as topics for concealment; it is quite likely that this topic of 

first principles is also used for concealment. There are three reasons which seem 

152 Strom. II.1l.50,2 and 51,l. Other texts which speak of purity in thought: Strom.1V6.39,4-40,1; 
22.142,1 and 4; VU3,3. 
153 Mortley (ITS 1973, p.200). 
154 John Whittaker's article, EJIEKEINA NOY KAI OY.EIAL; VC 23 (1969), pp.91-104, should be 
consulted here. He concludes "that there existed in the minds of writers of the Middle Platonic period a 
confusion concerning the status of the ultimate principle with reference to oucrtU and vouS;, and 
furthermore that the source of this confusion lies in the writings of Plato ... " (p.l04). 
155 Texts which point to the realm ofvouS; as the realm of God: Strom. V6.36,3; 11.67,1-3; 11.73,3-74,2. 
Texts which point to God being beyond thought or even being: Strom. V.1O.65, 1-2; VII. 1.2, 1-3. 
See Whittaker's comments on VII.l.2,1-3, (VC 1969, pp.93-94). Mortley agrees with Whittaker on this 
point, (ITS 1973, p.200 nl). 
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to support this position: first, it is a philosophical categOlY, which we have 

already shown is one of Clement's concealment tools; secondly, he says that he 

will deal with this categOlY at a later time. 156 If nothing else, this indicates that 

the discussion of first principles is not his primary concem. Thirdly, he tells us 

that he plans to write a separate work, On First Principles. 157 

It is clear that Clement intends the gnostic to engage God in the realm of the 

mind158 and that this represents something of a higher level. This is clearly seen 

in a text where Clement utilises Abraham, 

Again: "Abraham, when he came to the place which God told him of on the 
third day, looking up, saw the place afar off" For the day is that which is 
constituted by the sight of good things; and the second is the soul's best 
desire; on the third, the mind perceives spiritual things, the eyes of the 
understanding being opened by the Teacher who rose on the third day. The 
three days may be the mystery of the seal, in which God. is really believed. 
It is consequently afar off that he sees the place. For the region of God is 
hard to attain; which Plato called the region of ideas ... 159 

If we did not have Book VII, this section and the whole of Book V would point to 

Mortley's conclusion that this intellectual contact is the ultimate contact of the 

gnostic with God. But what we have already seen in our discussion of Book VII 

shows that there is more to Clement's GEroPl<X than the contact of the mind. We 

have seen a very practical spirituality which is called his clearest presentation. 

However, the role of the mind does enter into this clear and practical explanation 

in the discussion of silent prayer. 

156 Strom. IY.1.2,l; 4.16,3; 25.162,2; Y.14.l40,2; VI.2.4,2. Clement does discuss the topic in several 
places (Strom. IY.25.162,l-5; V.6.37,l-40,4; V.12-14, the entirety of these chapters; VI.7.58,1-2; 
VII. 1.2,2-3; VII.2.8,5-9,3), but these are not full discussions. 
157 Strom. Iy'1.2,1 (this text seems to indicate this discussion to be forthcoming within Stromateis, 
possibly found in V.12-14); Y.14.140,2 and VI.2.4,2 both point to a future work, coming after the lengthy 
discussion in Y.12-14. 
158 Mortley (VC 1976, pp.1l8-120). 
159 Strom. Y.l1.73,l-3. 
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5.6.4 Using the mind in silent prayer 

After making several references to silence in Book IV, Clement mentions silent 

prayer for the fIrst time and announces that he will deal with the topic of prayer at 

a later time, 

What is it, then, that the Pythagoreans mean when they bid us "pray with 
the voice?" As seems to me, not that they thought the Divinity could not 
hear those who speak silently, but because they wished prayers to be right, 
which no one would be ashamed to make in the knowledge of many. We 
shall, however, treat of prayer in due course by and by.160 

We have shown that prayer is most fully presented in aook VII.7 and VII.12 

(p.202 n26), but Clement does give the reader some foreshadowing in Book VI. 

1. The ''Ask ... think" text 

In Book VI Clement introduces a saying which he cites as Scripture that brings 

the discussion of silent prayer directly into focus, "The Lord will not wait for the 

voice of this man in prayer. 'Ask,' He says, 'and I will do it; think, and I will 

give,.,,161 This is the extent of his discussion here, a mere hint, and then he moves 

on. He picks up this same theme in VI. 12, 

... those who live sinlessly and gnostically, He gives, when they have but 
merely entertained the thought .... "Ask," says the Scripture, "and I will do. 
Think, and I will give." For we have heard that God knows the 
heart .... Therefore the Gnostic prays in thought during every hour, being by 
love allied to God. 162 

There are several points which must be seen about this text which show the 

imp0l1ant foreshadowing aspect it contains. First, it is the only real discussion of 

silent prayer (or thought prayer) thus far in Stromateis. As we pointed out above, 

160 Strom. IY.26.171,1-2. 
161 Strom. VI.9.78,1. This is listed by Boulluec as Agrapha 14, (SC 428, p.228 note a). Clement cites this 
Agrapha three times; the other two are VI.12.10 1,3 (cited as Scripture) and VII. 12.73, 1. 
162 Strom. VI.12.101,3-102,1. 
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Clement has defened his prayer discussion; this is another foreshadowing of this 

promise, which will be fulfilled in Book VII. 7. Secondly, this foreshadowing is 

evidenced in the passages which follow the text in question. We have one of the 

"face to face" citations following this text; we have seen the impOliance of this 

text. 163 Also, we have one of the Moses texts (VI. 103,5-104,2) in which the key 

term 6~tAta occurs.164 Lastly, the text in question (VI. 12.102,1) has the gnostic 

"allied to God" just as in VII.7.35,7. To conclude our comments on this second 

"Ask .. think" citation, we want to notice that Clement does not discuss prayer 

again until we come to VII.7. Now we must move back to the "Ask .. think" 

citations to see if we can discover the source for this saying. 

The third and last "Ask .. think" citation is found in VlI.12, 

His whole life is prayer and converse (6~tAta) with God. And if he be 
pure from sins, he will by all means obtain what he wishes. For God says 
to the righteous man, "Ask, and I will give thee; think, and I will do.,,165 

Clement cites "Ask .. think" as Scripture, CPll(j1.V ,,¥pacpiJ. 166 J. Ruwet167 argues 

for this saying as a simple construction of Clement whereby he combines two NT 

texts (John 14:13-14 and Matt. 7:7) into one saying. 168 Ruwet calls this a 

"catechetical formula" and his explanation of the saying could well be COlTect. In 

the end, we do not know where this saying comes from, but our discussion on 

Clement's 1tapaoocrt<; (pp.38-62) recognises that his tradition had both oral and 

163 See §4.3.3 (pp.177-184). 
164 See §5.5.2 (pp.220-224). 
165 Strom. VII.l2.73,1. 
166 Cf. Strom. 1.7.38,5. See Munck (HTR 1959, pp.223-243) where he discusses the use of<PllO'tV as an 
indicator of a written source. 
167 Ruwet, J., "Les 'Agrapha' dans les reuvres de Clement d' Alexandrie," Biblica 30 (1949), pp.133-160. 
168 Ibid., pp.139-140. Ruwet uses verbal similarities to make his case and the evidence is certainly there, 
but the nature of agrapha is that they are usually very similar to what ends up in the standard text. Many 
of the "Q" sayings would have this feature. I must disagree with Ruwet, however, when he says that 
Clement alludes to this saying twice more in VII.7.41,3-4; 49,7, (p.140 n2). 
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written elements. 169 This saying could just as easily come from one of the 

apocryphal works he cites, but which is no longer extant. 

2. Chapter 7: a treatise on thought prayer 

We need to come back to VII.7 and consider it again as the crown of Clement's 

Stromateis. There is no argument that this chapter contains the richest discussion 

of prayer in the entire work; this is certainly the treatment of prayer promised in 

Strom. IV.26.171,2 (p.202 n26). What needs to be noticed here is the amount of 

Clement's presentation in Chapter 7 which concelllS silent prayer, the prayer of 

the mind, or thought prayer. l7O We will only mention the highlights: the gnostic 

understands that God both knows and "hears" his thoughts (36,5); thoughts are 

considered as prayer (38,2; 39,6; 41,3; 43,1,5; 49,7); and God, as mind, hears the 

mind of the gnostic (43,3). 171 

There are also a few items missing in Chapter 7 which need to be pointed out: 

fIrst, references to Scripture are noticeably missing. Although Stahlin and Hort-

Mayor both note numerous allusions, there are really only five citations. In This 

should not be a surprise; Clement said this would be the case (VII. 1. 1,3).173 This 

possibly helps explain why Clement did not cite the "Ask. .. think" text in Chapter 7 

- he has purposed to avoid citations. Another possible explanation for this lack 

of Scriptural citations is that the concepts being presented in VII. 7 come mainly 

169 See Strom. VI.15.131,4-132,2. This is an example of Clement referring to apocryphal works as the 
legitimate transmission of oral traditions surviving from Jesus; the particular work being referred to is 
from the Assumption oJNfoses; see Danielou (Gospel Message, p.489). 
170 Strom. VII.7.36,5-38,2; 39,6-40,1; 41,3-4; 42,8-43,1; 43,3-5; 45,1; 49,6-7. 
171 Cf. Strom. IY.25.155, 1. 
172 Strom. VII.7.35,2 (Ps.1l9:164); 36,1 (ps. 119:66); 43,8 (Ps. 141:2); 44,7 (Rom.7:23); 
49,7 (Rom. 8:26). 
173 On average Clement cites a Scripture (in Stromateis) every 13 lines; in VII.7 the citations come every 
63 lines; see Appendix 4 (p.298). 
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from his 1tapa8ocnc; (pp.38-62). 

This lack of Scriptural citations begs the question of whether Clement's 

presentation of thought prayer is consistent with the Scriptural text. Does God 

know the thoughts of a person? Immediately Psalm 139:23 comes to mind, 

"Search me, 0 God, and know my heart; test me and know my thoughts," yet 

Clement never cites this text. 174 Are thoughts ever considered as prayer in 

Scripture? In VI.12.101,3 Clement cites the example of Samuel's mother, yet in 

the biblical text she is uttering silent prayer, her lips moving (1 Sam. 1: 11-13). In 

his discussion of silent prayer, van der Horst175 says this text exelted a big 

influence in Judaism even though it is the only biblical story which supports the 

idea of silent prayer. (Ibid. , pp.12-13) The first post-biblical Jewish writer to 

mention silent prayer is Philo, but his thinking on the topic is more Platonic than 

biblical. (Ibid. , p.13) The same text (or the commentmy) in pseudo-Philo might 

have influenced Clement; it explains that Hannah did not want to pray audibly for 

fear that if God did not answer her prayer she would be taunted by her rival, 

Peninnah. 176 Another reason it seems unlikely that the sole influence on Clement 

is the biblical text is that he refers to Hannah as "merely conceiving the thought" 

(Evvo'l18et(J1l J.16vov) while the LXX records that she "was saying in her heart" 

(a-6'tTJ EAaAEt EV 'tll Kap8t~ a-6'tllc;).177 There really is no good example in the 

174 Two other OT texts on this topic are 1 Chron. 28:9 and Ps. 94: 11 (he cites this text in Strain. 1.3.23,3, 
but his emphasis is on the foolishness of men's thoughts rather than the fact that God knows the thoughts). 
175 Van der Horst, Pieter W., "Silent Prayer in Antiquity," Numen 41 (1994), pp.I-25. 
176 Liber AntiquitatuIn Biblicarul1l 50:5, cited by van der Horst (pp.13-14). Jacobson, Howard, 
A Commentary on Pseudo-Philo's 'Liber Antiquitatu/1/ Biblicarum', AGJU 31 (Leiden 1996), holds to a 
date for this document between 70-150 CE, pp.199-21O. 
177 Septuaginta, ed. by Alfred Rahlfs (Stuttgart 1935). This could be evidence that Clement is writing 
Books VI and VII outwith Alexandria and has no text in front of him; see p.145 n23. 
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Scriptures of thoughts being considered prayer, although there are several 

instances where this could be implied. 178 

One other item which relates to silence and is missing in Chapter 7 is the idea 

of purity in thoughts, or (x1t<x9El<X of the mind. We see this concept in several 

passages prior to the introduction of thought prayer in Book VL I79 When we 

come to VII. 7 the concept of purity is consistently present, but purity with respect 

to thoughts is only alluded to. 180 

Following our outline of Book VII, we must look at silent prayer in Chapter 12 

which we designated The reprise of the Gnostic. 

3. Chapter 12: the reprise of silent prayer 

Weare using the topic of prayer as a key indicator of Clement's purpose in 

Book VII, thus Chapter 12 is critical for our discussion of silent prayer. The topic 

of prayer virtually disappears in chapters 8_11. 181 There are three items we want to 

notice in VII. 12: first, the concept of thought purity is reintroduced into the 

discussion; whereas in VII.7 this concept was only alluded to, it is clearly 

presented in VII. 12 (76,1; 77,1 and 78,5). Two other concepts conceming prayer 

are clearly presented in this chapter which have only been alluded to in VII.7: the 

gnostic receives from God without having to make petition, and is free to demand 

of God rather than to merely ask: 

178 Prayer could be implied in any reference to meditation. 
179 See p.244 nlS3. We have already mentioned that Clement's first reference to silent prayer is 
rv'26.l71, but he waits until Book VI for any discussion. 
180 Strom. VII. 7 .36,3 says that the gnostic is pure even in his dreams (Cf. IV.22.142,4); another possible 
allusion is in 36,5 when he speaks of God knowing the thoughts after he has reviewed purity in other 
fonus. 
181 Strom. VII.9.S2,2; 11.62,3. See p.202 n26. 
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He will give to those who are worthy. Nor And to those who are worthy, things which 
is petition superfluous, though good things are really good are given, even without their 
are given without claim. asking. 

VII.7.41,5-6 

[Quoting the Greek athlete who had trained 
hard] ... "O Zeus, if all the requisite 
preparations for the contest have been made 
by me, come, give me the victory, as is 
right." VII.7.48,5 

VII. 12.73,4 

He wishes him no longer to stand in need of 
help by angels, but to receive it from 
Himself, having become worthy .... Such an 
one demands from the Lord, and does not 
merely ask. VII.13.81,3_4 182 

The last item we want to notice in VII. 12 is Clement's citation of Matt. 6:21, "For 

where anyone's mind is, there also is his treasure.,,183 The impOltant thing to 

note is that although Clement does speak more clearly about these three items in 

VILI2, he has already introduced them in prior discussion. Thus, there is nothing 

new in Clement's discussion on prayer which has not been at least alluded to in 

VII. 7, what we are calling the crown of Stromateis. 

We have one last item to point out in this discussion on silence and silent 

prayer; it is a clUcial one. 

4. The gnostic prays with the "voice J} of the angels 

We have already seen (p.230 nl05) that the topic of angelic beings appears 

quite often in Book VII. As with other items in this discussion, we see what seems 

like a foreshadowing of the role of angels in silent prayer in Book VI, 

Nor yet any of the angels: for in the way that angels, in virtue of being 
angels, speak, men do not hear; nor, as we have ears, have they a tongue to 
correspond; nor would anyone attribute to the angels organs of speech, 
lips I mean, and the parts contiguous, throat, and windpipe, and chest, 
breath and air to vibrate. And God is far from calling aloud in the 
unapproachable sanctity, separated as He is from even the archangels. 184 

Thus, then, the benefit that comes from God to men becomes known-
angels at the same time lending encouragement. For by angels, whether 
seen or not, the divine power bestows good things. Such was the mode 
adopted in the advent of the Lord. And sometimes also the power 

182 Note that I have included this section in the discussion of VII. 12; see p.2IO n48. 
183 Strom. VII.l2.77,6. Cf. IV.6.33,S. 
184 Strom. VI.7.S7,4-S. 
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"breathes" in men's thoughts and reasonings, and "puts in" their hearts 
"strength" and a keener perception ... 185 

Neither of these passages are clystal clear, but both seem to be refelTing to a mode 

of angelic communication. The first text speaks of how angels communicate in a 

way which "men do not hear." Clement insists that angels do not have the 

anatomy for vocalisation, though there are many biblical texts which seem to 

contradict this. What Clement means is that angels speak in a way which is 

inaudible, or silent. The second text is speaking about the help which men 

sometimes receive from God through the ministrations of angels (Cf. Heb. 1:14); 

Clement is saying that these angels somehow communicate with men's thoughts. 

This could be a reference to the role of angels as messengers; those which might 

carry the prayers of the saints to God and cany messages from God to the 

saints. 186 We have already seen this at work in Plato and Philo (see pp.221-222 

n87,88). These two passages together help make sense of several short statements 

made in VII. 7 and 12; we will move from the obvious to the less obvious texts. 

The gnostic, using the silent prayer mode like the angels, prays together with 

the angels. This is most clearly illustrated by a passage we have already noted 

above from VII. 12, 

Wherefore also, in eating, and drinking, and marrying (if the Word enjoin), 
and even in seeing dreams, he does and thinks what is holy. So is he 
always pure for prayer. He also prays in the society of angels, as being 
already of angelic rank, and he is never out of their holy keeping ... 187 

185 Strom. VI.17.161,2-3. See Casey's comments, " ... the ideas of virtuous men are conveyed to them from 
the divine mind by ministering angels ... ," (Excerpta, p.32). Casey points to Strom. VI.17.157,4. 
Cf. also, Paid. II.9.82,3 and Strom. ry.25.155,4. 
186 My thanks to fellow research student, Chris Craun, who reminded me of this important aspect of 
angelology, see Gen. 19; 28: 1O-l2; Is. 6; Dan. 10. These OT examples indicate audible communication 
between man and angelic beings; Clement probably interprets these allegorically. Origen refers to angels 
as messengers in De Oratione XI. 1-4 . 
187 Strom. VII.12.78,5-6. 
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This text makes the most sense when we realise that the gnostic "being already of 

angelic rank," knows how to pray like the angels - silently. He "is ever giving 

thanks to God, like the living creatW'es figuratively spoken of by Esaias" (80,4). In 

a passage which is similar to VI. 7.57,4-5 he describes the hearing of God, 

For he is convinced that God knows and perceives all things--not the 
words only, but also the thought; since even our sense of hearing, which 
acts through the passages of the body, has the apprehension [belonging to 
it] not through corporeal power, but through a psychical perception, and 
the intelligence which distinguishes significant sounds. God is not, then, 
possessed of human form, so as to hear; nor needs He senses ... But the 
susceptibility of the air, and the intensely keen perception of the angels, and 
the power which reaches the soul's consciousness, by ineffable power and 
without sensible hearing, know all things at the moment of thought. And 
should anyone say that the voice does not reach God, but is rolled 
downwards in the air, yet the thoughts of the saints cleave not the air only, 

188 but the whole world. 

Again, Clement is showing how the gnostic is able to be "heard" by God, who has 

no need of senses, because "the thoughts of the saints cleave not the air only, but 

the whole world." The thoughts of the gnostic, his silent prayer, seem to be aided 

somehow by the angels who speak the same language. The gnostic, 

employs language which urges the magnitude of virtue in accordance with 
its worth; and shows its results with an inspired elevation of prayer, being 
associated gnostically, as far as possible, with intellectual and spiritual 
b· 189 o ~ects. 

These VII.7 and 12 texts concelning angels seem anomalous when we consider the 

focus on the earthly life of the gnostic, yet within the scheme of silent prayer, 

based on the VI.7.57 passage, it all makes sense. The gnostic lives in space and 

time; prayer is an important palt of his ealthly spirituality, but silent prayer (the 

mode of the angels) enables his soul to soar above the uninitiated. Having this 

188 Strom. VII.7.36,5-37,3. 
189 Strom. VII.7.45,l. 
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concept of angelic language enables Clement to hold to a "both/and" position with 

respect to living in this emihly dwelling and inhabiting the eternal realm. 

But where does he get this concept of angelic language? There really are no 

biblical texts we can isolate which clearly give this concept. There is at least one 

Gnostic text, The Discourse on the Eighth and Ninth (NH VI,6)190 which gives an 

account velY similar to that of Clement, 

'I have seen! Language is not able to reveal this. For the entire eighth, 0 
my son, and the souls that are in it, and the angels, sing a hymn in silence. 
And I, Mind, understand.' .... 

'I am silent, 0 my father, 1 want to sing a hymn to you while I am silent.' 
'Then sing it, for 1 am Mind. ,191 

This Hermetic document records a dialogue between an initiate and his 

mystagogue who is leading him into the contemplation of the eighth and ninth 

levels. 192 The concept of silence occurs several times, but becomes most clear in 

the portion above. However, we should observe one last pati of this text, 

'0 Trismegistus, let not my soul be deprived of the great divine vision 
(eEropia.). For everything is possible for you as master of the universe.' 
'Return to <praising>, 0 my son, and sing while you are silent. Ask 
( ' ) h "1 ,193 at'tEtV W at you want III SI ence. 

Again we see the initiate being inshucted to sing in silence. The connection of this 

singing to prayer becomes obvious with the next inshuction, "Ask what you 

want..." We also see a.1:tE(J) used like in Clement's agrapha text ("Ask. .. think") we 

discussed above. We are not suggesting a literary connection here, but this 

190 NHLE, pp.292-297. 
191 Discourse 58, 16-27. See Segelberg, Eric, "Prayer Among the Gnostics? The Evidence of some Nag 
Hammadi Documents," in Gnosis and Gnosticism, ed. by Martin Krause, NHS 8 (Leiden 1977), pp.55-69. 
All of the data from this tractate comes from Segelberg' s commentary which should be consulted, 
pp.64-68. This Hermetic document contains several categories which relate to Clement. 
192 See the introduction to this tractate in NHLE, p.292. 
193 Discourse 59, 16-22. 
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similarity does point to prayer in Discourse. The use of 8E(J)pta. in connection 

with silent prayer reinforces our theOlY that silent prayer has an important role in 

Clement's 8E(J)pta system. Segelberg notes other data in this tractate which point 

to a third centUlY date: the rituaVliturgical fonTIs, the "Greek loanwords [which 

indicate] the original language of the text" (which would include the use of at 'tE(J)), 

and particular "Jewish elements ... handed down via Christian tradition.,,194 While 

this evidence from the NH texts is similar, it does not mean that Clement borrowed 

this tradition from the Gnostics. It does indicate, however, that these concepts 

were not uncommon during Clement's day; I would agree with Segelberg that the 

Gnostics probably inherited this tradition from the Church. With so little evidence 

as to his source, we must postulate that this is yet another aspect of Clement's 

1tapaoocrv;. 

To conclude our analysis of Book VII, we want to briefly look at the concept 

which provides the backdrop for the practical 8E(J)pta. we find in Stromateis: the 

three objectives of the gnostic. 

5.7 The Three Objectives of the gnostic 

At least twice Clement lists three essential aspects of the gnostic: 

contemplation, hemt purity by living in obedience to God, and minishy to others, 

These three things, therefore, our philosopher attaches himself to: first, 
speculation (8EroptaS); second, the performance of the precepts; third, the 
forming of good men;--which, concurring, form the Gnostic. 195 

194 Segelberg, pp.66-68. 
195 Strom. 11.10.46,1. There are three other texts: Strom. VII.l.4,2; VII.3 .19,2 and VII.? .44,6-8. 
Although 8eropta does not occur in two of these texts (VII.l.4,2 and VII.3 .19,2) it appears from the other 
two texts to be a similar listing. I realise here that I run the risk of doing that which I criticised in 
Hanson's study (p.57 n120), but I would point out that while these uses OfYVW01S seem to be allusions to 
8erop1.a, I would not see all instances of these two terms as synonymous. 
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It is not surprising that we have four such texts in Book VII; we would expect 

Clement to point out these objectives in Book VII and he does not disappoint us. 

All three of these objectives peltain to the eruthly life in space and time. We will 

examine each categOlY in the context of Book VII which will strengthen our theory 

that this clearest presentation of the gnostic places an emphasis on his ealthly life 

and experience, what we are calling spiritual contemplation. 

Before we continue we should mention that these three objectives of the 

philosopher seems to be (like many other items in Clement) common stock among 

Middle Platonists. Albinus gives a similar listing, 

The concern of the philosopher, according to Plato, would seem to be 
channelled in three directions: (1) the contemplation and understanding of 
what exists, (2) the performance of what is noble, and (3) the actual study 
of reason. 196 

It is quickly noticed that Albinus has not included the concept of fOlming good 

men, or helping others. In fact, he says almost the opposite in Didaskalikos 28.4, 

"We can attain likeness to God .. .if we use reason .. .in such a way as to distance 

ourselves from the great majority of human concerns." Dillon points out that 

Albinus held to the basic tlu'eefold Middle Platonic doctrine, the third of which 

was "teaching,,,197 but what we have here is velY different from what we see in 

Clement. It is obvious here again that Clement has not only been influenced 

directly by Plato's Republic, but also by Paul. We will discuss this fmther below. 

196 Didaskalikos 3.1. Lilla points out that this section "derives most probably from a school-book 
containing Peripatetic doctrines," (Clement, p.l35). 
197 Dillon (Alcinolls, pp.xxiii-xxiv). 
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Because so much of this chapter has already discussed 8EWpta and Cxna8Ela, 

we will keep our discussion on these points brief, giving more discussion to this 

last point - the fonnation of good men. 

5.7.1 8Eropta: an extension of prayer 

The life of the gnostic is marked by direct access and contact with God. While 

the concept of 8EWpta contains many elements, in Book VII Clement shows it to 

be intricately connected with prayer. We have seen that while 8Ewpia includes 

some incorporeal elements, it is also closely connected to the prayers of daily life 

which revolve around the offices (VII.7.40,3-4 and 7.49,4). We will say more 

about 8EWpta in our concluding comments of this chapter. 

5.7.2 ) Ana8Eta points to the earthly experience 

It is clear from the overall context that the second element of Clement's three 

objectives is refening to the concept of Cxna8na. It is most clear in VII. 7.44, 

Thus he ... possessing, through knowledge, what is the most precious of all, 
the best of all, being quick in applying himself to contemplation, retains in 
his soul the permanent energy of the objects of his contemplation, that is 
the perspicacious keenness of knowledge ... . by exercising himself in the 
training of abstinence from pleasures, and of right conduct in what he 
does; and besides, furnished with great experience both in study and in life, 
he has freedom ofspeech ... which neither for favour nor fear conceals aught 
of the things which may be worthily said at the fitting time, in which it is 
highly necessary to say them. 198 

Clement's use of the telm is consistent throughout Stromateis. 199 Our purpose 

here is to see the physical nature reflected in Cx1ta.8Eia.. We have stated that the 

three objectives of the gnostic are presented in Book VII as being ealthly in 

nature. We have seen that Cxna8Ela is basically the stripping of passions from the 

198 Strom. VII.7.44,4-6. I have added the emphasis and used ellipses to keep the rather clumsy text 
concise. 
199 See §3.2 (pp.98-104); §4.2.3 (pp.157-159); §5.3.3 (p.208) and §5.5.5 (pp.229-231). 
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soul, the pursuit of vutue. Clement sums up our argument as to the emthly nature 

of a1ta8n<X. when he says, "works follow knowledge, as the shadow the body.,,200 

5.7.3 The forming of good men 

It is perhaps fitting that this be the final section of this chapter. This idea, that 

the gnostic must concelll himself with the fOlmation of others is a critical one for 

Clement. We must remember the passage from Plato's Republic which we 

acknowledged in to be of impOltance to Clement: those who have ascended "to 

the vision of the good" must be compelled to help others. 201 This concept is 

consistently present throughout Book VII.202 The gnostic is not allowed to 

withdraw himself from life (VI.9.75,3). Perhaps this is yet another way Clement 

goes against the Middle Platonism of his day (as we have just seen in Albinus, 

Didask. 28,4). This is also a critique against the hermits of his day who would 

pull away from society, but also from the Church to pursue their goal. 

We cannot pass by this discussion without giving mention to the special place 

of The Rich Man IS Saivation. 203 In this unique treatise, a commentary on the story 

of the rich young ruler, Clement is giving his interpretation of how the wealthy can 

be saved through using their wealth properly. He directs the rich to help the 

"soldiers" (QDS 35,1) of God by providing for their material needs; by "soldier" 

of course, he means the gnostic. This is clear from the rest of his exhOltation, 

... you should personally seek out men whom you may benefit, men who are 
worthy disciples .... (31,7) Beg him to take it (money). Hasten, strive 
earnestly, fear lest he reject you. For he has not been commanded to take, 

200 Strom. VII.13.82,7. 
201 Republic 519D-E. See p.216 above. 
202 Strom. VII.1.4,2; 3.16,1; 19,2; 7.35,4; 41,6; 44,8; 48,2; 49,2-3; 8.51,2; 9.52,1-53,6; 12.69,1-2; 76,2; 
77,4; 77,6-78,1; 80,1-8; 13.81,4-5; 82,1. 
203 I am using Butterworth's translation of Rich Man, LCL (London 1919). My citations will follow the 
popular Latin abbreviation, QDS. I will continue to use the critical marks from Stahlin (Band 3). 
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but you to provide. (32,4-5) 

The "w0l1hy disciple" must be the gnostic. This is confumed when Clement 

speaks more clearly as to the benefit the rich man will gain, 

One is able to beg your life from God, another to hearten you when sick, 
another to weep and lament in sympathy on your behalf .. another to teach 
some part of what is useful for salvation .... what sweet services of loving 
friends! (35,1-2) 

Our focus throughout this study has been on the gnostic; here we see the other side 

of Clement's intention: the common believer who has need of help and 

encouragement in his simple faith. The gnostic "mediates contact and fellowship 

with the Divinity,,204 and "gives himself for the Church. ,,205 He "relieves the 

afflicted, helping him with consolations, [and] encouragements ... ,,206 Two needs 

are served at once: the simple believer receives pastoral care, and at the same time, 

provides the financial base for the gnostic so that he will not have to "desist from 

necessary things, I mean contemplation and from pure sinlessness.,,207 Clement 

does not want the gnostic "to occupy himself about provisions." (Ibid.) 

This third element of Clement's gnostic keeps this spirituality grounded in 

space and time, yet it also brings the system full circle - the gnostic must teach 

others for this spiritual pathway to continue. This brings us back to Stromateis 1.1 

where Clement urges his reader to hide the teaching they are about to receive. 208 

But this does not mean to hide it completely; he also cites 2 Timothy 2:2, " ... what 

you have heard from me through many witnesses entmst to faithful people who 

204 VII.9.52,1. This last phrase of VII. 9.52,1 ("mediates contact and fellowship with the Divinity") 
reminds us of the passage concerning 0lltAtU in the Symposium, see p.221 n87. Clement does not use 
O).LlA,1.U here, but the context and meaning are similar. 
205 Strom. VII.9.53,5. 
206 Strom. VII. 12.69,2. 
207 Strom. IV5.21,1. 
208 Strom. 1.1.1,3. 
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will be able to teach others as well. ,,209 Clement, having committed gnostic 

tradition to writing, knows that the continuation of that tradition depends on the 

gnostic teaching others, 

... and besides, furnished with great experience both in study and in life, he 
has freedom of speech, not the power of a babbling tongue, but a power 
which employs plain language, and which neither for favour nor fear 
conceals aught of the things which may be worthily said at the fitting time, 
. h' h' . h' hI h 21 0 
In W lC It IS Ig Y necessary to say tern. 

This ends our discussion of the practical aspects of Clement's 8£ropla. Now 

we must attempt to draw some conclusions from this data. 

5.8 Conclusions 

Clement not only opens Book VII with the promise of a clear presentation of 

the life of the gnostic, but he also tells the reader why he is doing so: "to show the 

Greeks that the Gnostic alone is tmly piOUS.,,211 He then ends his clear discussion 

with two similar statements (VII.7.47,2 and 14.84,1). His intention is to present 

the gnostic as a Christian who understands and practices the Platonic concept of 

8£ropla. He has hinted at this all through Stromateis by using Moses to illustrate 

that the gnostic moves beyond the senses into the realm of vouC;. But Clement 

goes further by showing that the gnostic contemplates, not the "Good," but the 

immanent 6 8£6<;. 

Interestingly, his conceal/reveal methodology continues to be employed in 

Book VII. The frequency and discussion of prayer make it clear that Chapters 7 

and 12 are critical in Clement's clearest presentation. It becomes clear that the 

209 Strom. 1.l. 3,3 . 
210 Strom. VI1.7.44,8 and 
211 Strom. VILl.I,1. 
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Platonic concept of S£OOptCX is pmt of Christian prayer; could this be Clement's 

strategy? to show the Greek that 8eooptcx is perfected by the Christian through 

prayer? Or could it be that Clement wanted to show the "simple" Christians that 

prayer was only perfected by the gnostic who practiced 8£ooptcx? Maybe it was 

both. 

Even as we have investigated the practical, ealthly characteristics of Clement's 

8eooptcx one might ask, 'What exactly is the nature of this corporeal spiritual 

contemplation?' Also, 'What aspects of NT spirituality are included in this 

spiritual contemplation?' Using our data from this chapter we can piece together 

a system which presents 8£ooptcx and prayer closely linked. Volker and Wytzes 

both maintain that 8£roptcx comes through mystical prayer,212 but our study shows 

something more dynamic. Yes, prayer does lead to Seooptcx, but Seooptcx is also a 

form of prayer. This system, on the one hand, contains a very practical element 

where the gnostic engages in normal life which is saturated with elements of 

spirituality: whether sailing or plowing the fields, he senses his intimacy with 

God; even if manied with children he is keenly aware of God's presence in his 

life; and he is always concemed for the good of his brethren. On the other hand, 

this system contains some rather mystical elements: the gnostic enjoys such a 

closeness to God that his thoughts are received as prayer; he has such intimacy 

with God that he will sometimes demand rather than ask; and he engages in silent 

prayer, which he shares with the angels. 

212 Volker, p.419; Wytzes (II, p.l38). 
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This unique angelic prayer is an imp0l1ant PaIt of Clement's 9EWptCX. By it the 

gnostic rises up into the heavenly realms to have fellowship with God along with 

the angels, with saints of old, and with other living saints who understand this 

gnostic tradition. It is this aspect of Clement's system which helps the ascension 

texts in Stromateis (especially those in VII. 7 and 12) make sense. 

As I attempt to answer the two imp0l1ant questions above, it must be 

remembered that Clement is not altogether clear. It will be difficult to give clear 

answers where Clement has failed to do so. One way to approach this difficulty is 

through negation: it is, perhaps, easiest to establish what Clement has NOT 

indicated. 

Spiritual contemplation is NOT dependent on the sacraments. 

We have acknowledged at various points of this study that Clement does refer 

to both baptism and the Eucharist; he cannot be referred to as a non

sacramentalist. Yet when we come to the clUcial treatment of prayer and 

spirituality in Strom. VII.7 and 12 - both are devoid of the sacraments. As was 

mentioned earlier (p.2S7) the gnostiC does participate in the offices of prayer, but 

the context of Strom. VII.7 shows this to play only a small role in spiritual 

contemplation. 

Spiritual contemplation is NOT something sexual or erotic. 

Although Clement uses the telID O).1tAtCX to emphasise the intimacy of the 

gnostic with God, this spiritual contemplation is NOT meant to be experienced in 

a sexual or erotic way. The Song of Songs becomes an impOltant tool in later 

spirituality writing for communicating this intimacy - yet Clement never cites 
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from the Song. We have already mentioned (p.222) the clear reasons which would 

prohibit Clement from an erotic rendering of this telID. 

Spiritual contemplation is NOT wholly consistent with the NT witness. 

Spiritual contemplation lacks some critical NT aspects. It has already been 

noted that there is a lack of NT citations in VII.7,213 the most important section of 

Stromateis for understanding spiritual contemplation. Clement wams the reader 

that his presentation will not contain many citations from the Scriptures, but he 

gives the assurance that it will come from that source.214 This is apparent in only 

a few places, 

Holding festival, then, in our whole life, 
persuaded that God is altogether on every 
side present, we cultivate our fields, 
praising; we sail the sea, hymning; in all the 
rest of our conversation we conduct 
ourselves according to rule. The Gnostic, 
then, is very closely allied to God ... 

35,6 

Though ... not opening the lips, we speak in 
silence, yet we cry inwardly. 39,6 
If he but form the thought in the secret 
chamber of his soul, and call on the Father 
"with unspoken groanings"... 49,7 

Let the word of Christ dwell in you richly; 
teach and admonish one another in all 
wisdom; and with gratitude in your hearts 
sing psalms, hymns, and spiritual songs to 
God. And whatever you do, in word or 
deed, do everything in the name of the Lord 
Jesus, giving thanks to God the Father 
through him. Col. 3: 16-17 

., . for we do not know how to pray as we 
ought, but that very Spirit intercedes with 
sighs too deep for words. 

Rom. 8:26 

It was mentioned earlier (p.2l7) that Clement seems to have been influenced by 

NT spirituality, specifically the text above from Colossians. While there is this 

"feel," Clement does not cite such texts. In fact, perhaps the most "spiritual" 

chapter in the NT (Romans 8) is mostly cited in Stromateis III and IV.21S 

Clement's citations of Romans 8 generally occur in his ethics, rather than in the 

213 See pp.248-250; also Appendix 4, p.298. 
214 Strom. VII.1.1,4. 
215 Strom. III. 11.77-78; IY.7.42-55. Paidagogus also has several citations from Romans 8. 
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gnostic spirituality. The more critical aspects of Clement's spiritual 

contemplation have no NT witness: 9c:copt<X, 6~tA.t<x and E1tOm:c:tu are not used in 

the Clementine fashion. The "Ask. .. think" text and the whole categOlY of thought 

prayer is not expressly supported in the NT except the Romans 8: 26 verse. Silent 

prayer as the "voice" of angels is certainly not found in the NT, nor is the ascent 

theme with the seventh and eighth regions. 

Beyond these palticulars, there is a general lack of an incamational 

pneumatology - that the believer can only know God and have this contact 

because of the grace of God and the infilling of the Holy Spirit. As was mentioned 

at the beginning of this chapter, Clement clearly presents Christ the Logos as the 

means by which the gnostic has access to the immanent God. This is reiterated at 

the beginning of VII. 7 (35,1), but the tone of the chapter gives the impression that 

the gnostic experiences this intimacy by his own effOlts. Clement's stOlY at the 

end of VII. 7 (48,4-6) with the Greek athlete demanding" ... give me the victory, as 

is right," agrees with this tone. This is velY different from the injunction given by 

Jesus to the disciples, "So you also, when you have done all that you were ordered 

to do, say, 'We are wOlihless slaves; we have done only what we ought to have 

done!'." (Luke 17: 1 0) The NT demands the kind of righteous living which 

Clement expects, but it canies this demand with an undercurrent that says, "Christ 

came to save sinners - of whom I am the foremost.,,216 Although Clement will 

make comments along the way which imply the grace of God ("Him God helps, by 

honouring him with closer oversight." VII. 7 .48,1) the overall tone does seem to be 

216 1 Tim. 1:15. 
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rather Stoic. It is not that he totally neglects the role of the Holy Spirit, rather it is 

a matter of emphasis. Clement does not hold out the infilling of the Holy Spirit as 

the means for holiness;217 rather the focus is on the reasoned volition and efforts 

which leads to Cx1ta9EtCX, 

And this power he strives to his utmost to acquire, by obtaining command 
of all the influences which war against the mind; and by applying himself 
without intermission to speculation, by exercising himself in the training of 
abstinence from pleasures, and of right conduct in what he does ... 218 

It must be noted that Clement is operating in an era when pneumatology had not 

yet been worked out. That said, the presentation of discipline in Paidagogus and 

of Cx1ta9Eta in Stromateis does make Clement sound more Stoic than Christian. 

Are we any closer to understanding the nature of this spiritual contemplation? 

One thing seems celtain: it is a synthesis of Clement's philosophical and Christian 

training. The Platonic influence of 9Eropia is there, but so also is a Stoic 

influence, probably from Pantaenus. At the same time there is the Christian 

influence/training/tradition which he has received. There is no question that 

Clement knows the NT text; he has simply chosen not to cite it in his discussion of 

spirituality in VII. 7. The influence of the NT text, velY much like that of Plato, is 

subtle, but never far away in Strom. VII.7. Add to these literalY sources Clement's 

1tapaoocnc;, which we have seen includes this spiritual contemplation, and it 

becomes clear that we are dealing with a unique spirituality. The NT influence of 

prayer is linked with the Platonic emphasis on 9Eropia - the synthesis produces 

something rather unique. Although there is a lack of clear pneumatology, it 

217 He never cites Eph. 5: 18 ("be filled with the Spirit") or any similar text for this purpose. 
218 Strom. VII.7.44,7. See also, Paid. I.13.101,1 and the discussion in §4.2.3 (pp.lS7-1S9). 
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appears that the gnostic "is united to the Spirit" through contemplation.219 

Then Clement's personal faith experience must be considered. I believe 

Clement is attempting to describe the intangible aspect of what he has experienced 

which goes beyond his suuctured system of dogma. How can he fully describe the 

interaction of his spirit with the Holy Spirit? Is this something which only 

happens in the mind? Or, is there some kind of metaphysical reality which takes 

place beyond the mind? When the soul 'feels' the presence of God, is this a 

physical phenomenon or is this simply the body interpreting that which the mind 

has convinced the body to believe? These are difficult questions for the modem 

scholar to answer; it is especially understandable for Clement to be somewhat 

vague if his u"adition had not yet fully expounded the person and role of the Holy 

Spirit in the life of the gnostic. 

Questions remain. How did Clement's spiritual contemplation affect his 

spiritual progeny? Does Origen follow Clement in this practical presentation of 

9EroPt<X? These and other questions will be addressed in our last chapter as I 

present the conclusions to this study. 

219 Strom. VII.7.44,5. 
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CONCLUSION 

Because I have ended each chapter with a concluding section, I will attempt 

here to bring these various conclusions together and then to draw out their 

significance for the development of early Christian spirituality. 

6.1 Early Egyptian Christianity and the Evidence of Clement 

Imagine finding an old cardboard box in your grandmother's attic and upon 

opening it you discover pieces of a velY old jigsaw puzzle, long forgotten, not in 

the original box, with no accompanying photo - that would be similar to what 

historians fmd with Christianity in Egypt in the first two centuries. Of course, one 

would be amazed if such a box included all the pieces! 

We spent a good deal of time in Chapter Two looking at bits of evidence which 

resemble pieces of a puzzle. Each piece sits separately, yet when viewed together 

they begin to give us something of an outline for how early Egyptian Christianity 

might have been established. We noted several scholars who have tried, with 

varying degrees of success, to put these pieces together, yet few have added the 

distinct evidence from Clement of Alexandria: his testimony for the beginnings of 

the Church and his unique claim to an early oral tradition. If we take the evidence 

of Apollos given by Luke in Acts and the NT letter to the Hebrews as first century 

evidence, then we add the Epistle of Barnabas from the early second century, and 

fmally add the evidence we have seen throughout this study from Clement, we 

have something of an outline. It is admitted that complete continuity is missing 

between all of these pieces, yet there are points of contact. 
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What we have is a fOlID of Christianity which began closely connected to 

Judaism, as in the Palestinian Church. It also had points of contact with Platonic 

thought through the influence of Philo. Then we must factor in the Gnostic 

influence of Valentinus and Basilides, which seems to have coexisted with the 

more Olthodox faith of the early second century. We end up with a mixture of 

Platonism, Gnosticism, and NT tradition. By the time we come to Clement we 

must factor in Philonic spirituality, and a much stronger Pauline influence. 

Clement is often refel1'ed to as an eclectic thinker and we have seen that he does 

seem to draw upon all the CUl1'ents around him. His claim to be the recipient of an 

oral tradition which Jesus taught His disciples and was then handed down to the 

leadership of the Church should be given some consideration. This study shows 

that palts of Clement's system cannot be adequately explained by the various 

elements we have mentioned above. 

From what we see in Clement, we have no real reason to think his 1tapaoocrt~ 

actually originated with Jesus. Our study opened with Stroumsa's review of 

esotericism in the Early Church and the pronouncement that to tIy to identify any 

of these secret doctrines would be speculative. 1 However, in the course of our 

study we have encountered numerous traditions which others have suggested were 

a part of Clement's 1tapaoocrt~.2 We would add 8E(Qpia, a contemplative 

spirituality which includes an emphasis on the rising of the mind above and apart 

from the senses, and silent prayer which somehow lifts the gnostic into the 

1 Stroumsa, p.29. 
2 Danielou - angels and apocalyptic elements (Gospel Message, pp.453-458,460-46l); Hanson
allegorical method (Origen 's, pp.57-58), and Mondesert (p.1IO); Trigg - negative theology (SP 31, 
1997). 
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heavenly realms to join with the angels and the already departed saints m 

something like an ecstatic state of bliss. As we pointed out in our comments to 

conclude Chapter Two, Clement has designed Stromateis in a reveal!conceal 

fashion specifically to communicate this tradition of 9EroptU. 

In the end, there are too many pieces of the puzzle missing for exact answers, 

but there are also too many points of contact to dismiss Clement's claim to an oral 

tradition which has some kind of apostolic foundation. 

6.2 The Christian Platonist 

Throughout our study we have acknowledged the influence of Platonic thought 

in Clement; there is no doubting his Platonism. Beyond his outward references 

and allusions, it consistently comes through. Yet, we have shown that his use of 

9EroptU is a decisive philosophical step which separates him from the Middle 

Platonism of his day. Of course, he would insist that Plato agrees with him! 

However, Clement is not simply a Platonist. 

Clement is foremost a Christian - the biblical text is his most imp011ant one. 

There are distinct aspects of Clement's use of 9EroptU which reflect NT 

spirituality: the role of Christ the Logos; God is presented as immanent and the 

gnostic has direct access to Him; angels are beings who help the gnostic in this life 

and in the fmal ascent; and, the gnostic must remain actively involved with fellow 

believers. 

Clement's use of 9EroptU presents something new in the literary witness of 

early Christian spirituality. The 9EroptU we see in Stromateis is a unique synthesis 
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of a Platonic categOty with NT spirituality. He says to the Platonists, "the Gnostic 

alone is really ... pious,,3 and even if the philosopher did the same virtuous things he 

would fall shOtt because he is not motivated by love.4 Only Clement's spiritual 

man enjoys this 6~tAta, this intimate conversation with God. Yet he is also saying 

to the searching Christian that there is a hidden teaching, the "meat" which Paul 

spoke of - it is 8ECOpta, the contemplation of God. Plato spoke of this, but he 

lealned it from Moses! It would be incorrect to say that Clement is presenting an 

alternative faith; for him this is the authentic Christian faith. We might call it 

Christian Platonism, but Clement refers to it as the faith "descended by 

transtnission ... unwritten by the apostles."s That it represents a philosophical faith, 

thus an aberrant one to the orthodox, he justifies with his claim to an oral tradition. 

6.3 What are the Characteristics of Clement's 8Eropi<x? 

This is really the question which has directed the present study. Are we any 

closer to an answer? As I mentioned in §S.8 (pp.260-266), the nature of Stromateis 

does make it difficult to detelmine with great precision exactly what Clement 

means with reference to any number of issues. If I am correct that 9ECOpta 

represents a significant palt of Clement's secret napa8ocnc; and that he has 

constructed Stromateii to reveallconceal this tradition, it makes peliect sense that 

3 Strom. VI.I.!,!; VII.1.I,I; VII.9.54,2. 
4 Strom. VILlD.59,2-4. This discussion begins at Strom. VII.9.53,5. Clement has already discussed this 
topic of being motivated by love rather than fear of punishment or hope for reward: Strom. II.9.41,1-45,3 
and IY.22.135,1-23.148,2. 
5 Strom. VI.7.61,3. 
6 I want to add just one more piece of evidence to this theory. When you consider that SECOp\.CX occurs over 
90 times in Slromateis, but only once in Protrepticus, only four times in Paidagogus, only twice in 
Excerpta Ex Theodotus, only once in Eclogae Propheticae, not a single time in QUis Dives Sa/vetur, nor 
in Hypotyposeis, it becomes obvious that this concept is only really dealt with by Clement here and the 
frequency shows that it is an impOltant one. 
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we have this difficulty. One thing is also clear which makes the understanding of 

8Eroptcx more difficult: Clement uses the telm in more than one way. In Chapter 

Two (pp.35-38) it was noted that 9EroptCX is used to indicate both an intellectual 

and a spiritual contemplation. Then in Chapter Four (pp.177-184) I demonstrated 

how the "face to face" texts were used in much the same fashion. This dual usage 

has smfaced throughout our study, but now we need to clearly make this 

distinction. 

6.3.1 8EroptU as intellectual contemplation 

Finding textual support for intellectual contemplation is not difficult and will 

find no detractors - that Clement uses 8eroptu in the same fashion as Plato is not 

disputed. Because there is no debate on this point, and the various texts are listed 

in Appendix 1 (p.296), I will give just three obvious examples: 

Rightly, then, Plato says, "that the man who devotes himself to the 
contemplation ('tov 8EroPll'ttKOV) of ideas will live as a god among men; 
now the mind is the place of ideas, and God is mind." He says that he who 
contemplates ('tov 8eroPll'ttKOV) the unseen God lives as a god among 
men .... "For when the soul, rising above the sphere of generation, is by itself 
apart, and dwells amidst ideas" ... now become as an angel, it will be with 
Christ, being rapt in contemplation (8eroPll'ttKOS), ever keeping in view the 
will of God ... 

For he who hopes, as he who believes, sees intellectual objects and future 
things with the mind .... If, then ... we also say that truth is something, yet we 
have never seen any of such objects with our eyes, but with our mind alone. 
Now the Word of God says, "I am the truth." The Word is then to be 
contemplated (8EroPll'tOS) by the mind. 

Prosecuting, then, the proportion of harmonies in music; and in arithmetic 
noting the increasing and decreasing of numbers, and their relations to one 
another, and how the most of things fall under some proportion of 
numbers; studying (8erop&v) geometry, which is abstract essence .... And by 
astronomy, again, raised from the earth in his mind, he is elevated along 
with heaven, and will revolve with its revolution; studying ever divine 
things, and their harmony with each other... 

7 

7 Strom. IV.25.155,2-4; V.3.16,l-2; VI. 10. 80,1-2. 
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In this usage vouc; is in the forefront. The mind is to ponder abstract things like 

ideas and the relationships between numbers - this is intellectual contemplation. 

6.3.2 E>EOOpta as spiritual contemplation 

The clearest examples of 9Empla which indicate something more than 

intellectual contemplation are the ascension texts. 8 In these texts we find concepts 

and categories which are not found in the intellectual contemplation texts. The 

contemplation we find in these texts speak of the gnostic in immaterialist terms, 

but also with an immediacy which suggests something more than just the VOUC;. As 

we have seen, this comes out most clearly in Strom. VII. 7. One such text (which 

does not occur in Strom. VII) is a good one to illustrate spiritual contemplation, 

Such, according to David, "rest in the holy hill of God," in the Church far 
on high, in which are gathered the philosophers of God, "who are Israelites 
indeed, who are pure in heart, in whom there is no guile;" who do not 
remain in the seventh seat, the place of rest, but are promoted, through the 
active beneficence of the divine likeness, to the heritage of beneficence 
which is the eighth grade; devoting themselves to the pure vision of 
insatiable contemplation (aKoEO''to'O eEropta.<; EiAtKptVEt E1to7t'tEta).9 

When these texts are compared to those of intellectual contemplation, the 

difference is quite apparent. I will now offer a listing of attributes, consistently 

found in the spiritual contemplation texts, which bring out this difference. lo 

8 See p.122 n119. The ascension texts which most clearly point out this spiritual contemplation are 
printed in Appendix 5, pp.299-300. 
9 Strom. VI.14.108,1. 
10 Because these concepts have already been presented there is little need to discuss them here; I will give 
the section/page numbers where these prior discussions can be found. 
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1. The "vision" (§3.4, pp.120-121; §4.3.3, pp.183-184; §5.5.6, pp.235-237) 

Clement presents the gnostic as having a tangible contact with God, "seeing" 

God "face to face," the E1to1t'teta. This vision is more than "seeing" with the 

mind; it is a spiritual experience - not simply a mental exercise. As was shown 

earlier (pp.232-234), in these texts the gnostic sees God very clearly, 

... the divine vision not in mirrors or by means of mirrors, but in the 
transcendently clear and absolutely pure insatiable vision ... 

... teaching to gaze on God, face to face, with knowledge and comprehension ... 

... to behold everlastingly God Almighty, "face," it is said, "to face." 11 

These three examples come from ascent passages, but the presence of the other 

categories help to clarify this difference between intellectual and spiritual 

contemplation. 

2. The ascent o/the soul and rest (§3.5.4, pp.132-136; §5.5.5, pp.228-234) 

The gnostic is somehow elevated into the heavenly realms for this experience 

of "seeing" God. This is not just a mental state - the use of 6~tAta calls for 

something more (see §S.S.2, pp.220-224); the intellectual contemplation texts do 

not have this immediacy.12 This is not a physical state, but it is tangible 

nonetheless. The soul is elevated and fully aware - this is not an ecstatic state; on 

this point I agree with VolkeL 13 The gnostic enjoys the spiritual "rest" of the 

Ogdoad. Although it could be argued that Clement is simply refelTing to worship 

on Sunday, I have already shown that the tluust of this rest is eEWptCX (see pp.130-

132). This spiritual rest indicates something other than a physical phenomenon. 

11 Strom. VII.3.13,1; 10.57,1; 1l.68,4. 
12 There is only one exception to this: Strom. IY.25.155,4. 
13 See our discussion in the nexi section, §6.3.4, pp.276-278. 
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3. Joining the angels (§5.5.5, pp.229-231; §5.6.4, pp.251-255) 

Silence and the role of silent prayer is a critical palt of Clement's Ek(()picx. It 

helps to explain the texts which present the concepts of "vision," "face to face," 

and the ascent of the soul. I believe Clement has synthesized his own Platonic 

thought with the ncxpaoocrt<; and other Jewish apocalyptic understandings to 

explain this mystical experience of 8E(()picx: through silent prayer (the angelic 

voice) the gnostic soul engages in pure worship side by side with the heavenly 

choir of angels and the already depalted saints. It is vital to see how the topic of 

angels does not really come into Clement's treatise until Strom. VII. (p.230 nl05) 

The intellectual contemplation texts do not have this category. 14 We will see in 

the next section how this points to a movement from intellectual to spiritual 

contemplation. 

4. Perfection, terms of intimacy and Strom. VII. 7 

In addition to the attributes listed above which are not found in the intellectual 

contemplation texts, I need to add a few other items. References to "perfection," 

usually related somehow to Cxna8EtCX, consistently appear in textual evidence 

related to spiritual contemplation; this concept is not common in the intellectual 

texts (see pp.lOO-104; pp.229-23 1). Secondly, in key spiritual texts Clement uses 

tenus of intimacy such as "friend" and "son:" 

For by the service of what is best and most exalted, which is characterized 
by unity, it renders the Gnostic at once friend and son .... The Gnostic, 
consequently, in virtue of being a lover of the one true God, is the really 
perfect man and friend of God, and is placed in the rank of son. 

14 Again, Strom. IV.25.155 is the exception. 
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For the holiness of the Gnostic, and the reciprocal benevolence of the 
friend of God ... 15 

This second text is not directly connected to 8EroptU, but it appears in Strom. VII. 7 

which we have demonstrated is clUcial to the understanding of Clement's 

spirituality scheme (pp.201-204; §5.5, pp.217-237). There is only one text outside 

the clearly spiritual ones which has this element. 16 This attribute of intimacy 

again takes us back to the discussion on the nature and purpose of Strom. VII. 7 

which I have demonstrated in §5.5 has a distinctly immanent and personal tone. 

6.3.3 There is a movement from intellectual to spiritual contemplation 

I have made this claim throughout this study. Now I want to point to the most 

critical texts where Clement seems to indicate this movement: 

The dogmas taught by remarkable sects will be adduced; and to these will 
be opposed all that ought to be premised in accordance with the 
profoundest contemplation of the knowledge ('tTtV £7ton'ttKTtV 6c:roptuv 
YVcOO'c:roS), which, as we proceed to the renowned and venerable canon of 
tradition, from the creation of the world, will advance to our view; setting 
before us what according to natural contemplation ('tils <puO't1cils 6c:roptuS) 
necessarily has to be treated of beforehand, and clearing off what stands in 
the way of this arrangement. So that we may have our ears ready for the 
reception of the tradition of true knowledge; the soil being previously 
cleared of the thorns and of every weed by the husbandman, in order to the 
planting of the vine. For there is a contest, and the prelude to the contest; 
and them are some mysteries before other mysteries. 17 

We have already demonstrated (pp.42-44 and pp.1l8-119) how this text shows the 

use Clement will make of philosophical argumentation. Here we note his use of 

these terms to indicate his intention of this movement from intellectual to spiritual 

contemplation. Dealing first with the "natural contemplation," is easy enough -

15 Strom. VII.ll.68,l-3; 7.42,3. 
16 Strom. Y.6.40,l. It can be seen in Appendix 1 (p.296) that this contemplation text is not clearly one or 
the other. 
17 Strom. I.1.1S,2-3. 
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'tfj<; q>UatKfj<; 9EroptCX<; is translated elsewhere as "science. ,,18 But the goal is to 

come to "the profoundest contemplation of the knowledge" ('t1,V E1to1t'ttK1,V 

9EroptCXV YVfficrECO<;). This combined use of E1t01t'tEtCX and 9EroptCX points to 

spiritual contemplation (pp.118-119). This same movement is mentioned at the 

close of Book I, 

The Mosaic philosophy is accordingly divided into four parts,--into the 
historic, and that which is specially called the legislative, which two 
properly belong to an ethical treatise; and the third, that which, relates to 
sacrifice, which belongs to physical science ('tfj<; q>UcrtKfj<; 9EroptCX<;); and 
the fourth, above all, the department of theology, "vision," ('Ii E1t01t'tEtCX) 
which Plato predicates of the truly great mysteries. 19 

This movement within the whole treatise must be seen: this becomes clear 

through the ascension texts (which occur mostly in Book VII), but comes to a 

climax in Strom. VII.7.20 

6.3.4 8ECOpta. happens in space and time (Chapter Five) 

Clement's 9ECOpta. is grounded in space and time. The gnostic is fully engaged 

in this life, even his 9ECOpta. is not altogether separate from this world. This 

9Eropta. is not an ecstatic experience which the gnostic moves into and out of 

without awareness. Volker says Clement was not describing ecstatic experience, 

but he does go on to say he experienced "infused" contemplation. 21 Wytzes says 

Clement's gnostic "lives in the world of the future, in etemity," but although he 

has this knowledge he has not yet been made peIfect. 22 This equivocation by 

Wytzes can be fmstrating, but I agree with him almost completely. If this fails to 

18 Strom. I.9.43,1; 15.73,4; 28.176,2; lI.2.5,1. 
19 Strom. 1.28.176,1-2. 
20 See pp.73-81; 184-190; and pp.201-204 above. 
21 Volker, pp.425-426 and 431. He admits this term is not used until later. 
22 Wytzes II, p.137. 
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help us in defining just how Clement's gnostic experiences this 8ECOpta in space 

and time, it is because Clement is not completely clear in his presentation. There 

is equivocation in him as well. 

What does seem clear however, is that the gnostic is fully aware of this 

experience, seems to be able to enter into it at will, and somehow the reality of the 

experience never leaves. Because the gnostic seems to have some kind of control 

of this 8ECOpta, Volker argues that it cannot include ecstasy.23 I would have to 

disagree with him when he takes Clement's use of words like "unceasingly" at face 

value; Volker does this to show that Clement cannot be describing an ecstatic state, 

since it is never-ending. I agree that this is not ecstasy. It would seem to me that 

Clement is speaking more about the hope, desire and intention of the gnostic rather 

than a state which has already been completely attained: " ... does not he who 

always holds uninterrupted converse with God ... grow at evelY step ... ?,,24 If there is 

growth in this contact with God, the "unintenupted" cannot be taken so literally. In 

another place 8ECOpta is refel1'ed to as "the summit, [where the gnostic] will pray 

that contemplation may grow and abide." (VII. 7 .46,4) This is brought out more 

clearly in Book VI: 

And of things that are good we know that some are desirable for 
themselves, as knowledge; for we hunt for nothing from it when we have it, 
but only [seek] that it be with us, and that we be in uninterrupted 
contemplation, and strive to reach it for its own sake. 25 

23 He cites VII.7.44,7, p.425 n4. Here ecstasy is seen as an experience one cannot control which comes 
and goes randomly. The most common view would be "the annexation of the mind by the divine 1ry£vpa 
and the expUlsion of the YOv~ rOlO~," Dallielou (Origen, p.302). 
24 Strom. VII.7.35,4. 
25 Strom. VI.12.98,3. 
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These texts indicate that 8EroptU is something the gnostic is fully aware of, desires 

to experience constantly, and is an experience which grows. What we see here is a 

precursor to the e1ttK't<X(jl~ of GregOly ofNyssa?6 

6.3.5 Clement holds a position of "both/and" 

What we find in Clement's use of 8EroptU is a synthesis of two separate 

systems: Platonism (or Middle Platonism) and Christianity.27 This makes it 

difficult at times to pin him down, and this is what we fmd with 8Eropt<x. 

Clement's 8Eropt<X has both immaterialist and practical characteristics. This is 

why I think his use of silent prayer, the angelic "voice," is so impOltant. It is an 

attempt to explain what happens to the gnostic when he rises up into the heavenly 

realms to commune with God. The gnostic pulls himself away from the senses, 

yet is fully aware; must keep himself pure and remain passionless, yet is perfect, 

having already been counted wOlthy to see God "face to face;" must pray for 

9Eropt<X to grow, yet experiences it unceasingly. Clement's 8Eropt<X system is full 

of this kind of tension. 

I do believe that Clement's presentation is more than theOly. Volker clearly 

presents Clement as one who has experienced this mystical encounter and Wytzes 

goes fm1her, "Clement must have been transposed into the other world, ,,28 an 

allusion to Paul's description of "a person ... caught up to the third heaven.,,29 

26 Clement only uses this term (e1th:'tcx(!v;, "press forward") once in reference to moving forward in 
virtue (Strom. VII.2.10,1-2), but the concept is certainly in his writing. For this concept in Gregory of 
Nyssa, see Dani6lou, J., Platonisme et Theologie Mystique (Paris 1944), pp.197, 291-307. We will discuss 
this further in §6.4.2, pp.286-287. 
27 As we have seen throughout this study, Clement is influenced by Philo (which was also a synthesis), 
Jewish apocalypticism and Gnosticism, but I believe the main two currents of thought are Plato and Paul. 
28 Volker, p.4l2; Wytzes II, p.142. . 
29 2 Cor. 12: 1-4. Clement refers to this text only once in Stromateis: Y.l2. 79,1. 
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Although Clement only refers to Paul's mystical experience once, it surely must 

have figured into his system. I cannot fully agree with Wytzes here, but I do 

believe we are reading about personal experience. When we read about the 

gnostic in VII. 7 it is quite difficult to imagine that Clement is speaking only in 

theory; his language and description seem to show that this flows from personal 

expenence, 

Prayer is, then, to speak more boldly, converse with God. Though 
whispering, consequently, and not opening the lips, we speak in silence, yet 
we cry inwardly. For God hears continually all the inward converse. So 
also we raise the head and lift the hands to heaven, and set the feet in 
motion at the closing utterance of the prayer, following the eagerness of 
the spirit directed towards the intellectual essence; and endeavouring to 
abstract the body from the earth, along with the discourse, raising the soul 
aloft, winged with longing for better things, we compel it to advance to the 
region of holiness, magnanimously despising the chain of the flesh. For we 
know right well, that the Gnostic willingly passes over the whole world, as 
the Jews certainly did over Egypt, showing clearly, above all, that he will 
be as near as possible to God.30 

It appears Clement has allowed his enthusiasm to slip; he has given the reader a 

glimpse into his secret garden - the one Bigg says he failed to enter! As was 

mentioned earlier (pp.265-266), I believe Clement is attempting to write about the 

experience of his NT faith and encounter with God - and there are loose ends. 

6.4 Clement's Influence on Christian Spirituality 

Clement's influence on the developing Church was overshadowed by Origen, 

yet because of the latter's greatness, the fmmer is not forgotten. Indeed, Clement 

influences later Christianity tlu'ough the writings of Origen; and Origen' s influence 

extends into the fOUlth centmy with the Cappadocians. 

30 Strom. VII.7.39,6-40,2. 
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The focus of our attention here will be Clement's influence on Origen and 

GregOly of Nyssa.3l These two spiritual writers have had a huge impact on 

Christian spirituality through the centuries. The scope of this work demands that 

we only offer general comments with respect to the topic of contemplation and 

prayer. I will briefly discuss where these three writers share points of contact, 

show a few places of contrast, and point to the basic lines on which Christian 

spirituality developed through them. 

6.4.1 Christianity and Platonism 

Like Clement, both Origen and GregOly are influenced by Platonism, yet both 

have a greater commitment to the biblical text; this is somewhat due to the 

continuing development of Olihodoxy. Where Clement sometimes views Scripture 

through a Platonic lens, Origen and GregOly clearly view the world through the 

lens of the biblical text. Their method is dominated by the allegorical method, but 

Scripture is never absent. The Platonic underpinnings are always there, but are 

more like the eyeglass frames which hold the lens; thus Platonism is always there, 

it is just more subtle than with Clement. Like Clement, Origen would deny any 

conflict between the tmth revealed through Plato and that of the biblical text. 32 

However, Origen always statis with the biblical text which he then Platonises; 

Clement feels entirely free to begin with Plato and then add the biblical text. 33 

With GregOlY, working in the wake of the Nicean Council, the emphasis towards 

31 There are several studies to be consulted on this topic (spirituality in these writers), a few of which 
would be: Louth (Origins, 1981); Williams (1990); VOlker (1952); see also, Danielou, Jean, Origen, ET 
by Walter Mitchell (London 1955), especially the last chapter, "Origen's Theology of the Spiritual Life," 
pp.293-309. 
32 Greer, Rowan A., Origen, CWS (London 1979), p.6. 
33 Greer, pp.6, 30-33; Louth (Origins, pp.53-54). 
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an orthodoxy with a f11m Scripture canon made this shift even greater; yet there 

can be no doubt of the Platonic influence?4 

6.4.2 Spirituality and 8Eropiu: points of contact 

1. The spiritual pathway (§4.2, pp.153-l74) 

Both Origen and GregOly follow Clement in the presentation of a spiritual 

pathway. In Chapter Four I demonstrated that Clement presents a threefold 

spiritual pathway; both Origen and GregOly have this in common with Clement 

who, probably inherited it by being in the stream of Middle Platonism.35 This 

pathway is illustrated in Origen by using the three books of Wisdom in the OT: he 

designates Proverbs as the first stage - morals, Ecclesiastes as the second - physics, 

and Song of Songs as the third - contemplation.36 Gregory follows this system, but 

is "less clear ... that these tln'ee ways are strictly successive, as in Origen.,,37 We 

have shown that SEropiu represents the highest stage in Clement's system (§4.3, 

pp.174-190); Origen follows Clement in this (although we will see points of 

difference), but in GregOlY's pathway the final stage cannot include contemplation 

because God is beyond all knowledge.38 This takes us to our next point of contact 

- the transcendence of God. 

34 Malherbe, Abraham and Ferguson, Everett, Gregory a/Nyssa: Life a/Moses, CWS (New York 1978), 
pp.3-5. This is the translation used for Life a/Moses. 
35 See Dillon (Middle Platonists, pp.43-S1); Louth (Origins, pp.S7-S8, 82-83); Greer, pp.23-2S; Danielou 
(Origen, pp.304-30S) says that Origen "took the idea from Philo," but we have clearly shown in this study 
that Clement has such a threefold pathway as well. 
36 Prologue of the Comm. on the Song, (CWS, p.23l); Danielou (Platonisme, p.18); Louth (Origins, p.S7). 
I have used the tenns given in Danielou (Origen, p.30S). 
37 Louth (Origins, p.82). See Danielou on this point as well (Platonisme, p.22). 
38 Louth (Origins, p.82). Louth does admit ambiguity in his discussion on this last stage in Gregory, "God 
is unknown in his essence, yet makes himself known in his energies (Gregory uses the terms ousia and 
energeiai ... ) .... This provides a straightforward resolution of the paradox that God seems to be both 
unknowable and yet can be known. But Gregory is not satisfied ... " (p.91). 
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2. The transcendence a/God 

We have shown that Clement shares the view of an utterly transcendent God 

with Middle Platonism (§3.1, pp.89-95), but also maintains that the soul of the 

Christian can make contact with God (§5.2, pp.197-198; §5.5, pp.217-237). 

Origen's views on transcendence seem to be similar to Clement's, though there has 

been much debate on this point. 39 

GregOlY, on the other hand, holds to utter transcendence - the soul, being 

created, can have nothing in common with God, the uncreated One. This is the 

result of the Nicean affilmation of creatio ex nihilo.40 In Homily VII on 

Ecclesiastes Gregoty expounds this concept and describes man as standing on "a 

sheer precipitous rockface" which "plunges down to an immense depth." The 

sense of vertigo one feels looking over such a precipice "is the experience of the 

soul when it goes beyond what is accessible to time-bound thoughts in search of 

what is before time ... ,,41 But how does this affect the development of spirituality 

in the soul? 

3. Interaction with God 

As was discussed fully in §5.5 (pp.217-237), Clement presents God as 

transcendent, but also shows how the gnostic has direct access and contact with 

this God. Louth clearly shows that Origen follows in this pattern, 

39 Origen discusses the nature of God most fully in On First Principles which is the locus for the debate. 
In a philosophical argument (On First Princ. II.9.1) he presents rationale for a limitation on God's power. 
A basic presentation can be found in Danielou, Origen, pp.203-208; also, see Butterworth, G.W., Origen 
on First Principles (London 1936), pp. ix-xix. 
40 See Louth's discussion on this point (Origins, pp.80-97). 
41 Hom. Ecc. VII.413,5. I have used the translation by Stuart George Hall and Rachel Moriarty, Gregory 
of Nyssa Homilies on Ecclesiastes (New York 1993). 
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Origen quite readily talks about 'knowing God' or 'seeing God' .... And 
contemplation is the means of this, for contemplation is, for Origen, a 
transforming vision. 42 

This comes out most clearly in his Commentary and Homilies on the Song of 

Songs. Origen is the first Christian writer to use the Song of Songs predominately 

as a description of Christ, the Bridegroom, wooing the soul of the individual 

believer. 43 Speaking of how the Bridegroom often appears to the delight of the 

Bride, then leaves again, Origen says: 

God is my witness that I have often perceived the Bridegroom drawing 
near me and being most intensely present with me; then suddenly he has 
withdrawn and I could not find him, though I sought to do SO.44 

Here we have Origen not only commenting on the encounter of the soul with 

Christ, but also speaking of personal experience. It seems very clear that Origen 

believed the soul could come into contact with God through spiritual senses.45 

When we come to GregOly on this point we find a definite shift. Origen's 

Commentary on the Song of Songs greatly influenced GregOly; like Origen, he 

sees this close contact with God in the Song of Songs which represents the third 

stage.46 Another key work in understanding the spiritual joumey of Gregory is his 

Life of Moses. In both of these works GregOly presents the soul in a movement 

into light, cloud, and darkness. We cannot go into depth on these three 

movements, so what needs to be seen is the progression from light into greater and 

42 Louth (Origins, p.73). 
43 Hippolytus of Rome had written a commentary, but the main focus was the union of Christ with the 
Church; only sparingly did he move to the individualistic level. See Louth (Origins, p.55) and Danielou 
(Origen, p.304). It is quite interesting that Clement never cites from the Song of Songs. 
44 Hom. Songs I.7. I have used RP. Lawson's translation, Origen: The Song a/Songs - Commentary and 
Homilies, ACW 26 (London 1957). 
45 Williams shares this view (pp.40-42) as does Louth (Origins, pp.68-74), although Louth tends to see it 
more centred in VOUC;. See especially, Danielou (Origen, pp.304-309). 
46 Danielou (Origen, p.304); Louth (Origins, pp.81-83). 
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greater darkness. The light comes at the burning bush encounter where Moses 

responds by taking off his sandals. GregOly describes this step by saying "the 

dead and earthly covering of skins ... must be removed from the feet of the soul. ,,47 

In other words, the initial light is to bring us to a place of purification. The cloud 

and darkness come when God is present on the mountain which is covered with 

dark cloud, and then when Moses enters into that darkness.48 Anticipating a query 

from his reader about moving from light to darkness, Gregory comments on this 

movement, 

What does it mean that Moses entered the darkness and then saw God in 
it? What is now recounted seems somehow to be contradictory to the first 
theophany, for then the Divine was beheld in light but now he is seen in 
darkness .... Scripture teaches by this that religious knowledge comes at 
first ... as light. Therefore what is perceived to be contrary to religion is 
darkness .... But as the mind progresses and, through an ever greater and 
more perfect diligence, comes to apprehend reality, as it approaches more 
nearly to contemplation, it sees more clearly what of the divine nature is 
uncontemplated. For leaving behind everything that is observed, not only 
what sense comprehends but also what the intelligence thinks it sees, it 
keeps on penetrating deeper until. . .it gains access to the invisible and the 
incomprehensible, and there it sees God. 49 

Here we have the pinnacle of GregOly's mystical spirituality in a summary: the 

soul moves from light to darkness as it moves from knowledge of God to the 

understanding that God is beyond all knowledge. But we must ask here, 'Is 

GregOly saying that the soul cannot have contact with God?' 

47 Life of Moses 11.22; see 11.19-22. 
48 Life of Moses 11.162-169. It is acknowledged by most scholars that Gregory's three stages are not 
clearly defined. Louth includes the cloud in his observations of darkness (Origins, pp.82-88), while 
Danielou uses the light, cloud, darkness outline in his discussion (Platonisme, pp.22-23). Danielou 
comments on Gregory's threefold outline: "".if these major summits are separated, the passages from one 
to the other are badly defined, being encumbered by parasitic developments which force us to consider 
points of minutiae." p.23. 
49 Life of Moses II.162-163. 
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Though Gregory affums that God is beyond the knowledge of man, he still 

indicates that there is an experience in some other reality, a mystical experience 

which he expresses in paradoxical language. In the account where Moses sees 

God in the darkness (Life II. 162-163 ), and again where he sees the back parts of 

God (Life 11.219-255), we are confronted with a seeming contradiction in Gregory. 

Does he mean that one can see and know God, or not? What does he mean when 

he says, "this is the seeing that consists in not seeing?" (Life II.163) Is this 

experience totally contained in the mind, or is there anything to be said for a 

contact which is beyond the intelligence? Vladimir Lossky gives this reply: 

[This vision of God is based on] two series of scriptural texts which seem 
contradictory and mutually exclusive. Indeed, alongside passages from the 
Holy Scripture in which there can be found a formal negation of any vision 
of God, who is invisible, unknowable, inaccessible to created beings, there 
are others which encourage us to seek the face of God and promise the 
vision of God as He is, evidently representing this vision as the ultimate 
c: 1" f 50 ~e lClty 0 man. 

Although GregOly seems to explain this (Life II.219-255) as something different 

from experience, Danielou points to his Commentary on the Song of Songs (XLIV, 

100 IE-C) as evidence that he does not exclude some kind of real experience, 

We have here the very depth of mystical experience ... this feeling of 
presence .. .infinitely real, and at the same time always veiled .... that is to say 
in an order other than that of ordinary experience, in a supernatural, 
ineffable order, or reserve. 51 

50 Lossky, v., Vision of God, ET by Asheleigh Moorhouse (London 1963), p.21. 
51 Danielou (Platonisme, p.196). Louth follows this view as well (Origins, pp.89-96), but mentions the 
study of MacLeod, ITS 21 (1970) as one which might suggest "that Gregory's fundamental position makes 
any real mysticism impossible." (p.8l) Williams (pp.56-58) doubts the common reference to the 
participation in God's 'energies' saying, "it is fraught with serious logical problems," (p.57) Logically, 
the "like is apprehended by like" (MacLeod's topic) concept does preclude any kind of contact with the 
divine, but Gregory seems to keep the door open with and through the use of paradox. 
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It is not at all easy to figure out what GregOly means. His explanation of "for man 

cannot see me and live" (Ex. 33 :20) is strained; it seems that he just cannot accept 

this statement at face value and gives another paradoxical answer, "Thus, what 

Moses yearned for is satisfied by the velY things which leave desire unsatisfied. ,,52 

Gregory is full of paradox which seems to point to something more than 

intellectual understanding of God's utter transcendence. 

4. EtriTcr:aO'lq: eternal progress in the spiritual life 

We have seen in Clement that the gnostic is to continue to grow in this 8ECOptU 

(§6.3.5, pp.278-279). We see this same concept in Origen, but it is more defined. 

Danielou points to the Homilies on Numbers where Origen comments on the use 

of tents as temporaly shelters for travellers: 

Those who devote themselves to the pursuit of knowledge and wisdom 
have no end to their labours. How could there be an end, a limit, where the 
wisdom of God is concerned? Travellers, then, on the road to God's 
wisdom ... [are on] perpetual journeys ... never-ending travels ... the road 
before them ... stretches to infinity .... Thus she [the soul] finds fresh spiritual 
experiences .... So it is that pressing forward the whole time, she seems to be 
always on the road ... 53 

Here Origen uses the word to describe the soul's advance which St Paul used of 

himself in Philippians 3: l3, E7tEK-tUcrt<;, "to press fOlward." He does not 

specifically cite the Philippians text in this fashion,54 but as Dani610u points out, 

the above passage contains a clear use of the concept. The idea that where God 

52 Life of Moses II.235. 
53 Hom. Num. 17.5. This citation comes from Danh~lou (Origen, pp.303-304). 
54 On First Principles IV.3.14; On Prayer XXV.2; XXXIV; there is an interesting text in his Preface to 
the Epistle to the Romans where he discusses the growth in St Paul's spiritual life, judging that he had 
grown from the time he wrote the Philippian letter to when he wrote the Romans. It is interesting that 
Clement only cites the Philippians text once (Paid. 1.6.52,2) pointing to Paul's example against those who 
"call themselves pelfect," but the concept, as we have shown, is certainly there. 
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has no limit the soul's advance to pelfection can have no limit is developed more 

fully by GregOly. 

The unending progress in the life of viItue is the driving force for GregOly's 

Life of Moses. He opens the treatise with an allusion to Philippians 3: 13 and it 

could be argued that Life of Moses is an exegesis of this text: 

.. .in the case of virtue we have learned from the Apostle that its one limit of 
perfection is the fact that it has no limit. For that divine Apostle, great and 
lofty in understanding, ever running the course of virtue, never ceased 
straining toward those things that are still to come .... Since, then, it has not 
been demonstrated that there is any limit to virtue except evil, and since the 
Divine does not admit of an opposite, we hold the divine nature to be 
unlimited and infinite ... .It is therefore undoubtedly impossible to attain 
perfection, since, as I have said, perfection is not marked off by limits ... 55 

Here GregOly is expressing his doctrine of E1tEK'texcrtc;: since God has no limit, the 

pursuit of viltue must be limitless. In another passage (Life II.236-238) where 

Gregory is discussing Moses seeing the back pa11s of God, he uses the same 

argument for unending spiritual growth. We want to focus on just two statements 

made in this rather long section on etemal progress which give the sum of 

GregOly's E1tEK'texcrtC;: 

This truly is the vision of God: never to be satisfied in the desire to see 
him. But one must always, by looking at what he can see, rekindle his 
desire to see more. 

So Moses, who eagerly seeks to behold God, is now taught how he can 
behold Him: to follow God wherever he might lead is to behold God. 56 

Rather than being the perfOlmance of pat1icular acts, pelfection for Gregory is 

making continual progress. 

55 Life of Moses, Prologue 5 and 7-8. 
56 Life of Moses II.239 and 252. 
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5. The role a/prayer in spirituality and Becop£a 

In Chapter Five I demonstrated how prayer was an integral pmt of Clement's 

8ecopia. With Origen prayer moves away from the spontaneity we found in 

Strom. VII. 7 and adopts the structured saying of prayers, specifically the "Our 

Father."s7 This is the case with GregOly as well; his work dedicated to prayer is, 

in fact, On the Lord's Prayer. 58 When we look at these two works on prayer the 

dissimilm'ity with Clement stands out immediately. The simple fact that Origen 

and GregOly are working thmugh the Lord's Prayer implies that the focus be on 

structure and discipline. The concept of 6~tAta is not readily present.59 The focus 

of this prayer is not communion or conversation (in which two patties speak to one 

another), but on the believer: the words spoken, the attitude of the hemt, and the 

virtue in the life.60 There are velY few references to silent prayer. 61 

There are numemus points where it does appear that Origen works under 

Clement's influence: references to the angels praying with the believer (On Prayer 

11.1-4; 27.11; 31.5); contemplation is mentioned (Ibid., 9.2; 17.2; 25.2; 27.2). 

Possibly the most significant point of contact is Origen's use of the "milk. .. meat" 

57 I am using Greer's translation of On Prayer, CWS (London 1979). Origen probably knows the On 
Prayer of Tertullian. Tertullian's treatise is the earliest exposition we have on the Lord's Prayer, 
Tertullian's Treatises Concerning Prayer, Concerning Baptism, translated by Alexander Souter (London 
1919), p.xiv. Souter dates On Prayer between 200-206 A.D. (p.xii), making it difficult to know whether 
his or what we have in Strom. VII.7 was written first. 
58 See Hilda C. Graefs translation, St Gregory a/Nyssa: The Lord's Prayer, the Beatitudes, ACW 18 
(London 1954). 
59 Origen does mention OJ.1lA1.CX (On Prayer 9.2) in a manner after Clement, but only once. 
60 This is made clear in Origen's On Prayer 2.2. 
61 In tIus I must strongly disagree with Mortley's comment, " ... there is a very great emphasis on the role 
of the Spirit in fostering unspeaking communication .... This particular theme is strong in the On Prayer ... " 
(Word 11, p.70). Origen does say this about the Spirit groaning through the "sighs" of the believer 
(On Prayer 2.3), but there are far more references to spoken prayer than to silent prayer. 
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analogy. 62 Section 27 is a rather lengthy section which might say something of its 

relative importance. Other than the two digressions we have noted, the message of 

this section is that there are two levels of teaching from the Word. It is as if he is 

walking around the edges of what Clement said through this analogy, but he does 

not clearly connect the bread to 9EOOpi<x. 63 

GregOly's On the Lord's Prayer is more focused on the development of virtue 

than even Origen's On Prayer. Gregory sees language as an inadequate vehicle 

for approaching God;64 prayer is another spiritual discipline. The mystical side of 

faith, the 9Erop1..<x, is something which is divorced from both speech and the senses 

altogether. Prayer becomes something the believer must do on the way to 9Erop1..<x; 

it is also an essential discipline to keep free from sin and close to God: 

Whatever anyone may set out to do, if it is done with prayer the undertaking 
will prosper and he will be kept from sin, because there is nothing to oppose 
him and drag the soul into passion ... For a person who does not unite himself to 
God through prayer is separated from God ... For the effect of prayer is union 
with God, and if someone is with God, he is separated from the enemy.65 

On the Lord's Prayer reads more like some of GregOly's ascetical works. Here 

are a few examples of prayer from the "Ascetical Works,,:66 

[The wise man] will properly keep separate his purity of soul by devotion 
to prayer, fearing lest, through preoccupation with passion, he become 
wholly flesh and blood, in which the spirit of God does not reside. 67 

62 On Prayer 27, on "give us this day our daily bread" is given to the idea of a deeper spiritual teaching. 
He cites John 6:27 as does Clement, "Do not labor for the food that perishes," in 27.2 (see our discussion 
of the "milk ... meat" analogy: pp.40-46; 83-85; 162-172; and 212-214). There are two parts of section 27 
which seem like lengthy digressions: 27.7-8, which is Platonist thought on QUOW, and 27.13-17, which 
seems to be discussion on eschatology. 
63 One comment comes close, " ... the angels are nourished by the Wisdom of God and empowered to fulfill 
their special tasks by their contemplation of the tmth with Wisdom ... " (On Prayer 27.10) 
64 Mortley (Word JI, pp.175-191). It should be noted that Mortley is not saying Gregory felt language to 
be useless; thus, " ... even those writers who are normally considered to be the most prone to the emphasis 
on mystery and on the negative way, the Cappadocians, have been seen to give a thoroughgoing 
endorsement to language," p.254. 
65 On the Lord's Prayer I, (Graef, p.24). 
66 Callahan, Virginia Woods, Saint Gregory of Nyssa: Ascetical Works, FC 58 (Washington, D.C. 1967). 
67 On Virginity 8, (Callahan, p.34). 
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So wicked and hard to cure and strong are those things possessed in the 
depths of our souls that it is not possible to rub them out and to remove 
them through human efforts and virtue alone unless through prayer we take 
the power of the Spirit as an ally ... 68 

Contrast this with the fact that prayer is rarely mentioned in the spirituality texts. 

It could be argued that prayer is implied, but that would still represent a big 

difference between GregOly and Clement. There are too many occasions in the 

Commentary and Homilies on the Song of Songs where GregOly (this applies 

equally for Origen) could have easily given an interpretation which included 

prayer. The easiest place would have been in the cornrnentalY where he speaks of 

the spikenard sent out by the Bride (Song of Songs 1:12).69 In Life of Moses he 

refers to prayer using the symbol of incense and fragrance,70 thus doing so in the 

Commentary on the Song of Songs would not have been unusual. 

It is clear that prayer for both Origen and Gregory is not as closely connected 

with 8ECOptU as in Clement. I will give fmiher comment on this topic in this next 

section as we uy to make some general observations as to the direction spirituality 

takes from Clement to Origen and GregOly. 

6.4.3 The trajectory of 8ECOptU from Clement to Origen and Gregory 

One thing is celiain: spirituality from Clement to Gregory became better 

defined. The spiritual pathway was clearly laid out, necessitated somewhat by the 

cUlTents of opposition. As Louth so aptly demonsu'ates,71 the Nicean Council and 

68 On the Christian Mode oj Life, (Callahan, p.l37). 
69 Comm. on the Song III.824A-C as cited in Louth (Origins, p.93). 
70 Life oJMoses II. 182 and 185. Yet these do not come during the intimate encounters of Moses with God. 
71 Louth (Origins). 
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creatio ex nihilo pushed for a better defined doctrine of the nature of God - this 

brought changes to spirituality. 

The Church moved away from the spontaneous spirituality represented by 

Clement's gnostic. Danielou, commenting on ecstasy, suggests that Origen 

represents a reaction against the Montanists. 72 As the Church developed there was 

a general move away from the senses, away from emotional excesses, and towards 

a more intellectual faith. Clement was the beginning of this move; but Origen 

made it more complete.73 This is celiainly not to suggest that Origen and Gregory 

did not have deeply felt devotion - one cannot come to such a conclusion after 

reading their works; but the Church as a whole was slowly growing into the two-

tiered stlUcture of the lay people and the athletes of God, the monks. 

Clement's gnostic, whose whole life is prayer and converse with God in space 

and time - "we sail the seas hymning" - becomes the mystical Bride who 

somehow has some kind of contact with God. Prayer has become another spiritual 

discipline, like fasting or giving to the poor; it is for beginners. Prayer, at least for 

the beginners, is stlUctured, as in reciting "Our Father.,,74 Silent prayer continues, 

but the rationale for it changes: aspects of Clement's angelic associations remain, 

especially in Origen. But silence for GregOly is driven by his affiImation of utter 

transcendence. 75 It appears that discursive prayer is meant for those who have not 

72 Danielou (Origen, p.302). He cites several scholars who, against Volker, do not think Origen 
experienced ecstasy, Ibid. 
73 See Danielou's comments, Ibid., pp.302-303. 
74 Clement possibly refers to "Our Father" in Strom. VII.7.49,6 and certainly does in Strom. VII.13.81,1, 
but it is missing from his discussion on prayer other than this. Beyond this, the Fathers began to place 
more stress on posture and form; see Gaston, Robert W., "Attention and Decorum in Early Christian 
Prayer," PSEC 1 (Brisbane 1998), pp.81-96. 
75 Mortley's work (From Word to Silence II) is important for understanding silence in Gregory. 
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yet "come to know that what is divine is beyond all knowledge." 76 Once this 

stage is reached, and the soul begins to move into the realm of the invisible, 

silence becomes the more appropriate response. 

What happens with 8ECOptCX in Origen and Gregory? It appears to me that 

while prayer became more grounded in the senses that 8ECOptCX moved more into 

the area of the mind. The contemplation of Origen and GregOly are more Platonic 

than that of Clement, driven I think, by transcendence. Louth presents the 

contemplation in Origen as "the union of the mind with the Logos, and only 

indirectly as contemplation of God.,,77 It is clear when reading his works on the 

Song of Songs that Origen is speaking about a real experience in contemplation, 

but as Louth pointed out, it celiainly does not have the kind of immediacy we see 

in Clement. There is intimacy in Origen's contemplation, but it is somehow less 

tangible. 

Once we come to GregOly transcendence has taken over; here is how Louth 

sums up the situation, 

There is no final vision ... for there is no possibility of sight in this 
darkness .... This denial of the ultimacy of theoria, or contemplation, is what 
marks Gregory off most sharply from Origen ... 78 

Although I cannot fully agree with Louth here, GregOly certainly depmis from the 

example of Clement. DanieIou refers to GregOly's "feeling of presence" as "the 

76 Life a/Moses 11.164. 
77 Louth (Origins, p.72). 
78 Ibid., p.97. As I mentioned (pp.282-287), I find more room for contact in Gregory than does Louth. It 
seems to me that Gregory may have been trapped in his written expression by the philosophical/theological 
polemics with Eunomius. 
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very depth of mystical experience.,,79 It is celiain as we read him that 8EroPtD:, 

like his pOlirayal of Moses, is shrouded in mystely. 

On the positive side, Origen seems to have eliminated some of the less 

Christian elements of Clement's spirituality. The ascent of the soul is no longer 

tainted with heavenly levels; holiness is no longer a pelmanence of a,1ta8EtD: as 

much as a struggle against temptation. 80 Gregory then takes the concept of 

perfection one step further with his use of E1tEK'tD:<JtC;, as we have already seen. 

6.5 Final Comments 

Ultimately the historian is on a quest for knowledge - and answers. I have 

presented the data, made observations, and offered my opinions, but I am celiain I 

have not fully explained Clement's 8EroptD: system. In his analysis of Timaeus, 

Dillon says that Plato intended to be vague, 

What is disturbingly plain, arising out of all this frantic activity, is that the 
Master himself managed to avoid giving any definitive account of what he 
meant to his immediate followers. 8l 

If Plato purposed to be vague and Jesus spoke in parables, should we be surprised 

when Clement is not exceedingly clear? We cannot give definitive answers about 

Clement's system because he had no intention of presenting it clearly. 

What we see in Clement is a testimony to early CIU'istian spirituality. My 

intention in this thesis has been to show that Clement is the first literary witness 

we have of the adaptation into the Church of the Platonic categOlY 8EroPtD: and the 

79 Danielou (Platol1isme, p.196). 
80 See VOlker's comments on this, p,42l. 
81 Dillon, "Tampering with the Timaeus," (1990), p.72. See also, Dillon, "The Riddle of the Timaeus," 
(1997), p,42. 
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spirituality which accompanies it. We have just seen how Origen, and then 

Gregory, build on Clement's foundation, but they have changed it as well. Neither 

of these great thinkers move away from Clement because he has been too vague, 

or his ideas too poorly presented, but because he has been too radical. 

Origen moves away from many of Clement's ideas because he disagrees with 

them; he never mentions Clement and it appears in many instances that he is trying 

to distance himself from his predecessor. 82 Although he does mention the oral 

tradition, he seems embarrassed with Clement's boldness about it. Origen's On 

Prayer certainly presents prayer differently from Clement: silent prayer and the 

role of angels are mentioned, but not discussed; basing the treatise on the "Our 

Father," references to baptism and the Eucharist all show that he is much more 

concelned with the sacraments than is Clement. This must surely be a major point 

of difference between Clement and the two later writers; although he does not 

speak against the sacraments, neither is Clement an aggressive advocate. 

Ultimately I think Origen is embanassed by Clement's view of the accessibility 

and immanence of God to the believer. Origen resOlts to the mystical imagery to 

illustrate the contact one can have with God. 

GregOly follows Origen, and celtainly disagrees with Clement on the 

availability of God's contact with the believer. Clement's gnostic enjoying O)ltAtCX 

with God is replaced with the sense of presence the soul has with the energies of 

82 I will limit myself to comment only on the differences Origen seems to have with Clement with respect 
to prayer, spirituality, and 8£COptu. It could be said that Origen has written both On First Principles and 
Stromateis as a rebuttal of Clement. He could be in disagreement with Clement on his departure from the 
city to avoid arrest. He does not seem to share the same positive evaluation of Greek philosophy (although 
his thoughts are thoroughly impregnated with it). I also think Origen was unhappy with Clement's radical 
affirmation of married life, see Strom. VII. 12. 70,6-8; 80,4. 
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God. 83 A radical shift indeed. 

We have seen how spiritual writers following Clement, whether they 

acknowledged it or not, built on the foundation laid in Stromateis. The spirituality 

he makes reference to, with all the gaps and tensions, was recognisable to his 

spiritual progeny. Yet something was lost: the spontaneity, the simple, bold 

asse11ion that the believer has close fellowship with God - all the time. The 

Church developed: the spiritual pathway became more complicated; where the 

asceticism of Paidagogus was a basic outline, elaborate ascetical schemes were 

developed which fm1her enhanced the two-tiered stmcture of ordinalY believer and 

consecrated monk. Theological battles spilt over into spirituality and something 

was lost: 

Holding festival, then, in our whole life, persuaded that God is altogether 
on every side present, we cultivate our fields, praising; we sail the sea, 
hymning; in all the rest of our conversation we conduct ourselves 
according to rule. The Gnostic, then, is very closely allied to God ... 84 

We need to give Clement his rightful place as the first significant, post-apostolic 

spiritual writer. It is with Clement that a distinct spiritual pathway is introduced 

into Christian spirituality. He needs more accurate representation when studies are 

done on Christian spirituality. When Clement's spirituality writing is isolated, 

without being encumbered by the sUlTounding conceal/reveal texts, the vibrant 

spontaneity of his spiritual man can be clearly seen. It is hoped that this study has 

brought Clement's vibrant spirituality more into the open. 

83 See Louth's comment on Gregory's presentation of the "energies" of God as the agent with which God 
interacts with mankind, footnotes 26 and 39 above (Origins, p.91). 
84 Strom. VII.7.35,6. 
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APPENDIX 1 

OCCUlTences of 9EcopEco/9Ecoplcx in Stromateis 

Book I Book II Booklli Book IV BookV Book VI Book VII 
• 1.10,4-5 I 2.5,1-2 • (1.3,2) • l.1,5 • 2.4,2-3 • 1.3,4 
I 1.15,2 e (2.5,5) • 3.9,1 • 1.13,2 • 7.61,1-2 e 2.10,2-3 
e (1.15,2) • 2.8,2-3 • 5.21,1 I 3.16,1 • 9.75,1-2 e 2.11,1 

• 1.16,1 • 10.46,1 • 6.40,1 • 6.36,4 I 10.80,2 e 3.13,1-2 (3x) 
S 1.17,1 • 10.47,4 • 16.99,2-3 • 6.40,1 I 11.91,4-5 • 3.16,6 
I 6.33,1 • (10.47,4) I 17.108,2 • 8.54,4 • 12.98,3 • 7.44,6-7 (3x) 
I 9.43,1 • 17.77,4 • 22.136,2 • 9.58,5 e 14.108,1 • 7.46,4 
• 11.51,4-5 S 20.125,2 I 22.136,4 e 10.66,2 e (14.108,1) • 7.49,4 
I 15.73,4-5 I 21.129,4 • 23.152,3 (2x) e (10.66,2) • 15.121,1-2 e 10.56,5-6 
• 19.94,6 • 21.130,2 • (23.152,3) I (11.67,3) • 15.132,5 e (l0.57,1) 
S 21.143,3 • 25.155,2 (3x) • (11.71,1) S 15.138,1 • 10.59,7 
• 25.165,3 • 12.78,2 I 17.150,4 I 11.60,2-3 
• 25.166,2 S (14.138,3) • 17.155,3 I 11.61,1 
I 28.176,1 I 14.140,2-3 • 18.166,3 S 11.61,4 
e (28.176,2) I 18.168,4 e (1l.68,4) 

• 12.72,5 
S 12.74,6 
I 12.76,5 
I 12.76,7 
• 12.78,2 
• 13.83,3-4 (2x) 
I 15.91,4 
I 16.102,2 

TOTALS: 
15 10 0 14 14 15 28 

References with a small "x" represent multiple occurrences. 
References in parentheses are the occurrences of E1to1t'tEta which we show in §3.4 
(pp.120-121) is closely related to, and sometimes used synonymously with 8Eropta. 
Book VIII, being a redacted compilation of notes, is not included in this chart. See the 
discussion in §4.1.3 (pp.148-152). 

Symbols in the chart: 
S = a physical 'sight' phenomenon; a visual spectacle 
I = intellectual' seeing,' or contemplation 
8 = 8Eropta, spiritual contemplation 
• = the meaning is not clearly distinctive enough to classify 
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APPENDIX 2 

Occurrences of Prayer in Stromateis 

93 

16 8 ............. . 11················· .................. 13 
6 

~1 ~2 ~3 ~4 ~5 ~6 ~7 

Occurrences of Prayer in Strom. VII 
60.----------------------==-------~------------------------------~ 

45~1----------------------4 

30+1---------------------4 

15~1----------------------~ 

o 0 0 

Ol~i~i~i~i~i~ i~ i~i~ i~i~i~ i~i~ ~ i~ i~i~ 

Ch Ch Ch Ch Ch Ch Ch Ch Ch Ch Ch Ch Ch Ch Ch Ch Ch Ch 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 
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Bk.Ch. I.l II.18 
Lines of text 304 276 
Occurrences 7 8 

Lines per 
Occurrence 43.4 34.5 

APPENDIX 3 

Frequency of yvwO'tS 
(A Sampling of 8 Chapters) 

III. 12 IV.6 V.1 
209 228 244 

1 11 11 

209 20.7 22.1 

VI.16 VII. 7 
312 315 
10 25 

31.2 12.6 
Cummulative result for all 8 chapters: Average lines oftext/occurrence = 25.0 

VII. 12 
267 
13 

20.5 

A sample of eight chapters (one from each book of Stromateis in addition to VII.7 and 12) 
shows the frequency difference of VII. 7 from the rest of the work. 
The target for the sample chapter size was 300 lines oftext, based on VII. 7. 
The largest chapter from each book which was also the closest in size was selected. 
The lines of text are based on the SUihlin edition. 
The number of occurences of yvroO'tC; are given as estimates; variations such as YVcOO'eCOC;, 
and yvcoO"tucfj have been taken into consideration, but some variations may have been 
missed. 

Bk.Ch. I.l 
Lines of text 304 

Citations 27 
Lines per 
Citation 11.3 

APPENDIX 4 

Frequency of Scriptural Citations 
(A Sampling of8 Chapters) 

II.18 III. 12 IV.6 V.l 
276 209 228 244 
28 34 24 22 

9.9 6.1 9.5 11.1 

VI. 16 
312 
12 

26 
Cummulative result for all 8 chapters: Average lines oftext/citation = 13.1 

The same method used in Appendix 3 was used here. 

VII. 7 VII. 12 
315 267 

5 13 

63 20.5 

The Scriptural citations are based on the Wilson translation, ANCL, as he has chosen a 
fairly strict guide for citations (not using 1-2 word allusions). 
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APPENDIX 5 

Categories in Stromateis VII Ascension Texts 

perfection 
angels 
"stages," or "steps" 
"summit" 
"rest" 
E1t01t'tetCX 

9EroptCX 

"face to face" 
6~tAtCX 

"son," or "friend" of God 

VII.3.13.1-3 

3.13,1-3 10,56-57,2 I 11.68,1-5 13.82,4-7 
./ ./ ./ ./ 

f····················································· ........................................................................................... . 
no? ./ no no 

f···································· ............................................................................................................ . 
(the concept)./ ./ "thrones" 

···(th~·~·~~~~p1S··· ................. j" ............................... j" ............... ····(th~··~;~~~·Pt)··· 

~~ ................ ················7··············· ................ ";j ................ ................. :; ............... . 

............... ~~ ................................ -:; ................ ................ ";j ................ ............... ~~ ............. .. 

................ ";j ................ ................. :; ............................... ~~ ............................... ~~ .............. . 

f .. ····· .. · .. · .......... · .. · .. ·· .. ···· .... ·· .... ·· .. ·· .... ···· .. · .. · .. · .. ·· ........ · ............................ · .. ······ .. · .. · .......... ··· .. · .. ·1 
(the concept)./ ./ no 

................ ";j ................ ............... ~~ ............................... ~~ ................. .. 
no 

no 
.... ................. ";j ................ .. .. 

no 

Now I pass over other things in silence, glorifying the Lord. But I affirm that 
gnostic souls, that surpass in the grandeur of contemplation the mode of life of 
each of the holy ranks, among whom the blessed abodes of the gods are allotted by 
distribution, reckoned holy among the holy, transferred entire from among the 
entire, reaching places better than the better places, embracing the divine vision not 
in mirrors or by means of minors, but in the transcendently clear and absolutely 
pure insatiable vision which is the privilege of intensely loving souls, holding 
festival through endless ages, remain honoured with the indentity of all excellence. 
Such is the vision attainable by "the pure in heati." 
This is the function of the Gnostic, who has been perfected, to have convene with 
God through the great High Priest, being made like the Lord, up to the measure of 
his capacity, in the whole service of God, which tends to the salvation of men, 
through care of the beneficence which has us for its object; and on the other side 
through worship, through teaching and through beneficence in deeds. 
The Gnostic even fOlms and creates himself; and besides also, he, like to God, 
adorns those who hear him; assimilating as far as possible the moderation which, 
arising from practice, tends to impassibility, to Him who by nature possesses 
impassibility; and especially having unintenupted converse and fellowship with 
the Lord. 

VII.t 0.56,3-57,2 
It leads us to the endless and perfect end, teaching us beforehand the future life 
that we shall lead, according to God, and with gods; after we are freed from all 
punishment and penalty which we undergo, in consequence of our sins, for 
salutaty discipline. After which redemption the reward and the honours are 
assigned to those who have become perfect; when they have got done with 
purification, and ceased from all service, though it be holy service, and among 
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saints. Then become pure in heaIt, and near to the Lord, there awaits them 
restoration to everlasting contemplation; and they are called by the appellation of 
gods, being destined to sit on thrones with the other gods that have been first put in 
their places by the Saviour. Knowledge is therefore quick in purifying, and fit for 
that acceptable transfOlmation to the better. Whence also with ease it removes [the 
soul] to what is akin to the soul, divine and holy, and by its own light conveys man 
through the mystic stages of advancement; till it restores the pure in heart to the 
crowning place of rest; teaching to gaze on God, face to face, with knowledge and 
comprehension. For in this consists the perfection of the gnostic soul, in its being 
with the Lord, where it is in immediate subjection to Him, after rising above all 
purification and service. 

VII.11.68,1-5 
For by the service of what is best and most exalted, which is characterized by 
unity, it renders the Gnostic at once friend and son, having in truth grown "a 
perfect man, up to the measure of full stature." FUlther, agreement in the same 
thing is consent. But what is the same is one. And friendship is consummated in 
likeness; the community lying in oneness. The Gnostic, consequently, in virtue of 
being a lover of the one true God, is the really perfect man and friend of God, and 
is placed in the rank of son. 
For these are names of nobility and knowledge, and perfection in the 
contemplation of God; which crowning step of advancement the gnostic soul 
receives, when it has become quite pure, reckoned wOlthy to behold everlastingly 
God Almighty, "face," it is said, "to face." For having become wholly spiritual, 
and having in the spiritual Church gone to what is of kindred nature, it abides in 
the rest of God. 

VII.13.82,4-7 
Now the temple is great, as the Church, and it is small, as the man who preserves 
the seed of Abraham. He, therefore, who has God resting in him will not desire 
aught else. At once leaving all hindrances, and despising all matter which distracts 
him, he cleaves the heaven by knowledge. And passing through the spiritual 
Essences, and all rule and authority, he touches the highest thrones, hasting to that 
alone for the sake of which alone he knew. Mixing, then, "the serpent with the 
dove," he lives at once perfectly and with a good conscience, mingling faith with 
hope, in order to the expectation of the future. For he is conscious of the boon he 
has received, having become wOlthy of obtaining it; and is h'anslated from slavery 
to adoption, as the consequence of knowledge; knowing God, or rather known of 
Him, for the end, he puts faIth energies conesponding to the worth of grace. For 
works follow knowledge, as the shadow the body. 
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